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Introductory Statement
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In mid-2016, the City of Springfield opened the Carpenter Street Underpass, a newly
completed vehicular underpass along Carpenter Street (between Ninth and Eleventh Streets).
This underpass replaced a grade-level rail crossing for the Norfolk Southern Corporation’s rail
line, which runs along Tenth Street. The construction of this underpass was the first stage of the
greater Springfield Rail Improvements Project, which is part of the Illinois High-Speed Rail
Chicago to St. Louis program. The Springfield Rail Improvements Project involves the
consolidation of rail lines in Springfield along Tenth Street, and improving rail crossings
throughout the city.1 The project ultimately will involve the reconstruction of approximately
four miles of new rail corridor, eight new underpasses, one new overpass, and reconstruction of
four existing underpasses, and ultimately will reduce the number of at-grade rail crossing in the
city
from
68
to
32
(http://www.hanson-inc.com/news.aspx?page=news-releasetext&articleid=hanson-submits-preliminary-plans-for-carpenter-str;
http://springfieldrailroad.com/newsite/).
In late 2013, in compliance with the provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 (36 CFR 800, et. seq.), Fever River Research conducted a cultural
resource assessment (literature search) of the Carpenter Street Underpass Project area for the
City of Springfield (under subcontract to Hanson Professional Services, Inc., Springfield,
Illinois) to assess the impact of the proposed construction activity associated with a new
underpass on the historic resources within the project area. The results of that Phase I
archaeological survey is detailed in the report entitled A Cultural and Historical Resources Study
for the Proposed Carpenter Street Underpass, Springfield Rail Improvements Project (Stratton
and Mansberger 2014).
The Phase I archaeological survey identified two potentially significant archaeological
sites (Sites 11Sg1432 and 11Sg1433) within the proposed right-of-way that were recommended
for Phase II archaeological testing. In the late summer and fall of 2014, Phase II archaeological
investigations of these two sites were undertaken by Fever River Research, Springfield, Illinois.
The results of those investigations, less the inventory and analysis of the recovered artifacts,
were detailed in the report entitled Results of Phase II Archaeological Investigations of Sites
11Sg1432 and 11Sg1433 for the Proposed Carpenter Street Underpass, Springfield Rail

1

The purpose of the Springfield Railroad Improvements Project is to accommodate a projected increase in
passenger and freight rail traffic through Springfield in the near future. There presently are three principal rail lines
passing through Springfield: the Union Pacific (UP) Railroad, which runs down Third Street; the Norfolk Southern
(NS) Railroad, following Tenth Street; and the Canadian National (CN) Railroad, centered on Nineteenth Street.
The UP alone expects to increase the number of freight trains it runs through the city per day to twenty-two over the
next few years. In the event funding is secured for high-speed passenger service between Chicago and St. Louis,
eighteen passenger trains could also pass through Springfield on the UP’s tracks per day, thereby bringing the total
daily traffic on this line to forty trains (a figure independent of the current or future traffic on the NS and CN lines).
An increase in the rail traffic of this magnitude will present significant challenges to the residents of Springfield—
challenges the Springfield Railroad Improvement Project will address (See Stratton and Mansberger 2011).
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Improvements Project, Springfield, Illinois (Mansberger and Stratton 2016). The inventory and
analysis of the recovered artifacts was postponed until funding was obtained for that task.
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The existing report, which was completed in the fall of 2017, summarizes the results of
the artifact inventory and analysis of the artifacts recovered from Sites 11Sg1432 and 11Sg1433.
The report format consists of the presentation of a series of appendices that are intended to be
attached to the end of the earlier Phase II report (Mansberger and Stratton 2016). Appendix VIII
summarizes the artifacts recovered from each of the seven house sites documented at Site
11Sg1432. Identified as Houses A through G (from south to north), these seven houses were
constructed along the west side of, and facing Tenth Street. Detailed inventories by provenience
for each house are presented in Appendix IX. In an effort to summarize the relevant information
of each archaeological feature and/or house in one location, some of the material presented in the
current report is somewhat repetitive, also having been presented within the original Phase II
report.
Appendix X summarizes the artifacts recovered from each of the nine privy pits partially
excavated at Site 11Sg1433. Specifically, these nine privy pits were located on Lot 15, and
associated with the domestic component associated with that south-facing lot. The earliest of the
privies tested (Feature 2) was centrally located along the alley. Subsequent privy pits moved
towards the front of the lot and closer to the house. Feature 2 was followed by Feature 3,
followed sequentially in turn by Feature 4, Feature 5, Feature 6, Feature 12, Feature 14, Feature
15 and finally Feature 16. Detailed inventories by provenience for each privy pit are presented
in Appendix XI.
The faunal analysis for both sites, which was prepared by Dr. Terrance Martin (Illinois
State Museum, Springfield), was also incorporated into the accompanying feature descriptions.
Finally, since completion of the original Phase II report, a digital copy of the annotated and
photographic scrapbook referenced in that report—entitled In the Wake of the Mob: An
Illustrated Story of Riot, Ruin, and Rage (1909)—was located and is presented as Appendix XII.
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Figure 1. Plan map of Site 1 (11Sg1432) illustrating the limits of the excavations at this site, with seven house foundations
exposed. The houses are labeled A through G, from south to north. Houses A through E were constructed in the 1840s-early
1850s. Houses F and G were constructed slightly later (probably in the 1860s).
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Figure 2. Plan of the south half Block 14, illustrating Lots 15 and 16 with exposed archaeological features, limits of
investigations, and proposed right-of-way for the rail improvements. The features with the small red dots were partially
excavated as part of the Phase II investigations.
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Figure 3. Left: Row of pit privies exposed during initial stripping of overburden along the west side of the E1/2, Lot 15.
Differential drying indicates location of privy pits. Right: Partial excavations of pit privies in progress during testing (Fall
2014).
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APPENDIX VIII
FEATURE DESCRIPTIONS
CARPENTER STREET UNDERPASS,
PHASE II ARCHAEOLIGICAL INVESTIGATIONS,
SITE 1 (11SG1432)
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Site 1 (11Sg1432)
Feature Number: House A
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Feature Location: House A (301 N. Tenth Street) is located at the northwest corner of the
Tenth and Madison Street intersection, on land identified as the South 80-ft (which equates to the
S1/2) of Lots 13-16, Block 3, Jonas Whitney’s Addition, Springfield. House A sits on the South
40-ft (or S1/2), S1/2 of Lots 13-16, with the N1/2, S1/2 of Lots 13-16 being an empty lot and/or
side yard once associated with the house. The house is situated approximately 8-ft (2.44m) from
the south edge of the property line (and the Madison Street right-of-way), and 2-ft (0.61m) from
the north property edge of the original landholding (S1/2, S1/2 of Lots 13-16). The front of the
house is set back approximately 19-ft (5.79m) from the Tenth Street corridor. Although the
majority of this dwelling was exposed during the archaeological investigations, the west end of
dwelling extended into the adjacent parking lot and was not exposed.
Feature Excavation Strategy: Immediately upon the initiation of the backhoe trenching, the
physical remains of a brick perimeter foundation was encountered, 16-ft (4.88m) north of
Madison Street, and approximately 2-ft 4-in (0.72m) below the surface of the asphalt parking lot
(Figure 32). Subsequent work with the backhoe exposed three brick foundation walls
(representing the north, south, and east walls) of a building, with the east wall setting
approximately 19-ft (5.79m) west of the Tenth Street right-of-way. Additionally, the remains of
a stone, two-step entrance stoop, and two brick sidewalks were located in association with this
building. The north and south foundation walls extended into the unexcavated portion of the St.
John’s parking lot located to the west of the project area. As such, the west end of this structure
was not encountered by the excavations (Figure 21).
Initial fieldwork consisted of exposing the feature with the backhoe, followed by shovel scraping
to define details. Upon mapping the foundation remains, a single one-meter by two-meter test
unit was excavated along the north wall of the building. This test unit was excavated in
combination single arbitrary level. Upon completion of the excavation unit a single profile wall
was drawn and. All fill from the test unit was screened.
Feature Description: The perimeter foundation walls were constructed with hand-struck, softmud brick set in a very soft lime mortar. The foundation walls were two bricks wide
(approximately 9-in or 23cm). The base of the foundation wall did not have a spread footing,
and was set in a very shallow builder’s trench, with the base of the foundation walls being only
about 3-in (8cm) below the pre-settlement ground surface. The first course of brick work, at
least in the area of Test 1, was a rowlock course, capped by five courses laid in a running bond.
In total, approximately 1-ft 6-in (0.46m) of brick work has survived of this structure. No interior
walls or fireplace/chimney foundations were noted. The structure documented by these
perimeter foundation walls measure approximately 30-ft 0-in (9.14m) wide (north/south), by an
indeterminate depth (east/west). Minimally, House A measures 20-ft (6.09m) in depth, with the
rear unexposed portion of the building extending into the unexcavated parking lot to the west.
Assuming a square footprint, as much as an additional 10-ft (3.05m) of the house may extend
into the adjacent parking lot.
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As noted above, although there is no archaeological evidence of neither chimney nor fireplace
foundations being present, they may exist as yet undiscovered beneath the yellow capping fills
and/or located immediately outside of the excavated area to the west. At the time of the original
Phase II report was written, only a single image of the ruins of House A was known to exist.
This single photograph illustrated the burned-out buildings along Madison Street with the
chimney stack of House A visible along the margins of the photograph. Since that time, a
second photograph has been located, and presented here (Figure x). The photograph, which was
labeled “Remains of a Negro Cabin burned during the Riot,” was discovered in a scrapbook from
1909 entitled In the Wake of the Mob: An Illustrated Story of Riot, Ruin, and Rage. Until the
current research, these photographs were unbeknownst to historians researching the 1908
Springfield riot. Evidence of the rear sloping roof line indicates that the fireplace and associated
chimney stack were probably located along the northern wall and towards the rear of the house
(potentially immediately outside of the current project area (and in the adjacent paved parking lot
to the west).
The stoop and steps, which were located in the front of the house, was 4-ft 0-in (1.22m)
wide, and fabricated from two slabs of local limestone stacked one on top of the other (Figures
33-34, 37-38). The lower step was a slab of stone that measured 6-in (15cm) high by 1-ft 6-in
(47cm) deep. The upper step measured 5-in (12cm) thick by 2-ft 0-in (61cm) deep, and left
exposed a 12-in (0.30cm) wide lower step. The stone slabs had been squared up and tooled
along their edges. The steps were located one foot (30cm) off-center of the house’s front
elevation (being slightly closer towards the north side of the house).1 At the base of the steps
was located a heavily worn and disturbed brick sidewalk that ran in an easterly direction
(presumably intersecting a north/south brick sidewalk located further to the east of the house).
This walk, which abutted the base of the stone step, was made using soft-mud brick laid in a
pattern suggestive of a modified and/or repaired herringbone design. The stone step and stoop
rested on deteriorated brick wing walls. Several bricks laid on the original ground surface along
the outside edge of the southern foundation wall may document the location of a secondary
entrance fronting Madison Street. By 1908, the brick walk and the entire bottom step on the east
had been completely covered with coal ash, clinkers, and topsoil fill, raising the grade of the
front yard by at least 8-in (20cm). The backside of both steps had settled at least 2-in (6-7cm)
with both being in major disrepair (and hazardous by today’s standards).
Results of Test Excavations: A single one-meter by two-meter test unit was excavated within
the interior of the house, along the northern wall adjacent to the west right-of-way edge (Figure
35-36). This test unit was excavated to the base of the brick foundation, exposing approximately
1-ft 6-in (46cm) of fill deposits. The test unit exposed a narrow builder’s trench into which was
set the first course of brick—a rowlock course. Capping the original ground surface, and
presumably deposited after construction of this foundation system, was a thin 2-in to 3-in (68cm) thick deposit of homogeneous topsoil fill (Zone VI), and/or pre-fire deposits. Capping
Zone VI was a similarly thin 2-in to 3-in (6-8cm) thick deposit of burned wood, charcoal, ash,
and domestic artifacts (Zone V)—representing the physical remains of the burned structure and
1

The one foot off-center nature of this stoop probably indicates the presence of two unequal-sized rooms within the
front half of this structure. The larger, northern room probably measured approximately 16-ft (4.87m) in width, with
the smaller southern room measuring approximately 12-ft (3.04m) in width. No central hallway would have been
present in this house.
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its contents that collapsed into the shallow basin during the fire. Capping the fire debris
represented by Zone V was Zone IV, which although contemporary with Zone V, consisted
mostly of demolition debris (plaster) and ash. Zone IV was, in turn, capped by a very clean,
yellow silt loam (Zone I) which extended over the top of the foundations onto the fills
surrounding the exterior of the building. Zone I represents a post-fire capping episode placed
over the burned structure. This fill was probably placed over the burned remains sometime
shortly after the fire—late 1908 or early 1909.
Zones IV and V appear to have been disturbed along the northern edge of the test unit.
Zones II and III are located within a shallow trench that extends to the base of the fire deposits
along the edge of the brick foundation wall. These two fill zones suggest that someone may have
dug into the fire debris shortly after the 1908 fire and prior to the capping of the house ruins with
clean fill. This digging activity may have been undertaken in an attempt to recover personal
items from the house rubble. The excavations indicate that the interior fire deposits
(construction rubble with household artifacts), albeit relatively thin, are well preserved beneath a
thin cap of yellow silt loam, and a thin deposit of pre-fire materials are present on a relatively
undisturbed topsoil beneath them.
The excavations also documented the presence of the narrow side yard facing Madison S
Street. The narrow area between the edge of the house and the street right-of-way is
approximately 8-ft (2.43m). It was in this area that the large bill board documented in the
historic photograph of the site was located. Although little of this area was excavated, a dense
concentration of electrical insulators were located along the outside edge of the south perimeter
foundation wall. Similarly, a much wider side yard was documented along the north side of the
dwelling. The north edge of this yard was demarcated by a line of posts (representing an
east/west fence line) located approximately 42-ft (12.80m) to the north of the house (and
consistent with the 80-ft/24.38m-wide subdivision partitioned off Lots 1-4 in the 1840s). This
fence line was represented by a series of approximately 2-ft (0.61m) diameter circular post holes.
Except for an additional post near the northeast corner of the structure, no additional features
were noted in the north side yard. An early domestic midden was present in the northern side
yard of the house, with several small fragments of transfer printed whitewares (typical of an
1840s occupation) and small fragments of bone being recovered. The front yard of the house
was only minimally investigated. A small remnant of a north/south trending brick walkway was
located along the east edge of the excavation block.
Feature Artifact Content: As discussed above, the fills in that portion of House A located in
Test 1 were fairly shallow, but nonetheless clearly documented the catastrophic destruction of
this house be fire, and the subsequent collapse of the house and its contents into what was the
crawlspace of this dwelling.
The artifact assemblage from House A can be segregated into three distinct contexts
represented by: 1) pre-fire assemblage, 2) fire assemblage, and 3) post-fire assemblage.
Unfortunately, although the artifacts can be segregated into distinct assemblages, the lot
proveniences from the single excavated test do not segregate well into these distinct contexts, but
represent contexts of mixed provenience (whether pre-fire and fire, or fire and post-fire mixing).
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The attached Appendix IX define the nine individual lot proveniences, and contain a detailed list
of recovered artifacts from these proveniences.
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The pre-fire assemblage was associated with the early ground surface, and although few
in number were an interesting assemblage of pre-1870s artifacts. Although a small number of
pre-fire artifacts were present on, or immediately above, the original ground surface exposed in
Test 1, it is unclear as to whether any of these were deposited in this context prior to the
construction of the existing house. In other words, it seems most likely that the few items in this
context were deposited after the construction of the house, and do not represent a midden that
pre-dates this house. The majority of the pre-1870 artifacts from this site were recovered from
the light midden located in the yard immediately to the north of the house. Recovered from this
context were a variety of painted, printed, and relief-decorated table and teawares, as well as an
occasional fragment of utilitarian redware. Printed wares far outnumbered the painted wares—
suggesting the potential better-than-average status of the Westenberger family during these preCivil War years. As noted above, although the majority of these were recovered along the
outside edge of the house, in the side yard, a low-density midden was present beneath the house
(at least in Test 1)—and may represent materials discarded and/or deposited beneath the
floorboards of this house.
Several late nineteenth or very early twentieth century artifacts associated with a pre-fire
assemblage were recovered from that area adjacent to the front steps, and were recovered from a
cinder-rich midden that capped the earlier brick sidewalk. One item of interest recovered from
this context was a large caliber (50-caliber), spent rifle shell. Although found in the adjacent
backdirt while stripping the overburden from this site, a partial brass syringe was also recovered,
and although not specifically associated with this house, it probably reflects the rampant use of
drugs in this immediate vicinity immediately prior to the 1908 riots.
Artifacts from the fire-context were much more prolific. The majority of the artifacts
from this context were represented by materials associated with the actual house structure—such
as window glass, nails, and plaster rubble. The presence of wire-drawn nails in relative
abundance suggests that the house had undergone some renovations during the pre-1908 years
(circa 1885-1908). Although the single test unit was placed towards the rear of the building, the
recovered artifacts were not suggestive of a kitchen location, but more likely that of a bedroom.
It is unclear whether this section of the house had a second story above it. If so, many of the
artifacts recovered from Test 1 may have originated from this second-story location. If there was
not a second story, then this test most likely was positioned within a bedroom context. Artifacts
recovered from Test 1 from this fire-context included a limited number of ceramic and glass
tablewares (drinking glasses, wash basins), furniture parts (castors, cushion springs potentially
from a stuffed chairs or maybe a bed), medicine bottles, and a relatively large amount of melted
milk glass container fragments—probably from salve jars. Household items also recovered
included a vase and small flower pot suggestive of potted plants and/or flowers. An iron framing
hatchet was also recovered. Its presence in this location is of interest. Although it may have
been present to chop kindling, it might also have functioned as a weapon lying next to a chair or
even a bed. Faunal remains were relatively sparse in this assemblage (cf. Table x). Remains of
pig, cattle and chicken were identified in the assemblage.
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The post fire artifacts were few in number and associated with the yellow silty clay
subsoils that capped the fire deposits. Concentrated along the southeast corner of the building,
capping the fire deposits and lying along the outside edge of the building, was a concentration of
industrial-looking metal and green-glass electrical insulators which appear to have been
deposited in the rubble immediately after the fire.
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Figure 1. View of House A, shortly after initial stripping of overburden. This house was constructed in the 1840s by a
German tradesman. By 1900, the house was occupied by working class black families. In August 1908, the house was
occupied by, among others, an elderly invalid named Will Smith. Smith was pulled from the house and severely beaten by the
mob during the riot.
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Figure 2. Left: View of the ruins of House A (ALPLM Ides Collection, NG5792). Right: Newly discovered image of House A
(In the Wake of the Mob 1909).
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Figure 3. Site plan illustrating exposed House A in relationship to property line boundaries.
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Figure 4. East wall profile, Test 1, House A.
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Species Composition of Animal Remains from House A (Martin 2017).

Table 2
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains, House A (Martin 2017)
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Figure 5. Pre-fire artifact assemblage associated with House A. These artifacts were found
in a pre-1870s midden encapsulated along the north foundation wall of the house, and
associated with the early occupation of this dwelling. Top: Transfer print table and tea
wares. Middle: Polychrome painted tea wares. Bottom: Redware kitchenwares. All
artifacts are from Lots A-2 and A-9 (Actual Size).
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Figure 6. Also present within the encapsulated pre-fire midden were relief decorated
wares, that included this saucer (top left; Vessel A-11) and cup (top right; Vessel A-12).
Both of these items were from Lot A-2 (Actual Size). The saucer is decorated in the
CERES SHAPE, which was registered in 1859 by the firm of Elsmore and Forster (Bottom:
Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:126). The paneled cup is typical of early relief-decorated
wares from the circa 1840s.

Figure 7. Small fragment of a Parian figurine from the early encapsulated pre-fire midden.
This sherd appears to illustrate a child’s arm (Lot A-2) (Actual Size).
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Figure 8. Small late nineteenth century pill bottle recovered from the pre-fire deposits
around the front stoop of House A (Lot A-3; Vessel A-16). This bottle was embossed “The
Gray Medicine Co. / Trade / Mark / New York” and incorporated an image of the
company’s trademarked arrow (as depicted in accompanying advertisement). Top Right:
Advertisement from the Illinois State Journal (September 10, 1890) advertising the “Gray’s
Specific Medicine” which was touted as a cure for “seminal weakness, spermatorrhea,
impotency and all diseases that follow as a sequence of self-abuse…”. An undated online
advertisement (bottom) suggests that “Dr. Gray’s Health Tablets” were “a positive cure for
constipation.” It is unclear as to what this small bottle contained.
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Figure 9. Artifacts associated with the August 1908 riot were numerous within the single
excavated test unit (Test 1). Many of the items from this context were smoked, burned,
melted, and/or shattered by heat. Top: This represents the shattered and burned remains
of a bowl—presumably a small wash basin (Vessel A-20). Middle and Bottom: Partially
reconstructed rims of the relief decorated wash basin (Vessel A-20) (illustrated at 50%
actual size).
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Figure 10. Few ceramic tablewares were present in the fire deposits of House A, which is
consistent with the suspected rear bedroom location of this test unit. This undecorated cup
(and an undecorated plate) were recovered from the fire deposits of House A (Test 1)
(Actual size).
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Figure 11. As rough as living conditions were in House A in 1908, cut flowers and/or potted plants may have been present in
the house at the time of the riots. Left: Nearly whole printed vase from the fire deposits of House A (Test 1). This is Vessel A33). Right: Small seedling or starter flower pot from the fire deposits of House A (Test 1; Vessel A-23).
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Figure 12. Much of the glass recovered from the fire deposits of House A was badly deformed and/or melted. Unfortunately,
it is generally impossible to ascertain the type of vessel from which the melted glass originated. Left: Milk glass container
fragments (presumably remnants of salve jars). Middle: Window glass. Right: Clear glass containers.
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Figure 13. Three glass vessels from the fire deposits of House A, recovered from Test 1. Left: Medicine bottle (Vessel A-24).
Middle: Prescription medicine bottle (Vessel A-32). Right: Tumbler (Vessel A-27). All three vessels were melted and/or
deformed by fire. All three vessels are illustrated at 90% actual size.
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Figure 14. At least two teaspoons (bottom and middle) and a large serving spoon (top)
were recovered from the fire deposits of House A (in Test 1). The large serving spoon (top)
consisted of a decorated pewter bowl with an iron handle. Similarly, one of the teaspoons
(middle) had a pewter bowl and iron handle. The third teaspoon was a plated brass
specimen (bottom). All artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 15. Top: Framing hatchet found in fire deposits of House A (Test 1) (illustrated at
80% of actual size). The recovery of this hatchet at this location is somewhat perplexing, as
it seems to be out-of-place for this suspected bedroom location.

Figure 16. A large portion of the artifacts from the fire deposits of House A (Test 1)
consisted of heavily encrusted nails.
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Figure 17. Top: Machine cut nails were most common in the fire deposits of House A, and
included great variation in sizes. Bottom: Wire-drawn nails also were present in the fire
assemblage, albeit in lower number and variety of sizes. The presence of the wire-drawn
nails attests to remodeling activities on this dwelling during the very late nineteenth and
early years of the twentieth century prior to the 1908 riots. All are actual size.
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Figure 18. Aside from nails, architectural hardware was limited from the fire deposits of
House A. Nonetheless, screws (top) and door hardware were recovered. The screws most
likely were associated with door hinges. Both flat-tipped (non-pointed) (top right) and
machine-pointed (top left) wood screws were present in the House A fire deposits. The flattipped screws are consistent with the pre-1850 age of the original house. The cast iron rim
lock latch (bottom) was from a typical nineteenth century door rim lock. All artifacts are
actual size.
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Figure 19. Several furniture-related artifacts were found in the fire deposits of House A
(Test 1). Top: Iron springs, presumably from an upholstered chair, sofa, or cushion.
Bottom: Iron furniture casters, which may have been associated with a bureau, table, sofa,
or as illustrated here—a bed.
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Figure 20. Small finds from House A were limited in number, but included a variety of
items. Top (left to right): kaolin pipe bowl fragment, eye glass lens, marble, shell button.
Second from Top (left to right): brass syringe, large caliber brass shell casing. Second
from Bottom: child’s toy saucer, clothes buckle. Bottom: small brass padlock embossed
“St. Louis” (with photo of similar lock manufactured for and distributed at the 1904
World’s Fair) (http://collections.mohistory.org/resource/98503). All artifacts are actual
size.
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Site 1 (11Sg1432)
Feature Number: House B
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Feature Location: House B (311/313 N. Tenth Street) is located approximately 62-ft (18.90m)
north of House A on the S1/2, N1/2 of Lots 13-16, Jonas Whitney’s Addition, City of
Springfield. House B was located along the west side of Tenth Street, two houses north of the
Tenth and Madison Street intersection. It was located north of House A, and south of House C.
Whereas House A and B were separated by House A’s side yard, Houses B and C were
constructed with their two adjacent walls abutting one another. The house sits 20-ft (6.10m)
north of the southern property line, and immediately adjacent to the northern property line of this
38-ft 6-in (11.74m) wide lot. The northern wall of House B lies on the property line and abuts
the southern wall of the adjacent House C.
Physical remains of House B, consisting of a series of brick perimeter foundations, were located
62-ft (18.90m) north of House A (Figure 43-44). These brick foundations were located
approximately 20-ft (6.10m) north of the fence line demarcating the southern property line
(which corresponds to the northern edge of the large side yard located north of House A). The
front of House A and House B appear to align very closely, being approximately 19-ft (5.79m)
from the Tenth Street right-of-way.
Feature Excavation Strategy: Initial fieldwork consisted of exposing the feature with the
backhoe, followed by shovel scraping to define structural details. Upon mapping the foundation
remains, a single one-meter by two-meter test unit (Test 1) was excavated along the south wall of
the building within what would have been the addition onto the original house. This test unit,
which was excavated in arbitrary levels, was located outside of what would have been the
original house. It quickly became clear that, in order to reach the base of the cultural deposits
that were dipping quickly to the north, that the test unit needed to be extended slightly to the
north. With this in mind, a second one-meter by one-meter test unit (Test 2) was excavated
adjacent to the north end of Test 1. Upon completion of the excavation units, multiple wall
profiles were drawn and photographed. All fill from the test unit was screened.
Feature Description: The original structure identified on this parcel of land consists of a
rectangular, perimeter foundation that measured 18-ft 9-in (5.72m) long (north/south) by 16-ft 6in (5.03m) wide (east/west). The foundation walls were approximately 9-in (0.23m) thick and
constructed using soft mud, hand-struck brick laid in a lime mortar. Except for portions of the
west wall, which were capped with early twentieth century fill, the entire perimeter foundation
wall appears to be intact. A 1-ft 11-in (0.58m) wide opening in the wall, presumable for a
window or vent, was identified in the south wall of the foundation (Figure 46). Similarly, an
interior fireplace foundation was integrated into the north wall of the structure (Figure 45). The
fireplace measured 1-ft 1-in (0.34m) deep by 4-ft 8-in (1.42m) long, not counting the thickness
of the outer wall of the structure (as the back firewall of the firebox was integrated into the outer
brick wall of the structure. The firebox measures approximately 1-ft 1-in (0.34m) deep, with a 3ft 2-in (0.98m) wide mouth, and 2-ft 0-in (0.61m) wide fireback. Unlike House C, the fireback
was incorporated into the exterior brick wall. The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates
that this was a brick dwelling, unlike its frame neighbors.
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As originally constructed, this small, single-room, brick structure represents the minimal
housing unit of the 1840s—albeit constructed with a high-value product (brick). Although small,
the house was constructed with a quality material. Sometime during the middle nineteenth
century, a frame addition was construction onto the rear (west side) of this small dwelling. This
addition, which was in place by 1890, was represented by two segments of east/west bearing
perimeter foundation walls (representing the south and north walls of the addition) that extended
into the unexcavated portion of the adjacent parking lot outside of the project area to the west.
This addition extended the entire width of the original house, and—based on the Sanborn fire
insurance maps—probably extended about 13-ft to 15-ft (3.96-4.57m) to the west. The
foundations of this rear service wing were constructed of similar soft mud brick, and abutted the
original foundation walls. Approximately 8-ft to 10-ft (2.43-3.05m) of this wing was exposed by
the archaeological investigations.
More than likely, this single story rear addition, which was constructed during the middle
nineteenth-century, probably functioned as a kitchen. The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance maps
also depict two small detached frame outbuildings located immediately north of the northwest
corner of the rear service wing. These two outbuildings may have functioned as summer
kitchen, wood house, and/or even a privy. By 1896, these two detached frame outbuildings had
been demolished and another large frame addition had been constructed onto the rear of the
dwelling—extending the structure minimally an additional 20-ft (6.10m) to the west. During this
same six year period, the small courtyard to the north, behind House C, had been enclosed,
creating a large contiguous mass of attached buildings (Houses B and C).
Results of Test Excavations: Two test units were excavated in the rear of House B, and
document a complex stratigraphic sequence of structural features (living surfaces, foundation
walls, piers, and cellar) associated with this dwelling. Test 1, which measured 1m wide by 2m
long, was located in the southeastern corner of the rear service wing. This test unit, which would
have been located in the immediate rear yard adjacent to the southwest corner of the original
house, was excavated to a depth of approximately 1-ft 4-in (0.40m) below the scraped surface, at
which time it was determined that a relatively deep cellar was apparently located within the
northern third of the test unit. As sufficient room was not available to excavate the test to the
base of the cellar, a small one-meter square test (Test 2) was excavated along the northern edge
of Test 1. The excavation of Tests 1 and 2 yielded a complex set of features and fill deposits that
document dramatic changes through time associated with this small structure. The following
discussion will discuss the results of the excavation of Tests 1 and 2 in terms of the sequential
evolution of House B (Figures 49-54).
As originally constructed, the foundation wall of House B was constructed by initially
laying a rowlock course of brickwork on, or very near, the pre-settlement ground surface. On
top of the rowlock course, the mason began laying brick in a running bond pattern. At the
southwest corner of the building, nine courses of brickwork (including the base rowlock course)
are intact. Located at the southwest corner of the original house was a large 1-ft 4-in to 1-ft 6-in
(40-46cm) diameter, ash-filed post hole. Although the function of this post as either a fence post
or remnant of a post-in-ground structure is unclear, it clearly dated to the early years of the site
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occupation. As originally constructed, the small brick dwelling probably did not have a cellar
beneath it.
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Sometime during the middle nineteenth century shortly after construction of this small
house—and presumably prior to 1854—a rear service wing was constructed onto the dwelling.
By this time, approximately 4-in (10cm) of fill (or midden) had been deposited on the presettlement ground surface. It was upon this fill that the brick perimeter foundation wall of the
first rear service wing addition was constructed. Currently, six courses of brickwork of this
addition survive, and abut the adjacent southwest corner of the original dwelling.. Unlike the
earlier generation of brickwork, this wall was not constructed on a rowlock course. It appears
that the interior of this rear service wing may have originally had a dirt and/or flagstone floor.
Remnants of a heavily disturbed sandstone pavement (constructed with flagstones approximately
1-in to 2-in (or 3-5cm) thick)) was present on the inside of this wing (Figure 51). This paved
surface was located approximately 2-in (5-6cm) above the base of the foundation wall. The
surface of the remnant flagstones were slightly reddened, and exhibited evidence of in situ
burning (presumably from the 1908 fire).
At some point during the middle nineteenth century, potentially at the same time that this
rear service wing was constructed, a cellar was excavated beneath the front portion of the
dwelling. The archaeological testing indicates that the floor of the cellar is located
approximately 4-ft 3-in (1.30m) below the current scraped surface. The entrance steps into this
cellar were located within a bulkhead entranceway that projected through the western foundation
wall of the original house into the adjacent rear service wing. When constructed, the contractor
opened a hole in the brick wall that was approximately 4-ft 1-in (1.25m) wide, presumably to
burrow under the original dwelling to construct the cellar. Upon completion of the cellar
excavation work, the perimeter of this cellar—or at least the entranceway of the cellar—was laid
up with an 8-in to 9-in (0.23m) wide brick perimeter wall laid around the edges of the cellar.
Three courses of this brickwork projects west of the house foundation wall into the bulkhead,
forming what appears to be a small 9-in (0.23m) square pier (perhaps functioning as support for
the bottom step leading into the cellar). A sloped and/or stepped bulkhead extended from the
cellar entrance west into the rear service wing, much of which was exposed in Test 2. Other than
the two short brick piers at the bottom of the bulkhead, no other brickwork was present in this
bulkhead entranceway. The steps, and presumably sidewalls of this bulkhead entranceway
apparently were constructed with wooden planks, which appear to have either deteriorated (or
more likely have been dismantled) by the time of the 1908 fire. The presence of burned in-situ
floor joists along the north wall of the rear service wing suggests that floor joists and a wooden
floor were added to this wing sometime during the later nineteenth century—and the cellar may
have been abandoned at that point in time.
At the time of the August 1908 fire, the cellar beneath House B appears to have been
partially filled. Located on the base of the cellar is approximately 1-ft 4-in (0.40m) of humic
topsoil fill (with artifacts) (Zones V, VI, and VII) that suggests that the cellar was abandoned
well before the 1908 fire. Capping these pre-fire deposits was a series of distinctive ash and
brick rubble fills associated with the August 1908 fire (Zones III and IV) and subsequent
demolition of the dwelling. Artifacts within the fire-deposits consist of a variety of domestic
items suggesting that the house may have been occupied at the time of the fire. Large fragments
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of the building’s brick wall appear to have been pushed over into the cellar and/or bulkhead.
These fire deposits were subsequently capped with a thick deposit of yellow silt loam subsoil
(Zone II) and cinders (Zone I). Post-1908 fill consist of a thick deposit of domestic trash dating
from the 1910s and 1920s, which extended into the low-lying area immediately the south of
House B. The post-fire debris is relatively thick and appears to document an open land-fill
during the immediate post-fire years. Finally capped during the circa 1920s and leveled off—
presumably by and/or for the Barker Lubin Company.
Feature Artifact Content: The fill deposits in House B were relatively thick compared to those
of the adjacent Houses A and C. The artifacts recovered from this house can be easily
segregated into three distinctive contexts: 1) a pre-fire assemblage, 2) an assemblage associated
with the fire and immediate post-fire demolition, and 3) a post-fire assemblage. The artifact
density from the fire and pre-fire contexts were limited in number, with the greatest number of
artifacts being associated with the post-fire . Many of the artifacts associated with the post-fire
activity were discarded in the field (not collected).
Pre-Fire Deposits: The pre-fire contexts include items recovered from an early surface
midden located around the perimeter of the house, as well as fills within Test 1 and 2. The early
midden was sparse, with a low artifact density. That section of Test 1 located inside the addition,
suggests that this section of the yard was encapsulated within the rear service wing at a fairly
early date. Although this early midden is well preserved beneath this addition, it was only
minimally sampled by our investigations. Printed tablewares typical of the 1840s were
recovered from this surface along the outside of the dwelling (Lot B-2). Unfortunately, Test 1
was not excavated below the stone pavement, and thus did not expose this midden.
The investigations indicated the presence of a relatively large and deep cellar beneath the
original portion of the house, with the entrance bulkhead extending through the west wall of the
original structure into the adjacent addition. Within Tests 2, the pre-fire deposits were located
within the lower fills of the bulkhead entrance (and presumably the cellar also). Located on the
base of the cellar is approximately 1-ft 4-in (0.40m) of humic topsoil fill (with artifacts) (Zones
V, VI, and VII) that suggests that the cellar was abandoned well before the 1908 fire. These
lower fills can be subdivided into early and late pre-fire components. The earlier of these two
components is represented by Zone VI, which was deposited on the cellar floor prior to the
demolition of the bulkhead entrance walls. Zone VI is located immediately above the cellar
floor, and has the potential to represent a substantial pre-Civil War assemblage of artifacts
deposited during the early years of occupation (cf. Lots B-15 and B-16). Construction debris,
including window glass, brick fragments, machine cut nails, and small amounts of plaster
demolition rubble suggest that the house may have undergone some remodeling during this
period (such as the addition of the western kitchen wing onto the rear of the dwelling).
Household items include some tableware ceramics (both painted, and relief decorated wares),
chimney glass, coal, faunal remains (bone), and container glass. Children were represented in
the early deposits by the presence of toy teacup (Lot B-14) and marble (Lot B-15). The floral
pattern used on the relief decorated cup found in this fill zone (Lot B-15) was unidentified, but is
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reminiscent of the mid-century DRAPED LEAF pattern (which potentially dates from the later
1850s).2
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The later pre-fire deposits are located above the demolished bulkhead walls and beneath
the fire deposits, suggesting that the bulkhead (and probably the cellar, too) was abandoned
during the later nineteenth century prior to the 1908 fire. These later pre-fire deposits are
represented by Zone V (Lots B-13 and B-14), which caps these earlier fills, and appears to have
been deposited after the partial demolition of the bulkhead walls. The fills associated with Zone
V, probably date to the later years of the nineteenth century and immediately prior to the 1908
riots. This fill extends to the base of the bulkhead entranceway.
Items in this fill include a variety of structural debris (such as sandstone, wood, machine
cut nails, and plaster rubble). The sandstone is tabular and probably originated from the nearby
stone pavement once associated with the rear service wing. The presence of this re-deposited
sandstone fragments may suggest that this fill was deposited when the stone pavement was
abandoned, and a new wood floor was installed. The window glass from this early context (Lots
B-13 and B-14) is characteristically thin (with mean thickness of 1.05mm and 1.11mm,
respectively) and reminiscent of an early structure. An unusual item from this domestic context
is the presence of a large iron bolt (potentially associated with an industrial activity). Other
domestic items include minimal amounts of ceramic tableware (undecorated ironstone, printed
whiteware), glass containers, and crockery (salt-glazed stoneware).
Generally, artifacts documenting the presence of women are low-density items recovered
from nineteenth century archaeological sites. Fragments of a woman’s corset were present in the
later pre-fire component of House B (Lot B-14). Metal straps with riveted clips sewn into the
edge of a fabric corset first appear in the middle nineteenth century, replacing the older styled
laced-up versions. This form of attachment is, in essence, a “beefed-up” version of a “hook-andeye” fastener, and became common during the latter years of the nineteenth century.
Faunal remains were relatively sparse in House B (cf. Table x). Although the sample size
is small, they were comparable with those from House A with pig, cattle, and chicken remains
present. One difference from House A, is the presence of a wild rabbit within the House A
assemblage. It is unknown whether the rabbit was the remains of a meal, or simply documents
the death of a wild animal in the cellar. The majority of this material was recovered from the
pre-fire context.
Fire Deposits: Immediately above the pre-fire deposits in Tests 1 and 2 was a dense
concentration of household debris and building rubble, all of which had exhibited some degree of
burning (identified as Zone IV; see Lot B-12). Capping these fire deposits was a dense

2

One of the inhabitants of this dwelling during the 1870s and early 1880s was Belle Watkins. Since completion of
the earlier Phase II report (Mansberger and Stratton 2016), new information has been obtained regarding Belle
Watkins. Watkins (a mulatto) was the step-son of well-known free-black Springfield resident Jamison Jenkins.
Jenkins and his extended family (including the younger Belle) were neighbors of Abraham Lincoln, and he was
active
in
Underground
Railroad
activities
in
early
Springfield
(Naglich
2015;
http://sangamoncountyhistory.org/wp/?p=527).
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concentration of brick, nails, window glass, mortar, and plaster rubble representing the collapsed
brick structure (Zone III; see Lot B-11).
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The fire-deposits from House B included a range of architectural items associated with
the collapse and/or post-fire clean-up activities. Nails were predominately of the machine cut
variety, and although the nails were generally fragmentary and heavily encrusted with plaster,
three sizes were observed. These included heavy framing nails (4” long), smaller framing and
trim nails (2 ½” long), and lath nails (1 ¼” long). A small sample of clinched nails was also
recovered, and may indicate the presence of plank doors. Only one wire-drawn nail was
recovered. The window glass, although only represented by a small sample size, was
considerably thicker than that recovered from the pre-fire deposits. This window glass ranged
from a thin 0.95mm to a thick 1.70mm (with an average thickness of 1.40mm). The plaster
fragments were thick, and included a thin whitecoat surface. Lath impressions were noted, and
potentially indicated the presence of rived lath).
Paneled doors were documented by the presence of two large, cast-iron, fixed-pin, butt
hinges (each leaf being 2” x 4” in size). A variety of screws were used to fasten these hinges to
the door and its adjacent jamb. These screws ranged in length from 1¼” to 2” and were of both
machine-pointed and flat-tipped varieties.3 The presence of less formal plank doors potentially
were documented by the presence of several 2 ½” machine cut nails that had been clinched over
an approximate 1¾” object (such as two planks associated with a plank door). Several carriage
bolts and bolt fragments of unknown function. Other structural items included door knobs,
clothes hooks, and a fragment of ceramic tile, presumably from a fireplace surround. The
ceramic tile fragment was recovered from a mixed context (Lot B-8), and although it was found
with burned materials, it was not burned and may or may not represent fire debris.
These fire deposits contained a relatively large number of ceramic items, and a much
smaller number of glass wares. The ceramics were heavily smoked and shattered due to
exposure to heat, and were relatively restorable, representing whole vessels. As such, vessel
forms were easily discernable, and the determination of decoration more-or-less recognizable. .
In some instances, heat from the fire resulted in the melting of the ceramic glaze, making
interpretation of decorative treatments difficult, if not impossible to ascertain. Others appear to
have initially broken (due to collapse of walls and/or ceilings), and then heavily “smoked.”
Vessels recovered in Test 2 included a plate, a handled cup with saucer, one shallow bowl, and
two platters. Another plate presumed to have been in the house at the time of the riot (as it is
burned and/or “smoked”) was recovered from the scraped surface. These ceramic tablewares
exhibited great variety in terms of both type of body and decoration. The ceramics were
represented by typical whitewares/ironstones, porcelains and heavier bodied “hotel wares”
common during the early years of the twentieth century. Similarly, decorations (although
somewhat difficult to ascertain due to the burning) included undecorated, decal-decorated, and
potentially painted wares also typical of the early years of the twentieth century. The ceramic
wares were representative of both British (Wood & Son) and domestic (Greenwood China from

3

The technology to produce a tapered and/or pointed screw developed in 1846—and the use of older, flat-tipped and
un-tapered screws quickly disappeared during the latter 1840s.
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Trenton, New Jersey) manufactures.
assortment of mismatched items.

The tableware assemblage appears to represent an
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Glass from this assemblage fared less well than the ceramics. The glass artifacts had
melted and/or deformed significantly making it very difficult to ascertain vessel form.
Significantly fewer glass items were noted in the household assemblage. Recovered items
included a molded glass tumbler, and a medicine bottle. Non-glass kitchen wares included
several fragments of eating utensils (both iron and copper utensils). Other household items
recovered included lamp chimneys, and furniture castors (which may have been part of a chair,
table, china cupboard, or dresser). Faunal remains were few in number. Personal items were
few in number, as well, but did include a potential change purse, and an iron mouth harp, were
recovered from this context.4
Generally, there appeared to have been a general lack of domestic and/or household
debris present in Test 1 (located on stone pavement; Lot B-8 and B-9), which contrasts with the
extensive amount of material in Test 2 (in bulkhead; Lot B-12), and suggests that the fire debris
may have been pushed into the cellar, prior to the collapse of the outer brick walls. The presence
of the household contents having been deposited in the cellar depression in this manor; contrasts
with House A where the household contents from the fire were deposited on a flat surface.
These two depositional settings contrast with one another. Although both houses have a very
good potential for recovery of household contents, those in House B are potentially deposited
and mixed with little relevance to house location. In contrast, House A has a much greater
potential for a spatial analysis of the artifacts, and may allow for a reconstruction of household
room use in that dwelling.
Post Fire Deposits: The exposed fill deposits at the scraped surface of House B clearly
indicated the presence of a central depression (of unknown depth) that had been filled with postfire demolition debris. Although a narrow band of fire-related debris was located immediately
inside the house foundation around the perimeter of the cellar, a large circular depression of postfire artifacts was located in the center of House B, extending into both the main part of the
dwelling as well as the rear service wing. This post-fire debris was similar in character to the fill
that had been deposited in the low-lying area located to the south of House B, and included a
variety of relatively whole domestic and industrial items which apparently originated from
another location. As late as 1912, landowners associated with this property were cited by the
City of Springfield for the unkempt and overgrown character of this lot, which may not have
been cleaned up until the 1920s. Much of the debris from this context extended well into the
later 1910s, and potentially the early 1920s.

4

The presence of the mouth harp (often referred to as a “jews” harp) is of interest, as it (along with the harmonica
and spoons) are simple instruments often associated with black culture during the later nineteenth century (cf.
https://books.google.com/books?id=1bVAQRDVqycC&pg=PA156&lpg=PA156&dq=jews+harp+black+culture&so
urce=bl&ots=yaikFaLN3Z&sig=kEQ6qa8v79lIPjk8zhDC2pJreEM&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjQ0Ofe9a3QAh
VB0YMKHeidCqQQ6AEIQzAH#v=onepage&q=jews%20harp%20black%20culture&f=false).
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Figure 21. Plan view of Houses B and C (illustrating limits of excavation in relationship to vacated alley, east property line,
and proposed new right-of-way).
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Figure 22. View of House B (which abuts House C on the right) in the process of being exposed for mapping. Both House B
and House C were constructed in the 1840s. View is looking west.
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Figure 23. Plan view (center) and profile views (top and bottom) of Tests 1 and 2 in House
B. The excavation of this test indicated complex stratigraphy associated with multiple
building episodes, and the presensce of a relatively deep basement or cellar.
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Figure 24. Plan view (center) and profile views (top and bottom) of Tests 1 and 2 in House B. The excavation of this test
indicated complex stratigraphy associated with multiple building episodes, and the presensce of a relatively deep basement or
cellar.
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Figure 25. Detail of the east wall of Test 1 and 2, House B. View is looking east.
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Species Composition of Animal Remains from House B (Martin 2017).

Table 4
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains, HouseB (Martin 2017)
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Figure 26. The fire-deposits from House B included a range of architectural items
associated with the collapse and/or post-fire clean-up activities (located predominately in
Zone III). Plaster (top; Lot B-9) and brick rubble were plentiful, and capped the relatively
thin zone (Zone IV) that contained the majority of the household furnishings. Nails
(bottom; Lot B-12) were predominately of the machine cut variety, and although the nails
were generally fragmentary and heavily encrusted with plaster, three sizes were observed.
These included heavy framing nails (4” long), smaller framing and trim nails (2 ½” long),
and lath nails (1 ¼” long) (Left). A small sample of clinched nails were also recovered, and
probably indicate the presence of plank doors. Only one wire-drawn nail was recovered
(right).
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Figure 27. Left: Cast-iron butt hinge from the fire deposits of House B (Lot B-12) (actual size). Right: This was a typical
“4x4 Broad Butt, Fast Joint” hinge, as advertised in Russell and Erwin’s mid-century hardware catalogue (Association of
Preservation Technology 1980:116)
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Figure 28. Architectural items recovered from House B included a white “porcelain” knob
(right; Lot B-4), and a badly burned knob of unknown character (left; Lot B-8) (actual
size).

Figure 29. Additional architectural items from House B included a simple hook (top) and a
small fragment of architectural glazed tile (potentially from a fireplace surround) (Lot B-8)
(actual size).
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Figure 30. Ceramic table setting from fire deposits from House B, as recovered from Zone IV, Test 2 (Lot B-12). This
assemblage, deposited on August 14, 1908, consisted of a plate, cup with saucer, small bowl, and two platters. Also recovered
and not illustrated was a water glass (or tumbler), and eating utensils. The physical attributes of these items suggest that they
were initially broken, and then fire-damaged—suggesting the potential ransacking of the residence prior to its destruction by
fire.
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Figure 31. Also recovered from the fire deposits of House B was the remains of a melted
lead glass tumbler (Lot B-12) (actual size).

Figure 32. Unlike the ceramics, the glass artifacts suffered dramatically from the fire, with
much of it looking like these melted fragments (Left). Right: Only identified glass
container (a medicine bottle) from the fire deposits of House B (Lot B-12). All artifacts are
actual size.
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Figure 33. Tableware items also included eating utensils which were represented by iron
examples (left; presumably teaspoons or forks) and a copper teaspoon (right) (Lot B-12)
(actual size).

Figure 34. Personal items from House B included a potential jews harp (top left) and
change purse (top right) (both Lot B-12), and a slate writing stylus (bottom right) (Lot B9). The function of the small decorated know (bottom left; Lot B-12) is unknown (actual
size).
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Figure 35. Three wooden-wheeled furniture castors (top), similar to the “All Iron, Wood
Wheel” castors illustrated in the mid-century Russell and Erwin catalog (bottom) were
recovered from the fire deposits of House B (Association of Preservation Technology
1980:115). Although this 1865 catalog described these as “Bed Casters”, they were used on
a variety of furniture items, including chairs, tables, dressers, and cabinets.
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Figure 36. The pre-fire deposits from House B were characterized by relief decorated
wares (top; Lot B-15), printed wares (middle) (left, Lot B-14; right, Lot B-7), and painted
wares (bottom left, Lot B-7). Unfortunately the relief decorated pattern was not identified.
Also present in the pre-fire deposits of House B was a small, pontiled vial (bottom right,
Lot B-7).
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Figure 37. Children were represented within the pre-fire deposits of House B. Toys from
the pre-fire context of House B included a marble (left; Lot B-15) and a child’s porcelain
toy teacup (right; Lot B-14) (actual size).

Figure 38. Located in the pre-fire deposits of House B was a large bolt (1” diameter; nearly
9” in length) (Lot B-13). This artifact is an unusual item for a domestic component, and
may reflect an industrial connection to one of the house occupants (60% actual size).
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Figure 39. Women were also documented within the pre-fire deposits of House B. Fragments of a metal busk (left),
presumably from a late nineteenth or early twentieth century corset, was recovered from the later pre-fire deposits from
House B (Lot B-14) (actual size). Middle: Two examples of metal busks, which were in common use by the 1860s (sewn into
the leading edge of the garment) (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Busk). Right: Metal busks incorporated into the front of an
1890s corset, as depicted in a patent drawing. Only the “hook and post” fasteners are exposed (one of which is circled in red)
with the bar incorporated into the fabric garment.
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Feature Location: House C (313/315 N. Tenth Street)5 was located along the west side of
Tenth Street, three houses north of the Tenth and Madison Street intersection, and immediately
south of the east/west trending alley. It was located north of House B. Houses B and C were
constructed with their two adjacent walls abutting one another.
House C is located on the N1/2, N1/2 of Lots 13-16, Block 3, Jonas Whitney’s Addition, City of
Springfield. With an approximate 38-ft (11.58m) frontage, the house fronted Tenth Street to the
east, with the front of the structure roughly in line with Houses A and B, and set back
approximately 19-ft (5.79m) from the Tenth Street right-of-way. The south wall of House C was
located immediately on the property edge and abutted the north side of House B. The north wall
of the house was located 5-ft 6-in (1.68m) south of the 16-ft (4.88m)-wide east/west alley once
located in the center of the block. Although the majority of this dwelling was exposed during the
archaeological investigations, the west end of the rear service wing of this structure extended
into the adjacent parking lot and was not fully exposed.
Feature Excavation Strategy: Initial fieldwork consisted of exposing the feature with the
backhoe, followed by shovel scraping to define structural details. Upon mapping the foundation
remains, two one-meter by two-meter test units (Tests 1 and 2) were excavated within the
confines of the dwelling. Test 1 was located in the northeast corner of the rear service wing.
Test 2 was located along the north wall, adjacent to the central fireplace, within the front and/or
main body of the house. Both test units were excavated in arbitrary levels. Upon completion of
the excavation units, multiple wall profiles were drawn and photographed. All fill from the test
units was screened.
Feature Description: House C, which was represented by brick perimeter foundations, brick
piers, and both chimney and fireplace foundations, consisted of two distinct parts—the front
section (or main body), and the rear service wing (Figure 43, 55). The main body of this
dwelling was represented by a rectangular perimeter brick foundation wall two bricks wide
(approximately 9-in) which measured 16-ft 2-in (4.93m) wide (east/west) by 35-ft 6-in (10.82m)
long (north/south). Abutting the south wall of this foundation was a rectangular pad 1-ft 0-in
(33cm) wide by 1-ft 9-in (53cm) long, which represents the remains of an internal chimney
(Figure 45). Similarly, abutting the north wall of this foundation was a large fireplace
foundation, which measures 2-ft 2-in (0.66m) wide by 5-ft 0-in (1.53m) long (Figures 56-57).
Both the chimney and fireplace foundations were set slightly off center (not on the ridgeline) and
closer to the front (east side) of the building. The firebox measures 2-ft 11-in (0.89m) wide at
the front, and 2-ft 1-in (0.64m) wide at the back firewall. The firebox is 1-ft 5-in (0.43m) deep.
Unlike the fireplace foundation associated with House B, the double-course brick wall
comprising the back wall of the firebox abuts the two-course foundation wall, due to the house
being of frame construction versus the brick construction of adjacent House B.
5

In 1890, the Sanborn Fire Insurance maps listed this house as 313 N. Tenth Street, whereas in 1896, it was listed
as 315 N. Tenth Street. The 313 N. Tenth Street listing is probably the most accurate.
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The rear service wing of House C was represented by a brick perimeter wall along the
north side of the wing, and two brick piers along what is interpreted as the south side of the
wing. This service wing measures 15-ft 3-in (4.65m) wide by minimally 12-ft (3.66m) long.
The west end of the rear wing was not exposed by the archaeological investigations, and
extended into the adjacent parking lot to the west. The northern wall was two bricks
(approximately 9-in or 23cm) wide, and offset approximately 10-in (25cm) from the northwest
corner of the adjacent main body of the house. The two brick piers located along the south wall
of the service wing measured approximately 9-in (0.23m) wide by 1-ft 6-in (0.46m) long, with a
gap of 5-ft (1.52m) between them. Assuming an equal spacing of the piers along this wall, the
rear service wing would have had a length (east/west) of approximately 14-ft 6-in (4.42m). This
is considerably shorter than the length determined from the available archival data (Sanborn fire
insurance maps), which suggests that this rear service wing was approximately 25-ft to 26-ft
(7.63-7.93m) long (east/west). The brick perimeter foundation wall, and eastern brick pier of the
rear service wing, both abutted the adjacent main house foundation wall, suggesting that the rear
service wing of House C was not original to the dwelling, but represented a later addition
constructed onto the original house. Both sections of the building were constructed with softmud, hand struck brick. The foundations were two courses wide (approximately 9-in or 23cm)
and were constructed without a spread footing.
Three small brick piers abutted the west wall of the main body of the dwelling, just south
of the rear service wing, and probably represent supports for a porch and/or entrance steps
(accessing either the rear service wing or the main body of the house prior to the construction of
the rear service wing). A long, narrow brick-rubble filled depression (potentially representing a
filled in utility trench?) ran in an east/west direction down the center of the rear service wing.
The function of this potential feature is unknown. No features were noted in the adjacent alley
frontage.
The north wall of the adjacent House B, in conjunction with the west wall of the main
body of House C, created a small enclosed courtyard south of House C’s rear service wing. The
width of the associated porch of the service wing is unknown. Assuming that this porch was
approximately 6-ft (1.83m) wide, this enclosed courtyard would only have been about 10-ft
(3.05m) wide. Sometime between 1890 and 1896, this small rear courtyard was enclosed with
the expansion of the rear service wing to the south.
Results of Test Excavations: Two test units, each one-meter by two-meters in size, were
excavated within the confines of House C—one in the main body of the dwelling adjacent to the
fireplace foundation, and the other in the northeast corner of the rear service wing.
Test 1 was located within the rear service wing at the junction of the north wall of the
rear service wing and the main body of the house (Figures 58-60). The undisturbed presettlement ground surface was located approximately 8-in to 10-in (20-25cm) below the scraped
surface. The excavations indicated that both foundation walls were set within a narrow
(approximately 4-in or 10cm wide) builder’s trench which extended below the circa 1840 ground
surface. The depth of these foundations is not known. Lying along the inside of the north wall
of the rear service wing was a single width brick wall which had been laid up alongside the
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original wall at some later date. This secondary wall was badly deteriorated, and constructed on
the circa 1840 surface. Capping the circa 1840s surface was a thin 2-in to 3-in (5-8cm) thick
topsoil midden (Zone VIII), which consisted predominately of black silt loams with minor
inclusions of artifacts. This midden pre-dates the service wing, and was cut through by the
builder’s trench associated with the north wall of the rear service wing. Above Zone VIII were
Zones II-V, which were cumulatively thicker along the north wall of the service wing. Zone II is
a thin lens of black soot and light plaster fragments. Zone III is predominately plaster rubble
with light soot. Zone IV is predominately coal and coal ash (both black and purple in color)—
potentially representing fuel stored in the building prior to the fire. Zone V is coal mixed with
gritty topsoil and small brick fragments. Both Zones IV and V are mounded against the inside
edge of the north wall, and capped by Zones II and III. The character of these fills, which
represent circa 1908 fire debris and/or post-fire demolition activity, suggest that the rear service
wing of this house may not have been heavily damaged by the 1908 fire. Zone I is a yellow silt
loam capping the demolition debris, as well as the foundation walls. It represents the deposition
of clean fills in a final clean-up activity. Cutting through Zone III, and lying on the circa-1840
ground surface was linear deposit of pea gravel, which runs up to, and abuts the main house
foundation. Although the function of this feature is unknown, it may represent an early walkway
predating the rear service wing. Zone VI is a concentration of brick and mortar rubble overlying
the pea gravel, and is potentially coincidental to Zone VII (and probably representing 1908 fire
debris).
Test 2 was located adjacent to the east end of the fireplace foundation within the main
block of the dwelling (Figures 61-62). The circa-1840 ground surface was encountered at
approximately 1-ft 2-in to 1-ft 4-in (35-41cm) below the scraped surface. The circa-1840 ground
surface was slightly deeper along the foundation wall at the north end of the test unit, apparently
having been scraped down slightly during construction of the house. A narrow (2-in to 3-in (67cm) wide)) builder’s trench was identified along the inside of the north foundation wall, and
extending around the base of the fireplace foundation. The base of the foundations was not
encountered.
The circa-1840 ground surface was capped with 2-in to 4-in (5-10cm) of a black topsoil
fill mixed with minor amounts of mortar and brick debris associated with the construction of the
dwelling (Zone VI). Zone VI was capped with fire deposits (Zone V), and post-fire cleanup
activities (Zones I-IV). Zone V consisted of a dense concentration of plaster and mortar rubble
with charcoal and wood ash. Zone IV consisted of brick rubble with mortar and plaster mixed
within it. Zone III consisted of mixed yellow silt loam and topsoil. Zone II consisted
predominately of clean yellow silt loam. Both Zones II and III were clean fills laid over the
remains of the burned-out house. Zone I consisted of dense concentration of brick and mortar
rubble lying along the foundation wall, and apparently capping the clean fills. The small area
excavated within the fire box had a distinctive fill which consisted of heavy concentrations of
wood ash and charcoal mounded against the back of the firebox. Although this may represent
1908 fire deposits, it might also represent debris present in the firebox at the time of the fire. It is
interesting to note that a series of small finds (i.e. buttons) were found in the thin midden
beneath, and immediately in front of, the firebox (Figure 63).
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Feature Artifact Content: The excavation of both Tests 1 and 2 indicate that the fill deposits
within House C were shallow, and it appears that no cellar was present beneath this house. As
with most of the houses, these fills could be segregated into three distinct “components,”
consisting of 1) pre-fire materials, 2) fire materials, and 3) post-fire materials. Due to the
character of the shallow fill deposits in these two tests, segregating the artifacts into these three
contexts was somewhat more difficult than within the other houses—due to the partial mixing of
zones within the arbitrary excavation levels.
Pre-Fire Deposits: Pre-fire deposits were present in both tests, and represented by
Zones IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII (Lots C-5 and C-6) in Test 1, and Zone VI (Lots C-9, C-10, and
C-11) in Test 2. The artifacts from this context were limited in number, but did include a wide
range of ceramics (predominately printed whiteware table and teawares) and a bone button. The
presence of these materials in Test 1 are easily explained, in that they represent materials within
a rear-yard midden located immediately to the rear of the original house, and later encapsulated
by the middle nineteenth century construction of a new service wing onto the back of the original
dwelling. The presence of the printed wares are consistent with the suspected pre-1854 date of
construction of this addition. The presence of similar ceramic tablewares beneath the floor
boards of the original dwelling (in Test 2) raises questions as to how (and when) they were
deposited—and whether, or not, they may represent remnants of an early (1840s) midden that
developed at this location prior to the construction of House C. The presence of this material on
this ground surface, beneath House C, may suggest that the adjacent House B was constructed
first, and that this material originated from the early occupation of that structure.
Two distinctive shot-glasses were recovered from House C during the stripping of the
overburden. Both of these small drinking glasses represented quality glass tablewares
presumably manufactured during the middle nineteenth century (circa 1840s-70s). At what point
in time these specialized drinking glasses (general associated with the consumption of distilled
liquors) were used at this location—or if they were used at this location at all—is not known. It
is interesting to speculate that they may have been associated with the occupation of House C
during its final years of occupation, just prior to the 1908 riots and destruction of the house.
Neither item exhibited evidence of having been burned.
Fire-Deposits: The fire deposits from House C are represented by Zones II and III in
Test 1 (represented by Lots C-3, C-4, and C-5), and by Zones IV and V (which correlate with
Lots C-7 and C-8) in Test 2. In Test 2, Lots C-3 and C-5 were of mixed contexts, and probably
contain artifacts from both the post-fire and pre-fire contexts, respectively.
Ceramic and glass tablewares were poorly represented in the House C fire deposits—
whether within the rear (Test 1) or front (Test 2) portion of the house. In the rear of House C,
ceramics from the fire deposits of Test 1 included a single handleless cup (heavy bodied “hotel
ware”), a handle from a small pitcher, and a potential child’s cup (soft-paste porcelain). All
three items were burned to some degree. Even fewer ceramics were recovered from the front of
the house (Test 2). A partially restorable mug (presumably an undecorated whiteware) was
recovered from Test 2. This mug is not a typical tableware item, and may represent a specialized
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very limited from the fire deposits.
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Similarly, glass tablewares and household items from the fire deposits of House C were
few in number, and those that were present were highly deformed by the heat of the fire (Figure
x). Two potential medicine bottles, and at least one (if not more) small milk glass “cold cream”
or ointment jars were recovered. One of the jars had a partially legible base that read, in part,
“…NEILL…”. Unfortunately, this has not been identified. A single metal utensil handle was
also recovered from the front of the house (Test 2).
Architectural items, consisting of the physical remains of the demolished house, were
found in both Tests 1 and 2. These items—consisting predominately of plaster, nails, window
glass, and an occasional fragment of brick—were typical of materials used in nineteenth century
construction. The nails used in the house were predominately of the machine cut variety, and
included a variety of sizes that included small lath and shingle nails, medium sized trim nails,
and larger framing nails. Additionally, a very limited number of wire-drawn nails were also
recovered, and suggest limited late nineteenth and/or early twentieth century (post 1885)
remodeling and/or maintenance activity on this dwelling. Plaster fragments were present, and
indicated that much—if not all of it—had been applied over wooden lath. Although the lath
impressions appeared to indicate the use of rived lath, this was not ascertained with any
certainty. The window glass was relatively thick. Scrap sheet copper fragments associated with
metal working activities were also recovered in low number from Test 1 and may represent redeposited materials from an earlier component (originating from the construction of the
dwelling?).
Artifacts associated with household furnishings are seldom very abundant in an
archaeological assemblage, but did include large porcelain-wheeled furniture castors (potentially
from a bed or dresser), cast-iron clothes or “wardrobe” hooks, as well as a couple of small
upholstery tacks (suggesting the presence of an upholstered chair or larger item). An unusual
plate glass table-top or desk-top “pad” consisting of thick glass with beveled and ground edges
was recovered from Test 1. This plate glass item retained the “ghost” of reverse lettering on one
side, suggesting that it was either an advertising piece, or potentially covered some form of
printed material.
Personal items were present in limited number, but did include a couple of smoking pipe
fragments, and a piece of jewelry. The pipe fragments, both of which were found in the rear of
the dwelling, consisted of a kaolin pipe bowl, and a synthetic mouthpiece (burned). The single
piece of jewelry consisted of a copper medallion with clasp (with a stamped floral design) which
was once part of a pendant necklace. A cast-iron buckle was also present.
The fire deposits from Test 2 included a large number of small finds, including many
buttons, beads, a sewing needle, marbles, and several unidentified brass/copper items. The
buttons in this assemblage exhibited great variety and included bone, milk glass (Prosser), hard
rubber, and metal examples. Similarly, the metal buttons included both iron and brass examples,
all of the loop-shank variety. Several large three-piece decorated brass buttons may have
originated from coats. Many of the smaller, three-piece, loop shank buttons from this Test 2
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context (Lot C-8) were embossed with the words “MOTORMAN” and “CONDUCTOR.” These
buttons document the potential presence of both a streetcar motorman and conductor—or at least
their clothes (vests)—within House C. A motorman was the individual that drove the electric
streetcars that plied the city after circa 1890, whereas the conductor was the individual that dealt
with the public on the streetcar—opening doors, collecting fares, etc. The motorman’s job was
the more skilled position, and at least four of these buttons were recovered from this context.
Only one conductor’s button was found.6 The concentration of buttons in this Test—along with
the earlier noted dresser clothes hook—may suggest the presence of clothes located in a second
floor bedroom at the time of the fire. Several buttons were also recovered from Test 1. The
buttons from this back location consisted of metal, as well as shell buttons.
Tools recovered from the fire deposits of House C included a garden rake from the rear of
the house (similar to that illustrated in Russell and Erwin’s 1865 hardware catalog; APT
1980:299). Located in Test 2, within the front of the house, was recovered a fragment of a
whetstone, as well as the metal parts to what may have been a folding carpenter’s rule.
Fragments of carbonized walnuts suggest the workings of rodents (rats or squirrels) in and
around the house. Similarly, the presence of carbonized wood-dauber’s nests suggest the open
nature of the house’s attic—a prime location for mud-daubers to inhabit.
Faunal remains although only slightly higher in number in House C than the adjacent House B,
were considerably more varied in species identified (cf. Table x). Species identified in this
assemblage included the ever-present pig, cattle, and chicken, as well as Canada goose, domestic
cat, Norway rat, and Eastern Oyster.
Post-fire Deposits: Post-fire deposits are represented by Lots C-3 in Test 1, and C-7 in
Test 2. Both lots were mixed, and contain artifacts suspected as being associated with post-fire
and fire deposits. In both tests, the post-fire artifacts associated with House C were limited in
number. Sometime relatively soon after the August 14, 1908 fire, the foundations of this house
were capped with a clean silty loam (loess) fill relatively devoid of artifacts.

6

Photographs of Springfield’s electric streetcars (and the men that operated them) are presented in Russo, Garvert,
Mann (1995:22-24; see also Donald Van Court 1987; c.f, Transportation Uniform Buttons: Railroads, Volume 1).
The first appearance of the term “motorman” in the local Springfield newspapers, located by the current researchers,
occur in late October 1890 with the notice that Ed Smith, a motorman on the Fifth Street electric car line, had
resigned and was being succeeded by Morgan Gillette (Illinois State Journal October 28, 1890; see also story on
December 2, 1890).
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Figure 40. View of House C during initial exploratory investigations (looking northwest).
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Figure 41. Two views of House C. Top: Looking south. Bottom: Detail of fireplace
foundation.
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Figure 42. Plan view and section of Test 1, House C. This test was located with the rear
service wing of the dwelling.
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Figure 43. Two views of Test 1, House C. Left: Looking north. This test was located within the northeast corner of the rear
service wing. The brick wall on the right is from the original dwelling (main house), and the deteriorated wall on the north
end of the test unit is that of the rear service wing. Right: Looking northwest.
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Figure 44. Two additional views of Test 1, House C. Top: Looking west. Note the pea
gravel along the south edge of the test unit. Bottom: Looking northwest.
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Figure 45. Plan view and sections of Test 2, House C. This test was located in the original portion (front section) of the
dwelling.
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Figure 46. Three views of Test 2, House C. Top: Looking north at fireplace foundation.
Middle: Looking northwest. Bottom: Looking east.
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Table 5
Species Composition of Animal Remains from House C (Martin 2017).

Table 6
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains, House C (Martin 2017)
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Figure 47. Ceramic artifacts from the fire deposits of House C were limited in number, but
did include a lightly burned, soft-paste porcelain cup (potentially a child’s cup) (top left;
Lot C-4), a pitcher handle (top right; Lot C-5), and a heavily burned handless “hotel ware”
cup (bottom; Lots C-3, C-4, and C-5)—all of which were recovered from rear of the house
(Test 1).
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Figure 48. Unusual drinking mug recovered from the fire deposits of House C (predominately Lot C-8).
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Figure 49. Glass artifacts did not fare well in House C. Fire-damaged artifacts from the
fire deposits of House C included: Top Left: Small round aqua medicine bottle (Test 1;
Lot C-5). Top Right: Neck from badly deformed medicine bottle (Test 2; Lot C-8).
Bottom: Melted salve jar(s) from Test 1 (Lot C-5). Similar melted milk glass sherds, albeit
not recognizable to any specific form, also was recovered from Test 2 (Lot C-8). All
artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 50. Two shot glasses recovered from the back dirt during stripping of the
overburden of House C were recovered (Lot C-2). Left: Lead glass, free-blown shot glass
with ground panels and ground base. Right: Lead glass example with molded flutes and
ground base. Both vessels are actual size. Unfortunately the context of these specialized
and quality vessels is unknown.

Figure 51. Miscellaneous items recovered from fire deposits of House C (Lot C-8): Top:
pewter spoon handle. Bottom: Charred fragment of a walnut shell.
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Figure 52. Miscellaneous items from House C. Top Left: Bone inlay and smoking pipe
mouthpiece (Lot C-5). Top Right: Kaolin pipe bowl (Lot C-3). Middle Left: Decorated
cast iron buckle (Lot C-8). Middle right: Stamped copper pendant (Lot C-3). Bottom:
painted stoneware marble and Rockingham-glazed (blue and brown) marble (Lot C-8).
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Figure 53. A great variety of buttons were recovered from House C. Top: Buttons and
fabric from the back of the house (Test 1; Lots C-5 and C-3). The buttons from this
context included burned shell (?) and brass examples. Middle and Bottom: Buttons and
bead from the front of the house (Test 2; Lot C-8). The buttons from this context were far
more numerous and varied, and included milk glass, bone, hard rubber, and brass
examples. Many of these items may have been associated with clothing located in the
second story, or upstairs, bedroom immediately overhead. All items are actual size.
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Figure 54. Several distinctively embossed loop-shank buttons (top; actual size) were
recovered from the fire deposits of Test 2 (Lot C-8). These buttons variously were
embossed with the words “MOTORMAN” and “CONDUCTOR” similar to those
illustrated here. The Motorman buttons were more numerous and identical to the one
illustrated here. In contrast, the single Conductor button had a six-pointed star in place of
the spoked wheel. These buttons would have been associated with presumably white
workmen on the city’s electrical streetcars.
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Figure 55. Considerable variety in machine cut nail sizes were recovered from the fire deposits of House C (left). A very small
number of wire-drawn nails were present in the fire deposits of House C (right). All artifacts are actual size and from Test 2
(Lot C-8).
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Figure 56. Plaster demolition debris was relatively common in the fire deposits of House C.
This plaster consisted of a thin whitecoat applied over a thick brown coat. The lath
impressions on the backside of the plaster suggests that it had been applied over a rived
wooden lath. The plaster fragments illustrated here, from Lot C-5, are reproduced at 90%
their actual size.

Figure 57. The fire deposits from Test 1 of House C also contained a small number of sheet
metal scrap (Lot C-5; actual size).
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Figure 58. Miscellaneous metal recovered from Test 2 included (from left to right) a
copper rivet, a shoe eyelet, an end cap from an unidentified wooden rod; and a copper tube
with a soldered end cap (all from Lot C-8). Far right: iron upholstery tack from Lot C-5.
All artifacts are actual size.

Figure 59. Tools generally are uncommon on archaeological sites. Fragments of a
whetstone (top; Lot C-8) and a potential folding carpenter’s rule (bottom; Lot C-8) were
recovered from fire deposits in Test 2. All artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 60. Miscellaneous items from the fire deposits of House C. Top left: ceramic
wheeled caster (Lot C-3). Top right: unidentified metal (brass plated?), potentially a
decorated door knob (Lot C-8). Bottom: Cast iron clothes hooks (left) from the fire
deposits (Test 2; Lot C-8). These are similar to the wardrobe hooks illustrated in Russell
and Erwin’s 1865 hardware catalog (right) (APT 1980:85). Such hooks may have been
integrated into free-standing wardrobes located in the upstairs bedrooms or attached to
boards attached directly to the bedroom walls.
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Figure 61. Socketed rake from the fire deposits of House C (Lot C-5).
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Figure 62. Fragments of a thick plate glass table- or desk-top pad (with beveled and ground edges) were recovered from the
fire deposits of House C (Test 1; Lot B-4). Reversed ghost lettering was present on several fragments, indicating that it may
have been an advertising item, or may have been a desk pad similar to that advertised by the Chicago Mirror and Art Glass
Company in the American Stationer and Office Outfitter (May 17, 1917). This seems to have been an odd item present in this
house at the time of the August 1908 fire.
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Figure 63. Railroad spikes from House C (Lots C-1 and C-5). Rail spikes were common
within the debris associated with the houses along 10th Street, and reflect the significance of
the railroad to the inhabitants of the houses along this corridor. These spikes were mostly
of the larger variety, but smaller ones were also present (Actual Size).
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Figure 64. Pre-fire artifacts from House C consisted predominately of printed wares, and a
single bone button (Top left; Lot C-6). Top right: Test 1 (Lot C-3). Middle: Test 1 (Lot
C-6). Bottom: Test 2 (Lot C-9). The presence of the pre-fire artifacts beneath the original
house (in Test 2) potentially suggests that they may pre-date the construction of House C.
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Feature Location: House D (315/319 N. Tenth Street)7 is located along the west side of Tenth
Street, four houses north of the Tenth and Madison Street intersection. It is located immediately
north of the east/west trending alley—across the alley from House C and south of House E. The
legal location of House D is the S1/2, S1/2 of Lots 1-4, J. Whitney’s Addition, City of
Springfield. This house sits approximately 4-ft (1.22m) north of the alley right-of-way, and 4-ft
(1.22m) south of the north property line.
Feature Excavation Strategy: Initial fieldwork consisted of exposing the feature with the
backhoe, followed by shovel scraping to define structural details. Upon mapping the foundation
remains, two one-meter by two-meter test units (Tests 1 and 2) were excavated within the
confines of the dwelling. Test 1 was located in the northeast corner of the house, whereas Test 2
was located in the northwest corner of the house. Both test units were excavated in arbitrary
levels. Upon completion of the excavation units, multiple wall profiles were drawn and
photographed. All fill from the test units was screened. The entire footprint of this frame house,
less potential rear porches, was exposed during the archaeological investigations, with the west
end of the dwelling being located approximately 3-ft to 5-ft (0.91-1.52m) from the western edge
of the excavation block.
Feature Description: The archaeological remains of House D is represented by a brick
perimeter foundation, three interior brick piers, and two interior fireplace foundations (Figure 6465). The house has a nearly square footprint with four interior fireplaces (represented by two Hshaped foundations, each representing two back-to-back fireboxes). The archaeological remains
of House D consist of a large slightly rectangular perimeter foundation that measures 31-ft 2-in
(9.50m) north/south by 27-ft 3-in (8.31m) east/west. This perimeter foundation wall is
approximately 9-in (0.23m) wide. The location of the rear wall separating the two sections of the
house (the front 1½-story and the rear single story) is indicated by the presence of three interior
brick piers. These three piers, which are located in a north/south line approximately 16-ft
(4.88m) west of the front wall of the house, are of two sizes. The two piers at each end of this
line of piers measure 9-in (0.23m) wide by 12-in (0.30m) long, whereas the larger central pier
measures 9-in (0.23m) wide by 3-ft 0-in (0.91m) long.
An H-shaped foundation for two back-to-back fireplaces (with a common chimney stack)
is present in the approximate center of each of these two sections of the house (Figures 66-68).
The two fireplace foundations are of different sizes, with the rear foundation being the larger of
the two. The front fireplace foundations measures 2-ft 6½-in (0.78m) deep by 5-ft 1-in (1.55m)
long. Each of the two fireboxes in this stack measures 2-ft 11½-in (0.90m) wide, with the
southern firebox being 10-in (0.25m) deep, and the northern firebox being only 8½-in (0.22m)
deep. This chimney stack was located slightly off center to the west side of the two rooms
(suggesting the potential presence of a doorway on the east side of the two rooms). In contrast,
7

In 1890, the house is listed simply as “L.I.”, whereas in 1896, it is listed as 313 N. Tenth Street. In 1890, the
logical progression of numbers would suggest that the house was identified as 315, 317, or 319 N. Tenth Street.
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the rear fireplace foundations measures 3-ft 11-in (1.20m) deep by 4-ft 11½-in (1.51m) long.
Each of the fireboxes in this chimney “stack” measures 2-ft 11½-in (0.83m) wide by 1-ft 5-in
(0.43m) deep. Unlike the fireplace foundations located in the front section of the house, this rear
set of foundations is located more closely to the center of this section of the building. The
firewall between the two fireboxes in each chimney “stack” was 1-ft 1-in (0.33m) wide. The
larger two fireboxes located in the rear of the dwelling probably functioned as cooking
fireplaces, in contrast to the two smaller heating fireplaces located to the front of the building.
The cooking fireplaces were constructed with older, non-Rumsford style fireboxes (with square,
non-flaring side walls).
These four fireplaces document four primary interior rooms within the dwelling. The two
equal-sized front rooms would have measured approximately 15-ft (4.57m) square, whereas the
two equal-sized rear rooms would have measured approximately 10-ft 9-in (3.27m) by 15-ft
(4.57m) in size. Whereas a doorway may have been present between the two front rooms (and
located towards the east side of the chimney stack). There is not sufficient space for a similar
door between the two rear rooms. The structural evidence indicates that both the front and rear
sections of the house were built in a single episode of construction—presumably sometime
shortly after Roll purchased this property in the spring of 1842. The symmetrical layout of this
structure, with the presence of the two cooking fireplaces, hints at the possibility that it was
constructed as a “double house” (or duplex), and may explain some of the confusion with the
house numbering noted in the earlier discussion. The structural integrity of the house is
excellent. The 1858 city map suggests that a large addition was constructed onto the northwest
corner of this dwelling by that date—perhaps in an effort to expand on the kitchen and/or dining
space available for use in the house. Additionally, a large outbuilding straddling along the rear
property line was also present during these early years. Neither the detached or attached
structure depicted on the 1858 maps appear on the later 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map—
suggesting that they may have been demolished by that time.
Results of Test Excavations: Two test units (each 1m x 2m in size) were excavated within
House D. Test 1 was located within the northeast (front) corner of the dwelling, whereas Test 2
was excavated in the northwest (rear) corner of the dwelling. Both test units documented a very
similar stratigraphic profile with three primary fill zones.
The upper-most fills (Zone I) consisted of a thick deposit (in places more than 10”/25cm thick)
of coal and clinkers, plaster rubble, and domestic artifacts (Zone I, Test 2—towards the back of
the building) or clean yellow silt loam (Zone I, Test 1—towards the front of the building)—both
of which represent post-fire clean-up activities capping the foundations. The back of the house
exhibits less evidence of burning and the presence of a relatively thick coal-rich fill zone, with
artifacts apparently dating from circa 1908. Mixed with these materials was a considerable
amount of pre-Civil War domestic artifacts, all of a relatively small size. Interpretation of Zone I
is troubling due to the extensive amount of relatively early nineteenth century (pre-1870)
material within this fill. Beneath these fills was a thick deposit of wood ash and charcoal, plaster
and brick rubble, and topsoil fill representing the 1908 fire and immediate post-fire demolition
activity (Zone II). Zone II represents demolition debris associated with the presumed burning of
this house in August 1908.
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Beneath Zone II, and capping the underlying circa 1840 ground surface (Zone IV), was a
pre-fire deposit that consists of a dark topsoil fill (Zone III). Zone III was a thin zone of topsoil
(approximately 2-in to 3-in or 5-8cm thick) with inclusions of mortar and small clean brick
fragments—representing construction debris, presumably from the construction of the adjacent
house foundations and adjacent chimney stacks. This fill was slightly thicker against the north
wall of Test 1. Artifacts were relatively numerous in this fill zone, date predominately from a
pre-1870 time frame, and appear to represent materials that accumulated beneath the floor of the
building during the life of the structure.8 Among the items recovered from Test 2 from the
surface of this zone was an 1863 one-cent coin. The circa-1840 ground surface (Zone IV) was
located approximately 1-ft 2-in (0.36m) below the scraped surface in each of the test units.
In both Tests 1 and 2, the base of the perimeter foundation wall was encountered. This
wall was constructed on top of the circa 1840 ground surface without the presence of a spread
footing. No builder’s trench was apparent. In Test 1 (front of the building), only four courses of
brickwork were extant. In contrast, six courses of brickwork were extant in Test 2 (rear of the
building).
Feature Artifact Content: The artifact assemblage from House D stands in sharp contrast to
those of the other houses, in that the fire-deposits, although present, seem limited and a bit more
difficult to segregate from the relatively thin deposits within the footprint of this building.
Earlier pre-fire deposits (particularly those from a pre-1870 component) are well represented in
the shallow fill deposits associated with this structure, and are well mixed within the later fill
zones. The relative abundance of these middle nineteenth century artifacts (circa 1840s-60s) in
this context is troubling. Nonetheless, the artifact assemblage is intriguing in that a relatively
large sample of pre-1870s artifacts are present.
Although evidence of burning was present—particularly in the rear section of the
dwelling, it was limited and may suggest that this house was not as badly damaged by fire as
Houses A, B, and C. Fire deposits were less well defined in House D than the previously
discussed Houses A, B, and C. Lots D-12 (Test 1) and D-15 (Test 2) are represented by mixed
fire deposits and earlier pre-fire deposits. Upper fills in Test 1 (Lot D-11) and Test 2 (Lot D-14)
probably represent fire and immediate post-fire deposits. Lots D-1 through D-9 represent surface
finds associated with House D, and represent predominately pre-fire materials. As noted above,
the presence of such extensive pre-fire materials deposited on the surface of this house is
perplexing. Lot D-10 represents material recovered from the backdirt associated with House D.
Few whole or restorable vessels were recovered from any of these contexts.
Pre-fire deposits were represented by Lots D-13 (Test 1), D-15 (Test 2; mixed context)
and D-16 (Test 2). As noted above, much of this material appears to date from an early time
frame, having been deposited by a fairly upscale family during the circa 1845 to 1865 period.
The origin of this material is unclear, and it 1) may represent material deposited under the floor
boards of the existing structure, or 2) may represent materials re-deposited from another location
8

Having said this, there is some thought that this may represent an early midden that pre-dates the construction of
House D. The main argument against this interpretation is that there does not appear to be a builder’s trench
associated with the House D foundations cutting through this deposit—and that the fill zone was deposited against
the then-existing foundation walls.
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(such as a midden material located in a nearby rear-yard location). In either case, the material
represents a substantial assemblage once associated with an upscale working class family from
circa 1845 through 1865. Separating the pre-fire and fire deposits from this assemblage was not
as clear-cut as with some of the other houses as a great variety of materials associated with the
earlier assemblage were obviously mixed with the later fire-deposits, and the following
discussion of the pre-fire assemblage contains some materials that might have been better
associated with the later fire-deposits.
Ceramic tableware and teawares typical of the 1840s through 1860s were relatively
abundant in these fill deposits, albeit in fairly small sizes. Although whitewares predominate,
several pearlware sherds (typical of the earliest occupation on this site) were present Ceramic
decorative types included edge decorated ware, painted wares (including monochrome blue
pearlwares), printed wares, and relief-decorated wares. Printed wares were numerous and
include black, blue, flow blue and purple varieties. One small purple printed saucer was
identified as the ITALY pattern, manufactured by Charles Meigh and Son from 1851 to 1861
(William and Weber 1978:308). A black printed cup plate was identified as the PALASTINE
pattern, manufactured by William Adams sometime after 1836 (William and Weber 1978:156).
Undecorated porcelain tablewares were also present in fairly significant numbers, and argue for
an upscale family context for these materials. Also recovered from this context was a reliefdecorated ironstone saucer fragment impressed “IRONSTONE / HENRY ALCOCK & CO. /
COBRIDGE / CHINA” (Lot D-15). This saucer was manufactured after 1861—suggesting that
materials continued to be deposited beneath the floor boards of this dwelling well into the 1860s.
Ceramic kitchenwares, and/or crockery were represented by a limited number of redware
and salt-glazed stoneware vessels typical of a working kitchen. Also of note was the presence of
early yellowware, and Rockingham-glazed wares in limited number. The presence of the
Rockingham-glazed wares suggests an association of this material with a somewhat upscale
family. Glass tablewares were relatively abundant, and also attest to the relatively upscale
character of the family that potentially lived at this location. These included a variety of round
and fluted tumblers, cruets (wheel-engraved and acid etched), syrup “cans” or pitchers, and
press-molded serving vessels. The round tumblers were pontiled and typical of an early
occupation. The presence of an early graphite pontiled food jar (Vessel D-94) also suggests the
purchase of early commercially produced and packaged foodstuffs.
Foodways Remains were relatively numerous from House D (with 243 specimens being
recovered from the excavations), and contrast with those from adjacent Houses A, B, and C.
Besides the increased number of specimens, a greater variety of species was also noted in this
assemblage. Although the trinity of pig, cattle, and domestic chicken were well represented in
this assemblage, they were supplemented with the remains of Eastern Cottontail, rabbit/hare,
sheep, potentially goat, as well as Canada goose, duck, turkey, and fish (Buffalo). Additionally
Old World rat and raccoon remains were present. Although there is some possibility that the
raccoon remains might have been a food resource, both of these species probably represent nonfood remains.
Household furnishings present in this assemblage included fragments of several lamp
burners, and lamp chimneys. Metal fragments from both round- and flat-wick burners were
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present. The flat-burners were probably associated with post-1859 kerosene lamps. One of the
flat-wick burners had an advancer knob that was embossed “ELDORADO / W.B.G. CORP” (Lot
D-13). This burner assembly was manufactured by the Waterbury Brass Goods Corporation of
Waterbury, Connecticut sometime after circa 1845. This particular burner design (the
ELDORADO) is believed to have been manufactured in the circa 1880s. Small fragments of
what may have been a Vaseline glass lamp reservoir were also recovered. Fragments of a small
bisque or Parian figurine were also present in this pre-fire assemblage. Other items included a
padlock, a cast iron pot or Dutch oven leg, and mirror fragments. The iron padlock was heartshaped and had a brass key hole cover embossed “M. W. Co.”. This padlock was manufactured
by the Mallory Wheeler Company Lock Works of New Haven, Connecticut sometime between
circa 1834 and 1913.
Personal and clothing items were fairly numerous within these pre-fire deposits of House
D. The clothing-related items were represented predominately by buttons. A great variety of
both sew-through and loop shank buttons manufactured from shell, metal, bone, and glass were
present in this assemblage. The earliest assemblage appears to be represented by numerous sewthrough shell, black glass, and bone buttons, whereas the later assemblage is represented
predominately by milk glass (Prosser) buttons. The presence of faceted black glass loop shank
buttons, loop shank shell buttons, and even a loop shank decorated pewter button in this early
assemblage attests to the status of the family/families once associated with this dwelling during
its early years of occupation. A milk glass cuff link (or collar clasp) was also present in the later
assemblage. Several metal clasps and/or buckles were also recovered. A couple of fragments of
shoe leather, including a small shoe heel (Lot D-3) were recovered.
Numerous non-clothing personal items were recovered from this early assemblage as
well. Personal hygiene items related to hair care included a variety of combs and/or comb
fragments, and barrettes—many of which were located in Zone I and II (Lots D-1, D-9, D-11,
and D-14) and may represented materials from the earlier assemblage. These included both
hard-rubber and copper-backed, wooden- or bone-toothed hair combs, as well as a large doublesided lice comb. Both the lice comb and one of the large hair combs were marked with an
impressed “THE GOODYEAR VULCANITE CO.” A small hard-rubber hair comb (impressed
“WARRANTED UNBREAKABLE”) and a celluloid barrette were recovered from Zone III (Lot
D-13). A worked bone cuticle tool was recovered from Test 2 (Level 1; Lot D-14). This artifact
may more appropriately be associated with the early twentieth century fire assemblage. Similar
bone tools were incorporated into contemporary early twentieth century “Manicure Sets,” such
as those marketed by the Mutual Manufacturing Company of New York.
One of the more interesting personal items recovered from House D was a small, bone
cross. This small bone artifact represents a hand-manufactured (fret sawn and drilled) stylized
cross, similar to rosary crosses which held a small Stanhope in the center opening (Galloy
2007:20). The Stanhope was a small magnifying lens which contained an image. Although
images depicted in Stanhopes—particularly those associated with rosary crosses—often were of
a religious nature, they also included landscapes, famous individuals, and even erotica. This
potential rosary cross, which may suggest the presence of someone practicing the Catholic faith
at this site, was recovered from the upper fills of House D (Test 2; Lot D-14). The Stanhope was
missing from the cross recovered from House D.
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Alcohol consumption and medicine related items are generally associated with the
Personal functional category discussed above. Although both items were poorly represented
from this early assemblage, fragments of an early wine bottle, an eagle whiskey flask, and small
medicinal vials were recovered from House D (Lots D-11 and D16).
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Smoking pipes were represented by kaolin pipe stems and bowls in the upper fill zones
(Zone I). A whole short-stemmed kaolin pipe was recovered from Lot D-2. A nearly whole
undecorated Germanic-style porcelain pipe was recovered from Zone II (Lot D-15). A small
fragment of a yellowware elbow pipe was also recovered from Zone II (Lot D-14).
This pre-fire assemblage documents a variety of Activities once associated with the house
occupants. Commerce-related activities was documented by the presence of numerous coins,
which were found in relative abundance in the fills of House D, particularly in the upper fills of
Levels I and II. Five coins were recovered from these fill deposits, and included a single Indian
Head one-cent piece (dated 1863; Lot D-15), two Shield Five-Cent pieces (Lots D-5 and D-15), a
single Liberty Head Five-Cent piece (dated 1894; Lot D-4), and a Seated Liberty half dollar
(dated 1859-O; Lot D-9). The most common recovered coin was the five-cent, three of which
were recovered. The two Shield five-cent coins both had an illegible date. One was of a
distinctive design which was only minted in 1866 and 1867—the first two years of its issue.
This 1866 or 1867 coin, which was recovered from Zone II (Test 2), was found along with an
1863 Indian Head one-cent coin (Lot D-15). The oldest coin recovered from the excavations was
an 1859 Seated Liberty Half Dollar that had been minted in New Orleans. It is unclear whether
or not these coins were in circulation in circa 1908, or represent re-deposited midden materials.
Several fragments of slate writing styluses (aka styli) and writing slate boards (or
“slates”) were found in the investigations, and may have been related to commerce
(mathematical calculations) or the education of children. The slate writing styluses appear to
have been located predominately in Zones I and II (Lots D-9, D-14, and D-15), and to a lesser
extent in Zone III (Lot D-16). Small writing slate fragments were recovered in both Lots D-14
and D-16. Additionally a small fragment of sawn graphite (a pencil “lead”) was recovered from
Lot D-15.
Besides the above-noted coins, a single brass tag was also recovered from House D. This
tag was recovered from Zone III of Test 2 (Lot D-16) in close association with the original
ground surface. The tag was approximately 7/8” diameter with a suspension hole at the top.
One side of the tag was plain except for a simple embossing around its edge. On the opposite
side was embossed “No. 71” and stamped twice in small letters the word “MYERS.” One of the
“MYERS” marks was over-stamped on a diagonal with a partially illegible word that
reads“BOI…”. Although it is unclear as to what this tag represents, it may have been an
inventory tag (such as those used with fabric rolls) in use at the Myers Department Store during
the later years of the nineteenth century. As this tag was marked simply “MYERS” (and not
“MYERS BROS”), it probably was associated with the Myers Store during its early years of
operation (circa 1865-1886).9 Although the presence of this fabric tag may suggest that someone
9

The Myers store was begun by Morris Myers in nearby Athens in 1858. Myers relocated to Springfield in 1865.
Upon his death in 1873, the business was continued by his three sons (Albert, Louis, and Julius). It was not until
1886, when the Myers’ brothers expanded their mercantile business by purchasing Samuel Rosenwald’s men’s and
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was working with fabric at this site, the presence of this commercial proprietary inventory tag in
a private residence along Tenth Street is unclear, and may suggest that it was associated with
stolen merchandise.10 Fabric-working activities are hinted at by the presence of a bone crochet
hook in this assemblage. Minimally, someone at this site appears to have been working thread
and/or yarn into some form of fabric (see Lot D-15).11
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Children (and play-related activities) were well represented in the archaeological record
of House D. Toys recovered from this assemblage included a variety of doll parts, toy tea sets,
and marbles. The majority of the toys were recovered from surface contexts (Lots 3, 5, 8, and
10), which would probably correlate with the upper fill deposits identified as Zone I. Zone II
(represented by D-15) was also represented by a couple of items (doll’s head and marbles).
Except for a single marble, no toys were associated with Zone III (Lots D-13 and D-16).
Regarding the marbles, the earlier levels contained stoneware and stone (marble) marbles,
whereas the upper fills contained glass examples. The most recent examples from Zone I (Lots 8
and 14) were predominately glass. The marbles from Zone II were painted marble examples
(Lot D-15), whereas the singe marble from Zone III was a multi-colored (blue and brown)
Rockingham-glazed stoneware marble (Lot D-13). These marbles document the proliferation of
toys through time, as well as the shift from ceramic (presumably American made), to Europeanmade (German) stone; to glass (presumably American-made) examples. Another unusual item
potentially related to child’s play was a small hard-paste ceramic (bisque) whistle molded in the
form of a cat nestled snuggly in a shoe. This “Cat-in-a-shoe” whistle was recovered from the
lower fill deposits of House D (Zone III, Test 2; Lot D-16), and is reminiscent of similar (and
more common) “baby-in-a-shoe” whistles.
The playing of a musical instrument—a harmonica—was also documented by the
artifacts from House D. A harmonica soundboard was recovered from the upper fill of Test 1
(Level 1; Lot D-11). Tools and/or trades-related artifacts were minimal from House D, but did

boy’s store located on the north side of the Public Square, that the business name was changed to “Myers Brothers.”
In 1900, the Myers Brothers constructed a new five-story store on the southwest corner of Fifth and Washington
Streets, which was destroyed by fire in 1924. The brothers quickly built a new, even larger, 10-story store in its
place (http://sangamoncountyhistory.org/wp/?p=1631).
10

It seems doubtful that a firm’s inventory tag would leave the store with legally purchased fabric. Another
possibility is that the tag ended up at this location sometime after the store de-accessioned these tags (perhaps
sometime after the store was renamed Myers Brothers?).
See story about similar stolen fabrics (with inventory tags) that resulted in the collapse of Harvey and Lucinda
Taylor and their infamous Springfield house of prostitution. The big downfall of the Taylors occurred shortly after
September 1867 when the couple (with the assistance of Lucinda’s son) robbed the dry goods firm of W. H. Johnson
and Company of over $7,000 worth of silk, and the auction house of H. C. Meyers and Son of $300-$500 worth of
jewelry, knives, and pistols (Illinois State Journal, January 18, 1868).
11

Crocheting “is a process of creating fabric by interlocking loops of yarn, thread, or strands of other materials using
a crochet hook. The name is derived from the French term crochet, meaning 'small hook'. These are made of
materials such as metal, wood, or plastic and are manufactured commercially and produced in artisan workshops.
The salient difference between crochet and knitting, beyond the implements used for their production, is that each
stitch in crochet is completed before proceeding with the next one, while knitting keeps a large number of stitches
open at a time” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crochet).
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include a framing hatchet from Lot D-3. Additionally a small iron-handled hatchet was
recovered from Lot D-6. It is unclear as to whether this is a toy or actual tool.
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Fire Artifacts are not well documented in tis assemblage. The fire deposits from the 1908
destruction of this house, although present, are not as distinctive as those identified in Houses A,
B, or C. The most obvious items from the fire context consists of construction debris. Items
from this category recovered from House D included numerous machine cut nails, window glass,
and extensive plaster rubble. Much of the plaster had a light gray and/or blue tint reminiscent of
a blue calcimine paint that had been heavily sooted over. Although the window glass was
represented by both thin and thick flat glass (suggesting the replacement of early window glass
with thicker material over the years), the nails were predominately of the machine cut variety.
Very few wire-drawn nails were present, suggesting minimal repair and/or modification of the
original frame structure.
Table service items, kitchenwares, and household items were poorly represented in the
fire deposits from House D. Personal items—such as medicine bottles and liquor bottles—were
some of the more recognizable materials from this contest. Medicine bottles recovered from this
context included a couple of proprietary bottles, and included those that once contained: 1)
Foley’s Honey and Tar, and 2) Dr. Shoop’s Family Medicine. Similarly, a prescription medicine
bottle once filled with an unknown medicine from W. C. Wood and Brothers drug store in
Springfield was also recovered from this context. Alcohol-related items recovered from this
context included a whiskey flask, and several Bristol-glazed stoneware bottles. These bottles
were found in Test 2 in what appears to be circa 1908 deposits. Although many fragmentary
remains were recovered, two whole bottles were also recovered. These two-tone stoneware
bottles, which had a clear top and Bristol-glazed white base—have a small impressed mark along
the foot of the bottle that reads “GROVESNOR / 15 / GLASGOW” and were manufactured by
the F. Grovesnor’s Eagle Pottery in Glasgow, Scotland. This firm produced stoneware bottles
beginning in circa 1870 through 1923. Although often referred to as ginger beer bottles by
collectors, they contained a variety of imported ales, porters, and/or even stouts (Cruikshank
2005; Wilson 1981; Switzer 1974).
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Figure 65. Plan view of Houses D and E, illustrating the vacated alley, limits of excavation, and right-of-way edges. Those
features highlighted in blue represent post-1925 disturbances associated with the construction of the Barker-Lubin buildings.
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Figure 66. View of House D, looking west. Note the bilateral symmetry documenting a four-room structure (which may
represent a double house).
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Figure 67. Plan and sectional views of Tests 1 (left) and 2 (right), House D.
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Figure 68. Three views of Test 1, House D. This test unit was located in the northeast
(front) corner of the dwelling. Top: View looking west. Middle: View looking north.
Bottom: View looking south.
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Figure 69. Two views of Test 2, House D. This test unit was located in the northwest (rear) corner of the dwelling. Left: View
looking north/northwest. Right: View looking east.
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Species Composition of Animal Remains from House D (Martin 2017).
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Table 8
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains, House D (Martin 2017)
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Figure 70. A variety of pre-Civil War era ceramics were recovered from the lower fill
deposits of both Tests 1 and 2. These included edge decorated, painted (monochrome blue
and polychrome), and printed table and tea wares (top), as well more utilitarian annular
decorated and Rockingham-glazed yellowwares (middle), and redwares (bottom)—all
recovered from the lower levels of Test 2 (Lots D-15 and D-16). The presence of these
wares beneath the footprint of this early house is difficult to explain, and may suggest that
these wares were deposited prior to the construction of this house (and associated with the
early House E occupation) (Actual Size).
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Figure 71. Additional ceramics from Test 2 (and associated with the early nineteenth
century ground surface; Lot D-16) (Actual Size). Top Left: ITALY pattern, manufactured
by Charles Meigh and Son (William and Weber 1978:308). Top Right: PLASTINE
Pattern, manufactured by William Adams (William and Weber 1978:156).
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Figure 72. Ceramics from scraped surface, recovered from around front (east) fireplace
foundation. Top: Middle nineteenth century ceramics (including edge decorated, painted,
annular decorated or slipped, and printed wares) . Middle: Earthenware spittoon.
Bottom: Hand crimped lamp chimney. All artifacts are from Lot D-1 (Actual Size).
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Figure 73. Relief decorated wares were limited in number within these lower fills of House
D. This relief decorated saucer was decorated with the BORDERED HYACINTH or LILY
SHAPE (Lot D-9)—which was probably manufactured in the circa 1860s (Dieringer and
Dieringer 2001:109).

Figure 74. Fragments of a small bisque or Parian figurine were recovered from Test 2 (Lot
D-15). Only fragments of the base were recovered (Actual Size).
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Figure 75. Lead glass tumbler (left) and relief decorated (with gilt highlights) porcelain small pitcher or sugar bowl associated
with House D (Lot D-10). These items, which represent high-end, mid-century consumer goods, unfortunately were found in
the backdirt during the stripping of House D, and it is unclear as to whether they were associated with the occupants of this
house (Actual Size).
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Figure 76. Few whole or nearly whole primary artifacts associated were present in the fire
deposits of House A. Top: Undecorated whiteware plate (75% Actual Size). Bottom:
Fragments of a Rockingham-glazed teapot (Actual Size). All artifacts are from the upper
fills of Test 1 (Lot D-11).
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Figure 77. Liquor bottles included pontiled wines (left; Vessel D-38) and eagle whiskey
flasks (right; Vessel D-109). Both are from Lot D-11 (Actual Size).

Figure 78. Glass tableware included press-molded lead glass serving bowls (left; Vessel D90) and wheel engraved cruets with blow-over-mold, threaded lip finish (right; Vessel D89). Both items were from Lot D-15, and suggest a fairly upscale household at mid-century
(Actual Size).
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Figure 79. Several fragmentary, and whole, stoneware beer bottles were recovered from
the fire deposits of House D. These bottles, with their Bristol-glazed bases, are 8” tall and
have a small, impressed oval mark along their bases that reads “GROVESNOR / 15 /
GLASGOW”. These beer bottles were manufactured by F. Grovesnor’s Eagle Pottery in
Glasgow, Scotland, which produced stoneware bottles beginning in circa 1870 through
1923. Although often referred to as ginger beer bottles by collectors, these bottles held a
variety of imported ales, porters, and even stouts.
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Figure 80. Primary bottles from House D, all associated with the fire or immediate postfire deposits. Top Left: Vessel D-68 (W. C. Wood and Brothers, druggists; Lot D-14. Top
Right: Vessel D-18 (B. A. Fahnestock’s Vermifuge; Lot D-7) and unmarked prescription
bottle (Vessel D-19). Bottom: Unmarked medicine bottle (Vessel D-36) and Vessel D-37
(polish bottle?) (Lot D-11; Actual Size).
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Figure 81. Several eating utensils were recovered from House D, and included top early
twentieth century plated fork (Lot D-5). Middle: nineteenth century plated spoon (Lot D13); Bottom: pewter spoon (Lots D-15 and D-16). Bottom knife fragments from Lot D-16
(95% actual size).
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Figure 82. Numerous parts of kerosene lamp burners were recovered from the House D
deposits. Top: Earlier component… Lot D-13; The item second from the left is a flat wick
advancer with its knob embossed “ELDORADO W.B.G.”. Bottom Right: Example of an
intact Eldorado burner manufactured by the W.B. G. Corporation. Bottom Left: domed
top of wick burner from Lot D-12. Glass lamp chimney fragments were also present,
although in low numbers.
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Figure 83. Miscellaneous artifacts recovered from House D. Top: Crochet hook from
Zone II of Test 2 (Lot D-15). This hook has a worked end that appears to have fit into the
socket of a multi-piece handle (such as the examples illustrated here). Bottom: Worked
bone manicurists tool for working cuticles (recovered from Test 2, Level 1; Lot D-14).
Similar bone tools were incorporated into contemporary early twentieth century
“Manicure Sets” marketed by the Mutual Manufacturing Company of New York. All
artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 84. Combs and barrettes from House D. Top and Middle: Metal backed and hard
rubber hair and lice combs from Zones I and II (Lots D-1, D-9, D-11, and D-14). Bottom:
Hard rubber hair comb and celluloid barrette from Zone III (Lot D-13). All artifacts are
reproduced at 75% actual size.
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Figure 85. Toys—particularly doll parts (top), toy china sets (bottom), and marbles (next
page)—were relatively abundant from the House D deposits. Top (left to right): Lots D-15,
D-14, D-10, D-3, and D-5. Bottom: Toy saucer fragments (Lots D-10 and D-3, left to
right).
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Figure 86. Besides dolls and toy china sets, marbles were also found in the House D
deposits. Top Row: The most recent examples from Zone I (Lots 8 and 14) were
predominately glass. Middle: The marbles from Zone II were painted marble (Lot D-15).
Bottom: The single marble from Zone III was a multi-colored (blue and brown)
Rockingham-glazed stoneware marble (Lot D-13). All marbles are actual size. These
marbles document the proliferation of toys through time, as well as the shift from ceramic
(presumably American made), to European-made (German) stone; to glass (presumably
American-made).

Figure 87. A single harmonica soundboard was recovered from the upper deposits of
House D (Lot D-11).
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Figure 88. Top: Two views of a “Cat-in-a-shoe” whistle recovered from the lower fill
deposits of House D (Zone III, Test 2; Lot D-16) (Actual Size). Bottom: Similar online
example of a “Baby-in-a-shoe” whistle recovered from House D.
(https://www.google.com/search?q=porcelain+child+in+a+shoe&biw=1390&bih=905&tbm=isc
h&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjp8Z_q98TQAhXH3YMKHVReBa8QsAQIQA#
tbm=isch&q=porcelain+%22baby+in+a+shoe%22&imgrc=yF6G5i7OYU0AOM%3A)
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Figure 89. The activity of writing (and/or the presence of literate individuals) was
documented at House D by the presence of graphite pencil lead (left), slate styluses
(middle), and writing slate fragments (right) (Lots D-9, D-14, D-15, and D-16). All artifacts
are actual size.

Figure 90. This small ceramic item was recovered from the late deposits of House D, and
may represent a gaming piece (Lot D-9).
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Clothing related items from included these clasps from Zone II (Lot D-15).

Figure 91. Buttons and/or clothes fasteners from House D. Top: Upper fills consisting of
Fire and/or post-fire deposits from Lot D-14 (Level 1, Test 2). Middle: Predominately fire
deposits from Level 2, Test 1 and Level 2, Test 2 (Lots D-12 and D-15). Bottom: Middle
nineteenth century Pre-fire deposits from Level 3, Test 1 and Level 3, Test 2 (Lots D-13 and
D-16).
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Figure 92. Top: This small bone artifact represents a hand-manufactured (fret sawn and
drilled) stylized cross, similar to rosary crosses which held a small Stanhope in the center
opening (Galloy 2007:20). The Stanhope was a small magnifying lens which contained an
image. Although images depicted in Stanhopes—particularly those associated with rosary
crosses—often were of a religious nature, they also included landscapes, famous
individuals, and even erotica. This rosary cross, which may suggest the presence of
someone practicing the Catholic faith at this site, was recovered from the upper fills of
House D (Test 2; Lot D-14) (Twice actual size). Bottom: Online example of a similar cross
and rosary chain.
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Figure 93. Smoking pipes from House D. Top (left to right): Kaolin elbow pipe (Lot D-2)
kaolin pipe bowl (Lot D-14), and kaolin pipe stems (Lots D-15 and D-10). Middle (left to
right): Burned kaolin pipe bowl (decorated; Lot D-16) and undecorated (?) yellowware
pipe bowl (badly exfoliated; Lot D-14). Bottom Left: Undecorated, Germanic-style
porcelain pipe from the fire deposits of House D (Lot D-15 ). Bottom Right: On-line
example of a similar (albeit decorated) Germanic-style pipe illustrating its collective parts.
All artifacts are actual size.
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Indian Head Small Cent (Variety 2; minted 1863; issued from 1860-1864) (Lot D-15)

Shield Five-Cent (with rays, illegible date; minted 1866-67) (Lot D-15)

Shield Five-Cent (without rays; illegible date; minted 1867-1883) (Lot D-5)

Liberty Head Five-Cent (minted 1894; issued from 1883-1913) (Lot D-4)

Seated Liberty Half Dollar (minted 1859 in New Orleans) (Lot D-9)

Figure 94. Five coins were recovered from House D, all of which were recovered from
Zones I and II (Lots D-4, D-5, D-9, and D-15). Six coins were recovered from this fill
deposits, and included three five-cent pieces (Lots D-4, D-5, and D-15), a Seated Liberty
half dollar (dated 1859-O; Lot D-9), and an Indian Head one-cent piece (dated 1863; Lot D15). The five cent pieces included two Shield five-cent pieces (both with illegible dates;
minted sometime between 1866 and 1883; Lot D-5), and one Liberty Head five cent piece
(dated 1894; Lot D-4).
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Figure 95. A proprietary 7/8” diameter brass tag with a suspension hole at its top was
recovered from the lower fill deposits of House D (Test 2, Zone III; Lot D-16) (Actual Size).
This tag was plain on one side with simple embossing around its edge. The opposite side
was embossed “No. 71” and stamped twice with small lettered “MYERS.” One of the
stamped “MYERS” marks is over-stamped on a diagonal with “BOI…”). Although
unidentified, this tag was probably associated with the Myers Department Store in
downtown Springfield, and may represent a store inventory tag for fabric or similar
consumer good. One must question as to why it was recovered from the contents of House
D.

Figure 96. Zinc alloy utensil handle cast in the image of a potential Griffin recovered from
the upper fill deposits of House D (Test 2, Level 1; Lot D-14) (Actual Size).
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Figure 97. These two hatchets were recovered from the upper fill deposits of House A.
Top: Framing hatchet (Lot D-3; reproduced at 85% actual size). Bottom: Small ironhandled hatchet (Lot D-6; Actual Size). It is unclear as to whether this is a toy or actual
tool.
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Figure 98. Left: A heart-shaped iron padlock was recovered from the upper fill deposits of
Test 2 (Lot D-14) (Actual Size). This lock has a brass key hole cover that is impressed “M.
W. Co.” in reference to the Mallory Wheeler Company’s Lock Works located in New
Haven, Connecticut. This firm was in operation under that name from circa 1865 through
circa 1913 (Thomas F. Hennessy, "Early Locks and Lockmakers of America). Right:
Example of a similar padlock, albeit with its brass keyhole plate embossed “D. M. & C.”

Figure 99. Architectural items from House D were relatively numerous in the fire-deposits
of House D, and included numerous fragments of whitewashed and/or calcined plaster
(Test 1, Level 1; Lot D-11Example of plaster recovered from Test 1 (Reproduced at 95%
actual size).
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Figure 100. Faunal remains were present in relatively great number from the House D deposits, and represented a variety of
sawn and hacked elements (as illustrated here), which were clearly food remains (top). Additionally, cranial elements suggest
that on-site butchering may have been conducted by the occupants of House D. These items were recovered from Level 2 of
Test 2 (Lot D-15). Bottom: Several fresh water mussels were also recovered from the House D deposits (Lot D-14). These are
often interpreted as being transported on-site with alluvial fill dirt brought in for landscaping around the house. All artifacts
are reproduced at 75% their actual size.
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Feature Number: House E
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Feature Location: House E (323 N. Tenth Street)12 is located along the west side of Tenth
Street, five houses north of the Tenth and Madison Street intersection. It was located
immediately north of House D, and south of House F—two houses north of the east/west
trending alley. The legal location of House E is the N1/2, S1/2 of Lots 1-4. Although House E
sits fairly tight against House F (with only 7-ft 5-in or 2.26m separating the two dwellings), there
is a 25-ft (7.62m) wide, open yard between House E and House D to the south. House E sits
approximately one foot (0.30m) south of the north property line, and 20-ft (6.10m) north of the
south property line. A three-foot (0.91m) wide brick walkway runs the length of the house along
its south side, connecting the front yard of the dwelling with the rear service wing and other rear
yard activity areas. Approximately 2-ft (0.60m) separates the walk from the house.
Feature Excavation Strategy: Initial fieldwork consisted of exposing the feature with a
backhoe, followed by shovel scraping to define structural details. Upon mapping the foundation
remains, two one-meter by two-meter test units (Tests 1 and 2) were excavated within the
confines of the existing dwelling foundations. Test 1 was located in the northeast corner of the
original house, whereas Test 2 was located in the northwest corner of the house, and within what
was an addition constructed onto the rear of the original dwelling. Both test units were
excavated in arbitrary levels. Upon completion of the excavation units, multiple wall profiles
were drawn and photographed. All fill from the test units was screened. The entire footprint of
the original frame house was exposed during the archaeological investigations. Unfortunately,
the rear wall of the service wing addition extended into the unexcavated parking lot to the west
of the current project area.
Feature Description: The archaeological investigations documented a series of perimeter
foundations that were once associated with the domestic structure at this location (House E). As
originally constructed, House E measured approximately 17-ft 8-in (5.38m) wide (north/south)
by 25-ft 4-in (7.72m) long (north/south). The brick perimeter foundation wall was 9-in (0.23m)
wide, with an internal chimney foundation abutting both the north and south perimeter
foundation walls (Figure 77). The southern chimney foundation measured 1-ft 0-in (0.23m) by
1-ft 6-in (0.46m) in size, and was located just off-center, slightly closer to the front of the
dwelling. In contrast, the northern chimney base was slightly larger, measuring 1-ft 6-in (0.46m)
by 2-ft 4-in (0.71m) in size, and located considerably closer to the northwest corner of the
dwelling, than the northeast corner. The western foundation wall had a 5-ft 0-in (1.52m) wide
opening in the center of the wall. It is unclear as to whether this opening was original to the

12

Both the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps indicate this dwelling as 323 N. Tenth Street. The House
designations assigned to each legal description refer to the dwellings later constructed on these parcels of land, and
are given here as reference to the following discussions of the seven parcels of land and their associated
improvements. None of the seven houses, more than likely, had as yet been constructed in 1841-42 at the time of
these transactions.
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house or not. The top of the undisturbed house foundation was only 1-ft 2-in (35cm) below the
surface of the parking lot.
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Two segments of what probably represents a single perimeter brick foundation wall
associated with a rear service wing and/or addition onto the dwelling was identified at the rear of
the structure. These foundation walls abutted the original house foundation, and were slightly
offset from the original foundations, at least along the north wall of the structure. Minimally,
this addition extended 10-ft (3.05m) to the west (and into the adjacent parking lot). Based on the
1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps, it would appear that this rear service wing extended
approximately 12-ft to 16-ft (3.66-4.88m) to the west of the original building. Physical evidence
of an early stoop and later full-length replacement porch—both pre-dating this rear wing
addition, are present (see discussion Test 2). Clearly, this rear service wing was in place by
1890. Unfortunately, the 1867 and 1873 bird’s eye views are not detailed enough to determine if
this rear service wing was in place by those dates. Nonetheless, based on the size of this house
on the 1858 map—and its relationship to House D to the south, it would appear that this service
wing had been constructed onto the original dwelling by that date (1858).
Foundation remnants were identified on the front of the original dwelling that represents
the remains of both a small, front stoop, and a later full-length porch (Figures 74-76). The earlier
stoop measured approximately 3-ft (0.91m) wide by 3-ft 9-in (1.14m) deep. The side walls of
this stoop (and related step) foundation were constructed with a variety of small brick fragments,
and appears to represent an expeditiously constructed feature built with salvaged materials.
Based on the location of this stoop, the center of the front door of the house was located 5-ft 6-in
(1.68m) from the northeast corner of the house. In contrast, the later porch rested on a well-built
perimeter brick foundation that measured 5-ft 6-in (1.68m) deep by the full width of the house
(17-ft 8-in or 5.38m). A remnant of a badly disturbed brick pavement (or walkway) was located
near the northeast corner of this porch foundation. Based on the Sanborn fire insurance maps,
this full-length porch was in place by 1890.
Running along the entire length of the south side of House E was a brick walkway
(Figure 78). This walkway was 3-ft (0.91m) wide and set back approximately 2-ft (0.61m) from
the house at the southeast corner of the dwelling, and 2-ft 6-in (0.76m) from the southwest
corner. As originally constructed, the walkway did not have a border or edging. Near the
southeast corner of the later porch, the walkway made a slight jog to the north. At this point, the
walkway appears to have been repaired and/or rebuilt. The newer section of the walkway has a
single course of brick work laid on edge for a border. Near the western edge of the excavation
block, the walkway turned both to the north (into the rear service wing/addition), as well to the
southwest. This particular area of the walkway—located to the south of the rear addition—
exhibits substantial evidence of having been rebuilt and/or repaired. The original walkway was
constructed using soft-mud brick laid in a running bond pattern without mortar.
Physical evidence suggests that House E, when originally constructed, may have
consisted of only two rooms—a front room which measured approximately 14-ft (4.27m) by 16ft 6-in (5.03m) (with a small chimney in the southwest corner of the room), and a back room that
measured approximately 10-ft (3.05m) by 16-ft 6-in (5.03m) (with a relatively large chimney
centrally located along the north wall of the room). Physical evidence of an early stoop suggests
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that the main entrance to the house was located in the northeast corner of the front room.
Archival evidence (i.e. bird’s eye views) strongly suggests that this house had a side-gable roof.
The most likely manner in which a side-gable roof would have fit on this double-pile structure is
for the front section of the dwelling to be 1½-stories in height and the rear only one story in
height—a trait that was shared by with both Houses A and D. As such, it appears that the
original House E represents a nearly equivalent copy, albeit probably a slightly later example, of
one of the dwelling units located in House D. Whereas House E represented a single stand-alone
dwelling, House D represented two attached versions of the same house—both structures (all
three dwelling units) constructed by Roll during the 1840s. Neither of these dwelling units had
cellars, as originally built. The archaeological integrity of House E is excellent.
Results of Test Excavations: Two excavation units (each one-meter by two-meter in size) were
excavated within this house—one within the front of the original structure (Test 1), and the
second within the rear addition onto the house (Test 2). The results of these two test units were
very different from one another—with Test 1 documenting a shallow basin-shaped depression
(or expedient after-the-fact cellar) beneath the original portion of the dwelling, and Test 2
documenting shallow deposits overlying an intact early midden encapsulated by the construction
of an addition onto the original dwelling.
Test 1 was located in the northeastern corner of the original dwelling. The excavation of
Test 1 indicates that a shallow basin-shaped cellar is present beneath the front section of the
dwelling, and that this cellar is capped by thick post-1908 cinder fills (Zones I and II). The cellar
floor is located approximately 2-ft 6-in (0.78m) below the scraped surface. The edge of this
cellar is slightly inset from the outer perimeter foundation walls. This earth-walled cellar has
concave walls. The floor of the cellar has a thin deposit (Zone VII) of topsoil fill potentially
dating from the occupation of the house. This thin deposit is, in turn, capped by dense plaster fill
mixed with ash and charcoal (Zone VI) which was deposited during the 1908 fire. Zones III, IV,
and V represent a variety of plaster, charcoal, wood ash, topsoil, and domestic artifacts
associated with the post-fire demolition of the dwelling. These deposits are thickest along the
outside brick wall. Zones I and II represent distinctively different topsoil and cinder-rich fills
deposited over the remains of the burned house, and potentially represent materials laid down
sometime shortly after the riot. The excavation of Test 1 indicates that the house’s perimeter
foundation was constructed at or near the circa-1840 ground surface without the use of a spread
footing. Approximately six courses of brick work (12-in or 0.31m) are extant. The excavation
of this test also indicated that, although the northern foundation wall (and corner of the eastern
wall) was two courses wide, the majority of the eastern wall appears to have been constructed
with a single width of brickwork laid in a running bond and sitting on a single header course of
brickwork. A similar method was also used in the adjacent House F (between the support piers
in the front of the house).13
Test 2 was located in the northeast corner of what was suspected as being a rear addition
constructed onto the original dwelling. The excavation of this test noted the presence of shallow
13

There were slight differences in these two foundations. In House E, the upper courses of brickwork rested on the
outer edge of this spread footing. In House F, the upper courses of brickwork were centered on the spread footing.
Further fieldwork may indicate that the eastern foundation wall of House D was two courses wide throughout the
entire length of the wall, and the existing condition of the wall in Test 2 is due to post-fire demolition activity.
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fire-deposits (Zones I and II) overlying a similarly shallow pre-fire midden (Zone III) which had
been deposited on an intact pre-settlement ground surface. No cellar was noted in this portion of
the structure. The original, circa-1840 ground surface was located 2-ft (0.62m) below the
surface of the adjacent parking lot, and approximately 1-ft (0.29m) below the scraped surface.
Located on this early surface was an occasional fragment of well-weathered mammal bone.
Zone III (which was approximately 4-in (10cm) in thickness)) represented a mixed dark brown
topsoil and yellowish brown subsoil fill with minor amounts of brick flecking and mortar
present. This zone probably represents a post-construction fill deposit and/or inner yard midden
that may have developed beneath a rear porch or stoop. A small brick pier identified along the
outside edge of the original house foundation in this test unit was constructed on the 1840 presettlement surface and terminated at the surface of Zone III. This small pier measured only 9-in
(0.23m) square probably represents structural remains of an early stoop or porch centrally
located along the rear wall of the original structure. The fill of Zone III was relatively loose
and/or un-compacted and contained a light density of artifacts, including a range of small
personal items associated with the middle nineteenth century. Whereas the fill of Zone III had
been laid up against the main house foundation (which was set into a shallow builder’s trench
that cut into the underlying soil), the foundations of the rear service wing had been laid into a
more substantial builders trench that cut through Zone III, and rested directly on the presettlement ground surface. Only four courses of this foundation wall were intact. Zone II was a
dark-colored, humic topsoil fill with mortar, plaster, and light wood ash mixed throughout. This
zone contained a considerable amount of artifacts mixed throughout. A thin lens of mortar
associated with the demolition of the adjacent wall, fingers into this zone along its north edge.
Zone II probably was deposited during the immediate post-fire clean-up activities. Zone I was a
very thin deposit of red and black cinders and clinkers with considerable amount of burned wood
mixed in. It represents the final post-fire clean-up activity. The excavation of Test 2 indicated
that the north foundation wall of the service wing clearly abutted the northwest corner of the
original house, and was offset 2-in (5cm) from the corner. This wall exhibited considerable
damage, presumably caused during the demolition of the structure after the 1908 fire. The east
end of this wall, where it abuts the northwest corner of the original structure, appears to rest on
top of a small pit or post that extends into the underlying topsoil. A variety of mid-century
domestic artifacts were recovered from the surface of this feature (the function of which is
unknown).
A well-preserved and encapsulated midden was identified immediately to the north of
House E, within that portion of the S1/2, N1/2 of Lots 1-4 (and associated with House F). This
early midden was located stratigraphically beneath fills once associated with House F, and
appear to pre-date that house. Although our current understanding of the landownership history
does not indicate that the Roll or Isaac Smith family owned this property to the north of House E,
it seems probable that the early midden at this location was associated with the early construction
and occupation of House E.14 After removal of the overlying deposits associated with House F
with a backhoe, a series of twelve 1m by 2m test units were laid out within this midden and hand
excavated, which resulted in the recovery of an early (circa 1840s and 1850s) artifact assemblage
associated with the early occupation of either House E or F. See House F discussion for details
of the artifacts from this midden.
14

It appears that William Smith may have owned this property to the north of House E for a few months in late 1864
and early 1865 (see discussion, House F).
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Feature Artifact Content: Unlike House D, the artifacts from House E were relatively easy to
segregate into three distinct components: 1) pre-fire deposits, 2) fire deposits, and 3) post-fire
deposits. The pre-fire deposits are represented by Lots E-14 in Test 1, and Lots E-17 and E-18 in
Test 2. Lot E-4 represents pre-fire materials recovered from around the original front steps. The
fire deposits are represented by Lots E-12 and E-13 in Test 1, and E-16 in Test 2. Additionally,
Lots E-1 through E-3, and Lots E5 through E-8 probably represent fire (or immediately post-fire)
artifacts, too. Post-fire deposits are represented by Lots E-9, E-10, and E-11 in Test 1, as well as
Lot E-15 in Test 2.
The Pre-fire artifact assemblage is relatively small and consists of a thin deposit of
material on the base of the cellar (Test 1), and an encapsulated rear yard midden (Test 2). The
materials located on the floor of the cellar consist of limited ceramic (undecorated whiteware,
printed whiteware, and relief decorated wares) and glass (press molded serving bowl) tablewares,
container glass, kitchenwares (redware) and construction materials (window glass, machine cut
nails, brick, plaster) (See Lot E-14). Alcohol consumption is documented by the presence of
wine bottle fragments. Household items are represented by lamp chimney glass and a handblown, milk glass vase fragment (similar to late nineteenth century “Bohemian” glass). One
unusual item was a threaded lead pipe end cap (5/8” inside diameter) potentially suggesting the
presence of gas lighting in the house.
The assemblage from the encapsulated midden consisted of similar materials and
included a variety of ceramic tablewares (undecorated, edge decorated and printed whiteware)
tablewares, fragments of multiple wine bottles, kaolin smoking pipes, shoe leather, container
glass, straight and safety pins, and a milk glass collar stud (see Lots E-16 and E-17). Several
fragments of an undecorated yellowware plate were also present. Several two-piece ebony and
ivory dominoes were recovered from this context, and represent upscale leisure items associated
with adult as well as child leisure activity. Numerous other small items presumably associated
with this early component were mixed in with the later deposits. Of particular interest was a
manganese-glazed red-paste stoneware lid reminiscent of Philadelphia redwares (from a potential
teapot), numerous toys (doll parts, toy tea set, marbles), as well as clothing and small personal
items (buttons, hard rubber hair pins). One of these buttons was a mid-century brass military
button. This Civil War era button was a three-piece button with spread-wing eagle and shield
similar to one recovered in the adjacent House F midden. The midden identified beneath the rear
service wing of House E (in Test 2) is reminiscent of the House F midden immediately to the
north of House E, in the rear of the adjacent House F. One interpretation is that the early midden
identified in the rear of House F was deposited by residents of House E, and that it represents a
sheet midden originating and fanning out from the rear door once located on the rear elevation of
the original House E. The age of this deposit, as well as the presence of multiple Civil War era
military buttons, suggests that this midden was probably associated with the Smith family’s
occupation of this property.
Associated with this early midden is what appears to represent a filled post hole. This
post, which apparently was pulled and the associated hole backfilled at the time the rear wing
was constructed, extends beneath the brick perimeter foundation wall of the rear service wing
addition. Several large, partially restorable bottle fragments were recovered from this post hole.
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Some items from the upper levels of this post probably have been incorporated into the upper
levels of Test 2 (see Vessels E-57 and E-58, Lot E-15). These artifacts included fragments of
several bottles, as well as window glass and mortar. The bottles included an aqua, Rickett’s
molded beer or soda (Vessel E-66), a dip molded, dark green/black glass, dip-molded bottle with
graphite pontil (Vessel E-67), a salt glazed stoneware ink bottle (Vessel E-68), and two Bristolglazed stoneware beer bottles (Vessels E-69 and E-70). The two Bristol-glazed stoneware
bottles were similar to those recovered from the adjacent House D. The ink bottle was embossed
“[VITREO]US STONEWWARE BOTTLES / J. BOURNE & SON / PATENTEES / [DENBY]
& CODNOR PARK POTTERY / NEAR DERBY / [P. &] J. ARNOLD / LONDON”). Ink
bottles manufactured by the Bourne pottery are fairly common. Bourne purchased the Codner
Park Pottey in 1833, and closed it down in 1861. The “& Son” was added to the firm’s name in
“circa 1850”. As such, it would appear that this ink bottle was probably manufactured sometime
after “circa 1850” and prior to 1861. Considering the artifacts present in the adjacent sheet
midden and this back-filled post hole, it seems reasonable to suspect that the construction of the
rear service wing occurred fairly early in the history of this dwelling—perhaps complete by circa
1860-65.
Several items of interest were also recovered from a rather early context associated with
the original front steps of this house (Lot E-4). One of the items from this context was a small
fragment of a multi-colored glass cane. This small cane was hollow, with variously colored
strips.
Such canes were often ceremonial and/or presentation pieces (Lot E-4) (cf.
http://canequest.com/glass-canes/). This cane fragment was recovered from an early, pre-fire
context beneath what was once the front porch and/or adjacent to the entry stoop—and probably
associated with the Smith family occupation of the house. Another item of interest from this
same context was an unfired 38-caliber, rim fire bullet.
Faunal remains from the pre-fire deposits were moderately plentiful (NISP=72). These
artifacts document the presence of both large and small mammal, birds, and fish as potential food
resources. The large mammal remains were dominated by swine bones, and to a lesser extent by
cattle and sheep/goat remains. The small animal remains included Eastern Cottontail. The bird
remains included chicken. Freshwater Drum is the single fish represented in this assemblage.
Non-food faunal remains were represented by both Old World and Norway rat, and domestic cat
(see Tables x and x).
Fire Deposits: The artifacts associated with the fire deposits (and immediate post fire
clean-up) were most numerous in Test 1, and associated with a considerable amount of structural
demolition debris (plaster rubble, wood and charcoal, machine cut nails, window glass, porcelain
door knobs), much of which was burned and/or melted. This demolition debris included a large
number of nails, the majority of which were fragmentary and heavily corroded. Nonetheless, it
appears that the vast majority of the nails from this house were of the machine cut variety
(typical of a nineteenth century structure), with most of them being of a relatively small size.
These small nails were most often used for attaching lath to stud walls. A lesser number of
larger framing nails were also recovered. A very small number of the nails were of the wiredrawn variety. Assuming that these nails were not associated with furniture or other household
furnishing, these nails suggest that minor repairs and/or alterations had been undertaken on
House E during the very late nineteenth and/or early years of the twentieth century (post 1885).
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Several unburned and/or non-melted flat glass strips represent waste associated with window
glass cutting activities and are suggestive of the re-glazing of the house windows.
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Other items suggestive of this late nineteenth or very early twentieth century (pre-1908)
remodeling include the recovery of a porcelain tube for insulating electrical wires passing
through timber framing (such as a floor joist or wall stud). This item suggests that House E may
have been electrified, with the installation of “knob-and-tube” wiring. Similarly, the presence of
several fragments of an ornate ceramic toilet bowl (with molded acanthus leaf design) suggests
that House E may have been outfitted with an indoor toilet. These ceramic toilet bowl fragments
are reminiscent of a Doulton Simplistas wash-down toilet from the circa 1880s. Such items were
generally associated with upscale housing from the 1880s through circa 1900, and the presence
of this toilet in House E seems very out-of-place.
Ceramic and glass tablewares were poorly represented in this assemblage. Although
limited in number, a small assemblage of undecorated whiteware serving vessels (bowl and
platter) and porcelain teawares were present. The most common items recovered from this
context, aside from structural materials associated with the dwelling, appears to be personal
items related to alcohol consumption, hygiene and/or personal care, and medicines.
Glass bottle fragments were fairly numerous in the upper fills of Test 1, and included a
distinctive assemblage of Reisch Brewing Company beer bottles (MNV = 5 or 6) which had been
uniformly crushed into small pieces (Lots E-9 and E-10). These beer bottles exhibited both
improved tool and machine-made crown closures typical of this transitional period of glass
manufacture. A similar amber bottle base (presumably from another beer bottle) was marked
with the Illinois Glass Company’s “Diamond I” mark (Lot E9). The earliest this mark would
have been used on a bottle would have been circa 1915 (Toulouse 1971:264; SHA Newsletter
2006:24). As such, it would appear that the house basin associated with the front of House E
may have remained open and receiving trash for as much as a decade or longer after the August
1908 riots.15
A machine-made soda water bottle recovered from the surface of House E was embossed
“F. X. REISCH / SPRINGFIELD, ILL” (Lot E-6). It would appear that the earliest this bottle
would have been in use would have been sometime shortly after the July 1908 dissolution of the
Lauterbach and Reisch partnership—and, as such, probably dates from the period immediately
after the 1908 riots.16
15

House F, located immediately to the north of House E, was not damaged during the August 1908 riots, and
remained in service as rental property through the middle 1920s. It is possible 9and probable) that these post 1908
artifacts in the surface deposits of House F were associated with the occupation of House F during the period 1908
through circa 1925.
16

Frank X. Reisch was a son to the well-known Reisch brewing family. In the early years of the twentieth century,
Frank was a saloon operator. In circa 1903, he entered into business with John Lauterbach to manufacture and bottle
soda waters. The firm of Lauterbach and Reisch was dissolved in July 1908, at which time Frank X. Reisch
operated the firm under the guise of “F. X. Reisch Bottling Works. This firm was relatively short lived, and appears
listed under this firm name in the 1909, 1910, and 1911 Springfield City Directories. Frank X. Reisch died in April
1916 (Illinois State Journal 1907, 1916). .
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Several medicine bottles were also present in these fire and/or immediate post-fire
deposits. One medicine bottle of note recovered from this context is a small proprietary
prescription druggist bottle embossed “THE HOME OF PURE DRUGS / JOHN W. COBBS
DRUG CO. / … [SI]XTH & WASHINGTON STS.” John Cobbs was a Springfield druggist
who worked for many years for the Charles Ryan Drug Company. In 1908 and 1909, Cobbs was
listed in the local Springfield City Directories as the President of the Ryan Drug Company. It
was not until circa late 1909, that Cobb apparently formed his own drug company. The
December 1910 issue of the journal The Pharmaceutical Era (1910:1224) announced under the
heading of “New Corporations” the formation of the John W. Cobb Drug Company.17 Similarly,
the April 1910 issue of the Journal of the National Association of Retail Druggists (Volume 10,
Number 3, page 198) announced the incorporation of Cobb’s business. The Springfield city
directories and the files of the Illinois State Journal suggest that the earliest this bottle would
have been manufactured for the Cobbs Drug Company would have been circa late 1909 or early
1910. As such, it would appear that this bottle was not in use until sometime after the August
1908 riots and destruction of House E. As with the above noted amber beer bottle, the presence
of this medicine bottle in these upper fill deposits suggests that the fills of Zone I in Test 1 were
deposited sometime after 1910. As such, it would appear that the debris in this upper fill zone of
the House E cellar does not represent items utilized by the occupants of House E. More likely,
the artifacts recovered from the upper fill of this cellar originated from an occupied, nearby
dwelling—being used as a dumping facility for household trash, and thus the artifacts from this
upper fill zone are more neighborhood-specific as opposed to house-specific.
Personal health care items of interest recovered from this potential fire-and immediate
post-fire deposits include several glass ointment and/or salve jars, and skin care products. Both
clear glass and milk glass ointment jars were recovered from this late context. The first was a
clear, machine-made jar from Test 1 which was embossed “VASELINE / CHESEBROUGH /
NEW YORK” (Lot E-9). A similar machine-made, milk glass ointment or salve jar was
recovered from the upper levels of Test 2 (Lot E-15). An embossed milk glass lid for a similar
ointment or salve jar was found in the upper levels of Test 1 (Lot E-9). This lid was embossed
“DR. J. PARKER PRAY / ESTABLISHED / 1868 / NEW YORK.” Dr. J. Parker Pray and his
wife Mary Cobbs Pray were successful in the development and marketing of a wide range of
nail, hair, and skin products during the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.18 Among
17

John Cobbs had been associated with the Ryan Drug Store, located at the corner of Sixth and Washington Streets,
since circa 1877. It was at this location that he learned the pharmaceutical trade. In 1905, the drug store was
incorporated as the Charles Ryan Drug Company, with a capital stock of $25,000 (with Mr. Cobb as one of the
corporate officers). In both 1908 and 1909, the Springfield City Directories listed John W. Cobb, as president of the
Charles Ryan Drug Company, located at the northwest corner of Sixth and Washington Streets. In contrast, the
1910 Springfield City Directory indicates that John Cobbs had died on September 12, 1909, and the John W. Cobbs
Drug Company was under the direction of his widow, Alice Cobbs. In March 1910, the Illinois State Journal ran a
series of advertisements announcing that “the John W. Cobbs Drug Co. will henceforth conduct the drug store
formerly owned by the Ryan Drug Co.” (Pharmaceutical Era 1910; Journal of the N.A.R.D. 1910; Paint, Oil and
Chemical Review 1905; Illinois State Journal September 14, 1909).
18

Mary Cobb moved to New York City from Virginia sometime after the Civil War. In 1874, while living in New
York, “she met and married Dr. Joseph Parker Pray, a New England podiatrist who made a fortune purveying foot
powders and ladies cosmetics.” Shortly after marrying Mr. Pray, Mary learned “the art of the nail manicurist” while
in France, and in 1878 she established her first Manhattan Manicurists salon (Mrs. Pray’s Manicure). Together with
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other things, Dr. Pray marketed a manicurist set that included nail care products and tools
(similar to the bone cuticle tool recovered from adjacent House D. These manicurists items
(along with the numerous salve and/or ointment jars recovered from these houses) strongly
suggest the presence of women intent on caring for their nails (and potentially associated with
the “working women”19 associated with these houses during the turn-of-the-century.
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Another skin care product recovered from House E was found in the upper fill capping
the original porch foundations (Lot E-2). This milk glass bottle was embossed “HAGAN’S /
MAGNOLIA / BALM.” Magnolia Balm was a face and hand cream that was introduced in the
middle-nineteenth century, and continued in use for many decades (well into the twentieth
century). The cream was advertised, among other things, to improve the youthfulness of the
skin, and eliminate blemishes. By the early twentieth century, Hagan’s Magnolia Balm was
being marketed to (and/or used by) African American women to whiten their skin (cf. Cooper
1892; American Colored Magazine 1903; Piess 2011).
The faunal remains from the fire-deposits of House E were well represented (NISP=119),
and relatively similar to those recovered from the pre-fire deposits. The large mammal remains
are dominated by swine (2-to-1 over beef), and to a lesser degree by cattle, sheep and sheep/goat.
The small mammals are represented by both Eastern cottontail and rabbit/hare. The bird remains
are represented by slightly greater variety than the pre-fire deposits, and besides the ever-present
chicken, includes duck and turkey. Fish is present in limited quantity, but unfortunately is
unidentified. It is interesting to note that the post-fire deposits are dominated by cattle remains,
with few swine bones being present.

Dr. Pray and his manufacturing business, the couple developed and marketed a wide line of hair, nail, and skin care
products—including the invention of the modern emery board. Although the couple divorced in 1884, Mary
successfully developed and marketed a range of products during the later years of the nineteenth century, and “in
addition to retail outlets, Cobb targeted a mail order base and also offered to professionally train women in the nailcare trade as a form of expansion.” As such, “by 1900, her business was one of the largest female owned and
managed businesses in the World.” Mary Cobb died in 1902. Dr. J. Parker Pray continued marketing products
under his name several decades into the twentieth century (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_E._Cobb).
19

i.e. prostitutes or “women of easy virtue”
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Figure 101. Excavating test units in House E. Test 1 was located in the main section of the dwelling, and documented a
shallow, basin-shaped cellar. Test 2 was located in the rear of the dwelling and documented that the cellar did not extend into
the rear of the house, and that the rear portion of the dwelling represented an addition onto the original structure. Fire
deposits were clearly evident in both Tests 1 and 2. An interesting assemblage of pre-fire artifacts were recovered from these
test units, particularly from Test 2.
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Figure 102. Plan view and west wall profile, Test 1, House E. This house appears to have a
shallow basin-shaped cellar.
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Figure 103. Two views of Test 1, House E. Test 1 documented a shallow, expedient, basinshaped cellar beneath House E.
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Figure 104. Two additional views of Test 1 after excavation. Top: Looking northeast.
Bottom: Detail of northeast corner of foundation wall indicating presence of L-shaped
double wide wall transitioning into a single course wall. The single course brick wall was
laid on an initial header course which corresponded to the same width as the double-course
wide wall. A similar method was also observed in the adjacent House F, and may represent
a characteristic employed by Mr. Roll in his buildings.
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Figure 105. Plan view and west wall profile, Test 2, House E.
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Table 9
Species Composition of Animal Remains from House E (Martin 2017).
Component A represents post-fire remains, Component B represents materials from the fire deposits,
and Component C represents materials from the pre-fire deposits.
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Table 10
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains, House E (Martin 2017)
Component A represents post-fire remains, Component B represents materials from the
fire deposits, and Component C represents materials from the pre-fire deposits.
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Figure 106. Many beer bottles from the Reisch Brewing Company were recovered from
the upper fills of Test 1 (House E; Lot E-9). These bottles were embossed “REISCH
BREWING CO. / BEER / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” The bottles from House E (Test 1, Level
1) all had improved tool crown lip finishes.
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Figure 107. Soda water bottles from the fire deposits in House E (Left). These included bottles labeled “F. X. REISCH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” (Left; Lot E-6) and “C. J. PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILLS” (Right; Lot E-7). The bottle at far
right was embossed “REISCH /SPRINGFIELD, ILL” and was recovered from a post-fire context (Lot E-1). The F. X. Reisch
bottle most-likely post-dates the August 1908 riot, as well.
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Figure 108. The pre-fire ceramic artifacts associated with House E are few in number, but
did include this unidentified printed vessel (Vessel E-41; Lot E-13) (Top), and this
manganese-glazed, red-paste stoneware lid (presumably from a tea pot) (Lot E-7).
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Figure 109. This large fragment of a chamber pot was probably associated with the fire
deposits (Lot E-6).
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Figure 110. These stoneware vessels were recovered from a pre-fire context (a post hole located beneath the perimeter
foundation wall of the rear wing of House E; Lot E-18). This post hole contained several broken stoneware ink (left) and
ginger beer (right) bottles. The ginger beer bottles were similar to those recovered from adjacent House D. The ink bottle was
embossed “[VITREO]US STONEWWARE BOTTLES / J. BOURNE & SON / PATENTEES / [DENBY] & CODNOR PARK
POTTERY / NEAR DERBY / [P. &] J. ARNOLD / LONDON”). Both images are reproduced at 80% actual size.
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Figure 111. Two fragments of a small white glass salve jar embossed “[DR. J. PARKE]R
PRAY / [ESTABLI]SHED / 1868 / [NE]W YORK”)” were recovered from a late context
from House E (Vessel E-31; Lot E-9) (Actual Size). Dr. Pray was well known for his
toiletry items that included face creams and manicurists products.

Figure 112. Additional salve jars recovered from circa 1908 context from House E
included clear glass (left; Vessel E-32) and milk glass (Vessel E-60) examples (Lots E-9 and
E-15, respectively).
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Figure 113. Fragments of a small milk glass bottle embossed “HAGAN’S / MAGNOLIA /
BALM” were recovered from a late context associated with the front porch of House E
(Lot E-2) (Actual Size). Magnolia Balm was a face and hand cream that was introduced in
the middle-nineteenth century, and continued in use for many decades (well into the
twentieth century).
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Figure 114. Two nineteenth century advertisements for Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.
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http://www.bottlepickers.com/bottle_articles197.htm
http://www.peachridgeglass.com/2015/01/demas-s-barnes-medicine-man-to-politician/

Figure 115. By the early twentieth century, Hagan’s Magnolia Balm was being marketed
to (and/or used by) African American women to whiten their skin (cf. American Colored
Magazine 1903). This quote is from Anna Julia Cooper, an American educator and author
who championed black women’s rights during the last century, and authored the book A
Voice From the South by a Black Woman of the South (1892) which “became an classic
African
American
feminist
text”
(http://www.azquotes.com/quote/1240934;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_J._Cooper; see also Hope in a Jar: The Making of
America's Beauty Culture (Piess 2011)).
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Figure 116. Primary glass vessels were limited in number from House E, but included a
small medicine bottle (Left; Lot E-7) and this homeopathic vial (Lot E-9) (Actual Size).

Figure 117. Hard rubber hair pin (broken; Lot E-15) (Actual Size).

Figure 118. Fragments of carved bone item from House E (Lot E-15). This probably
represents fragments of an eating utensil handle (Actual Size).
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Figure 119. Buttons, clothes fasteners, and jewelry from House E. Top Left (top row):
Milk glass and shell buttons from Lot E-15. The dark-colored artifact is glass, and may
represent an imitation gem for a ring or piece of jewelry. Top Left (bottom row): Shell
buttons from Lot E-13. Top Right: glass collar/button hole stud (milk glass) (Lot E-17).
Bottom (left to right): metal busk clasp for undergarment (Lot E-9; see discussion and
illustration with House B artifacts), jewelry or ring (Lot E-9), straight pin (Lot E-16). All
artifacts are actual size.

Figure 120. Left and Middle: Military button from House E (Lot E-6). This button
fragment consists of only the front portion of a three-piece loop shank button, and both the
front and back is illustrated (Actual Size). Right: Non-archaeological example illustrated
slightly enlarged. A similar brass military button was recovered from House F in Feature
1, and both buttons probably originated from an early midden associated with House E
(and the Smith family?).
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Figure 121. This small glass artifact is a fragment of a glass walking cane (actual size). It
was hollow, with variously colored strips. Such canes were often ceremonial and/or
presentation pieces (Lot E-4) (cf. http://canequest.com/glass-canes/). This cane fragment
was recovered from an early, pre-fire context beneath what was once the front porch
and/or adjacent to the entry stoop—and probably associated with the Smith occupation of
the house.

Figure 122. Cast iron and porcelain furniture caster from House E (Lot E-15) (Actual
Size).
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Figure 123. Miscellaneous small finds from House E. Top: Ivory and Ebony dominoes
and TD smoking pipe fragment from a pre-fire context (Lot E-7). Middle: Wooden
graphite pencils, slate stylus, and Liberty Head dime from Lots E-9, E-17, and E-13. The
dime had a mint date of either 1889 or 1899 (Lot E-9). Bottom: Unidentified glass table
(or dresser) pad with beveled edge (Lot E-15). All artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 124. Toys from House E. Top: Marbles included glass (top; Lot E-13),
undecorated stoneware (bottom left; Lot E-15), painted marble (bottom middle; Lot E-13)
and blue glazed stoneware (bottom right; Lot E-6). Bottom: Child’s tea service (left, Lot
E-6) and doll legs and arms (right; Lots E-6 and E-15) (Actual Size).

Figure 125. Brass shell casings from House E. Left: center-fire; 0.35” diameter; 0.62”
long; casing only, fired (Lot E-9). Right: rim fire; 0.38” diameter; 0.75” long; unfired; lead
bullet corroded with end broken off (Lot E-4).
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Figure 126. Architectural items recovered from House E included porcelain door knobs
(Lot E-15), porcelain “tube” for carrying electrical wiring through house framing (part of
“knob-and-tube” wiring system) (Lot E-7), and lead pipe end cap (with interior threads)
(Lot E-14).
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Figure 127. Cast iron butt hinge, presumably from one of the interior doors of House E
(Actual Size). [In need of conservation.]
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Figure 128. Top: Fragments of a molded ceramic toilet bowl from House E (Lots E-5 and
E-8). These large sherds are sitting upside down, on the toilet’s rim, and should be flipped
for clarity. Bottom: A Doulton Simplistas wash-down toilet, circa 1880s. Note the
underside of the toilet seat with the molded decoration similar to that on the recovered
sherds.
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Figure 129. Food remains included both floral (top) and faunal (bottom) items. The floral
items consisted predominately of fruit “stones” (Lots E-9, E-13, and E17). The faunal
remains were much more plentiful within the House E deposits, and included meat cuts
from a variety of large mammals (pig, cow) as well as fowl (predominately chicken). Both
sawn (bottom right) and cleaved (bottom left) elements were present in the assemblage
(Actual Size).
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Site 1 (11Sg1432)
Feature Number: House F
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Feature Location: House F (325 N. Tenth Street)20 is located along the west side of Tenth
Street, six houses north of the Tenth and Madison Street intersection, and one house south of the
Tenth and Mason Street intersection. It was located immediately north of House E, and south of
House G, central to the north half of the block. The legal description of the House E location is
the S1/2, N1/2 of Lots 1-4, J. Whitney Addition, Springfield, Illinois.
The north edge of this house is situated only 1-ft 6-in (0.46m) from the north property
line, and approximately 5-ft 3-in (1.60m) from House G (located to the north). Similarly, the
south edge of House F is located 7-ft 5-in (2.26m) from the north edge of House E
(approximately 6-ft or 1.83m north of the property line). The front of the house is located
approximately 19-ft (5.79m) from the Tenth Street right-of-way, and is aligned with House G
immediately to the north, and set back slightly (approximately 1-ft 6-in or 0.46m) from House E
to the south. The lot on which the house sits is approximately 38-ft 6-in (11.73m) wide
(north/south). The entire house was exposed during the current investigations. This house was
not destroyed during the August 1908 riots, and persisted into the mid-1920s.
Feature Excavation Strategy: Initial fieldwork consisted of exposing the feature with a
backhoe, followed by shovel scraping to define structural details. The exposed foundations were
photographed and mapped. House F did not exhibit the integrity of the previously discussed
houses. Only limited foundation remains of the house (consisting generally of one course of
brickwork) were intact, and no significant fill was present within the footprint of the house. The
shallow fill deposits identified within these foundations appeared to post-date the 1908 period of
significance. In consultation with the IHPA, and in anticipation of underground electrical work
in this area scheduled as part of the existing construction project, additional stripping with a
backhoe was undertaken to remove the foundation remnants and to inspect for additional
features. This subsequent backhoe work resulted in the identification of several additional
features associated with this structure. These features included a cistern (Feature 3), a well
(Feature 2), a small rectangular pit feature (Feature 1; suspected as representing a small plankwalled cellar), and two early middens (Features 4 and 5). Feature 4 was a concentration of
construction materials (particularly lime) located on the original ground surface beneath the
footprint of the original section of House F, and probably associated with the construction of
either House E or F. Feature 5 was a sheet midden consisting of a relatively dense concentration
of domestic artifacts located towards the rear of the original section of House F, and immediately
adjacent to the northwest corner of the original section of House E. The excavation strategy
associated with each of these features is described below in the section Feature Description.
The entire footprint of the original frame house, and the rear service wing addition was
exposed during the archaeological investigations of House F. No physical evidence was found
that House F was destroyed in the August 1908 rioting. No fire deposits were identified during

20

Both the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps indicate this dwelling as 325 N. Tenth Street.
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the investigations of this house, and the foundation remnants uncovered were shallow and poorly
preserved.
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Feature Description/Results of Test Excavations: The initial archaeological investigations at
this location documented a series of brick perimeter foundation walls, brick piers, and a bricklined well. As originally constructed, House F consisted of a rectangular dwelling that measured
16-ft 0-in (4.88m) (east/west) by 32-ft 2-in (9.80m) (north/south). The original house rested on a
series of 9-in (0.23m) wide brick piers, constructed at—or very near—the circa-1840 ground
surface. These foundation remnants were shallow, and at most, only two courses of brickwork
were preserved in place. An L-shaped pier was located at each corner, with three piers in each of
the east and west walls, and one centered in each of the north and south walls. The space
between each of the piers in the east, north and south walls had been infilled with a single-course
brick wall (Figures 87, 89-90). A brick pad indicated the presence of a chimney centered within
the south gable-end wall of the dwelling. The chimney foundation measured approximately 1-ft
(0.30m) by 2-ft (0.61m) in size, and abutted the central pier along the south foundation wall. No
chimney was noted in the opposite north wall (Figure 90). These brick piers, and infill walls,
were constructed of soft-mud brick with a lime-rich mortar; no spread footing was present with
the piers. The single-course-wide brick walls were constructed on a single course spread footing.
The infill between the piers appears to have been contemporaneous with the piers, and would
have given the impression from the street of a continuous perimeter foundation wall. No
physical evidence of a front porch was noted by the archaeological investigations. Archival
sources suggest that this dwelling had a side-gable roof, and was either 1- or 1½-stories in
height. The 1873 bird’s eye view suggests that the house may have had a central entrance door
along the east façade, flanked each side by two windows (a five-bay dwelling). This house
probably had two rooms, each about 15-ft (4.57m) square. It is doubtful if this small house had a
central hallway separating the two rooms.
At some point in time, a rear service wing was constructed onto the west side of the
house. Based on the Sanborn fire insurance maps, this wing was in place by 1890, and
presumably was constructed sometime shortly after the original construction of the house. This
wing measured 16-ft 2-in (4.93m) deep (east/west) by 16-ft 6-in (5.03m) wide (north/south).
The north and west walls of this wing were represented by a perimeter brick foundation wall,
whereas the south wall was represented by three piers (the western-most corner pier being
integrated into the perimeter foundation wall located on the west side of the wing). At the
northeast corner of this wing, the perimeter foundation wall turned the corner forming a short Lshaped pier which abutted the original foundation wall (clearly indicating that these two sections
of the building had been constructed at separate times). A similar L-shaped corner was present
at the southeast corner of this perimeter foundation wall. A small foundation pad representing an
interior chimney was located slightly off-center of the west wall of the wing. This chimney
foundation measured 9-in (0.23m) by 1-ft 10-in (0.56cm) in size.
Two brick foundation walls (one on the west, and the other on the south), and a single
brick pier represent the remnants of a 7-ft 9-in (2.36m) wide south-facing porch that ran the
length (east/west) of this rear service wing. The original porch appears to have been supported
by a large pier abutting the original house foundation at the southeast corner of the porch, and a
short segment of foundation wall along the west end of the porch. This large pier measured
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approximately 12-in (0.30m) by 18-in (0.46m) in size—and is similar to the oversized pier that
anchored the southeast corner of the service wing. It is possible that these two piers represent
remnants of an earlier porch associated with a doorway exiting the main house at this location
prior to the construction of the rear service wing onto the house. A short section of a 9-in
(0.23m) wide foundation wall was located along the west end of the porch. This short wing wall
abutted the southwest corner of the rear service wing—suggesting that it may not have been
original to the wing. At a later date, a single-width brick wall was constructed beneath the south
edge of the porch. The available archival information (predominately the 1896 and 1917
Sanborn maps) suggests that an L-shaped porch was present on the rear of House F, extending
from the southwest corner of the rear service wing to the southwest corner of the original house.
No archaeological evidence was found for the north/south leg of this L-shaped porch. This
south-facing porch would have taken advantage of the limited sunlight and exterior exposure to
the outside available to the occupants of this house.
A brick-lined well (House F, Feature 2) was located near the southwest corner of the rear
service wing, beneath what would have been the south-facing porch. This feature measured 3-ft
4-in (1.02m) in outside diameter and was lined with soft-mud brick similar to those used in the
construction of the house foundations. The feature was mapped in plan view, and hand
excavated to a depth of approximately 3-ft (0.92m) below the scraped surface. The fill in the
upper reaches of the well consisted of predominately cinder-rich deposits with a variety of
industrial artifacts (including large electrical insulators) probably dating from the 1930s or later.
Hand excavations were abandoned, and after the excavation of the surrounding midden (see
discussion below), a backhoe was used to continue the excavations of the well. The machine
excavations were continued to a depth of 14-ft (4.27m) below the scraped surface, which was the
extent of depth capable with the existing backhoe. The well contained a variety of twentiethcentury industrial waste at this depth. The base of the well could not be reached, and its depth
could not be determined. This well, which no doubt pre-dated the rear service wing, would have
been located approximately 12-ft (3.66m) directly outside the suspected location of the rear door
of the original House F. Although it is assumed that this well was constructed at the same time
that House F was constructed, there is some thought that it may have pre-dated the construction
of this house, having been constructed when the adjacent House E was built. This well is also
situated immediately to the north, approximately 25’ (7.62m) due north of House E’s rear door
(and 18-ft or 5.49m north of the rear porch associated with that dwelling). A distinctive sheet
midden (Feature 5) of pre-Civil War domestic artifacts connects the well with the adjacent House
E, potentially arguing that this well was constructed for House E—and not for House F.
Feature 1 (House F) was a small rectangular pit identified along the southern property
line of the lot and approximately 4-ft (1.22m) southwest of the well (Feature 2) (Figure 98). At
the scraped surface, Feature 1 measured 4-ft 8-in (1.43m) wide (north/south) by 5-ft 0-in (1.52m)
long (east/west). The pit was located approximately 13-ft (3.96m) west of the original house,
with the south edge of the feature being closely aligned with the south edge of the original house.
The pit cuts through the early midden (Feature 5) identified at this location. The flat base of the
pit is situated approximately 1-ft 4-in (0.40m) below the pre-settlement ground surface (which is
2-in or 5cm below the surface of origination). At the base, well preserved planks were intact,
and strong evidence of plank sidewalls was present. Based on the limited evidence, it would
appear that the original plank-constructed box set into this pit measured approximately 4-ft 0-in
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(1.22m) square. Two prominent fill zones were noted within the feature. The bottom fill (Zone
III) consisted of a silt loam rich in organic material, wood ash, and small domestic artifacts
reminiscent of household slop buckets. A flotation sample from this fill zone yielded no material
reminiscent of fecal material. The upper fill (Zone I) consisted of a topsoil fill with a
considerable amount of plaster, mortar, and small brick fragments mixed throughout—as if the
feature was capped off during a construction event (such as the construction of the adjacent rear
service wing). Several large brick fragments were concentrated at the base of this fill zone. The
feature contained an interesting assortment of mid-century artifacts believed to have been
deposited in the early to middle 1870s (circa 1870-75). The location of this feature suggests that
it was a small inner-yard cellar associated with the original House F, and the presence of a
similar feature in the same location behind House G would corroborate this interpretation.
Although it is difficult to date the initial construction of this pit feature, it probably was put in
service in circa 1867-70, when House F was apparently constructed.21
Feature 3 (House F) was a brick-walled cistern located along the far western edge of the
excavation block adjacent to the southwest corner of the service wing addition. Only a small
section of the feature was exposed in the excavation block, with the majority of the feature
extending into the unexcavated parking lot to the west. Additionally, a large L-shaped concrete
pier rested on top of the eastern end of the feature. Based on the limited exposure of this feature
in the excavation unit, it was difficult to get an accurate measurement of the feature—which
approximated 7-ft 6-in (1.98) in diameter. The eastern edge of the feature was located only 1-ft
(0.30m) west of the rear service wing foundation wall. The southern edge of the cistern appears
to align closely with the southern wall of the service wing. The cistern was mapped in plan
view, and after the excavation of the surrounding midden (and in consultation with the IHPA), a
backhoe was used to excavate along the outside edge of the cistern to a depth slightly below the
base of the feature. With the aid of the backhoe, the cistern wall was cut through (minimally
disturbing the feature) in order to prepare a sectional drawing and to assess the character of the
fills within the feature. The interior fill of the feature was left undisturbed, and after
documenting the structure of the feature, it was backfilled to prevent slumping. This feature lies
on the edge of the project right-of-way.
The base of the cistern was located 3-ft 5-in (1.05m) below the pre-settlement ground
surface—and 4-ft 7-in (1.41m) below the surface from which it was constructed. The surface
from which this feature was constructed is located approximately 1-ft 6-in (0.45m) below the
surface of the adjacent parking lot. The base of the feature consisted of a single course of
brickwork laid in a running bond flat on the base of the pit. The sidewalls were constructed by
laying brick on their long edge (as a rowlock stretcher). Nine courses of brickwork brought the
side walls, which were originally vertical, to the 1840 pre-settlement surface. The tenth course
of brickwork initiated what was originally a brick dome. Currently, the upper section of the
sidewall has splayed outward approximately 3-in (8cm), allowing the dome to drop and flatten
with time. It would appear that the dome may have been relatively flat when originally
constructed. At least two episodes of thick mortar has been applied to the inside surface of the
cistern (including the underside of the dome. An unglazed earthenware drain tile penetrates the
dome (as an inlet tube). The central opening (and/or throat) of the cistern was not exposed. The
21

This small pit feature must have been replaced in circa 1875 by either 1) a larger exterior pit cellar in the mid-yard
of House F, or 2) an indoor ice-box.
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fill in the cistern consisted predominately of cinder fill (with no artifacts observed). The
stratigraphic profile adjacent to the edge of the cistern indicates the presence of a lower midden
(Zone IV) which was approximately 6-in (0.15m) thick. This lower midden consists of a lime
mottled fill (Zone IVc) that was probably laid down during the construction of the original
House F (circa 1870) and an upper deposit (Zone IVa) which consists of a thin topsoil midden
with domestic artifacts deposited by the occupants prior to the construction of the rear service
wing. This lower midden was capped by 8-in (0.20m) of mixed topsoil and subsoil fill (Zone
III). Zone III probably was deposited after the construction of the adjacent service wing addition
(or other structure). It was from the surface of Zone III that the cistern was constructed.
Capping Zone III (and deposited over the completed cistern dome was a yellow subsoil fill (Zone
II) which was subsequently capped with a thick cinder-rich topsoil midden (Zone I). With this in
mind, the cistern was probably constructed sometime shortly after the construction of the rear
service wing (potentially shortly after the middle 1870s abandonment of the adjacent pit cellar,
Feature 1).
Although no test units were excavated within House F prior to the backhoe stripping,
twelve one-meter by two-meter test units were laid out in the small inner-yard activity area
adjacent to the well located behind the original house and within the area identified as Feature
5—the early sheet midden. These twelve test units were hand excavated with all excavated fill
being screened. The purpose of excavating these tests was to collect artifacts from the short-term
domestic midden that was most dense around the well (Feature 2). Although the midden quickly
declined in density as one moved to the north (and under the rear service wing), the presence of
the well and the midden beneath the porch strongly suggests that this midden pre-dated
minimally the rear service wing (with the recovery of mid-century printed and painted ceramics,
redware, and container glass beneath this wing). The attached inventory of the material collected
from these twelve excavation units suggest that this midden developed during the 1840s and
1850s—perhaps extending to circa 1860. Not only do these artifacts from this midden document
a short-term, circa-1845-60 domestic component, they also to establish a date of construction for
the rear service wing of House E (assuming our interpretation of the origin of this material is
correct).22

22

Although our initial thoughts were that this midden was associated with the original House F, deposited after
construction of the house and prior to the construction of the rear service wing addition, the age of these artifacts did
not seem to fit this interpretation. Most of artifacts suggest that they were deposited approximately a decade earlier,
with deposition having ceased in the later 1850s (or circa 1860). This artifact assemblage does not fit with a house
that was constructed in circa 1867-70. As such, either our interpretation of the construction date for the original
section of House F is incorrect, or this material was associated with the adjacent House E (which was constructed
during the 1840s).
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Figure 130. Plan view of Houses F and G, illustrating vacated Mason Street, limits of excavation, and right-of-way edges. The
features highlighted in blue represent post-1925 disturbances associated with the Barker-Lubin buildings. The features
highlighted in red represent relatively recent underground utility lines.
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Figure 131. View of House F during excavation (looking northwest).
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Figure 132. Plan detail of features (middens, well and cellar) and test units associated with
House F. The twelve test units (outlined in red) were laid out over a sheet midden (Feature
5) and excavated after the removal of the House F foundations. The features highlighted in
blue represent post-1925 disturbances associated with the construction of the Barker-Lubin
buildings. Feature 3 (a cistern) is the only feature that is still extant.
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Figure 133. Four views of the hand excavation (top), and machine excavation (bottom) of
the House F well (Feature 2).
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Figure 134. Plan and profile view of House F cellar (Feature 1). This feature represents a shallow pit cellar once located
immediately outside the rear kitchen wing of the house.
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Figure 135. View of House F cistern (Feature 3). This view illustrates the partially
collapsed dome with inlet tile.
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Figure 136. Left: Profile view through southern edge of cistern (House F, Feature 3). Right: View of outside edge of cistern
wall after exposing it with a backhoe.
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Figure 137. Three views of the cistern (House F, Feature 3) during machine excavations. Left: Beginning excavation.
Middle: Cistern wall and interior contents exposed. Right: Detail of collapsed dome, displaced side wall, and multiple coats
of interior mortar lining.
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Table 11
Species Composition of Animal Remains from House F (Martin 2017).
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Table 12
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains, House F (Martin 2017)
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Feature Artifact Content: The artifacts recovered from House F can be divided into four
distinct contexts: 1) early front yard midden (probably associated with the early occupation of
House F), 2) early rear side-yard midden (potentially associated with the early occupation of
adjacent House E; Feature 5), 3) Feature 1 fill (from a small exterior cellar, abandoned during the
later nineteenth century and associated with the occupation of House F), and 4) post-demolition
fills.
Early front yard midden. This context is represented by Lot F-7, and consists of a light scatter
of artifacts in close association with the original ground surface, and/or clean topsoil fill located
on that surface. This midden was represented by a light scatter of bone (large mammal) and allwhite ceramics (undecorated whitewares and ironstones), and included sherds from a relief
decorated saucer identified as the RIBBED RASPBERRY WITH BLOOM pattern. This pattern,
which has been attributed to J. and G. Meakin, was introduced during and the very early 1860s
(circa 1860; Figure x) (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:71). This midden is consistent with a
suspected construction date of circa 1867-68 for House F.
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Figure 138. Sherds from a relief decorated saucer decorated with the RIBBED RASPBERRY WITH BLOOM pattern was
recovered from the front yard of House E (see Lot F-7) (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:71).
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Early Rear Side-yard Midden (Feature 5): The rear side-yard midden was considerably
different from the front yard midden in regards to both artifact density and content (see Lots F-3,
F-4, F-5, F-10; as well as F-15 through F-27). The heaviest concentration of material from this
midden was located around the well (House F, Feature 1), and immediately south of the well,
along the southern property line associated with this house. Although the midden quickly
declined in density as one proceeded north, it did extend beneath the rear service wing of House
F (which was an addition constructed onto the original house, presumably in the middle 1870s).
Two potential interpretations are presented for the origin of this midden. The first
interpretation to come to mind is that the midden was associated with the initial occupation of
House F (which appears to have been constructed sometime circa 1867 to 1870), and that it was
encapsulated by the construction of the rear service wing (which was constructed in circa 1875
onto the original dwelling sometime shortly after its construction). The second interpretation of
this early midden is that it was deposited by the occupants of the adjacent House E prior to the
construction of a rear service wing onto the rear of that dwelling, as well as the construction of
the adjacent House F. It is this later interpretation that we believe is the correct interpretation. If
this interpretation is correct, this midden represents a well-preserved, short-term (circa 18451860) artifact assemblage that documents the early years of the Smith family and their
occupation of House E. Unfortunately, there are problems with both interpretations. The
analysis of this artifact assemblage would seem to suggest that the artifacts are too early for it to
have been associated with House F, which was constructed in circa 1867-70.
This midden (identified as Feature 5) represents a relatively short-term deposit with the
initial deposition of material beginning shortly after construction of House E (sometime circa
1845-48), and continuing through the point in time when the rear service wing was constructed
onto the original house (House E). Unfortunately, a firm date for the construction of the rear
service wing onto House E has not been established. The two most appropriate map resources to
address this question is the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield city maps. Unfortunately, the 1854
map is smudged in the area associated with House E. Nonetheless, it appears to indicate the
presence of the rear wing having been constructed by this date. The 1858 city map is very clear,
and strongly suggests that the rear service wing was in place by this date. As such, assuming that
the 1854 map is being interpreted correctly, then the artifact deposition in this side-yard midden
(identified as Feature 5, House F) most have terminated sometime in the early 1850s, prior to the
1854 publication of this map. The artifacts in this assemblage are consistent with an early 1850s
date of deposition. This is based predominately on the lack of relief decorated wares in the
assemblage. This midden is very similar to the early artifact assemblage associated with House
D, which also may have been deposited by the Smith family in the yard immediately to the south
of their house (House E).23 By 1854, the new service wing had been constructed onto the rear of
House E (which resulted in the relocation of the back door of the early house, and the relocation
of the activity area once associated with this midden further to the rear and/or west of House E).
A wide range of ceramics (consisting of both table and tea wares) were recovered from
this midden. Decorative types included a wide range of edge decorated (including both blue and
23

Both houses were apparently constructed by Mr. Smith’s brother-in-law, John Roll. Both the 1854 and 1858 city
maps suggest that a rather large mid-yard outbuilding (perhaps a summer kitchen) located immediately to the rear of
House D straddled the property line separating the House D and House E yards.
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green tablewares—predominately plates), painted (predominately polychrome, small floral
teawares), annular decorated (London-urn shaped bowls), and printed (of a variety of colors, and
included both teawares and tablewares) wares. Although poorly represented in the assemblage, a
couple of relief decorated vessels were also present. These vessels were decorated with simple
paneled designs typical of the 1840s and/or early 1850s. Unfortunately the extremely small size
of the artifacts recovered from this context makes an assessment of the vessel form very difficult.
Nonetheless, many scalloped edged plates and cups were present, as well as both London Urn
and Double-Curve shaped cups. Of particular note was the presence of cut foot rings—typical of
an earlier period. One-of-a-kind items included a couple of small fragments of appliquedecorated Chelsea ware (Lot F-22), an unusual dark blue-slipped lid or pedestal base (Lots F-4
and F-22), and a handle from a distinctive clear-glazed, red-paste stoneware small pitcher (Lot F16). Also present were undecorated yellowware plates and small serving bowls. Porcelain was
absent from this assemblage. The ceramics from this assemblage appear to represent a solidly
middle-class family, such as would be expected with a skilled tradesman and his family (Smith
family; a plasterer by trade).
Non-ceramic tablewares were limited in number, but did include fragments of a small
press-molded lead-glass serving bowl, and a distinctive blue-glass press-molded (fluted) shot
glass. The shot glass does not necessarily reflect the consumption of alcoholic beverages, as it
may have been used as a measuring “spoon” or “dose cup” for medicinal and/or cooking
purposes.
Utilitarian kitchenwares, and/or crockery were represented by both salt-glazed stoneware
as well as locally produced redwares—with the redwares apparently outnumbering the
stoneware. The stoneware was represented by bowls, jars/crocks, and at least one jug. The
redware was represented by bowls, and small jars.
Faunal remains were relatively abundant in this early midden (NISP=127), but
unfortunately was represented by very small fragments of bone. Of interest is the relatively
equal distribution of identified pork and beef remains in terms of number of individual
specimens (NISP). In terms of minimum number of individuals (MNI), beef outnumbers pork
carcasses by (2 hogs to 3 steers)—suggesting a relatively strong early preference for beef.
Sheep/goat remains, although present, are minimal. Similarly, bird remains are minimal, and
represented solely by the ever-present chicken. Fish are represented by two varieties of catfish,
and edible mollusks are present (Eastern Oyster). Several fragments of fresh water mussels were
recovered from this context as well. These freshwater mollusks represent non-food remains, and
suggest the import of black alluvial topsoil fill (presumably from the nearby Sangamon river
valley). Mussels were inadvertently included in the fill and deposited around newly constructed
houses in the neighborhood—a process documented at many pre-Civil War house sites in
Springfield. Also of interest is the lack of rat remains from this early component.
Clothing related items were few in number, but included a loop shank brass button
impressed “DOUBLE GILT / 2ND QUALITY,” as well as a couple of four-hole, sew-through
bone (Lot F-22) and shell (Lot F-27) varieties. The assemblage was completely lacking in milk
glass (or Prosser) buttons—which would fit well with this early 1850s date for the encapsulation
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of this midden. A rather ornate worked bone artifact, with interior threads, may represent a small
needle case.
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Personal items are represented by glass medicine, scent, and alcohol containers.
Medicine bottles included one clear oval bottle base (Lot F-16), two small round vials (Lots F-19
and F-25), and a large rectangular bottle (irregular shaped with paneled sides) (Lot F-25). One
of the small round vials was embossed on its side with the letters “…FIG,” whereas the other one
was embossed “…NT” (potentially for “OINTMENT”). A small fragment of what probably was
a scent or perfume bottle was present in Lot F-19. Alcohol containers were few in number, but
did include two dark green/black glass, round bottle body fragments (Lot F-16) typically
associated with wine bottles. Large fragments of a Hostetter’s bitters bottle in Lot F-4 (a
collection unit associated with the backhoe stripping of the midden) probably originated from the
surface of Feature 1, and not this midden.
Although not recovered from this midden, a rather unusual coin or token was found in the
back dirt associated with the mechanical stripping of this area. This large copper coin is
embossed “PROVINCE OF CANADA / BANK OF MONTREAL” on one side, and “BANK
TOKEN CONCORDIA SALUS / HALF PENNY / 1844” on the opposite side. This bank token
was minted by the Bank of Montreal in 1844. Although not found in this midden, it seems
probable that the coin originated from this context (The Copper Tokens of The Bank of Montreal,
Eugene
G.
Courteau
1919;
http://www.coinsandcanada.com/tokens-medalsbanks.php?title=&id=131).
Presence of women and children were both well documented in this assemblage. As
noted above, the small scent bottle probably documents the presence of a woman. As for
children, toys were not present at all. A couple fragments of writing slates (Lot F-19) may or
may not reflect the presence of children. The most obvious items suggesting the presence of
children were fragments of at least two children’s cups. One small cup fragment (printed in
black) was labeled with what appears to have been “A PRESENT / FOR / JOHN” on the side
(Lot F-27). The Smith family had a son named John (who was born in 1845) (see page 167 of
main report). A second red printed example contained the letters “…AT…” across the rim of the
cup (Lot F-22). A third small cup was relatively large in size and represented by a reliefdecorated example. As with the Hostetter’s bitters bottle fragments noted above, this rather large
fragment of cup may have originated from the surface of Feature 1.
Household items recovered from the midden included a brass upholstery tack (Lot F-16),
a small sheet of black-glass with beveled edge (potentially a table-top “coaster” or pad), and a
ceramic figurine fragment (reminiscent of a larger fragment recovered from Feature 1—and
potentially representing the Virgin Mary holding the baby Jesus). Artifacts associated with
Activities included fragments of a decorated bone handle or needle case; a single piece of lead
printer’s type, a fragment of an ink well, as well as a fragment of a whetstone. Rolled copper
scrap (Lot F-22) and crumpled-up scrap of sheet lead (Lot F-19) suggest metal working tasks.
The presence of the printer’s type in this context is difficult to understand—perhaps the printer’s
type represents the raw source material for the lead used by the occupant of the house in his
metal-working tasks?
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Architectural items included brick, mortar, plaster, window glass, and nails. Brick
consisted of small fragments of molded soft-mud brick of varying degrees of hardness. The
brick fragments ranged from a soft, poorly fired to highly fired and nearly vitrified examples.
Several fragments of lime mortar were also present. Although the majority of this material
appears to represent construction debris, an occasional fragment of demolition debris was
present.24 Many small nodules of similar lime were present in this midden. One small fragment
of plaster—representing demolition debris—was recovered from Lot F-22. Nail fragments were
relatively numerous in this midden, and consisted predominately of machine cut examples (with
one potential forged example being present; Lot F-25). Although the nails were badly corroded
and fragmentary, two sizes seem apparent. These include a small 1¼” long nail generally
associated with lath and shingles; and a larger albeit relatively small framing nail (approximately
3” long). Window glass also was present, and consisted of relatively thin specimens typical of
this mid-to-late 1840s date (see Lot F-23).25 Also, an unusual fragment of 25 to 30 stacked and
partially melted and fused together window panes was recovered from this midden, and is
difficult to explain (as there is little evidence of a catastrophic fire on-site at this early date)..
The architectural items from this midden—particularly the small brick fragments—are
difficult to assess as to whether they represent construction debris or demolition debris. The
brick generally is soft-mud and/or poorly fired. Some of the brick is a bit harder and/or more
vitrified with occasional glazed fragments present. Generally, no mortar was observed adhering
to any of the brick fragments. The nails are represented by a number of bent, crimped, and/or
broken examples suggesting “demolition” debris (and potentially suggestive of the use of
salvaged wood for use in the household stoves?). A single small piece of plaster clearly
represents demolition debris, possible associated with the remodeling of the house, and the
construction of the rear extension in the very early 1850s.
This early midden also contained an unusual suite of hard-to-explain, non-domestic
artifacts that included: 1) low-fired, dark-colored clay nodules (Figure x), 2) small fire-cracked
(?) cobbles with lime encrusted exterior surfaces, 3) melted and fused brick fragments
reminiscent of kiln debris, 4) coal clinkers, 5) and the previously noted large piece of glass slag
consisting of 25-30 stacked window panes partially melted and fused together. It is unclear as to
how these items came to be deposited in this early midden, and whether or not they may have
been associated with the same industrial activity. Nonetheless, this material is well embedded
within this early midden. Both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps indicate the name “J.
Priest” associated with the northern-most lot(s) along Tenth Street at this location. John W.
Priest was a prominent local figure, who served eight successive years as a city alderman, was
mayor of Springfield from 1856-1858 and 1870, as well as President of the Springfield School
24

A concentration of lime on the original ground surface (suspected as representing a construction-related activity
work area) was located immediately to the east of this midden (and identified as Feature 4). Feature 4 was probably
associated with mortar or plaster production during construction of House E.
25

The window glass from this midden was characteristically very thin. A small sample size from Lot F-23 was
measured and its thickness ranged from a thin 1.04mm to a thick 1.43mm. The average thickness of these 12
fragments was 1.25mm in thickness (with a bimodal distribution of 1.04-1.09 and 1.32-1.43). A small sample
(n=11) from Lot 25 was also measured. Sherds from this lot had an average thickness of 1.22mm—ranging from a
thin of 1.03mm to a thick of 1.46mm). This sample also seemed to have a slightly bimodal distribution with two
thickness clusters: 1.03-1.09mm and 1.20-1.46mm).
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Board and President of the Board of the Water Works Commission. In the 1870s, he was
running a stove and tin ware store in the city (Power 1876:581). Priest never lived on this parcel
of land. Although it was originally suspected that he had purchased the lot as investment
property and may have been responsible for the construction of House G at this location, he may
have had other industrial uses for the ground when originally purchased. The 1850 U.S.
Industrial Census for Sangamon County listed John W. Priest as a “brickmaker” with $1,000 of
invested capital, $50 worth of clay, $50 worth of sand, and 200 Cords (?) of wood valued at $450
on hand. Priest employed seven men (with an average monthly wage of $182) in his endeavor,
and produced 600,000 brick annually, valued at $3,000. Based on the distinctive industrial
debris in this early midden, one might speculate that Priest may have been using this adjacent
property in some capacity with his brickyard. It is also interesting, about the time that the
neighborhood was being developed, the City of Springfield passed a new ordinance in 1856
banning new brick yards within the Springfield city limits, and establishing restrictions on
previously existing ones (cf. Illinois State Register, 17 July 1857).26

26

The City of Springfield passed an ordinance on 14 May 1856 establishing that existing brickyards and clay pits
located within the city limits were to be deemed a city nuisance.
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Figure 139. Ceramics from the early midden from the rear side yard of House F were
consistent with a later 1840s through early 1850s context. They included a variety of edge
decorated wares (predominately plates and platters) (top row), painted and annulardecorated wares (middle row), and printed wares (bottom row). The printed wares
included a variety of colors, and included vessels with “flown” decoration, such as the
serving vessel fragment located at bottom right. All items are from lots F-4 and F-16 (and
are reproduced at actual size).
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Figure 140. Relief decorated wares were present, albeit in relatively low number. The
relief decorated wares recovered from this late 1840s-early 1850s context included simple
paneled bodies typical of the 1840s (such as this child’s cup recovered from lot F-4). The
large size of this artifact may suggest that it originated from the surface of Feature 1
(which cut through this early midden).

Figure 141. Besides the child’s cup illustrated in the previous figure, at least two children’s
cups with printed decoration were found in this early midden context. Top Left:
Fragment of a red printed child’s cup with letters “…AT…” across the rim (Lot F-22).
Top Right: Small fragment of an applique-decorated (Chelsea) vessel (Lots F-4 and F-22).
Bottom Left: Fragment of a black printed child’s cup which appears to have read “A
PRESENT / FOR / JOHN” (Lot F-27). All artifacts are actual size. Bottom Right: An
online example of a similarly decorated cup, albeit labeled “A PRESENT / FOR / ANN.”
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Figure 142. Several one-of-a-kind items were recovered from this early midden and
included handle fragments from a potential lusterware cream pitcher (left; Lot F-16), and
an unusual slip-decorated ironstone fragment that may represent the base of a small
pitcher (vase, candlestick, or similar pedestaled item) (right; Lot F-4). All artifacts are
actual size.

Figure 143. Fragments of at least two undecorated yellowware vessels were recovered from
this early midden, and included both plates (left; Lot F-27) and small serving bowls (right;
Lot F-xx) (Actual size).

Figure 144. Decorated eating utensil handle recovered from the early midden (Lot F-25)
(Actual Size).
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Figure 145. Non-ceramic tablewares were few in number from this early midden. But did
include fragments of a press-molded, lead glass serving bowl (top; Lot F-24), and several
fragments of a blue glass, press-molded and fluted “shot” glass (Lots F-19 and F-22;
Bottom left). Bottom right: Non-archaeological example of clear glass example similar to
that recovered from this midden. All archaeological material is actual size.
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Figure 146. Utilitarian kitchenwares and/or crockery was represented by both salt-glazed
stoneware (left; Lot F-16) and redware (right; Lot F-4) (Actual size). The redware far
outnumbered the amount of salt-glazed stoneware present.

Figure 147. Personal items associated with the smoking of tobacco from within this early
midden included a small fragment of a white ball-clay (often referred to as kaolin) pipe
stem (Far left; Lot F-27), and a similarly small fragment of a reed-stemmed elbow pipe
(Middle left; Lot F-15). Additional small finds included a single piece lead printer’s type
(Middle right; Lot F-27), and several fragments of a writing slate (Far right; Lot F-16). All
items are actual size.
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Figure 148. Glass containers were represented by a limited number of small bottles and/or
vials. Left to right: rectangular paneled bottle (Lot F-25); two round vials (Lots F-19 and
F-25); base of a scent bottle (Lot F-19); and a small oval, clear bottle (Lot F-16). The larger
oval bottle was embossed “…FIG”. The base of the scent bottle was reminiscent of the
example presented at right (McKearin and McKearin 1941:Plate 243). All archaeological
materials are actual size.

Figure 149. Fragments of a decorated bone item of unknown function, perhaps
representing a needle case (Lot F-3) (Actual Size).
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Figure 150. Top: Two views of copper coin/token recovered from the back dirt associated
with the early midden of House F. Bottom: Enlarged online views of this same coin. The
coin is embossed “PROVINCE OF CANADA / BANK OF MONTREAL” on one side, and
“BANK TOKEN CONCORDIA SALUS / HALF PENNY / 1844” on the opposite side.
This bank token was minted by the Bank of Montreal in 1844 (The Copper Tokens of The
Bank of Montreal (Eugene G. Courteau 1919); http://www.coinsandcanada.com/tokensmedals-banks.php?title=&id=131).
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Figure 151. Buttons were represented by metal, shell, and bone varieties. Top left: Loop
shank brass button, embossed on backside “DOUBLE GILT / 2 ND QUALITY” (Lot F-3).
Top
right:
Online
example
of vintage
buttons
of
similar
style
(http://www.icollector.com/Vintage-Brass-Buttons-Double-Gilt-2nd-Quality-Lot-of20_i12426938). Bottom: Four-hole shell button (left; Lot F-27) and four-hole bone button
(Lot F-22) (All buttons are actual size).

Figure 152. Household items included a black glass piece of sheet glass (with beveled
edges) of unknown size and function (Left; Lot F-16), and a fragment of a glazed porcelain
figurine (Right; Lot F-4). The small figurine fragment is reminiscent of a larger fragment
recovered from adjacent Feature 1.
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Figure 153. Detail of forged clamp-like fastener from Lot F-22 (actual size).

Figure 154. Tools were represented by a single fragment of a whetstone (Top; Lot F-19).
Fragments of lead sheet scrap (Bottom left; Lot F-19), and cut/rolled sheet copper scrap
(Bottom right; Lot F-22) document small scale metal working. All artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 155. Examples of brick recovered from the early midden (Lot F-16) included both poorly fired examples at left, and
harder fired, partially vitrified and glazed examples at right (Actual size).
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Figure 156. Small, dark-colored, low-fired, clay (?) nodules with sand inclusions
potentially represent debris from an undocumented industrial activity (such as brick
manufacturing) (Lot F-16). These fragments may represent highly weathered, extremely
underfired brick. In this same context were recovered a coal clinker, and a large piece of
fused window glass panes (Actual size).

Figure 157. Fragments of small fire-cracked (?), lime-encrusted cobbles were also present
in this early midden. Left: Ignesous, with no exterior lime coating. Right: Sedimentary,
with exterior lime coating, suggesting cobbles broken after removal from lime. The context
of these is unclear—whether cultural or not—may be residue (waste) from early lime
processing prior to manufacture of mortar and/or plaster?. Requiring on-site screening of
lime prior to manufacture of mortar? Unclear as to why they were broken after firing of
lime—perhaps due to crushing of lime after burning and packaging? Doesn’t explain the
presence of the unburned specimen (Lot F-19) (see also large piece in Lot F-16).
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Figure 158. An unusual and/or unexpected artifact type recovered from within this early
midden were brick “clinkers,” potentially associated with either a brick or pottery
manufactory (Left: Lot F-3; Right Lot F16) (Actual Size). These conglomerates were
comprised of multiple fragments of broken brick partially melted, fused together, and
heavily glazed.

Figure 159. Large nodule of melted glass, representing minimally 25-30 stacked window
panes partially melted and fused together. No evidence of such a fire event on-site was
present. Does this represent waste associated with the Smith family (he was a plasterer by
trade) or industrial slag being used for another purpose—such as in the brick or pottery
manufactory?
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Feature 1 (small pit cellar): Feature 1 (House F) was a small rectangular pit identified along the
southern property line of the lot and approximately 4-ft (1.22m) southwest of the well (Feature 2)
(Figure 98). At the scraped surface, Feature 1 measured 4-ft 8-in (1.43m) wide (north/south) by
5-ft 0-in (1.52m) long (east/west). The pit was located approximately 13-ft (3.96m) west of the
original house, with the south edge of the feature being closely aligned with the south edge of the
original house. The pit appears to have cut through the early midden identified at this location.
The flat base of the pit is situated approximately 1-ft 4-in (0.40m) below the pre-settlement
ground surface (which is 2-in or 5cm below the surface of origination). At the base, well
preserved planks were intact, and strong evidence of plank sidewalls were present. Based on the
limited evidence, it would appear that the original plank-constructed box set into this pit
measured approximately 4-ft 0-in (1.22m) square. Two prominent fill zones were noted within
the feature. The bottom fill (Zone III) consisted of a silt loam rich in organic material, wood ash,
and small domestic artifacts reminiscent of household slop buckets. The upper fill (Zone I)
consisted of a topsoil fill with a considerable amount of plaster, mortar, and small brick
fragments mixed throughout—as if the feature was capped off during a construction event (such
as the construction of the adjacent rear service wing to House F). Several large brick fragments
were concentrated at the base of this fill zone. The feature contained an interesting assortment of
mid-century artifacts believed to have been deposited in the middle 1870s (circa 1875). The
location of this feature suggests that it was a small inner-yard cellar associated with the original
House F, and abandoned at the time that a rear service wing was constructed onto the original
house. A nearly identical feature was found in the same location behind House G (See following
Discussion of House G).
Feature 1 cut through the early side-yard midden discussed above (Feature 5), and many
of the smaller items recovered from within the fill of this feature were of a secondary function,
and no doubt originated from this earlier context. The artifacts associated with this feature are
represented by those from Lots F-11, F-12, and F-13. Much of the following discussion focuses
on the primary artifacts present in this feature, and attempts to distinguish between the primary
and secondary artifacts. One potential interpretation is that this feature, and the associated
artifact assemblage recovered from within it, was associated with the original home owner of
House F (Thomas Billington; a miller by trade), or the subsequent house occupants from the
middle 1870s (such as George Boyle, laborer; Patrick Carmody, puddler; or George Bailey;
travel agent and previous saloon operator). It is doubtful that the contents of this feature were
associated with the later 1870s occupation of the property by the Lizzie Kendall family.
Ceramics from this feature were represented primarily by small, secondary items that
probably were re-deposited from the surrounding midden (Feature 5). These small sherds
represented a variety of wares similar to those recovered from the adjacent midden. The larger
sherds potentially associated with a primary context were predominately by undecorated and/or
relief decorated wares. Relief decorated wares were represented by a pitcher (Vessel F-23).
Both thinly potted and heavier bodied wares were present. A fragment of a ceramic importer’s
mark from an indeterminate vessel was also recovered from Feature 1. This sherd appears to
have been from an undecorated, or relief-decorated vessel which was marked
“MANUFACTURED FOR / & IMPORTED BY / E. A. & S. R. FILLEY, ST. LOUIS, MO.”
This mark was in use during the years 1849-1865 (Walthall 2013).
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Several glass tableware vessels were noted in the assemblage, and included stemware
(Vessel F1-16), footed pitcher (Vessel F1-15; press molded thumbprint design), and serving
bowls (Vessels F1-2 and F1-27). Non-ceramic and glass tablewares recovered from the feature
included a copper teaspoon (Lot F-12) and a wood handled, rattail or tanged eating utensil (Lot
F-13).
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Ceramic kitchenwares were represented by few items, but did include a single redware
bowl or jar (Vessel F1-8), and an indeterminate annular decorated yellowware vessel (Vessel F121). Food containers were present as well, and represented by a potential flavoring extract bottle
(Vessel F1-13), and a possible condiment container (a mustard jar; Vessel F1-31). Several
fragments of a quart-sized glass canning jar was also recovered from this feature. This jar was
embossed “BUCK EYE / 1” (Vessel F1-30). This jar was probably manufactured by the Adams
& Company glassworks of Pittsburgh between circa 1862 and 1867. Patented in 1862, these jars
have been described as “top seal (on ground lip), glass lid and cast-iron yoke clamp engaging
two inclined ramps on lid top” (Roller 1983:77; 2011:116; Lockhart, Schriever, Lindsey and Serr
n.d.: 181). This jar was probably associated with the early occupants of House F.
Food remains were well represented in Feature 1. Like the surrounding midden (Feature
5), the faunal remains from within this feature were fairly numerous (NISP=215). The faunal
remains from this feature were represented by a variety of large mammal. With regard to the
number of individual specimens (NISP), beef remains were nearly three times the presence of
pork remains. With respect to the minimum number of individuals (MNI), pork slightly
outnumbered beef with 3 swine carcasses to two steers. Skeletal elements from the swine
indicate a wide range of body parts, including both head and feet, which suggest the possibility
of onsite slaughtering and/or processing of hogs. Although cranial elements are missing from
the cattle remains, foot bones are present in this assemblage. Similarly, except for the cranial
elements, the cattle remains are varied and include skeletal elements from the entire carcass (and
includes elements from the forequarter, vertebrae, ribs, pelvis, hindquarter, and feet). The
presence of numerous sawn vertebrae suggests high quality beef cuts. Sheep was also
represented by a small number of specimens. Birds were represented by a variety of species, and
included domestic chicken, Canada goose, duck, turkey, and an unidentified bird from the
subfamily Phasianinae.27 The diversity of bird remains also attests to the potential high status
food resources consumed by the occupants of this house. The large mammal bones were mostly
processed by sawing, with some chopping being evident. A very small and highly weathered
whiteware sherd may represent a gizzard “stone” which would suggest minimally the processing
of chicken carcasses on site, if not the raising of chickens on this property during the years
associated with this feature (or earlier) (Lot F-12).28 A single unidentified fish bone was also
recovered from this context. All-in-all, this faunal assemblage is very similar in composition to
that recovered from the early midden (Feature 5).

27

This is a subfamily of the pheasant family of bird and includes pheasants, junglefowl, peafowl, and potentially
partridges.
28

The small size of this artifact might suggest that it was associated with the earlier midden.
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Personal items were limited, but included fragments of a dark-glazed porcelain
Germanic-style pipe, and a clear glazed elbow pipe with a distinctive knobby body. Both pipes
may represent re-deposited midden.29 A similar example of elbow pipe was found in the
overburden associated with the adjacent House G. Clothing related artifacts included remains of
a several shoes (all apparently small sized women’s and/or children’s shoes), and buttons.
Buttons consisted of four-hole Prosser buttons (both white or “milk glass” and brown in color)
and one metal (three-piece, brass loop shank). Although the loop shank brass button was heavily
corroded, it appears to have an embossed eagle with shield on the front, and probably represents
a military button (perhaps associated with the Smith family and the earlier midden).30 Several of
the glass buttons were decorated (molded pie-crust and printed). The buttons from this feature
were distinctively different than those from the surrounding midden.
If one interprets the bitters bottles as alcoholic containers—and not medicines—then only
a single medicine bottle was present in this feature. Several fragments of an aqua medicine
bottle were recovered from Feature 1 which were embossed “DR. D. JAYNE’S /
EXPECTORANT // PHILAA”. Dr. Jayne began marketing medicines in the early 1830s, and
moved to Philadelphia in 1836. By the Civil War years, Dr. Jayne’s Family Medicines included
a variety of medicines promoted for the cure of everyday ailments, as well as for re-growing and
dying of one’s hair (Baldwin 1973:272; Unidentified newspaper advertisement from 1858).
Household items included at least three lamp chimneys. The chimneys all had flanged
bases and plain tops. At least two of the chimneys were blown in mold, with a ground, blowover-molded top finish (probably dating from the 1870s). Another unusual household item
recovered from Feature 1 was a large fragment of a relatively small (approximately 3-3½” in
height, originally), unglazed figurine depicting a woman adorned in a flowing dress and holding
a baby. This figurine appears to represent the Virgin Mary holding the baby Jesus. This artifact
may suggest the presence of a Catholic occupant. A similar, albeit glazed porcelain figurine
fragment was recovered from the adjacent early midden, but this fragment does not appear to
depict the Virgin Mary with child. One of the more plausible interpretations is that this
artifact—and potentially much of the other items deposited in this feature—were associated with
the middle 1870s occupation of House F by the presumed Irish Catholic Patrick Carmody?
Architectural items were relatively common in Feature 1, and included brick, plaster,
nails, window glass, and a nearly whole chimney flue liner (or thimble). The thimble was a
hand-turned, unglazed, red-paste earthenware with a distinctive ogee-style rim. This thimble had
been used, and represents the discard of one probably removed from an extant chimney. Two
door knobs were also recovered from this pit. These were of the agate variety (swirled red paste
stoneware), and also represent demolition debrisUnlike the surrounding midden, demolition
debris was clearly present in this feature, and consisted of brick, mortar, and plaster fragments. .
The presence of the flue insert and door knobs, coupled with the variety of brick present in this
feature, suggests that some construction and/or maintenance activity (at least work on a chimney)
29

A similar, nearly whole, Germanic-style pipe bowl was recovered from House D.

30

If this button was re-deposited from the early midden into this feature, it may raise questions as to the pre-1854
date that the midden was encapsulated. More research is needed to address this question.
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was undertaken at the time this feature was filled. The demolition work may have been
associated with the initial stages of construction associated with the construction of the new
service wing onto the rear of the original House F.
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The window glass recovered from this feature was distinctively thicker than the window
glass recovered from the surrounding midden. A small sample of 23 sherds from this context
(Lots F-12 and F-13) included three probably from the earlier midden (with an average thickness
of 1.25mm). The remaining 20 sherds ranged from a thin 1.48mm to a thick 2.18—with median
thickness of 1.76mm. Nails were plentiful, and included a much larger variety of sizes, and
included more larger framing nails. Another item from this feature, that probably represents
material re-deposited from the surrounding midden, was a fragment of folded, hammered, and
chisel cut sheet lead (suggestive of on-site metal working). A single triangular file was also
recovered from this feature. Such files are most often associated with metal working and tool
maintenance (blade sharpening).
Alcohol consumption during these later years (circa 1870s) was distinctively different
than the earlier assemblage (as depicted in the adjacent circa 1850 midden). Alcohol
consumption, particularly the consumption of whiskey and bitters, had a much greater visibility
in Feature 1. Several small body fragments of a pint-sized whiskey flask were found in Feature
1. Although the sherd size was small, it appears that these sherds may have originated from a
single flask (or two) designed with a spread-winged, flying eagle (carrying a long ribbon) on one
side, and a motif incorporating elements of a shield, clasped hands, olive branches, and the word
UNION on the other side. The various varieties of these flasks are collectively referred to as
“Union” and/or “Union [or Shield] and Clasped Hands” flasks (McKearin and McKearin
1944:479; McKearin and Wilson 1978). The design elements incorporated into this flask
symbolize both the strength and sovereignty of the United States, and efforts for peace and
reconciliation immediately after (if not during) the bitter Civil War—the latter of which suggests
that this flask was not manufactured until after the Civil War.31 By the middle 1860s through the
1870s, this flask design was one of the more commonly produced flasks in Midwestern glass
houses.
Additionally, one whole and two fragmentary proprietary bitters bottles were recovered
from Feature 1. Bitters is an alcoholic beverage (often wine, rum, or gin) flavored with the
addition of herbs. During the nineteenth century, bitters was a common form of patent medicine
often consumed for both its medicinal benefit, as well as for its alcoholic content.32 The whole
bottle from Feature 1 was manufactured for Dr. J. Hostetter, and was marked “DR J.
31

Some authors even suggest that the traditional iconic eagle typical of earlier flasks has been replaced by a more
dove-like bird (a “Dove of Peace”) in keeping with the reconciliation theme of these flasks (see McKearin and
McKearin 1944:479).
32

The heyday of bitters consumption was during the 1860s-1880s. The passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act in
1906 dealt a severe blow to the marketing practices, and subsequent consumption of bitters in the United States
during the early years of the Twentieth Century. By the time of Prohibition, bitters consumption had declined
dramatically. It was not until after World War II, and the increased consumption of mixed drinks (or “cocktails”)
that bitters again gained in popularity. Today, bitters is generally characterized as a digestive bitters (to improve
digestion after a meal) or cocktail bitters (a flavoring ingredient).
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HOSTETTER’S / STOMACH BITTERS.” Fragmentary remains of a second similar bottle were
also recovered from this feature. Hostetters Bitters were first developed by Jacob Hostetter, of
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and in 1853 his son (David) went into large scale production of his
father’s medicine. By the late 1850s, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters was one of the more common
bitters on the market. During the Civil War years, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters was
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sold to soldiers as “a positive protective against the fatal maladies of the Southern
swamps, and the poisonous tendency of the impure rivers and bayous.” The
original formula was about 47% alcohol -- 94 Proof! The amount of alcohol was
so high that it was served in Alaskan saloons by the glass. Hostetter sweetened
the alcohol with sugar to which he added a few aromatic oils (anise, coriander,
etc.) and vegetable bitters (cinchona, gentian, etc.) to give it a medicinal flavor
(https://www.nps.gov/mwac/bottle_glass/hostetter.html).33

Fragmentary remains of two other bitters bottles were recovered from Feature 1. One of
the fragmentary bottles was from S. T. Drakes Plantation Bitters. This bottle is distinctively
molded in the form of a log cabin, and was embossed on the sloping shoulders (which represent
the log cabin’s three-tiered roof) “S. T. / DRAKES / 1860 / PLANTATION / X / BITTERS //
PATENTED / 1862.” Patrick Drake and Jerome Brown began production of a Catawba Bitters
in New York State during the 1850s [circa 1852], and by 1859 Drake was the sole proprietor of
the company. By 1860, Drake was marketing his Plantation Bitters, which consisted of St. Croix
Rum flavored with clove buds, orange, carraway, coriander and snake root (as indicated by a
June 28, 1862 advertisement in the New York Times).34 The distinctive bottle design—which
represents one of the first of the many cabin-shaped bitters bottles marketed during the middle
nineteenth century—was patented in February 18, 1862 by Drake for his Plantation Bitters
(McKearin and Wilson 1978: 302).
In 1867, Drake established the P. H. Drake Company with himself as sole
proprietor. The famous recipe, “a wonderful vegetable restorative,” contained a
mixture of herbs, laced with St. Croix rum from the Caribbean. The potent
formula – over 38% alcohol – claimed to cure every disease known to mankind.
“Why is it that Plantation Bitters outsells all others?” began one announcement in
Drake’s popular yearly almanac, followed by a long list of medicinal claims: “it
promotes digestion,” “purifies the blood,” “puts new life into a lazy liver,” and
“corrects all the defects in the gastric functions,” including “nervous
constipation,”
to
mention
but
a
few
(http://shipwreckstore.com/cart/products/Drake's-Plantation-Bitters-Bottle.html).
[Cite Munsey]

33

Production of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters continued through the early years of the twentieth century. With
passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act (1906), the alcohol content was lowered significantly.
34

http://www.nytimes.com/1862/06/28/news/s-t-1860-x-drake-s-plantation-bitters-old-homestead-tonic-seasickness-what-said.html
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Drakes Plantation Bitters was produced from 1862 through at least the end of the 1870s. Several
bottle variants are known, and the one recovered from Feature 1 is identified as variant D-108
(Ring and Ham), which has the words “Patented” and “1862” on two separate tiers.
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The second fragmentary bitters bottle recovered from Feature 1 appears to have been
marked “TURNER BROTHERS / NEW YORK / BUFFALO, N.Y. / SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.”
(see Figure x). By circa 1850, three of the Turner brothers were in business in Buffalo, New
York, as syrup and cordial manufacturers. By 1853, they had been joined by two more of their
brothers, and had established a distribution center (or depot) in San Francisco. By 1858, the five
Turner Brothers were marketing a series of three successful bitters, including Turner’s Ginger
Wine, Forest Wine, and Vegetable Bitters. Although the Turner Brothers sold out to another
firm in 1865, their brand appears to have persisted through the circa 1880s
(http://www.westernbitters.com/search/label/Turner%20Bros).
It would seem that Feature 1 was constructed for, and/or used by, the occupants of House
F. Archival information suggests that this house was constructed in circa 1867-70 by, or for, the
Billington family (a local miller). Its position relative to the house is identical to a similar
feature in relationship to the adjacent House G, and both of which are situated in an inner-yard
location in close association with the suspected kitchens associated with both houses. Both
features are believed to represent small, wood-lined pit cellar used for the cold storage of
foodstuffs.
So, when was this small inner-yard cellar abandoned and filled with debris, and who was
responsible for the debris placed in the feature? The Union flasks, as well as the Hostetter’s and
Turner Brothers bitters bottles are all typical of the 1860s and 1870s period. The Hostetter’s and
Turner Brothers bitters bottles were some of the most plentiful items recovered on both the
Bertrand, and S.S. Republic—both of which sank in 1865 (Switzer 1974; Gerth 2006). These
artifacts suggest that this feature was filled during the early to middle 1870s (circa 1870-75).
Although only speculative, it would seem probable that the abandonment of this pit cellar
occurred at the same time that the new rear service wing was constructed onto the original house-and may suggest that the new service wing was constructed onto this dwelling in the circa
middle 1870s. If this time frame is is true, it would appear that this pit cellar had a very short life
span of only 5-10 years. By the early to middle 1870s, the house appears to have been occupied
by tenants identified as laborers, puddlers, and travel agents—at least one of which (Patrick
Carmody) probably was of Irish descent (and potentially Catholic). The distinctive assemblage
of alcohol related items may suggest that the mid-1870s working class tenants of this house were
responsible for the artifacts discarded into Feature 1.
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Figure 160. Few primary vessels—whether ceramic or glass—were recovered from
Feature 1. Most of the ceramic vessels were small fragments that may have originated
from the surrounding midden, and included a variety of undecorated, printed, painted, and
relief decorated wares. It is interesting to note, though, that the relief decorated wares are
more prolific in Feature 1 than the surrounding midden, and may suggest that they
originated from a later midden, post-dating this earlier midden. Top: Vessels F1-20 and
F1-22. Bottom: Relief decorated wares (Vessels F1-6 and F1-32) (Actual Size).
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Figure 161. One of the few ceramic primary vessels from Feature 1 was an undecorated,
handled whiteware cup (Vessel F1-25) (Actual Size).

Figure 162. A fragment of a ceramic importer’s mark from an indeterminate vessel was
also recovered from Feature 1 (Actual Size). This sherd appears to have been from an
undecorated, or relief-decorated vessel which was marked “MANUFACTURED FOR / &
IMPORTED BY / E. A. & S. R. FILLEY, ST. LOUIS, MO.”
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igure 163. Quality lead-glass tableware vessels recovered from Feature 1 include a piece of
molded stemware (top; Vessel F1-16), a molded hollowware item with an applied handle
(bottom left; Vessel F1-15), and a press-molded serving bowl (bottom right; Vessel F1-2)
(Actual Size).
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Figure 164. Several large fragments of an aqua glass canning jar embossed “BUCK EYE / 1” were recovered from Feature 1
(Vessel F1-30). These jars probably were manufactured by the Adams & Company glassworks of Pittsburgh between circa
1862 and 1867. They are described as “top seal (on ground lip), glass lid and cast-iron yoke clamp engaging two inclined
ramps on lid top” (Roller 1983:77; 2011:116; Lockhart, Schriever, Lindsey and Serr n.d.: 181). The drawings on the right are
from the 1862 patent application for the jar design.
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Figure 165. Several fragments of an aqua medicine bottle were recovered from Feature 1
which were embossed “DR. D. JAYNE’S / EXPECTORANT // PHILAA”. Dr. Jayne began
marketing medicines in the early 1830s, and moved to Philadelphia in 1836. By the Civil
War years, Dr. Jayne’s Family Medicines included a variety of medicines for the cure of
everyday ailments, as well as for re-growing and dying of one’s hair (Baldwin 1973:272;
Unidentified newspaper advertisement from 1858).
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Figure 166. Smoking items from Feature 1 (House F). Top Left: Knobby-bowled elbow
pipe from Feature 1 (House F). Top Right: Similar pipe recovered from surface midden
around House G (Lot G-1). Bottom Left: Dark slipped porcelain pipe stem from
Germanic-style pipe (Lot F-12). Bottom Right: Kaolin pipe bowl fragment (Lot F13).

Figure 167. Eating utensils from Feature 1 (House F) included a copper teaspoon (top; Lot
F-12), a wooden handle from a rat-tail tanged utensil (bottom left; Lot F-13), and a copper
handle (bottom right; Lot F-29). All artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 168. Clothing-related artifacts from Feature 1 (House F) included leather shoe
parts (above, Lots F-13 and F-28; bottom Lot F-12) and buttons (see next figure). Multiple
shoes, of various sizes, were represented by the leather fragments.
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Figure 169. Buttons from Feature 1 included 1) a fragmentary three-piece, brass loop
shank button (top left; Lot F-12) similar to that represented at top right, 2) Prosser buttons
such as those illustrated in middle two images (Lots F-12, F-13, and F-29), 3) domed blue
glass loop shank buttons (Lot F-29), and 4-hole bone buttons (bottom; Lots F-13 and F-29).
The Prosser buttons were all four-hole, sew-through variety and were often decorated with
molded design, print design, or colored glass. Similar military buttons were found in direct
association with the House E foundations, and may have been associated with the Smith
family and the Civil War years. Except for the online image of the military button (top
right), all buttons are illustrated actual size.
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Figure 170. Fragments of figurine from Feature 1 (House F) included an unglazed solid
porcelain (Parian) body, and small glazed base fragment (Lots F-12 and F-13). Not
illustrated here is the small child’s head, which was recovered from Lot F-29. The figurine
appears to represent a woman in flowing gown, holding a young child—perhaps
representing the Virgin Mary and the baby Jesus (reminiscent of the example illustrated at
right; albeit with a distinctively different base style). Although found in Feature 1, these
artifacts probably represent material redeposited from the surrounding midden.

Figure 171. Miscellaneous material from Feature 1. Left: Toy porcelain cup and saucer.
Right: Pits or “stones” from a small fleshy fruit.
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Figure 172. Glass vessels associated with alcohol consumption were fairly plentiful from
Feature e1. Several fragments of a “Union [or Shield] and Clasped Hands” flask were
recovered from Feature 1 (House F). Left: Illustrated variants of this bottle type
(McKearin and Wilson 1978:647). Right: Circa 1870 tintype view of male posing with a
round tumbler, hock wine bottle, and Union flask similar to that recovered from Feature 1
(http://www.peachridgeglass.com/2012/06/photographs-of-people-drinking/). Additionally,
fragments of an earlier style Scroll flask were also recovered from this feature.
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Figure 173. Dr. J. Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters bottle from Feature 1 (House F; Vessel F119; 75% actual size) (Ring 1980:255).
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Figure 174. Top: Turner Brothers bitter bottle fragment from Feature 1 (House F, Vessel
F1-11) (Actual Size). Middle: Detail of face plate lettering from whole bottle (Ring
1980:463). Bottom: Detail from Civil War era tintype purportedly illustrating Turners
Brothers
bitters
bottle
and
card-playing,
bitters
drinking
men
(http://www.peachridgeglass.com/2012/06/photographs-of-people-drinking/). Note the use
of the heavy bottomed, round tumblers and pipes.]
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Figure 175. Left: Drakes Plantation Bitters bottle fragments recovered from Feature 1 (House F; Vessel F1-12) (Actual Size).
Middle: Detail of representative bottle from Ring (1980: 171). Right: Latter nineteenth century image of a well-dressed man
with a large mug and a bottle of Drakes Plantation Bitters (http://www.peachridgeglass.com/2012/06/photographs-of-peopledrinking/http://www.peachridgeglass.com/2012/05/information-on-the-drakes-plantation-bitters-variants/).
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Figure 176. Architectural hardware from Feature 1 included this pair of swirled red-paste
earthenware, or “agate” ceramic door knobs (Lots F-11 and F-28). Actual Size.
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Figure 177. Left: Fragments of unglazed, red-paste earthenware chimney flue or
“thimble” recovered from Feature 1 (House F; Vessel F1-3). Right: Profile details of
thimble. Photographs of sherds are presented at 50% actual size, whereas profile drawing
is presented at actual size.
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Figure 178. A triangular file from Feature 1 (top; Lot F-29) suggests metal-working activities conducted by the site
inhabitants. Similarly, a small piece of scrap sheet lead which had been folded over and chisel cut was also recovered from
Feature 1 (Lot F-12) and suggests metal working activities (bottom left two images). Bottom right: Small brass hardware
item of unknown function (Lot F1- 29). All artifacts are actual size.
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The post-demolition contexts: Artifacts from this context were limited, but included items
from Lots F-1, F-2, F-6, F-8, F-9, and F-14. These artifacts were recovered from contexts that
capped the House F foundations, and are believed to have been deposited after circa 1925. Many
of these artifacts may have been associated with the post 1925 use of the property as a salvage
yard. Distinctive items recovered included whiskey bottles, beer bottles, and fragments of lead
cell automobile batteries. A large concentration of crushed lead-acid automobile batteries
capped a portion of the house foundations along its northern edge. Interior hard rubber ribs from
these batteries were marked with a 1917 patent date, and indicating that they were manufactured
by the Willard Battery Company (of Cleveland, Ohio).35 Some of this material may represent
demolition debris from the house itself. A porcelain tube (from “knob and tube” wiring) was
recovered from this context. This item was impressed with the manufacturer’s name
(“THOMAS”) and may suggest that the house had been electrified prior to its demolition.36

35

This company was established in 1896, and by 1918 was supplying approximately 85% of the U.S. car industry
with automobile batteries. Automobile batteries did not become common until after the introduction of the electric
starter, which was developed in circa 1912. By the late 1910s (or circa 1920), they had become relatively common
place (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automotive_battery; http://ech.case.edu/cgi/article.pl?id=WSBC).
36

In 1873, the Thomas family established a door knob factory in East Liverpool, Ohio. In circa 1885, the firm
began experimenting with electrical porcelain, and by 1890 had developed a successful business in this specialty
item (producing their first catalog of electrical porcelain in that year). In 1892, the firm bought out the
Westinghouse porcelain plant further intensifying their production capabilities. In late 1899 or early 1900, the
Thomas China Company was established, and added tableware production to their output. The firm probably ceased
production of electrical porcelain in circa 1927, when their East Liverpool plant was closed (http://www.rinfinity.com/Old_Photos/Thomas/R_Thomas_&_Sons_Co_p1.htm).
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Figure 179. Top: brass buckle and unidentified brass finial (Lot F-1). Bottom: Personal
items from the post-demolition context included limited number of clothing items (such as
this button; Lot F-6) and toys (such as this small Frozen Charlotte doll and tea cup; Lots F6 and F-9, respectively) (Actual Size).

Figure 180. Electrical porcelain “tube” from “knob and tube wiring” manufactured by the
R. Thomas and Sons pottery, East Liverpool, Ohio (Lot F-1). Bottom: A June 1891
advertisement from the trade journal Electrical World, advertising electrical porcelain
manufactured by R. Thomas and Sons “Porcelain – Specialties for Electrical Purposes”
http://www.r-infinity.com/Old_Photos/Thomas/R_Thomas_&_Sons_Co_p1.htm).
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Figure 181. Unlike the wood-cased battery illustrated in this 1917 advertisement, the
battery fragments recovered from the scraped surface of House F were of a hard rubber
variety typical of the 1920s or 1930s. These fragments are labeled with the WILLARD
name, and a 1917 patent date. They were recovered in concentrations capping the
foundations of House G.

Figure 182. Alcohol and soda water consumption in circa 1925-30 is represented by two
machine-made whiskey flasks of the Dandy style (Lots F-2 and F-14) and a Dresch soda
water bottle (Lot F-2). The two whiskey flasks have no post-prohibition labeling, and thus
probably date from the later 1920s—a period when such spirits were prohibited by law.
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Site 1 (11Sg1432)
Feature Number: House G
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Feature Location: House G (327/329 North Tenth Street / 930 East Mason Street)37 is located
along the west side of Tenth Street, within the southwest corner of the Tenth and Mason Street
intersection and seven houses north of the Tenth and Madison Street intersection. It was located
immediately north of House F. Although originally constructed to face Tenth Street, House G
was relocated sometime circa 1898 when it was rotated 90-degrees to front Mason Street.38 The
legal location of House G is the N1/2, N1/2 of Lots 1-4, Block 3, J. Whitney’s Addition, City of
Springfield. The southern edge of this house—as it was originally constructed—is situated 3-ft
9-in (1.14m) from the southern property line, and 5-ft 3-in (1.60m) from the north edge of House
F. House G was located only one foot (0.30m) from the northern property edge (and the Mason
Street right-of-way) at this time. As originally constructed, the front of the house was aligned
with the front of House F immediately to the south. The lot on which the house sits is
approximately 38-ft 6-in (11.73m) wide (north/south). The entire house was exposed during the
current investigations.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The initial fieldwork consisted of exposing the feature with a
backhoe, followed by shovel scraping to define structural details. Subsequently, the foundation
remains were mapped and photographed. Upon completion of the mapping of the foundation
remains, and in anticipation of scheduled utility construction at House F and G locations,
additional backhoe work was conducted at this location to remove the overburden (house
foundations and post-1908 fill deposits) to inspect for pre-1908 features that might be masked by
these deposits. After the removal of the house foundations and fill deposits, five 8-9” round post
holes were noted along the south property line, likely associated with a historic fence line.
Additionally, a shallow pit feature (House G, Feature 1) was located along this same property
line (and adjacent to the southwest corner of the dwelling). Feature 1 was completely excavated.
All fill was screened. The excavation strategy associated with this features is described below in
the section Feature Description. The entire footprint of the frame house at its original location
was exposed during the archaeological investigations. The foundation remains of the house at its
new, re-oriented position was only partially exposed and mapped.
Unlike House F which persisted into the 1920s, House G appears to have been
demolished in circa 1907, immediately prior to the August 1908 riot. Due to the fact that the
house had been demolished prior to August 1908, exhibited no evidence of having been burned,
and exhibited substantial disturbance post-demolition, no archaeological test units were
excavated in, or around this dwelling.
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In 1890, the house is listed simply as “K. I.” on the Sanborn fire insurance map, whereas in 1896, it is listed as
329 North Tenth Street. In 1890, the logical progression of numbers would suggest that the house was identified as
327 or 329 North Tenth Street. Based on the accompanying archival research, this house most commonly was
referenced as 327 North Tenth Street throughout most of its existence.
38

One of the reasons this may have been conducted was to re-orient the house with the more “civil” Mason Street,
and to isolate it from the more seedy Tenth and Madison Street environs which had developed by that time.
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Feature Description: As with House F, House G did not exhibit any physical evidence of
having been destroyed by fire, and archival evidence suggested that the house was probably
demolished in late 1907 or early 1908—prior to the August 1908 riots. As with House F, the
physical remains of House G were poorly preserved (with only, at most, two courses of intact
brickwork). To further complicate the initial interpretation of the physical remains, it was not
immediately apparent that two sets of house foundations were present—one representing the
original house location as it faced Tenth Street, and a later, less well-preserved set of foundation
walls representing the house after it had been rotated to front Mason Street (in circa 1898).
Physical remains of House G uncovered during the investigations consisted of multiple
perimeter brick foundation walls and brick piers. The integrity of House G had been
compromised by not only the circa 1898 reorientation of the dwelling to Mason Street, as well as
to post-demolition activities. Post-abandonment disturbances consisted of a series of large
concrete piers once associated with the Barker-Lubin lumber company buildings constructed on
this property during the later 1920s and 1930s, as well as more recent underground utility line
trenches servicing the nearby St. John’s Hospital. Presumably during the 1920s, a series of
concrete pier footings were constructed for the Barker Lubin Lumber Company’s improvements
on this lot (which included a large “Buildings Material Storage” building). During the later
twentieth century, multiple episodes of underground utility line trenching severely impacted the
north end of this structure.
Initially, the foundation remains were difficult to interpret due mainly to post-demolition
disturbances along the north end of the dwelling. The most confusing aspect of these foundation
remains was the presence of an interior brick “perimeter” wall with an integral corner
encapsulated within what was believed to have been the front portion of the house (Figure 104).
It eventually became apparent that these foundation walls represented two foundation episodes
for House G—one set (the better preserved and/or lower set) representing the house depicted on
the 1867 Bird’s Eye View, and the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps (with the house
fronting Tenth Street). The second set of foundations, which was the less well-preserved set,
represents the house in its relocated position (depicted on the 1906 Sanborn map and fronting
Mason Street).
As originally constructed, the front portion of House G is represented by a perimeter
brick foundation that measures approximately 32-ft 0-in (9.75m) wide (north/south) by 19-ft 6-in
(5.94m) deep (east/west). The rear (or kitchen/service) wing of the dwelling extended an
additional 12-ft 3-in (3.73m) to the west (or rear) of the dwelling, and was 26-ft 3-in (8.00m)
wide (north/south). This large service wing was inset approximately 3-ft (0.91m) on each side of
the front (or east) section of the dwelling. Two long brick piers of unequal size were located
along the common wall between the two sections of the building. The southern pier measured
approximately 2-ft 3-in (0.69m) in length, whereas the northern one was 2-ft 9-in (0.84m) in
length. A single chimney foundation was noted along the south wall of the front section of the
house, and no fireplace foundations were noted. Presumably, a second chimney would have
been located in the opposite north gable end wall.39 No cellar was present beneath the house.
39

Although the area of a suspected second chimney along the northern wall of this front section of the house was
disturbed—making a determination of a second chimney not possible—the foundation support of this chimney, in its
relocated circa 1906 position, was noted during the archaeological investigations.
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The continuity in the perimeter foundations between the front and rear of the structure, and the
presence of the interior brick piers between the two sections of the building, suggest that the
front and rear of this structure were constructed at the same time. No evidence of fire damage
was noted during the archaeological investigations. The brick foundation walls were constructed
with a soft-mud brick using a lime mortar. The shallow foundation wall did not have a spread
footing, and in several places was represented only by a single course of extant brick work. It
would appear that the foundation wall had been constructed on, or very near, the pre-settlement
ground surface.
At the scraped surface, Feature 1 (House G) measured 4-ft 6-in (1.39m) north/south by an
indeterminate east/west dimension (Figure 106). The west end of this pit was impacted by a
large concrete pier once associated with a building constructed by the Barker Lubin Lumber
Company. Presumably, if similar to the small pit located adjacent to House F, this pit at House
G would have been approximately 4-ft 6-in (1.39m) square. Excavation of this pit indicates that
it extended to a depth of only 7-in (18cm) below the scraped surface. The base of this feature
was relatively flat, and would have been located approximately 1-ft 4-in (40cm) below the circa1890s ground surface. This pit appears to have been originally lined with planks, both on the
side walls and floor. The fill in the pit consisted of a mottled subsoil and topsoil mixture with
large amounts of clinkers, brick fragments and small pockets of wood ash. The artifact density
in this pit was very low. This pit, which probably represents a shallow food storage cellar once
located immediately outside the dwelling’s kitchen, may have been filled in circa 1898 when the
main house was rotated to face Mason Street.40 This pit was nearly identical in morphology and
location (in relationship to the house) to the one found in association with adjacent House F.
Feature Artifact Content: Artifacts collected in association with House G were very limited in
number. As House G had been demolished by 1908, most artifacts recovered from this house lot
dated from a pre-riot context. The artifact contexts were limited to: 1) general surface
collections, and 2) isolated features (particular Feature 1).
Most of artifacts were recovered during the machine stripping and shovel scraping of the
house foundations. These artifacts may or may not have been associated with the occupation of
House G. One such artifact of interest was an elbow pipe identical to one recovered from the
adjacent House F pit cellar (identified as House F, Feature 1). The presence of this pipe in the
disturbed upper fills around House G suggests the movement of material across these two house
lots during the post-demolition 1910s-30s. A second, unglazed elbow pipe was also recovered
from this late context. Another item of interest was a pocket knife with what appears to have
been a cork screw opened and broken off, which is consistent with the suspected activities
documented in the archival research for the late years of occupation. Also present in this
disturbed fill was a salt-water oyster shell.
Several decorated tableware sherds were recovered from the general surface, and may
reflect the types of wares in use during the later nineteenth century. One relief decorated (LEAF
FOCUS pattern) plate fragment was recovered from the early midden around Feature 1 (a small
40

It seems logical to suspect that the fence line along the south side of the lot may have been installed at that time
also. The abandonment of this small inner yard pit cellar appears to have been considerably later than a similar pit
cellar associated with the adjacent House F (which occurred in circa 1875).
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pit cellar). This plate was probably manufactured by the Taylor Brothers, of Hanley, England
between circa 1869 and 1875 (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:83). No items dating from an
earlier period of occupation, as would be expected with this early-to-middle 1860s house, were
recovered. Nonetheless, several fragments of printed tablewares decorated in an “aesthetic” style
typical of the later nineteenth century, were recovered from the deposits around the house
foundations.
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Unlike the small pit cellar associated with the adjacent House F, the pit cellar associated
with House G (Feature 1; Lots G-8 and G-9) contained few artifacts, many of which appear to
represent small redeposited materials. Although few in number, the artifacts were represented by
relatively great variety. These items included architectural debris (brick, plaster, nails, and
window glass) as well as household items (both ceramic and glass). The window glass recovered
from the feature was thick. A small sample of the window glass measured 2.20-2.40mm in
thickness. Several fragments of thicker plate glass were also recovered. The limited number of
nails were predominately machine cut varieties, although a single wire-drawn nail was recovered
from within the pit. Ceramic tablewares included a variety of wares typical of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century years (and included gilded porcelains and unidentified “art” pottery).
Although the glass items included limited tableware glass (machine molded tumblers), household
items were represented by both crimped and molded lamp chimneys and a variety of containers
(bottles). Bottle glass was represented by liquors, soda waters, and medicines. One of the
medicine bottle fragments (a small embossed body sherd) was identified as being from a
proprietary bottle manufactured for the Chamberlain Medicine Company, of Des Moines, Iowa. 41
These artifacts are indicative of a very late component. Although our initial thoughts were that
this feature was abandoned (and filled) prior to the re-orientation of the house to Mason Street
(circa 1898), the presence of the machine made tumblers suggest that the pit may have remained
in use through the early years of the twentieth century (and filled with the demolition of the
house in 1907). Faunal remains were few in number from this feature, but did include skeletal
elements from both cattle and duck. Although not recovered from the feature, a single example
of an Eastern oyster was recovered from the site. Absent from the assemblage, due no doubt to
the small sample size, were swine and domestic chicken.
Two postholes (Lots G-6 and G-7) potentially associated with the later 1910s or 1920s
activities at this location, contained soda water and whiskey bottles (Dandy flasks) dating from a
pre-1930s context (potentially during the construction of the industrial buildings constructed onsite in the 1920s). It is unknown whether or not these items were discarded prior to, or during
prohibition. In either case, whiskey (and potentially illicit whiskey) appears to potentially have
been consumed by these workmen during their work hours.

41

This company, which was established in 1872, incorporated and “achieved national distribution” in 1892. By the
early years of the twentieth century, they were marketing a suite of common household medicines that they referred
to as their “Big Three” (cf. Figure xx; http://www.weeksandleo.com/pages.php?pageid=2).
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Figure 183. Two views of House G during excavations (looking west/northwest).
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Figure 184. Plan and profile views of Feature 1 (House G). This feature, which was nearly identical to a contemporary
feature uncovered at House F, probably functioned as a shallow inner yard pit cellar once located immediately outside the rear
kitchen wing of the house.
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Species Composition of Animal Remains from House G (Martin 2017).

Table 14
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains, House G (Martin 2017)
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Figure 185. Miscellaneous items recovered from the upper, redeposited fills capping House
G. Top: Bone handled pocket knife with open (and broken) corkscrew (Lot G-1). Bottom:
Two elbow pipes, that included knobby clear-glazed variety (left; Lot G-1) identical to a
second pipe recovered from House F (Feature 1). The broken pipe on the right was heavily
burned (Lot G-2). All artifact are illustrated actual size.
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Figure 186. Relief decorated (LEAF FOCUS pattern) plate fragment recovered from the
midden around Feature 1 (a small pit cellar). This plate was probably manufactured by
the Taylor Brothers, of Hanley, England between circa 1869 and 1875 (Dieringer and
Dieringer 2001:83).

Figure 187. Late nineteenth and/or very early twentieth century aesthetic-style transfer
printed plates recovered from House G. Right: Several sherds from this plate were
recovered from the general surface around the rear service wing house foundations (Lot G2). This plate had a backstamp that indicated that it is the WASHINGTON PATTERN
manufactured by Alfred Meakin in ware identified as PARISIAN GRANITE. Left: This
plate fragment was recovered from the early midden around Feature 1 (a small pit cellar)
(Lot G-3).
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Figure 188. Top: Fragment of a proprietary medicine bottle manufactured for the
Chamberlain Medicine Company, Des Moines, Iowa, and recovered from Feature 1 (House
G) (Actual Size). Bottom: A 16-page pamphlet published by the Chamberlain Medicine
Company in circa 1910, and promoting their “Big Three”—cough remedy, diarrhea
remedy, and liniment (http://civilwarmed.blogspot.com/2011/02/flatulence-is-not-laughingmatter_8317.html).
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Figure 189. Molded and crimped lamp chimneys from House G (Lot G-1).

Figure 190. Salt-water Eastern oyster from midden around House G foundations (Lot G2).
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LOT PROVENIENCE AND INVENTORY BY HOUSE LOCATION;
SITE 1 (11SG1432)
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House A
Lot Provenience
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A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9

Scraped surface
Old ground surface, north of House A
Cleaning and exposing front stoop
Scraped surface, along outside edge of foundation wall
Scraped surface adjacent to (and/or east of) Test 1
Backdirt
Test 1, Level 1
Test 1, Level 2
Test 1, profile wall

Lot Inventory
Lot A-1
1
small platter (undecorated, ironstone, oval, approximately 5” x 8”; impressed mark
“HOTEL”) [Vessel A-1]
1
soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blob top finish, unpontiled; embossed “F. X. Reisch / Springfield / ILL.”;
base embossed “R”) [Vessel A-2]
1
large bottle/demi-john (aqua; machine made, ring or oil finish; neck and finish only)
[Vessel A-3]
1
unknown glass vessel (clear, stem only; possibly pedestaled cake stand, bowl, or lamp)
[Vessel A-4]
1
lamp chimney (clear, machine crimped) [Vessel A-5]
1
table spoon (iron handle; pewter bowl; decorated handle)
Lot A-2
1
porcelain doll head (painted)
1
figurine (unglazed porcelain)
2
plate (printed, blue whiteware) [Vessels A-6 and A-7]
1
saucer (printed, blue, whiteware) [Vessel A-8]
1
cup (undecorated; whiteware) [Vessel A-9]
1
saucer (undecorated; whiteware) [Vessel A-10]
1
saucer (relief decorated; ribbed/Gothic pattern; backstamp CERES SHAPE; whiteware)
[Vessel A-11] [Registered by Elsmore and Forster in 1859 (Wetherbee 1985:77)]
1
cup (relief decorated; ribbed/Gothic pattern; whteware) [Vessel A-12]
1
small mixing bowl (Albany slipped; stoneware; jigger molded) [Vessel A-13]
1
printed (brown) whiteware
1
printed (blue) whiteware (flatware)
1
printed (red) whiteware (cup?)
1
painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware
2
undecorated whiteware
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2
9

redware
bone
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Lot A-3
1
undecorated whiteware (base sherd; backstamp “[IRON]STONE CHINA”
1
undecorated yellowware
1
unglazed, red-paste earthenware (flowerpot?)
1
toy saucer (porcelain)
1
marble (blue; Rockingham-glaze; 0.55” diameter)
1
cup (relief and decal decorated; whiteware) [Vessel A-14]
1
small plate (undecorated; ironstone; heavy “Hotel” ware) [Vessel A-15]
1
vial (clear; round; 5/8” diameter base; 1 5/8” tall, three-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool finish; unpontiled; embossed “THE GRAY MEDICINE CO. / TRADE /
MARK / NEW YORK” with embossed arrow motif)[Vessel A-16] [See advertisement
from 1904; appears to be a laxative pill bottle.]
1
bottle (clear; round; base only) (soda water?) [Vessel A-17]
1
lamp chimney (clear; straight rim) [Vessel A-18]
1
flat glass (textured privacy glass; tan colored)
3
blue-green container glass
7
clear container glass
2
window glass (aqua)
1
nail fragment (machine cut)
1
brass shell casing (center fire; 0.50” diameter; 2 1/8” long; fired; head stamp illegible)
1
button (two-hole; shell; 0.60” diameter)
2
bone
Lot A-4
1
porcelain (pink glazed)
1
porcelain (burned)
1
porcelain doll head (glazed)
1
container glass (aqua)
1
teaspoon (iron handled; pewter bowl)
4
nails (machine cut; 3” long)
1
nail (machine cut; 2 ½” long)
1
nail fragment (wire drawn)
2
bone
Lot A-5
9
whiteware (?; burned)
12
container glass (?)(burned and/or melted)
Lot A-6
1
kaolin pipe bowl
2
cup (printed; brown; whiteware) [Vessel A-19]
1
printed (black) whiteware
1
oval flat glass (1” x 1 7/16”; ground edges) [eye glass lens?]
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1

1

padlock (brass; approximately 1 ½” x 2” size; both faces of lock embossed “St. LOUIS”
in distinctive Art Nouveaux script) [Purportedly manufactured for the 1904 World’s Fair
held in St. Louis that year.]
syringe (?)(brass; 0.66” diameter; body is approximately 2” long)
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Lot A-7
57
washbasin (?) (relief decorated, whiteware; smoked and/or burned; fire-shattered) (Vessel
A-20)
87
pitcher (?) (relief decorated, whiteware; handled; lightly burned) (Vessel A-21)
3
plate (undecorated, whiteware; lightly burned) (Vessel A-22; crossmends with sherd in
Lot A-8)
1
small flower pot (unglazed, red-paste earthenware, jigger molded; 1 3/8” diameter base, 2
¼” diameter rim; 2” tall) (Vessel A-23)
3
medicine bottle (clear; molded, improved tool prescription lip finish; embossed
“BAUMANN BROS. / DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD, ILL”; melted and deformed)
[Vessel A-24]
8
condiment bottle (aqua; round; molded; applied tool ring or oil lip finish) (Vessel A-25)
21
medicine/chemical bottle (cobalt blue; molded; round; 2” diameter base; improved tool
bead lip finish) (Vessel A-26)
1
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; molded; round; approximately 2 ¼” diameter base;
approximately 3”-3 ½” tall; indeterminate mouth diameter; starburst molded base;
approximately 1 ¼” long V-shaped ribs around base; beaded border around rim; badly
melted and deformed) (Vessel A-27)
5
tumbler (clear; molded; round; undecorated body or base; melted and fire-shattered)
(Vessel A-28)
9
canning jar (aqua; round; machine-made; embossed “MASON”; melted (Vessel A-29)
1
flower pot (red-paste earthenware; hand-turned; base fragment only)
1
lamp chimney (Vessel A-30)
77
clear container glass (melted; 556g)
32
aqua container/window glass (melted 126g)
2
aqua window glass
12
milk glass (melted; 78g)
1
iron axe head (small hand axe; approximately 8” by 4 ½”)
1
cast iron skillet handle (?)
1
iron spring
2
iron furniture castors (wooden wheeled; wheels gone)
14
iron wire handle (container such as a pail or slop bucket)
1
iron furniture spring (2-3” diameter; stuffed cushion?)
12
iron wire furniture spring fragments
10
copper teaspoon fragments (one spoon)
1
shoe eyelet
1
iron suspender buckle
15
machine cut nails (3 ¼” long)
16
machine cut nails (3” long)
36
machine cut nails (2 3/4” long)
30
machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
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machine cut nails (2 ¼” long)
machine cut nails (2” long)
machine cut nails (1 ½” long)
machine cut nails (1 ¼” long)
machine cut nails (1” long)
machine cut nails (finishing nails; 2 ¾” long)
machine cut nails (finishing nails; 2 ½” long)
machine cut nails (finishing nails; 2” long)
screws (flat-tipped; 1 ½” long)
screws (pointed; 1 ½” long)
screw (indeterminate type; 1 ½” long)
wire-drawn nail (4” long)
wire-drawn nail (3” long)
wire-drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
wire-drawn nail (2 ½” long)
wire-drawn nail (2” long)
wire-drawn nail (1 ½” long)
wire-drawn nail (1 ¼” long)
wire-drawn nail (finishing nail; 2 1/8” long)
wire-drawn nail (finishing nail1 1 ¼” long)
wire-drawn nail fragments
machine cut nail fragments
burned wood (74g)
toy saucer (1 ¾” diameter)
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8
8
23
48
3
12
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
8
3
10
10
1
1
3
269
32
1

Lot A-8
1
undecorated whiteware (with partial backstamp)
1
undecorated whiteware
4
cup (undecorated; whiteware; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; 3 ¼” diameter mouth; 3” tall)
(Vessel A-31)
1
large bowl (undecorated; whiteware; washbasin?; burned/smoked and fire-shattered)
[Vessel A-34)
3
container glass (clear)
1
medicine bottle (clear; beveled ideal shape; 1 ¾” x 1 1/8” base; 6” tall; three piece plate
bottom mold; improved tool prescription lip finish; unpontiled; embossed body with
graduated numbers along the bottle side; 100cc size; embossed “3iv”; slightly burned and
deformed) (Vessel A-32)
1
teaspoon (copper plated; 6” long; burned)
1
unidentified iron strap (3/4” wide)
1
iron door rim lock, latch
1
woven shoe lace with metal eyelet
1
rolled paper (?) (burned and/or carbonized)
28
coal (small pieces)
9
bone
8
bone (burned)
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Lot A-9
3
vase (printed; brown; floral pattern; whiteware; 2 ½” diameter base; 5 3/4” tall; lightly
burned;) (Vessel A-33)
1
plate (undecorated; whiteware; burned; crossmends with vessel in Lot A-7) (Vessel A22)
1
printed (blue) whiteware (saucer?)
2
printed (dark blue) pearlware
1
cloth sample
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House B
Lot Provenience
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B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
B-8
B-9
B-10
B-11
B-12
B-13
B-14
B-15
B-16

General Surface
Post and surrounding surface (Old ground surface beneath wall;
southwest corner of original dwelling)
Fire rubble along south wall
General Surface (?)
General Surface; around foundations
General Surface; rear service wing
General Surface; around fireplace foundation
Test 1, Level 1
Test 1, Level 2
Test 2, Zone I (cinders)
Test 2, Zone III
Test 2, Zone IV (fire deposits)
Test 2, Zone V (below plaster)
Test 2, Zone V
Test 2, Zone VI
Test 2, Zone VI (Step or Builder’s trench fill)

Lot Inventory
Lot B-1
2
undecorated whiteware
1
painted (green lined rim) whiteware [saucer?]
1
serving bowl (edge decorated; blue; whiteware)
1
window glass (aqua; 1.44mm)
Lot B-2
1
sandstone (tabular fragment; construction debris?)
1
printed (blue; whiteware) [plate?]
Lot B-3
1
wood sample (burned timber/plank)
Lot B-4
1
whiskey bottle (amber; improved tool Brandy lip finish)
1
door knob (white porcelain)
4
plate/small platter (undecorated; whiteware; burned/smoked; backstamp “K. T. &K.. /
S—V / CHINA”) (mnv=1) [Knowles, Taylor and Knowles; East Liverpool, Ohio firm in
business through circa 1929. The “S—V” refers to “Semi-Vitreous” and was a company
trademark, which they copyrighted in circa 1912. They were having trademark
infringement issues in late 1919 (Brick and Clay Record 1919, Volume 55, page 500). If
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this mark was not registered until circa 1912, this may represent post-fire debris—
something that seems unlikely based on the archaeology.]
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Lot B-5
4
container glass (clear)
2
container glass (dark green/black)
2
bottle (clear; three-piece cup bottom mold; 2” diameter; base only; olive oil?) (mnv=1)
3
bottle (aqua; two-piece mold; Blake Variant 1; embossed body “…NETT // … NETT’S /
…E”) (mnv=1)
1
small jar (buff-paste; stoneware; Bristol glaze)
Lot B-6
1
wood sample (burned floor joist?)
Lot B-7
2
undecorated whiteware
1
plate (printed; blue; whiteware)
1
saucer (painted; polychrome lined rim; black, blue, red; whiteware)
1
glazed ceramic tile (fireplace surround?; unburned)
1
container glass (clear)
1
container glass (aqua)
1
window glass (aqua)
2
container glass (dark green/black)
2
kerosene lamp pedestal base (clear; molded; approximately 4 ½” diameter)
1
flowerpot (unglazed; red-paste earthenware; jigger molded)
1
vial (aqua; dip molded; round; ¾” diameter; pontiled)
1
unidentified iron
1
machine cut nail fragment
1
coal
5
bone
Lot B-8
12
unidentified iron (small coiled sections and small “bars”—furniture?)
23
machine cut nail fragments (mostly larger framing nail fragments; heavily encrusted with
mortar/lime)
3
wire (heavy gauge; possible bucket bale?)
4
coiled spring (large gauge; ¾” diameter)
1
unidentified cast iron
1
hook (iron)
1
door knob (fragment; heavily burned)
1
unidentified ceramic (heavily burned)
1
wood sample
Lot B-9
1
saucer (undecorated; porcelain?; burned) [Crossmends with fragments of saucer in Lot B12]
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1
1
1
1

lamp chimney
window glass (aqua; ranged from low of 0.95mm to high of 1.70mm; average 1.40mm
thickness)
button (two-hole; shell; 0.42” diameter)
writing slate stylus
small jar/bowl (redware)
thimble/chimney flue liner (unglazed; red-paste earthenware; approximately 7” interior
diameter; sooted interior; represents demolition debris; angular everted rim)
unidentified cast iron
machine cut nail fragments (mostly larger framing nails; lack of small roofing and/or lath
nails)
machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
wire-drawn nail (2 ¼” long)
broken bolt with nut attached (1/8” diameter shank; ½” nut; 1” long section lacking head)
broken bolt with nut attached (3/8” diameter shank; 5/8” nut; 2” long section lacking
head)
carriage bolt with nut attached (1/4” diameter shank; 3/4” nut; ¾” round head; 3 5/8”
long)
plaster (thick, with thin whitecoat and hint of washed surface; impressions of lath on
interior; potentially rived lath; some fire-reddened)
sandstone (very small piece)
wood sample

1
20
2
1
1
1
1
1

18
1
1

Lot B-10
5
lamp shade (decal decorated porcelain) (mnv=1)
1
cup (undecorated whiteware)
1
saucer (undecorated whiteware)
2
Bristol glazed stoneware
1
bottle (clear; machine made; screw top; 1” diameter mouth; lip/neck only; condiment
bottle, such as catsup)
2
medicine bottle (clear; molded; improved tool patent lip finish; lip/neck only) (mnv=1)
3
food (?) jar (clear; machine made; screw top finish; round; 2 ¾” diameter; 4 ¼” tall; base
embossed “2”) (mnv=1)
11
cigar jar (amber; molded; blow-over-mold; ground screw-top lip finish; fragments of
embossed body which, if whole, would have read “MERCANTILE / (AIR-TIGHT) /
HAVANA CIGARS / ST. LOUIS, MO. / PATENTED / DEC 11-94 / JUNE 24-02 /
PATENTED NOV.13-94 / JAN. 15-95”; base embossed “FACTORY NO. 305 1ST DIST.
/ OF MO. / 50 CIGARS.”)
1
ink bottle (blue; machine made; square; 2” by 2”; 2 ½” tall; screw top lip finish; Owen
scar on base; base embossed with circled “77.”)
2
ink/mucilage bottle (clear; machine made; approximately 2 ¾” diameter; cork closure;
embossed around neck “1 ½ OZ”) (mnv=1)
4
tumbler (clear; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; base only) (mnv=2)
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2
2
3
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2
1

soda water bottle (aqua; molded; three-piece cup bottom mold; improved tool blob top lip
finish; 2 ½” diameter; 6 ½” tall; body embossed “SPRINGFIELD / MINERAL /
SPRINGS // REGISTERED / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”, and on base “D”) (mnv=1)
whiskey bottle (clear; machine made; Brandy finish) (mnv=1)
soda water/beer bottle (aqua, machine made; crown lip finish; lip and neck only) (mnv=1)
food jar (clear; round; 2 ½” diameter base; swirled neck; recessed lip finish for paperstyle closure or “cap”) (mnv=1)
milk bottle (clear; machine made; neck and lip only)
small jar (aqua; round; machine made; threaded/screw-top finish; round; 1 ¾” diameter; 3
¼” tall; base embossed “54 / B”)
small food jar (clear; machine made; round; 1 ¾” diameter; 4 1/8” tall; shallow recessed
lip on interior for thin “cap” closure; faceted body; embossed body“BUNTE /
CHICAGO”) [Although described online as a “Corktop Candy Jar,” other examples
illustrate a glass insert held in place with metal clip. The Bunte Brothers were very
successful German confectioners from Chicago, and produced a wide variety of candies
and other treats throughout the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.]
food jar (clear; machine made; 2 ¾” diameter; 6 1/8” tall; threaded/screw-top finish;
paneled body; base embossed “3”)
container glass (blue)
container glass (clear)
container glass (aqua)
twisted steel cable (two looped and bound ends connected to a swivel fastener)
(potentially a tie-down for a telegraph or electrical pole?) [photographed and discarded]
iron trunk (?) handle
butchering knive wood handle
metal and rubber Hutchinson blob top closure
leather strap (7/8” wide; harness strap?)
coiled iron springs (3 ½” diameter base; 1 ½” diameter top; 7” tall; “tied” at top and
secured at base with metal wire fasteners; not hand-tied springs) (furniture springs?)
copper wire
iron bale (pail/pan)
wood sample
bone

1

1
2
8
2
1
1
1
1
1
9
1
1
1
8

Lot B-11
1
machine cut nail
3
whiskey (?) flask (clear; molded; Elixir shape, base 1 3/8” x 2 ½”; approximately 7-7 ½”
tall; improve tool lip finish; body embossed “…NT / FULL MEASURE” near heel; base
embossed “DESIGN PATENTED / PAT. AUG. 9, 1898”) [Identified in 1906 glass
catalog as an “Olympia Flask.”]
Lot B-12
2
saucer (undecorated; ironstone/soft-paste porcelain; 5” diameter rim; 2 ¾” diameter base;
1” tall; embossed base “GREENWOOD CHINA / TRENTON, N.J.”; heated to point that
glaze has melted and/or evaporated; whole vessel) (Vessel B-x)
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5

small oval platter (undecorated?;whiteware; 7” x 10 ½”; 1” tall; burned and/or heavily
smoked; no discernible mark;whole vessel ) [decoration difficult to ascertain] (Vessel Bx)
large oval platter (painted or decal decorated; large floral motif, potentially rose?;
scalloped and beaded edge; 9 ½” x approximately 13”; 1 1/8” tall; ; burned and/or heavily
smoked; no discernible mark;whole vessel) [decoration visible but still difficult to
ascertain] (Vessel B-x)
shallow bowl (undecorated; ironstone/soft-paste porcelain; heavy bodied “hotel ware”; 5
1/8” diameter rim; 3” diameter base; 1 ¾” tall; ; burned and/or heavily smoked; mostly
illegible, two-line backstamp; whole vessel) (Vessel B-x)
cup (decal decorated; floral/rose pattern; relief decorated; soft paste porcelain; 3 ½”
diameter mouth; 2” diameter base; 2 3/8” tall; handled;whole vessel)
plate (undecorated?;whiteware; 10” diameter; 6” diameter base; 1” tall; lightly scalloped
rim; backstamp “… IRONSTONE / WOOD & SON / ENGLAND” with traditional
British lion and unicorn motif; burned to point of glaze and potential decoration has
melted/evaporated; whole vessel) (Vessel B-xx)
undecorated whiteware (burned; unassigned fragments of one of the above vessels)
serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware; unburned; small fragment only) [not primary
context]
saucer (undecorated, whiteware; unburned; small fragment only)[not primary context]
container glass (clear)
container glass (clear; melted)
medicine bottle (clear; molded; prescription lip finish; 1 ½” long neck; lip/neck fragment
only; melted and deformed)
lamp chimney
tumbler (?) (clear/lead; molded; indeterminate decoration; potentially fluted or
thumbprint design; melted and deformed)
window glass (aqua; 1.11mm and 1.57mm)
sheet copper (small and very thin)
iron furniture castors (wooden wheeled)
clinkers
handle ferrule (copper; 7/8” diameter; ½” tall)
small brass knob (hollow; ½” diameter; 3/8” tall; floral decoration)
iron jews harp
change purse (plated iron?)
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nails (1 ¼” long)
machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
machine cut nails (4” long)
machine cut nails (2 ½” long; clinched over at 1 ¾” length)
wire-drawn nail (2” long)
unidentified screw/nail (1” long; 5/8” round head)
unidentified iron
round iron “wire” (1/16” diameter; bent into irregular curved shape) (bent wire-drawn
nail fragment?)

8

14

3
1

1
2
12
1
1
1

2
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
106
7
10
3
4
1
1
4
2
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1
1
1
2
1
1

carriage (?) bolt (7” long; 5/8” nut with washer; 3/8” diameter shank; head badly
corroded)
unidentified nail/bolt fragment (small)
unidentified iron “washer” (U-shaped/horsehoe-shaped; 1” x 1 ¼”)
unidentified iron (and wood?; utensil handle?; 1 ½” x 4”)
utensil handles (iron; teaspoon or fork handles)
teaspoon bowl (copper)
iron rod (approximately 17” long; 3/8” diameter shank; approximately 7/8”-1” diameter
round knob on one end; potentially handle for stove shovel?)
butt hinges (cast iron; each leaf is 2” x 4” in size; fixed pin; screws still in place and
range from 1 ¼”-2” in length; both pointed and flat-tipped varieties present; heavily
encrusted with plaster)
sandstone (tabular; burned; remnants of adjacent pavement)
wood sample (burned)
plaster sample

2

5
1
4

Lot B-13
3
container glass (aqua)
1
container glass (clear)
1
lamp chimney
3
window glass (aqua; 1.05mm average thickness; 0.83mm to 1.23mm range)
11
machine cut nail fragments
1
wood sample
3
plaster (with whitecoat; lathe impressions on backside; probably rived lath; not burned
nor weathered)
1
sandstone (tabular; remnant from pavement?)
1
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.62” diameter)
11
bone (mostly sawn, large mammal)
1
large bolt (1” diameter; 8 ¾” long; 1 ½” head; threaded end)
Lot B-14
1
undecorated ironstone
1
saucer (printed; blue; whiteware)
2
container glass (clear)
1
container glass (amber; wine?)
2
salt-glazed stoneware (jug?)
1
porcelain toy cup (handled)
4
window glass ( aqua; 1.11mm average thickness; range from 0.87mm to 1.28mm)
18
machine cut nail fragments (representing both large and small nails)
4
unidentified sheet iron (rolled)
1
screw (?)(1 ½” long)
1
button (blue glass; four-hole; 0.41” diameter)
3
iron band with riveted “eye” hook and “post” fastener (corset busk fragment)
2
plaster (with whitecoat; unburned)
5
sandstone (small tabular pieces)
13
bone
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Lot B-15
1
cup (relief decorated; unidentified floral patter reminiscent of DRAPED LEAF pattern;
straight sided form)
1
painted whiteware
1
unidentified glass (clear; melted; potentially lamp chimney?)
1
container glass (aqua)
4
window glass (1.48mm average thickness; ranged from 1.39mm to 1.57mm in thickness)
[unusually thick for this component]
4
plaster (with whitecoat; unburned and unweathered)
4
coal (large pieces)
1
marble (Rockingham-glazed; brown; 0.62” diameter)
7
machine cut nail fragments
25
bone (large mammal, including feet; some fowl)
Lot B-16
3
machine cut nail fragments
2
container glass (aqua)
2
brick (soft mud; clean and/or construction debris; small chisel cut fragments)
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House C
Lot Provenience

Draft Only

C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11

Surface around fireplace foundations
Surface (Backdirt)
Test 1, Scraped surface [and Level 1?]
Test 1, Level 2 (burned fill)
Test 1, Level 2
Test 1, Level 3
Test 2, Level 1
Test 2, Level 2
Test 2, Level 3
Test 2, base (top of old ground surface)
Surface; around North fireplace foundations

Lot Inventory
Lot C-1
7
cup (printed; blue; whiteware) (mnv=1)
2
large bowl/wash basin (printed; brown; aesthetic style; whiteware) (mnv=1)
2
plate (undecorated; whiteware; scalloped edge)
1
indeterminate vessel (round base; 3” diameter; hard paste porcelain/Parian ware?;
potentially unglazed bisque exterior; exterior partially covered with “sanded” surface;
base only) [potentially statuary?]
1
salt-glazed stoneware
1
gin bottle (green; molded; square base; approximately 3”x3”; embossed boar’s head on
base) [British Gordon’s Dry Gin bottle]
3
tumbler (?)( clear; round; four etched bands around rim; melted) (mnv=1)
1
container glass (clear)
2
window glass (aqua)
1
railroad spike (4 ½” long)
4
bone
Lot C-2
1
printed (blue) whiteware
2
shot glass (clear/lead; free blown; ground flutes; base ground to remove pontil; 1 ½”
diameter base)
1
shot glass (clear; molded; fluted base; 1 5/8” diameter; base ground to remove pontil)
1
container glass (clear/lead)
1
container glass (clear; melted)
2
container glass (aqua; melted)
1
oyster shell
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Lot C-3
1
cup (printed; blue; whiteware)
4
cup (undecorated?; ironstone/soft-paste porcelain; heavy-bodied ”hotel ware”;
burned/smoked) [cross mends with vessel in Lots C-4 and C-5] (Vessel C-1)
2
small serving bowl (blue glass; press molded; footed; potentially round, approximately 3”
diameter; approximately 2 ½” tall; interior lip to receive lid; unburned) (mnv=1) (Vessel
C-2)
2
jelly glass (clear; molded; exterior channel around rim to receive metal lid; rim only)
(mnv=1)
2
lamp chimney (molded; melted)
1
desk/table-top “pad” (clear; 1/4” thick plate glass; beveled and ground edge; square corner;
unknown size; ghosts of reversed lettering present; burned and melted) [cross mends with
Lots C-4](Vessel C-5)
4
container glass (clear; melted)
4
container glass (aqua; melted)
1
container glass (rose colored)
1
iron furniture castor (porcelain wheel; 1 ¾” diameter wheel)
1
machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1
wood sample
1
stamped brass medallion/jewelry (1 ¾” diameter; floral design)
1
kaolin pipe bowl
1
button (brass; three-piece construction; loop shank; indeterminate—potentially floral—
decoration on front of button; 0.95” diameter)
Lot C-4
2
cup (painted; polychrome; small floral; soft-paste porcelain; approximately 2 ½”
diameter rim; burned) (Vessel C-3) [potentially a child’s cup?]
3
cup (undecorated?; ironstone/soft-paste porcelain; heavy-bodied ”hotel ware”; handless;
3 ¼” diameter rim; 2” diameter base; 3” tall; burned/smoked) [cross mends with vessel in
Lots C-3and C-5] (Vessel C-1)
23
desk/table-top “pad” (clear; 1/4” thick plate glass; beveled and ground edge; square
corner; unknown size; ghosts of reversed lettering present; burned and melted) [cross
mends with Lots C-3 and C-5](Vessel C-5)
2
container glass (white/milk glass; melted)
15
window glass (aqua; melted; 2.14mm average thickness; ranged from 1.84mm to
2.68mm; small sample measured)
1
machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
1
machine cut nail (3 ¾” long)
1
machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1
button (milk glass; four-hole; 0.52” diameter)
7
plaster (with whitecoat and lath impressions; burned)
Lot C-5
4
cup (undecorated?; ironstone/soft-paste porcelain; heavy-bodied ”hotel ware”; handless;
3 ¼” diameter rim; 2” diameter base; 3” tall; burned/smoked) [cross mends with vessel in
Lots C-3and C-4] (Vessel C-1)
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2

pitcher (?) (relief decorated; whiteware/ironstone; handle only; heavily burned) (Vessel
C-x)
plate (undecorated; whiteware; base only; burned)
undecorated whiteware
salt-glazed stoneware
jelly glass (clear; machine made; rouletted rim with exterior lip for receiving metal lid;
rim only; unburned)
medicine bottle/vial (aqua; round; approximately ¾” diameter; molded; probably patent
lip finish; approximately 2-3” tall; melted and collapsed upon itself) (Vessel C-8)
desk/table-top “pad” (clear; 1/4” thick plate glass; beveled and ground edge; square
corner; unknown size; ghosts of reversed lettering present; burned and melted) [cross
mends with Lots C-3 and C-4](Vessel C-5)
lamp chimney (straight base; base only)
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; round; 2 ½” diameter; burned/melted; unmarked)
salve jar (milk glass; round; approximately 2” diameter base; burned and melted; base
embossed “…NEILL…”) (Vessel C-6) [May represent multiple jars?]
window glass (aqua) [2.08mm average thickness; ranged from 1.05mm to 2.93mm in
thickness; small sample size]
window glass (aqua; melted)
container glass (rose-colored; painted/gilded)
container glass (aqua; melted)
bone inlay (fret sawn and drilled)
smoking pipe mouthpiece (indeterminate synthetic molded material; burned)
button (?) (copper/brass; potentially remnant of a three-piece loop shank button; only
front section present; decorated; 0.94” diameter)
button (shell; 4-hole; 0.50” diameter)
button (shell?; 4-hole; approximately 0.62” diameter; deformed into an oval due to
burning)
upholstery tack (5/8” long; machine cut?)
scrap/cut brass (coiled)
scrap sheet copper (3/4” x 4 ½”; cut into curvilinear shape)
cloth (small fragment)
iron “garden” rake (socketed Russell and Erwin catalog, page 299)
iron railroad spike (6” long)
iron carriage (?) bolt with nut and washer (4 ½” long; 3/8” shank; ¾” head; ½” nut)
sheet iron containers
rim lock strike plate (approximately 1” x 4 1/8”; cast iron)
unidentified iron (furniture castor?)
brass screw
unidentified iron
iron strap/band (1” wide)
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
machine cut nail (2 3/4” long)
machine cut nail (2 1/2” long)

4

2
2
10
17
78
1
25
1
1
1
1
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
258
1
1
1
1
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machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
machine cut nail (1 3/4” long)
machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
machine cut nail (1 3/8” long)
wire-drawn nail (1 5/8” long)
plaster (whitecoat present; lath impressions)
coal
wood/charcoal
clinker
brick (soft-mud; small fragment; chimney brick?)
bone (burned)
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1
1
1
1
1
35
5
11
1
1
28

Lot C-6
7
plate (printed; blue; whiteware) (mnv=1)
4
cup (printed; brown; whiteware)
1
cup (printed; blue; whiteware; body only)
1
salt-glazed stoneware
1
container glass (clear; burned)
1
window glass
3
plaster (burned)
1
brick (soft-mud; burned chimney brick?)
3
machine cut nail fragments
15
bone
1
button (bone; five-hole; 0.67” diameter)
Lot C-7
1
printed (black) whiteware (burned)
1
undecorated whiteware (burned)
1
painted (?) whiteware (burned)
1
container glass (dark green/black)
1
container glass (aqua)
1
window glass (clear; privacy glass)
1
railroad spike (5 ½” long)
1
bone
Lot C-8
27
mug (handled; burned) (Vessel C-4)
1
unglazed, red-paste earthenware [may be either fragment of a flower pot, or chimney
“thimble”—most likely the later.]
1
medicine bottle (clear; ball neck; neck only; melted)
33
container glass (clear; melted)
32
container glass (aqua; melted)
13
container glass (?) (milk glass; melted)
5
lamp chimney
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1

window glass (aqua) [small sample of window glass, unburned and burned; one very
thick piece at 3.26mm removed from sample; after removal of one piece, sample
averaged 2.00mm in thickness; ranged from 1.66mm to 2.29mm in thickness
window glass (aqua; burned; melted)
marble (Rockingham glazed; blue and brown; originally blue and burned?;’ 0.73”
diameter)
marble (painted; marble; 0.82” diameter)
button (?) (hard rubber; 1-hole; approximately 0.9” diameter; burned and deformed)
button (bone; 5-hole; 0.67” diameter)
button (milk glass; four-hole; 0.43” diameter)
button (milk glass; four-hole; 0.41” diameter)
button (milk glass; four-hole; 0.37” diameter)
button (brass; three-piece; loop shank; 0.58” diameter; face embossed with spoked wheel
and word “CONDUCTOR”)
button (brass; three-piece; loop shank; 0.58” diameter; face embossed with star and word
“MOTORMAN”)
button (brass; three-piece; loop shank; 0.58” diameter; face embossed but illegible and/or
heavily corroded—probably a “Motorman” or “Conductor” button)
button (brass; loop shank; slightly cupped body; no embossing?; 0.54” diameter)
button (?) (brass; round; hollow; probably loop shank, which is missing; 0.26” diameter)
button (?) (iron; domed/cup-like; loop shank; 0.73” diameter)
bead (blue glass; 0.22” diameter; 0.21” long)
shoe eyelet (brass; 0.31” diameter)
end cap (brass; 0.45” diameter; placed on end of wood rod; attached with machine cut
nail?)
unidentified copper tube (approximately 0.35” diameter; partially flattened and/or crudely
soldered into tube; fairly heavy gauge sheeting)
rivet (brass; 0.5” diameter; 0.30” deep/thick)
brass end-cap (rectangular; part of folding carpenter rule?; see next entry)
brass “hinge” (round; part of folding carpenter rule?)
iron needle (broken)
unidentified copper plated iron “knob” (round; approximately 1 ½” diameter and ½” deep
to center line of knob; spoked wheel design; potentially a small copper/brass door knob?)
upholstery tack (iron; machine cut)
whetstone (3/4” thick; broken)
railroad spike (iron; 6” long)
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nail (4” long)
machine cut nail (2 3/4” long)
machine cut nail (2 1/2” long)
machine cut nail (2 1/4” long)
machine cut nail (1 1/2” long)
machine cut nail (1 1/4” long)
wire-drawn nail (2 5/8” long)
wire-drawn nail (1 1/2” long)
wire-drawn nail fragment

4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
21

1
1
1
293
1
2
3
6
13
1
1
1
1
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wood screw (1” long; potentially flat-tipped)
bolt (?) (threaded end; 1 ½” long; L-shaped head; approximately 1/8” shank)
bone
bone (burned)
drain/sewer tile (salt-glazed stoneware; small fragment)
buckle/clasp (cast iron; decorated rope-like design; 1” x 2 ½”)
belt buckle(iron)
screw eye (iron; 3 ¾” long)
clothes/wardrobe hooks (cast iron)
utensil handle (silver plated copper; floral decoration)
iron bands (1/2” wide)
iron band (1 ½” wide)
unidentified copper
unidentified metal
mud dauber’s nest (burned; carbonized)
walnut shells (burned; carbonized)
wood (burned)
coal
clinkers
mortar
plaster
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1
1
28
15
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
7
1
4
40
6
3
6
2

Lot C-9
1
cup (printed; blue; paneled Gothic shape; whiteware)
1
printed (flow blue) whiteware
2
printed (black) whiteware
1
painted (polychrome) whiteware
2
window glass (aqua; 1.89mm and 1.10mm thick)
2
machine cut nail fragment
19
bone
Lot C-10
3
undecorated whiteware
Lot C-11
2
copper (punched holes; food grater?)
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House D
Lot Provenience
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D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10
D-11
D-12
D-13
D-14
D-15
D-16

Surface around east fireplace foundation
Surface around west fireplace foundation
Surface along west wall; SW1/4 of house
Surface, inside SW1/4 of house
Surface, inside NE1/4 of house
Surface, inside NE1/4 of house, around fireplace foundation
Surface, inside NW1/4 of house
Surface, inside NW1/4 of house
Surface; along west wall of house foundation
Surface; backdirt
Test 1, Level 1
Test 1, Level 2
Test 1, Level 3
Test 2, Level 1
Test 2, Level 2
Test 2, Level 3

Lot Inventory
[Vessel numbers assigned to all assemblage artifacts.]
Lot D-1
1
saucer (printed, red, whiteware) [Vessel D-1]
1
annular decorated whiteware
1
cup (printed, blue, London-urn shape?,whiteware) [Vessel D-2]
1
cup/bowl (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware) [Vessel D-3]
1
lamp chimney (clear, hand crimped rim) [Vessel D-4]
1
bottle (aqua, round, embossed body sherd only; “JAO… / …A…”) [Vessel D-5; clearly
part of bottle that was labeled “JAOUES / MADRAS / LIQUID / BLUING /
CHICAGO”, and may have been an imitation of Jaques Madras Liquid Bluing?]
1
hard rubber comb (unmarked; teeth all broken out)
1
two-hole shell button (0.66” diameter)
1
spittoon (unglazed, red-paste earthenware; exterior molded with “cord-marked” motif;
interior painted white) [Vessel D-6]
2
unidentified iron (utensil handle?)
14
bone
Lot D-2
1
kaolin elbow pipe
4
bone
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Lot D-3
1
undecorated whiteware
8
plate (undecorated, whiteware, round, 9” diameter) [Vessel D-7]
1
printed (red) whiteware
1
saucer (relief decorated, turn-of-the-century pattern around rim edge, whiteware) [Vessel
D-8]
1
teapot (Rockingham-glazed; buff-paste earthenware) [Vessel D-9]
1
salt glazed stoneware
1
medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base; no pontil; three-piece plate bottom
mold; approximately 5” tall; improved tool rolled lip finish; embossed body
“[W]INSLOW’S / SOOTHING SYRUP / CURTISS PERKINS / PROPERITOR”)
[Vessel D-10] PRIMARY
1
whiskey flask (clear, improved tool brandy lip finish; lip and neck only) [Vessel D-11]
1
footed tumbler (clear/lead, molded; 2 5/8” diameter base; ground pontil; base only)
[Vessel D-12]
1
tumbler (clear/lead; round; 2 ¾” diameter base; unfluted; large rough pontil scar on base)
[Vessel D-13]
1
layered glass (white and blue; unidentified vessel/item)
1
container glass (aqua)
1
four-hole milk glass button (0.42” diameter)
1
porcelain doll leg (3” long)
1
porcelain toy saucer
1
iron roofing hatchet
1
shoe heel (leather, small woman’s or child’s shoe; metal heel nails)
13
bone (including one chicken tarsometatarsus with spur)
Lot D-4
1
four-hole milk glass button (0.64” diameter)
1
two-hole shell button (0.68” diameter)
1
coin (Liberty Head 5-cent; mint date 1894)
Lot D-5
1
undecorated whiteware
1
small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter; backstamp “STONE
CHINA / … CHALLINOR / [EN]GLAND”) [Vessel D-14] PRIMARY
1
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; embossed “CONSOLIDATED / NEW
YORK”) [Vessel D-15] PRIMARY
1
porcelain doll’s arm (2 ¾” long)
1
silver-plated fork (four-tine; decorated)
1
coin (Shield 5-cent; illegible mint date)
Lot D-6
1
undecorated whiteware
1
plate (undecorated; whiteware) [Vessel D-16]
1
two-hole shell button (0.49” diameter)
1
iron snap/button (0.73” diameter)
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12
1
1
24

container glass (clear)
container glass (aqua)
container glass (striped opalescent white/clear; swirl pattern) [Potentially represents
“Vaseline” glass, and may represent a very small fragment of a lamp reservoir or oil
chamber such as the “Sheldon Swirl Pattern; https://www.rubylane.com/item/3682755215/Opalescent-White-Clear-x22Sheldon-Swirlx22-Pattern)
nail fragments (machine cut)
unidentified iron bracket/grate
toy roofing hatchet (3 ¼” long)
bone

Lot D-7
1
undecorated whiteware
1
majolica (tin-glazed earthenware)
12
sugar bowl/teapot/pitcher lid (printed; brown; aesthetic floral pattern; approximately 3”
wide by unknown width; rectangular) [Vessel D-17]
1
medicine bottle (clear; three-piece plate bottom mold; 7/8” diameter base; 3 2/” tall;
improved tool rolled lip finish; embossed body “B. A. / FAHNESTOCK’S /
VERMIFUGE”) [Vessel D-18]
1
medicine bottle (clear; three-piece plate bottom mold; Philadelphia Oval base; ¾” x 1 ½”
base; improved tool prescription lip finish) [Vessel D-19] PRIMARY
1
nail fragment (machine cut)
1
round mica disk (1 ¼” diameter)
1
iron furniture spring
2
bone
Lot D-8
3
undecorated whiteware
1
printed (red) whiteware
1
container glass (aqua)
1
soda water bottle (aqua; round; machine made crown lip finish; lip and neck only)
[Vessel D-20]
1
soda water bottle (aqua; three-piece plate bottom mold; 2 ½” diameter base; base
fragment only; embossed “… / SPRIN[GFIELD / ILL.) [Vessel D-21]
1
marble (unglazed stoneware; 0.55” diameter)
1
marble (glass; cat’s eye’ 0.72” diameter)
1
peach pit
2
bone
Lot D-9
2
spittoon [same as Vessel D-6]
2
undecorated whiteware
1
small plate (edge decorated; blue; whiteware) [Vessel D-22]
1
annular decorated whiteware
1
printed (black) whiteware
1
printed (blue) whiteware
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2
1
1

sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
undecorated whiteware (burned)
redware
cup (undecorated; porcelain; burned) [Vessel D-23]
saucer (relief decorated; Bordered Hyacinth or Lily Shape; ironstone) [Vessel D-24; see
Deiringer and Deiringer 2001:109) [Circa 1860 pattern]
medicine bottle (aqua, Excelsior shape; paneled body; 1 ¾” x 2 ¾” base) [Vessel D-25]
porcelain gaming piece (3/4” x ¾” square; with central depression)
hard rubber comb (fish scale decoration; broken; missing teeth; embossed and gilded
“GOODYEAR VULCANITE CO.”)
slate writing stylus
coin (Seated Liberty half-dollar; mint date partially illegible; appears to represent 1839 or
1859; mint clearly identified as “O” for New Orleans. The presence of the mint
identification suggests the coin is probably an “1859-O”.)
bone

1
1

3

Lot D-10
1
footed tumbler (clear/lead; molded; 3” diameter round base; Argus/Thumbprint pattern)
[Vessel D-26]
1
handled lidded hollowware (gilded porcelain; relief decorated rope design; approximately
3” diameter; approximately 4” tall; small pitcher/creamer or sugar bowl?) [Vessel D-27]
1
porcelain toy saucer
1
kaolin pipe stem
1
porcelain doll’s leg (painted; 2” long)
Lot D-11
1
undecorated whiteware (burned)
1
undecorated whiteware (with backstamp “T. FURNIVAL & SON / COBRIDGE,
STAFFORDSHIRE” and impressed “P. G. / …URNIVAL & SON”) [The P. G. is
probably in reference to “Parisian Granite,” a term applied to ceramic wares in the latter
nineteenth century in reference to harder paste ironstones. Thomas Furnival and Sons
produced wares during the years 1871-1890. It is unclear as to why this particular mark
lacks the “s” in “Sons” (Godden 1964:263).]
1
porcelain (decal decorated)
1
unglazed porcelain (doll head fragment?)
33
undecorated whiteware
3
large hollowware vessel (relief decorated; whiteware; burned; body only) [Vessel D-28]
1
plate (undecorated; whiteware) [Vessel D-29]
1
plate (undecorated; whiteware) [Vessel D-30]
1
mug (Rockhingham-glazed; yellowware; rim only) [Vessel D-31]
2
soda water bottle (aqua; improved tool blob top finish; lip only) [Vessel D-32]
1
lamp chimney (hand crimped) [Vessel D-33]
1
medicine bottle (clear; three-piece plate bottom mold; Elixir shape; approximately 1 ½”
by 2 ½” base; base only) [Vessel D-34]
1
stemware (clear/lead; molded; bulbous stem) [Vessel D-35] PRIMARY
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mug (clear/lead; molded; spiral body shape; round; 2 ¾” diameter; handled) [Vessel D36] PRIMARY
medicine bottle (clear; Elixir shape; molded; three-piece plate bottom mold; improved
tool prescription lip finish; ¾” x 1 3/8” base; base embossed “REX” in script lettering)
[Vessel D-74] PRIMARY
polish bottle (?) (aqua; round; 1 5/8” diameter base; three-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool rolled lip finish; 3 ¼” tall) [Vessel D-37] PRIMARY
wine bottle (dark green/black; round; dip molded; 3 ¾” diameter base; kickup with solid
rod pontil; base only) [Vessel D-38]
container glass (clear, melted)
container glass (amber)
container glass (aqua)
container glass (clear)
lamp chimney
iron wire (2” long)
nail fragments (machine cut)
nail (machine cut; 2 ½” long)
window glass (aqua)
iron coil springs and wire “foundation” (potential furniture cushion or mattress; spring
bases are approximately 3 ¾” diameter)
brass harmonica sound board
brass/copper comb (back only; wooden teeth gone)
bone

2
1
14
8
3
1
30
2
32
58
1
1
8

Lot D-12
1
lamp chimney (base) [Vessel D-42]
3
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; rouletted rim with two sets of three lines around rim; machine
made) [VesselD-39]
2
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; machine made; rim recessed to receive lid; rim only) [Vessel
D-40]
1
iron spring cushion “foundation” wire
1
kersosene lamp brass burner (wick cover)
3
unidentified metal (copper; small)
1
leather
47
window glass (aqua)
9
container glass (clear)
1
container glass (clear; melted)
5
lamp chimney
2
iron tablespoon (handle and bowl separate fragments)
1
four-hole shell button (0.48” diameter)
1
2-hole shell button (0.45” diameter)
1
4-hole milk glass button (0.57” diameter)
12
plaster (sooted and potentially paintedblue)
7
nail fragments (machine cut)
1
iron wire (4” long)
11
bone
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Lot D-13
1
toy porcelain cup (fragmentary)
1
relief decorated whiteware
1
printed (blue) whiteware
3
serving bowl (clear; molded; small size) [Vessel D-41]
3
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; rouletted rim with two sets of three lines around rim; machine
made) [Vessel 39]
1
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; machine made; rim recessed to receive lid; rim only) [Vessel
40]
1
lamp chimney (hand crimped) [Vessel D-42]
1
canning jar lid (clear; molded; interior threads; embossed “PAT. OCT 24 1882”) [Vessel
D-43] PRIMARY
1
hard rubber comb (4 ½” long; impressed “WARRANTED UNBREAKABLE”)
1
celluloid barrette (3” long) [Current Ebay listing of nearly identical one is described as
“Belle Le Paris French Celluloid Acetate Tortoise Hair Comb Barrette”]
1
stoneware marble (blue Rockingham glazed; 0.54” diameter)
1
plated copper teaspoon (badly corroded with dented bowl; 6” long)
1
two-hole shell button (0.38” diameter)
1
two-hole shell button (0.51” diameter)
1
two-hole shell button (0.60” diameter)
1
leather shoe heel (metal lasts)
2
unidentified iron rods
1
thin sheet copper (round; 1 3/8” diameter; with off-set ¾” diameter hole punched through
it; stamped “AFG” or “AFC” with “4” and “00”—part of lamp reservoir?]
1
copper ferrule with interior threads; ¾” diameter; brass; lamp reservoir tank sleeve?; part
of previous item?)
1
lamp flat wick advancer with knob (2 ¾” long; 5/8” diameter knob; knob end is
embossed “ELDORADO / W.B.G. / CORP”) [The Waterbury Brass Goods Corporation
was established in 1845 in Waterbury, Connecticut.]
1
lamp wick tube (1 ½” long; approximate ½” diameter; flattened)
1
lamp wick holder (round; 1 ¼” diameter threaded base; 2 ¾” long; tapered; flat wick)
1
unidentified copper/brass sheet metal
2
unidentified ferrous metal (stamped)
6
lamp chimney (clear)
16
container glass (clear)
3
container glass (aqua)
1
container glass (amber)
1
container glass (clear; ribbed)
139 window glass (aqua; thick)
22
nail fragments (machine cut)
5
coal
47
bone
Lot D-14
44
undecorated whiteware
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relief decorated ironstone
plate (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel D-44]
handled cup (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel D-45]
handled cup (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel D-46]
saucer (undecorated whiteware; backstamp “… IRON STONE / CHINA.”) [Vessel D-47]
saucer (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel D-48]
saucer (decal decorated; floral pattern; gilded rim; whiteware) [Vessel D-49]
large bowl/chamber pot (undecorated whiteware; heavy bodied hollowware with bulbous
rim; whiteware) [Vessel D-50]
spittoon? (undecoratedwhiteware) [Vessel D-51]
large pitcher (undecorated whiteware [Vessel D-52]
lidded jar/teapot (relief decorated; ribbed pattern; ironstone; handled with lid hole for
attached metal lid; inerior rim to receive lid; rim only) [Vessel D-53]
beer bottle (stoneware; two-tone; buff top and clear base; salt glazed; 3” diameter base;
8” tall; small partially legible impressed oval mark along base, “GROVESNOR / 15 /
GLASGOW”; whole) [Vessel D-54] PRIMARY
beer bottle (stoneware; two-tone; buff top and clear base; salt glazed; 3” diameter base;
8” tall; small partially legible impressed oval mark along base, “GROVESNOR / 15 /
GLASGOW”; whole) [Vessel D-55] PRIMARY
beer bottle (stoneware; two-tone; buff top and clear base; salt glazed; 3” diameter base;
8” tall; small partially legible impressed oval mark along base, “GROVESNOR / 15 /
GLASGOW”; fragmentary) [Vessel D-56] PRIMARY
jug? (salt-glazed stoneware; body only) [Vessel D-57]
large jar/crock (slipped and salt glazed; stoneware; handled) [Vessel D-58]
handled hollowware/pitcher? (Rockingham-glazed; buff paste earthenware; relief
decorated body; handle and small body section) [Vessel D-59]
unidentified hollowware (unddecoraed porcelain) [Vessel D-60]
decal decorated porcelain
cup? (decal decorated and painted; porcelain) [Vessel D-61]
cup (gilded and painted; porcelain) [Vessel D-62]
painted porcelain
undecorated porcelain
lamp chimney (straight bases; bases only) [Vessels D-63 and D-64]
lamp reservoir? (clear) [Vessel D-65]
whiskey flask (clear; Monarch base; improved tool Brandy lip finish) [Vessel D-66]
medicine bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; embossed body “[DR. S]HOOP’S [FAMILY]
MEDICINES // [RACINE, WIS”) [Vessel 67]
[http://racinepost.blogspot.com/2010/04/celebrating-175-years-dr-shoop-racines.html]
medicine bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; embossed body “[FOLEY’S HONEY] AND
TAR // [FOLEY & CO.] / [CHICAG]O. U.S.A.”) [Vessel D-105]
medicine bottle (clear; French Square; 1” x 1” base; 3 3/8” tall; improved tool
prescription lip finish; embossed panel “W. C. WOOD & BROS. / DRUGGISTS /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL”) [Vessel D-68] PRIMARY
jelly glass (clear) [Vessel D-69]
lidded jar/tumbler (clear; press molded) [Vessel D-70]
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1
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4
3
4
2
1
2
4
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1
1

1
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3
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13
2
2
1
5
15
18
16
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

serving bowl (clear; press molded; 4” x 4”; 1 ½” tall; diamond and star pattern) [Vessel
D-71] PRIMARY
canning jar (clear; machine made; base has Owen’s scar and embossed “41”; body
embossed “PAT / NOV 30 / 1858”) [Vessel D-72]
canning jar (clear; machine made?; body embossed “PAT / NOV 30 / 1858”; body only)
[Vessel D-73] PRIMARY
window glass (aqua)
container glass (clear; melted)
thick plate glass/safety glass (clear)
milk glass container/globe (?)
container glass (amber)
container glass (clear)
lamp chimney
container glass (aqua)
4-hole glass button (blue; 0.44” diameter)
4-hole milk glass buttons (0.43” diameter)
4-hole milk glass button (0.45” diameter)
4-hole milk glass button (0.56” diameter)
4-hole milk glass button (0.68” diameter)
4-hole milk glass button (pie crust design; 0.55” diameter)
4-hole milk glass button (pie crust design; 0.59” diameter)
milk glass button (two-hole on one side; one hole on opposite side; 0.62” diameter)
black glass, loop shank button (faceted; 0.64” diameter)
tan glass cuff link
marble (clear glass; cat’s eye design; fragmentary)
marble (blue glass; fragmentary)
slate writing stylus
writing slate
kaolin pipe bowl (undecorated)
shoe leather
bone manicurist’s tool (3/4” wide x 3 ½” long; tapered at both ends for working cuticles)
hinged metal lid (pewter/pot metal; floral motif; 1 ½” diameter)
yellowware pipe bowl
graphite rod (5/8” diameter; arc light)
frozen Charlotte porcelain doll (arms broken; 3” tall)
hard rubber lice comb (impressed “GOODYEAR VULCANITE CO.”)
copper backed wooden comb (teeth gone; 6 ½” long)
glass peppersauce (?) bottle stopper
cast iron kettle leg (1 ½” tall)
wood-handled iron table knife (handle only)
unidentified iron (tool handle?)
pewter/pot metal dog head handle (part of knife handle; potentially a greyhound)
iron padlock (heart-shaped; impressed brass key hole cover “M. W. Co.”) [Mallory
Wheeler Company Lock Works, New Haven, Connecticut; circa 1834-1913.]
mussel shell (large fragments; nearly whole shell)

2
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1
3
34
3
1
1
1

bone [predominately large mammal, minor fowl; sawn and subsequently hacked/chopped
bone fragments including pig teeth and skull fragments)
window glass (aqua)
mirror (aqua)
shaley coal (large chunks)
machine cut nail fragments
iron wire
wire-drawn nail (2” long)
iron flue damper (6” diameter)
unidentified iron rod (13-14” long with cured end; ½” diameter; potential cooking utensil
handle?)
iron/steel bar (5” long; 1 ½” square)
unidentified iron rod (1/2” diameter; 5” long)
unidentified iron rod (1/2” diameter; 6” long; tapered from 5/8” to ¾”; potential tool
handle?)
salt-glazed stoneware drain tile (6” diameter)
bone cross pendant (drilled and fret sawn; 1” x 1 ½”; central hole once held a Stanhope
lens)

1
1
1
1
1

Lot D-15
1
undecorated whiteware (burned)
41
undecorated whiteware
1
edge decorated (blue) whiteware
2
painted (monochrome blue; broad lined/swag pattern?) pearlware (?)
1
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
1
painted (monochrome green; broad lined) whiteware
2
Rockingham-glazed yellowware
1
printed (flow blue) whiteware
2
printed (purple) whiteware
2
printed (blue) whiteware
1
cup plate (printed, black, whiteware) [Vessel D-75]
1
small cream pitcher (red paste stoneware; exterior clear glazed; interior white slipped;
body sherd only) [Vessel D-76]
2
plate (undecorated whiteware; heavy bodied) [Vessel D-78] [Intrusive?]
4
cup (undecorated whiteware; heavy bodied) [Vessel D-79] [Intrusive?]
1
saucer (undecorated ironstone; base with impressed oval mark “IRONSTONE / HENRY
ALCOCK & CO. / COBRIDGE / CHINA”) [Vessel D-81] [May represent relief
decorated ware; Godden (1964:26) suggests this saucer was manufactured after 1861 and
prior to 1910).
9
undecorated porcelain
1
cup (undecorated porcelain) [Vessel D-80]
1
small plate/saucer (undecorated, thick bodied porcelain, “Hotel” ware) [Vessel D-82]
1
saucer (undecorated porcelain) [Vessel D-83]
1
small cup/jar (?) (undecoratedpearlware) [Vessel D-84]
1
waster (?) bowl (relief decorated; floral pattern; whiteware) [Vessel D-85]
1
salt-glazed stoneware
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4
7
6
1
2
8
1
1
2
4

beer bottle (stoneware; saltglazed with tan dipped top; same as Vessels D-54, D-55, and
D-56) [Vessel D-77]
redware
container glass (aqua)
container glass (clear)
container glass (clear; melted)
container glass (blue)
lamp chimney
tumbler (clear/lead glass; six-sided; fluted; pontiled base; base only) [Vessel D-86]
tumbler (clear; six-sided; fluted; pontiled base; base only) [Vessel D-87]
tumbler (clear; round; molded; 2 3/8” diameter base) [Vessel D-88] [Intrusive?]
cruet (clear/lead glass; blow-over-mold; ground rim; exterior threads on rim; ground
facets and acid etched body) [Vessel D-89]
serving bowl (clear/lead; press molded; geometric design) [Vessel D-90]
medicine bottle (clear; improved tool prescription lip finish; neck/lip only) [Vessel D-91]
syrup pitcher (clear; blow-over-mold; un-modified/chipped lip for receiving metal
pouring spout) [Vessel D-92]
lamp reservoir (?) (clear) [Vessel D-93]
jar (aqua; molded; round; approximately 2 ½” diameter base; large graphite pontil; blowover-mold; ground rim; exterior screw threads on lip) [Vessel D-94]
medicine bottle (aqua; applied tool lip finish; lip/neck only) [Vessel D-95]
undecorated porcelain elbow pipe (Germanic style, with heel spur)
kaolin pipe stem
hard rubber barrette (?) (very small fragment; broken with teeth removed)
pewter teaspoon bowl
porcelain doll head
figurine fragments (painted bisque/Parian ware?; burned)
marble (marble; 0.74” diameter)
marble (marble with blue steaks; 0.68” diameter)
button (4-hole; milk glass; 0.38” diameter)
button (4-hole; milk glass; 0.44” diameter)
button (4-hole; milk glass; depressed center/rolled edge; 0.45” diameter)
button (4-hole; milk glass; depressed center/rolled edge; 0.49” diameter)
button (shell; loop shank; 0.49” diameter)
button (black glass; loop shank; faceted; 0.62” diameter)
button (4-hole; stamped metal; 0.65” diameter)
button (1-hole; brass, fabric-covered?; 0.53” diameter)
button (pewter; loop shank; floral design; badly deteriorated without any of outer edge
preserved; approximately 0.5” diameter)
bone crochet hook
coin (Indian Head One Cent; mint date 1863) [minted 1859-1909]
coin (Shield 5-Cent; heavily corroded; illegible date) [Reverse of the coin has rays
between stars. This design element was part of the first minted coins in 1866 and 1867
only. Although Shield five-cent was minted through 1883, after 1867, the rays were
omitted from the design.]
wood utensil handle (with rivet holes)

1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
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graphite pencil lead (square in section)
window glass (aqua; ranges in thickness from 1.34mm to 3.24mm)
slate writing stylus
iron hook/clasp (?)
clothing clasp (7/8” x 1 1/8”)
clothing clasp (7/8” x 1 ¾”)
suspender clasp (?)
window glass (aqua)
nail fragments (machine cut)
nail (machine cut; 4” long)
railroad spike (6” long)
shoe leather (sole with heels; represents two laced shoes; potentially women’s shoes?)
bone (mostly large mammal; including chopped beef ribs and pork skulls)
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1
26
3
1
1
1
1
17
30
1
1
12
43

Lot D-16
19
undecorated whiteware
1
undecorated whiteware (burned)
1
small cup (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel D-96]
1
small plate (?) (undecorated, whiteware) [Vessel D-97]
2
saucer (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel D-98
2
painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware
1
cup (painted; monochrome blue; pearlweare) [Vessel D-99]
2
saucer (printed; purple; identified as the “ITALY” pattern,; whiteware) (manufactured by
Charles Meigh and Son between 1851 to 1861 (William and Weber 1978:308) [Vessel D101]
1
cup (printed, blue; whiteware) [Vessel D-102]
1
printed (blue) whiteware
9
cup plate (printed; black; pearlware; identified as “PALASTINE” pattern, manufactured
by William Adams after 1836) (William and Weber 1978:156) [Vessel D-103]
1
cup (printed; black; whiteware; London urn shape) [Vessel D-104]
14
undecorated porcelain
2
cup (undecorated; porcelain) [Vessel D-100]
1
unidentified hollowware (undecorated porcelain) [Vessel D-106]
1
small footed bowl (undecorated ?; porcelain) {Vessel D-107]
1
undecorated yellowware
1
redware
1
container glass (aqua)
3
container glass (clear)
4
container glass (dark green/black)
2
container glass (Kelly green)
10
medicine vial (aqua; two-piece mold; pontiled; 1 1/8” diameter base; 12-sided; folded
fragile lip finish; indeterminate height) [Vessel D-108]
1
syrup pitcher [Vessel 92; see Lot D-15]
1
whiskey flask (aqua; molded; spread-winged eagle design; body only) [Vessel 109]
2
writing slate
1
slate writing stylus
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2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

hard rubber comb tooth
kaolin pipe bowl (burned; embossed floral elements and stars)
porcelain doll arm/leg (small fragment)
porcelain/bisque “Cat-in-a-shoe” whistle (painted red bow) [Similar examples of “Babyin-a-shoe” whistles found online.]
twisted copper wire
brass washer (?) (½” diameter)
button (4-hole; milk glass; 0.44” diameter)
button (4-hole; milk glass; molded “dots”; 0.45” diameter)
button (blue glass set into metal back; loop shank; 0.44” diameter)
pewter spoon handle (missing bowl)
table knife (wood handle; metal flat tang; most of blade missing)
brass tag (7/8” diameter; suspension hole at top; one side plain with simple embossing
around edge; opposite side embossed “No. 71” and stamped twice with “MYERS”; one
of the “MYERS” marks is over-stamped on a diagonal with “BOI…”)
window glass (aqua)
nail (machine cut; 3” long)
nail (machine cut; 4” long)
nail fragments (machine cut)
unidentified cast iron (flat)
bone (large mammal and minor small mammal; majority sawn)
coal (small)
plaster (thin, with thin white coat)
plaster (thick and irregular)
mussel shell (small pieces)

17
1
1
28
2
44
3
3
3
5
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House E
Lot Provenience
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E-1
E-2
E-3
E-4
E-5
E-6
E-7
E-8
E-9
E-10
E-11
E-12
E-13
E-14
E-15
E-16
E-17
E-18

Surface; clay cap
Upper fill capping original porch/landing
Upper fill capping second porch wall
Lower fill and/or midden associated with original porch/landing
Upper fills and disturbed areas around front porch
Exposing main house perimeter foundation walls
Exposing rear service wing perimeter foundation walls
Backdirt
Test 1, Level 1, Area A
Test 1, Level 1, Area A (Cinders)
Test 1, Level 1, Area B
Test 1, Level 2, Area A
Test 1, Level 2, Area B
Test 1, Level 3
Test 2, Level 1
Test 2, Level 2
Test 2, Level 3
Test 2, Level 3, Post fill (northeast corner of test unit)

Lot Inventory
[Vessel numbers only assigned to artifacts from Test units.
Lot E-1
1
soda water bottle (light green, machine made; round; 2 ½” diameter base; 8” tall; crown
lip finish; embossed body “REISCH / SPRINGFIELD, ILL” and on the base “R”)
Lot E-2
1
whiskey flask (aqua; Spread-Winged Eagle design; body sherd only)
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; body only)
2
shoe leather
2
nail fragments (machine cut)
1
nail (machine cut; 4 ¾” long)
5
cup (undecorated ironstone; MNV=1)
1
medicine bottle (milk glass, Blake Variant 1 base shape; 1 ½” x 2” base; three-piece plate
bottom mold; base and body section only; body embossed “[HAGA]N’S /[MA]GNOLIA
/ BALM”)
7
bone
Lot E-3
3
redware
1
small serving bowl (clear; press molded; star design; approximately 3” tall)
616

5
1
1
1
1
1

[beer?] bottle (aqua; 3-piece plate bottom mold; round; 2 ½” diameter base) [MNV=1]
bottle (clear; body only, embossed “…FOLE…”)
shoe leather
iron door latch (rim lock)
bone
mussel shell
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Lot E-4
1
glass cane (?) (aqua; blown; multi-colored blue and red spiral striped; hollow; ¾”
diameter)
1
shell casing/bullet (brass; rim fire; 0.38” diameter; 0.75” long; unfired; lead bullet
corroded with end broken off)
1
mussel shell)
Lot E-5
2
earthenware toilet (upper bowl fragment; ornately decorated with molded acanthus
leaves)(cross mends with fragment in E-8)
Lot E-6
1
cup (undecorated; whiteware)
5
large hollowware (chamberpot?) (printed; blue; whiteware) (MNV=1]
1
toy cup (ironstone; handled)
1
doll arm (porcelain; 2 1/8” long)
1
marble (Rockingham-glazed; blue)
1
soda water bottle (aqua; machine-made?; round; 2 ½” diameter base; missing lip/neck;
embossed “F. X. REISCH / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”0
1
chamber pot (painted; red band with black lines and floral highlighting; whiteware)
1
jar/crock (hand-turned; Albany slipped; 8” diameter rim; rim only; local ware?)
1
brass loop shank button (three-piece construction; missing back half with loop shank;
embossed eagle with shield military button;
Lot E-7
1
tea pot (?) lid (red paste stoneware; black/manganese glaze; 2 ½-2 ¾” diameter)
4
flowerpot (?) (red paste earthenware; unglazed exterior; white slipped interior; body
only)
1
jar/crock (stoneware; Albany slipped; rim only)
1
soda water bottle (aqua; molded; round; 2 ½” diameter base; improved tool blob top lip
finish; embossed body “C. J. PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILLS.” and base “P”)
1
medicine bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom molded; Philadelphia Oval base; ¾” x 1 1/8”
base; improved tool prescription lip finish)
1
shoe (leather; sole and heal fragment)
1
ceramic “tube” (from knob and tube electrical wiring; industrial porcelain; 7/8” diameter;
end broken; minimally 3 ¾” long)
2
bone
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Lot E-8
1
earthenware toilet (upper bowl fragment; ornately decorated with molded acanthus
leaves) (cross mends with fragment in E-5)

Draft Only

Lot E-9
2
undecorated porcelain
2
undecorated whiteware
1
saucer (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel E-1]
1
saucer (porcelain; painted) [Vessel E-2]
9
saucer (porcelain; painted and gilded) [Vessel E-3]
9
platter (undecorated; whiteware; small sized and heavy bodied; oval) [Vessel E-4]
1
serving bowl/waster bowl (undecorated; whiteware; thick bodies; round; 6” diameter rim;
3” tall; base with backstamp “… [C]HINA”) [Vessel E-5]
1
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; rim only) [Vessel E-6]
1
tumbler (clear; fluted; rim only) [Vessel E-7]
2
lamp chimney (crimped top; small uniform-shaped crimps; molded?) [Vessel E-8]
1
stemware (clear; molded; stem only) [Vessel E-9]
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; improved tool round lip finish; lip/neck only) [Vessel E10]
4
beer (?) bottle (amber; machine made; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; with “Diamond I”
manufacturers mark on base) [Vessel E-11] [Illinois Glass Company; 1915-1929).
81
beer bottle (light green/aqua; body fragments)
5
beer bottle (light green/aqua; improved tool crown lip finishes) [Vessels E-12 through E16]
4
beer bottle (light green/aqua; machine-made crown lip finishes) [Vessels E-17 through E20]
3
beer bottle (light green/aqua; molded; three-piece plate bottom mold; approximately 3”
diameter; embossed “R”)
5
beer bottle (light green/aqua; embossed body sherds “…[B]REWING CO. / … [B]EER /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL” and “THIS BOTTLE / NOT TO BE SOLD”)
28
container glass (clear)
4
medicine bottle (clear; molded; Excelsior base; approximately 1 1/8” x 2” base; base
only) [Vessel E-21]
2
medicine bottle (clear; molded; Golden Gate Oval; ¾” x 1 3/8” base; body embossed
“THE HOME OF PURE DRUGS / JOHN W. COBBS DRUG CO. / [SI]XTH &
WASHINGTON STS.” [Vessel E-22]
3
medicine/prescription bottle (clear; molded; Golden Gate Oval; 1 1/8” x 1 ¾” base;
unknown height; graduated side panel; 50cc capacity) [Vessel E-23]
2
medicine bottle (clear; Plain Oval base; approximately 7/8” x 1 ¾”; base only) [Vessel E24]
2
medicine bottle (clear; machine made; 1 ½” long neck; prescription lip finish; lip/neck
only) [Vessel E-25]
4
medicine bottle (clear; improved tool prescription lip finish; 1 ½” long neck; lip/neck
only) [Vessel E-26]
1
medicine/drug vial (clear; molded; ½” diameter; 1 7’8” tall; square lip finish; whole vial)
[Vessel E-27]
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3
1
1
3
1
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2

whiskey flask (clear; improved tool brandy lip finish; lip/neck only) [Vessel E-28]
container glass (clear; body embossed “…EW-…”)
container glass (clear; round; body embossed “…GH”)
food jar (?) (clear; molded; machine made?; round; 2 ¾” base; base only; embossed
“[PAT. S]EPT. 20…”) [Vessel E-29] [straight-sided mustard jar?]
food jar (clear; molded; round; approximately 2 1/8” diameter mouth; machine made?;
rim only) [Vessel E-30]
pot lid (milk glass; approximately 2 1/8” diameter; embossed inside surface of the lid
“[DR. J. PARKE]R PRAY / [ESTABLI]SHED / 1868 / [NE]W YORK”) [Vessel E-31]
salve jar (clear; machine made; round; 1 7/8” diameter; 2 ½” tall; threaded lip finish; 1
½” diameter mouth; Owen’s scar on base; body embossed “VASELINE /
CHESEBROUGH / NEW YORK”) [Vessel E-32]
ferrous metal crown bottle caps
ferrous metal can rim (large diameter; suggestive of paint can)
small ferrous metal tubular container (screw cap; approximately ½” diameter;
approximately 2” long) [manicurists nail gloss?]
undecorated milk glass
window glass (aqua)
container glass (amber)
container glass (dark green/black)
plate glass (aqua; ¼” thick)
coin (Liberty Head dime; mint date of either 1889 or 1899)
ring/button (?) (oval glass insert; ½” x 7/8”; set in metal surround, potentially gold
plated)
clothing/shoe metal button hook
peach pit
wooden pencil (eraser end fragment)
shell casing (brass; center-fire; 0.35” diameter; 0.62” long; casing only)
nail fragments (machine cut)
fabric (clothing)
bone (large mammal and fowl; includes several “round steak” cuts)

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
18
1
18

Lot E-10
1
beer bottle (light green/aqua; machine made; crown lip finish; lip/neck only) [Vessel E33; same as Vessels E-17 through E-20]
Lot E-11
1
container glass (clear)
2
soda/beer bottle (light green/aqua; crown lip finish; lip only) [Vessel E-34]
4
window glass (aqua; crazed)
1
button (2-hole; shell; 0.38” diameter)
3
nails (machine cut; 1 ½” long; lath nails)
1
bone
Lot E-12
1
container glass (clear)
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container glass (aqua)
window glass (aqua; thin)
window glass (aqua?; thick; crazed and melted)
nail fragments (machine cut)
nail (machine cut; 1 ¼” long)
nails (machine cut; 2 ½” long)
nail fragments (wire drawn)
nail (wire drawn; 2” long)
ferrous metal crown bottle cap
bone
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1
4
4
3
1
2
2
1
1
2

Lot E-13
1
undecorated whiteware
1
whiteware (burned)
1
redware
4
serving vessel/small pitcher (printed; red; whiteware) [Vessel E-41] [Pattern is
unidentified, but exhibits a large hay stack and English-style house.]
2
plate (relief decorated; Gothic shape and ribbed pattern; whiteware) [Vessel E-42]
4
container glass (dark green/black)
2
container glass (aqua)
50
container glass (clear)
1
container glass (amber
3
tableware glass (lead; burned)
2
bitters bottle (amber; body fragments only; embossed “DR. …” and “…OST… / …CH”)
[Vessel E-40] [Dr. Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters]
4
lamp chimney
1
lamp chimney (machine crimped/molded rim) [Vessel E-35]
1
lamp chimney (flanged base) [Vessel E-36]
2
bottle/whiskey flask (clear; brandy finish; small lip/neck fragment; badly burned and/or
crazed) [Vessel E-37]
1
whiskey flask (clear; improved tool/fire polished brandy finish; lip/neck only) [Vessel E38]
2
serving bowl (clear; press molded; geometric pattern) [Vessel E-39]
31
window glass (aqua; thick; fire cracked and/or crazed)
14
window glass (unburned; thick; approximately 3.00mm thick)
1
widow glass (unburned; thick; trimmed at 1” x 4 ¾” in size)
1
fabric
1
wood sample
6
plaster (thick; with thin whitecoat; potentially applied on a rived lath; thin whitewash?)
130 nail fragments (machine cut; predominately small lath-sized nails)
3
nails (machine cut; 4” long)
7
nails (machine cut; 1 3/8” long)
2
nails (machine cut; 1 ½” long)
3
nails (machine cut; 1 ¾” long)
10
nails (wire drawn; 1 5/8” long)
4
nail fragments (wire drawn)
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bolt fragment (with nut)
unidentified iron
door butt hinge (iron; 2” x 3 ¾” leaves)
slate writing stylus
marble (marble; painted; 0.78” diameter; burned)
marble (glass; cat’s eye; 0.62” diameter; burned/crazed)
peach pit
leather (shoe)
brass set screw (1 ¼” long)
small sheet copper
small copper clasp (?)(burned)
melted glass droplet
button (shell; 4-hole; 0.46” diameter)
button (shell; 2-hole; 0.51” diameter)
button (shell; 2-hole; 0.55” diameter)
bone
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1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
15

Lot E-14
2
undecorated whiteware
1
printed (blue) whiteware
2
redware
1
container glass (aqua)
1
container glass (clear)
1
container glass (amber)
2
container glass (dark green/black)
1
lamp chimney (straight base) [Vessel E-43]
1
cup (relief decorated; Gothic shape and ribbed; handled; ironstone) [Vessel E-44]
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; neck only) [Vessel E-45]
1
vase ? (milk glass; blown; base only; round; diameter [Vessel E-46]
1
tableware glass (clear; press molded)
1
iron utensil handle (plated?)
1
thin sheet copper (1” wide by approximately 3” long)
1
lead pipe “cap” (1” long; 5/8” inside diameter; 7/8” outside diameter; inside threads) [gas
lighting?]
7
window glass (aqua)
3
window glass (aqua; cut into 1” strips)
5
nail fragments (machine cut)
1
tack (machine cut)
1
nail (machine cut; 2 ¼” long)
2
nail (machine cut; 1 5/8” long)
1
iron rivet (4” long; approximately 3/8” diameter)
1
iron railroad spike (approximately 5 ½” long)
1
wood sample
7
small brick fragments
22
plaster (thick; applied over lath; thin whitecoat; thin bluish shite wash on surface)
17
bone (mostly fowl)
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Lot E-15
13
undecorated whiteware
2
saucer (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel E-47]
1
bowl (?) (relief decorated; whiteware) [Vessel E-48]
1
plate (undecorated; heavy-bodied; whiteware) [Vessel E-49]
5
plate (undecorated; yellowware; approximately 8-9” diameter) [Vessel E-50]
1
flower pot (red-paste earthenware; jigger molded; burned) [Vessel E-51]
1
mixing bowl (stoneware; Albany-slipped; jigger molded; base only) [Vessel E-52]
2
redware
2
ink bottle (salt-glazed; stoneware; turned; base only) [Vessel E-53]
6
beer bottle (dipped and salt-glazed stoneware; turned; two-tone color) [Vessel E-54]
7
soda water bottle (aqua; molded; embossed body “…[ST.] LOU[IS]”; body sherd only)
[Vessel E-55]
1
whiskey flask (clear; molded; fire-polished brandy lip finish; lip/neck only) [Vessel E-56]
6
wine bottle (reddish amber; dip molded; German “hock” bottle style; body only) [Vessel
E-57; see also Lot E-16]
8
wine bottle (dark green/black; Rickett’s molded; round; 2 ½” diameter; kickup with
pontil) [Vessel E-58]
2
lamp chimney (crimped/molded rim) [Vessel E-59]
1
small jar (milk glass; machine made; round; 2” dimeter base; 1 ½” tall; treaded lip; cold
cream?) [Vessel E-60]
1
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; small embossed fragment; embossing illegible) [Vessel
E-61]
4
container glass (clear)
1
tableware glass (clear)
1
milk glass
1
container glass (aqua)
1
plate glass (round; approximately 4 ½” diameter; beveled edge) [bureau/table top
“coaster”]
2
porcelain door knobs (white)
19
window glass (aqua)
1
hard rubber hair pin (broken)
1
doll leg (porcelain; 1 ½” long)
1
marble (white glass?; burned)
1
glass rod (clear; broken into 1” long fragment; 0.128” diameter)
1
glass “jewel” (red; 0.46” square; once set into ring or other jewelry)
1
graphite pencil lead (round)
1
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.44” diameter)
1
button (shell; 2-hole; 0.57” diameter)
1
button (shell; unknown number of holes; 0.44” diameter)
4
bone handle (curved; cross-hatch decoration; potentially a rat-tail handle; not a tanghandled item)
3
ferrous sheet metal strap/band
1
ferrous “tube” (1” diameter)
7
nail fragments (machine cut)
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1
1
1
52

nail (machine cut; 2 ½” long)
nail (machine cut; 3 ¼” long)
furniture castor (iron; with porcelain wheel; wheel is 1 5/8” diameter)
bone (mostly large mammal; cut and chopped; some fowl)
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Lot E- 16
1
printed (brown) whiteware
1
printed (red) whiteware
1
plate (edge decorated; blue; whiteware) [Vessel E-62]
1
container glass (dark green)
1
salt-glazed stoneware bottle (body only)
1
saucer (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel E-63]
1
saucer (undecorated whiteware) [Vessel E-64]
5
plate (undecorated; yellowware) [Vessel E-50; see Lot E-15 also]
5
container glass (aqua)
4
wine bottle (reddish amber; German hock-style; body only) [Vessel E-57; see Lot E-15
also]
1
straight pin (flat head; 1 3/8” long)
1
safety pin
1
collar/button hole stud (milk glass)
26
window glass (aqua; varies from 10.3mm to 2.44mm in thickness)
5
nail fragments (machine cut)
54
bone (mostly large mammal; sawn and chopped; includes some feet/ankle elements; one
fish vertebrae) [what is the “spongy” bone?]
3
coal
Lot E-17
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; round; pontiled; small base only) [Vessel E-65]
4
wine bottle (amber; round) [Vessel E-57]
3
container glass (clear)
2
small brick fragments
2
nail fragments (machine cut)
1
shoe leather
1
wooden pencil (eraser end)
1
peach pit
1
kaolin pipe bowl (embossed “T”) [“TD” pipe?]
3
bone and ebony dominoes
1
collar/button hole stud (milk glass)
Lot E-18
11
bottle (aqua; Rickett’s mold; round; body only; beer or soda?) [Vessel E-66]
1
container glass (dark green/black)
5
bottle (dark green/black; dip molded? Round; 2 ½” diameter base; graphite pontil;
applied tool ring/oil lip finish; beer or soda?) [Vessel E-67]
1
ink bottle (salt-glazed stoneware; round; 2 ½” diameter base; turned; embossed near heel
“[VITREO]US STONEWWARE BOTTLES / J. BOURNE & SON / PATENTEES /
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17

[DENBY] & CODNOR PARK POTTERY / NEAR DERBY / [P. &] J. ARNOLD /
LONDON”) [Vessel E-68] [Codner Park Pottery was acquired in 1833 by Bourne and
was eventually closed down by the Bourne’s in 1861. The “& Son” was added to the
name in “circa 1850”. As such, this ink bottle represents a middle nineteenth century
vessel manufactured sometime between circa 1850 to 1861 (Jewett 1883;
http://www.potteryhistories.com/Denbyhistory.html).
beer bottle (dipped and salt-glazed stoneware; two-tone color; turned; 2 ¾” diameter;
shouldered) [Vessels E-69 and E-70]
window glass (aqua; relatively thin, from 1.12mm to 1.73mm)
mortar

13
5
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House F
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F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-6
F-7
F-8
F-9
F-10
F-11
F-12
F-13
F-14
F-15
F-16
F-17
F-18
F-19
F-29
F-21
F-22
F-23
F-24
F-25
F-26
F-27
F-28
F-29

Lot Provenience
Surface
Surface, Post A
Early midden
Early midden in alcove around well [May have material from surface of Feature 1
mixed in it?]
Lower midden beneath rear service wing
Exposing main house perimeter foundation walls
Early midden in front yard
Exposing perimeter foundation walls of rear service wing
Exposing foundation walls; southeast corner of main house
Backdirt (from early midden)
Feature 1, Surface
Feature 1, East Half; Level 1
Feature 1, East Half, Level 2
Exposing pier adjacent to Feature 2 (cistern)
Test 1, midden
Test 2, midden
Test 3, midden
Test 3, midden
Test 4, midden
Test 5, midden
Test 6, midden
Test 7, midden
Test 8, midden
Test 9, midden
Test 10, midden
Test 11, midden
Test 12, midden
Feature 1, West Half; Zone I
Feature 1, West Half, Zones II and III

Lot Inventory
Lot F-1
3
bowl (redware; hand turned)
1
printed (green) whiteware
2
bottle (aqua; molded; applied tool, double ring lip finish)
1
bottle (aqua; molded; Fluted Square base; 1 3/8” x 1 3/8”; pontiled)
1
unglazed electrical porcelain “tube” (“knob and tube” wiring; impressed multiple times
with “THOMAS”; 5/8” diameter; 4 ½” long)
1
brass buckle (1 ¼” x 1 ¾”; burned)
1
button (shell; 2-hole; 0.50” diameter)
1
brass “finial” (two-piece construction; hollow; 2” diameter at widest part; 3 ¾” long;
potentially a lamp part”)
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3

plastic/hard rubber “ribs” from a lead-acid car battery (impressed “WILLARD”, “J-77”,
and “PAT OCT 6, 1917”)
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Lot F-2
1
soda water bottle (aqua; machine made; round base; 2 3/8” diameter; 7 7/8” tall; crown
finish; embossed body “H. W. DRESCH / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”; embossed on edge
near base “7 ½ FLD. OZ” and “THIS BOTTLE / NOT TO BE SOLD // 23 [or 25?] S 1”.
[Dresch shows up as a soda and mineral water manufacturer in the 1914 Springfield City
Directory, located at 531 North Fourth Street. No record is found in the 1910 Federal
census. In 1912, as bottler?]Continues through at least the late 1960s in directories.
1
whiskey flask (clear; machine-made; large suction scar and embossed “8” on base;
brandy finish; Plain Oval; 1 ¾” x 3 1/8” base; 8 ¼” tall)
Lot F-3
15
undecorated whiteware
1
painted whiteware (polychrome; small floral)
1
hollowware (annular decorated; small bowl?)
1
painted (monochrome blue?) pearlware ?saucer (Vessel F-2)
1
small plate (relief decorated; ribbed pattern) whiteware (Vessel F-3)
1
saucer (relief decorated; ribbed pattern) whiteware (Vessel F-4)
1
printed (black) whiteware
1
plate (edge decorated; blue) whiteware (Vessel F-5)
2
carved bone handle or tubular container, such as a needle case (feather or floral motif; 1
¼” outside diameter; 7/8” inside diameter; one end has interior threads; 2 1/8” long)
1
button (loop shank; brass; 0.69” diameter; impressed “DOUBLE GILT / 2ND QUALITY”
on reverse).
1
highly burned, melted, and glazed brick “conglomeration” (kiln waster?)
1
ink well (salt glazed; stoneware) (Vessel F-1)
21
bone [large mammal; large fragments, heavily weathered—lots of beef; both sawn and
chopped]
1
redware

Lot F-4
12
undecorated whiteware
1
plate (edge decorated; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
2
plate (edge decorated; green; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
small plate (?) (applique- or Chelsea-decorated; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
2
saucer (painted; polychrome; small floral; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
2
small plate (?) (painted; polychrome; small floral; green lined rim; whiteware)(Vessel Fxx)
2
cup (painted; polychrome; small floral; whiteware)(Vessel F-xx)
5
painted (polychrome; small floral; whiteware)
11
printed (blue) whiteware
2
plate (printed; purple; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
2
sponge decorated (blue and red) whiteware
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3
4
2
1
1
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1

bowls (annular decorated; whiteware; London-urn shape) (Vessels F-xx and F-xx)
cup (printed; blue; Gothic form; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
serving vessel (?) (printed; flown; blue; base fragment only; Gothic form; whiteware)
(Vessel F-xx)
plate (printed; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
unidentified vessel (blue slipped; round; 3-4” diameter; statuary base ?; ironstone)
(Vessel F-xx)
child’s cup (relief decorated; Gothic ribbed/paneled; ironstone) (Vessel F-xx) [This is
almost half of the vessel, and unlike most of the materials recovered from the midden.
This may have originated from Feature 1?]
cup (undecorated; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx) [Probably intrusive and/or from Feature 1.]
bowl/small jar (redware) (Vessel F-xx)
food jar or chimney flue liner/thimble (salt-glazed stoneware) (Vessel F-xx) [Probably
intrusive and/or from Feature 1.]
bitters bottle (dark green/black; molded; square base; unpontiled; embossed …. ) (Vessel
F-xx) [Probably intrusive and/or from Feature 1.]
bottle (aqua; two-piece mold; round; 1 3/8” diameter base; side embossed “…T.”) [May
have originated from Feature 1?]
food jar (aqua; molded; blow-over-mold; ground rim; multiple-lug closure;
approximately 2 ½-2 ¾” diameter mouth; 1” tall neck; body approximately 4-5” in
diameter; neck-rim-shoulder section only) (Vessel F-xx) [Probably intrusive and/or from
Feature 1.]
figurine (glazed stoneware; woman in loose hanging dress)
redware
machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
unidentified copper tube (approximately 3/8” diameter; 2” long fragment)
mussel shell
bone [large mammal; weathered]

1
2
1
6
1
6

1
11
1
1
3
3

Lot F-5
11
undecorated whiteware
4
printed (blue) whiteware
4
plate (edge decorated; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
plate (printed; brown; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
plate (undecorated; whiteware; early rim form) (Vessel F-xx)
1
saucer (?) (painted; green lined rim; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
3
salt-glazed stoneware
9
bone
Lot F-6
1
hollowware (painted; broad monochrome blue band inside rim; large sized bowl such as
washbasin or spittoon; rim only)
1
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.60” diameter)
1
frozen charlotte doll (small; 1 1/8” tall; missing head)
4
bone
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Lot F-7
4
undecorated whiteware
1
saucer (relief decorated; Gothic paneled; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
2
Relief decorated (“Ribbed Raspberry with Bloom” pattern) whiteware saucer (Vessel Fxx) [Manufactured by J. & G. Meakin, circa 1860 (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:71)
2
bone
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Lot F-8
1
washbasin (undecorated; whiteware; rim only)
1
shaving mug (relief decorated; floral pattern with painted brown tea details; handled; base
only; backstamp “STONE CHINA / WARRANTED / ANTHONY SHAW /
ENGLAND” with typical British coat of arms).
Lot F-9
1
yellowware (annular decorated; small hollowware)
5
undecorated whiteware
1
printed (blue) whiteware
1
relief decorated ( ) whiteware saucer
1
toy cup (undecorated porcelain)
1
horseshoe
2
bone
Lot F-10
6
undecorated whiteware
1
printed (blue) whiteware
1
plate (undecorated; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
small pitcher (?) painted; monochrome green; small floral; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
saucer (painted; green lined rim; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
saucer (painted; polychrome; small floral; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
1
undecorated yellowware
1
redware
1
container glass (dark green/black)
1
toy porcelain cup
1
unidentified brass (round; ½” diameter; 1/16” thick)
1
coin/token (“PROVINCE OF CANADA / BANK OF MONTREAL” and “BANK
TOKEN CONCORDIA SALUS / HALF PENNY / 1844”)
Lot F-11
4
undecorated whiteware
1
printed (purple) whiteware
1
whiskey flask (aqua; molded; decorative eagle motif) (Vessel F1-1)
1
small serving bowl (clear/lead glass; press molded; scalloped edge; large scallops; sharp
and narrow flutes) (Vessel F1-2)
1
window glass (aqua)
1
bone
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1
4
1
6

door knob (red swirled clay knob with clear glaze; often referred to as “Bennington” or
“Mineral Clay” knobs) with iron shaft
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
chimney flue liner/thimble (unglazed, red-paste earthenware; ogee-style rim finish)
(Vessel F1-3)
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Lot F-12
7
undecorated whiteware
2
undecorated whiteware (older “CC” ware)
2
redware
2
undecorated yellowware
2
Vessel F1-3
1
cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled; moderately heavy body) (Vessel F1-4)
1
saucer (undecorated, whiteware) (Vessel F1-5-E)
1
plate (Vessel F1-6)
1
cup (printed; blue; whiteware; Gothic form) (Vessel F1-7)
1
bowl/jar (redware) (Vessel F1-8
1
container glass (dark green/black)
1
figurine (unglazed porcelain body; glazed base; crossmends with body section in lot F13)
7
Vessel F1-1
13
window glass (aqua)
5
lamp chimney (clear; round flanged base; 1 5/8” diameter base; 1 ½” diameter rim;
ground rim; blow-over-mold?; unknown height) (Vessel F1-9 and F1-10)
25
lamp chimney (clear)
5
(Vessel F1-11)
5
(Vessel F1-12)
3
(Vessel F1-13)
2
(Vessel F1-14)
5
(Vessels F1-15 and F1-16)
9
(Vessel F1-17)
1
(Vessel F1-18)
60
bone (large mammal, sawn and chopped; bird/fowl; some calcined)
1
undecorated whiteware (small sized; heavily worn; gizzard stone?)
1
pipe stem (brown glazed; porcelain; Germanic style pipe bowl)
1
wood sample
1
button (loop shank; three-piece mold; copper/brass; approximately 0.84” diameter;
although badly corroded, appears to have an eagle with shield on front))
1
button (milk glass; Prosser; pie-crust decorated; 4-hole; 0.38” diameter)
1
button (milk glass; Prosser; printed; red; 4-hole; 0.45” diameter)
1
button (milk glass; Prosser; no decoration; 4-hole; 0.43” diameter)
3
teaspoon (cooper; bowl and handle fragments from single spoon)
7
shoe leather (predominately heels and some sole leather; represents material from three
shoes; two small sized approximately 1 ½” x 1 ½” heels; and one slightly larger,
approximately 1 ¾” x 2” heel)
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coal
mortar (potentially plaster?)
clinkers (small)
rolled and flatted sheet lead (chisel cut)
brick (half of a brick; soft-mud; 2 3/8” x 4 1/8” x unknown length; hand molded)
sheet iron containers
large iron nut (forged; 1 ¾” x 1 ½” x 7/8”)
unidentified cast iron
unidentified cast iron (butt hinge?; broken)
iron rivet (large sized; flattened end only)
wire bail handle
machine cut nail fragments (mostly larger framing sized nails)
machine cut nails (3 ¼” long)
machine cut nail (4 ½” long)

Draft Only

5
13
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
45
3
1

Lot F-13
2
Vessel F1-1
1
Vessel F1-14
1
Vessel F1-17
1
Vessel F1-29
2
Vessel F1-30
1
Vessel F1-16
1
Vessel F1-31
3
Vessel F1-26
3
Vessel F1-3
3
Vessel F1-5
2
Vessel F1-32
1
Vessel F1-33
4
container glass (aqua)
3
container glass (clear)
1
chimney glass
9
window glass (aqua)
2
shoe heels (leather; small sized, 1 ¼” x 1 5/8”; child’s or woman’s shoe?)
28
machine cut nail fragments
3
machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
3
iron concretions (small)
1
iron concretion (forged rivet?)
1
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.55” diameter)
2
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.45” diameter)
1
button (bone; 2-hole; 0.67” diameter; broken in half)
1
kaolin pipe bowl
1
coal (large piece; shaley)
5
wood (remnant plank; knots)
5
mortar
41
bone [mostly large mammal, some fowl, some calcined]
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Lot F-14
1
bottle (aqua; three-piece-plate bottom mold; base only; 2 5/8” diameter; base embossed
“AB / X 2”)[ The A and B are incorporated into a cartouche; probably a beer bottle?]
1
whiskey flask (clear; machine-made; large suction scar on base; base embossed with “56”
and “4” each side of an embossed triangle motif; potentially with a T in the triangle;
brandy finish; Plain Oval; 1 3/8” x 3” base; 8 ¼” tall)

Draft Only

Lot F-15
2
undecorated whiteware
1
printed (blue) whiteware
3
redware
1
red paste earthenware elbow pipe (small bowl fragment; cross-hatch decoration around
rim)
11
machine cut nail fragments
2
plaster
1
mortar
12
brick (very small fragments)
1
bone
Lot F-16
64
undecorated whiteware
1
sponge decorated (green) whiteware
2
annular decorated whiteware
6
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
2
painted (green lined rim; polychrome small floral) whiteware saucer (Vessel F-xx)
2
painted (brown lined) whiteware saucer (Vessel F-xx)
2
painted (brown lined) whiteware cup (Vessel F-xx)
1
printed (blue; Willow pattern) whiteware plate (Vessel F-xx)
1
printed (blue) whiteware cup (Vessel F-xx)
9
printed (blue) whiteware
3
printed (purple) whiteware
3
printed (blue) whiteware plate (Vessel F-xx)
1
undecorated/relief decorated whieware
1
undecorated whiteware (base fragment; unusual impressed cross-like mark)
24
redware
6
salt-glazed stoneware
2
salt-glazed stoneware jar/bowl (hand turned) (Vessel F-xx)
2
yellowware
4
dark-glazed red-paste stoneware hollowware (small pitcher?) molded handle (Vessel Fxx) [Probably represents a lusterware cream pitcher or sugar.]
4
container glass (clear)
6
container glass (aqua)
2
containter glass (dark green/black) [wine bottle?]
3
small tumbler/shot glass (blue glass; press molded) (Vessel F-xx)
1
bottle (clear/lead; oval base; approximately ¾” x 1 1/2'” base; pontiled) (Vessel F-xx)
[potentially small scent or medicine bottle)
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1

Draft Only

1
2
9
14
1
1
1
2
59
19
1

unidentified dark green/black plate glass (3.07mm thick; ground bevels on two edges;
represents corner of a square or rectangular glass panel with beveled edges that measures
minimally 1 ¼” by 1 ½” in size)
brass tack (head only)
writing slate
window glass (aqua)
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nail (approximately 2 ½” long) [small framing nail]
machine cut nail (1 ¼” long) [roofing or lath nail]
unidentified cast iron (1” x 3” in size; heavily corroded) [butt hinge fragment?]
sandstone (very small pieces)
brick (soft-mud; poorly fired; very small)
brick (soft-mud; high fired and partially vitrified; some with glaze)
brick (large fragment; approximately one-quarter to one-fifth of a whole brick; largest
piece in assemblage)
lime encrusted stones (igneous; small)
clinker
melted/fused nodule of glass (appears to represent 25-30 panes of glass that were
partially melted and fused together)
bone (includes a couple of small fish bones)

2
1
1
9

Lot F-17
1
window glass (aqua)
1
mortar (thick piece)
1
salt glazed stoneware
2
machine cut nail fragments
1
sandstone (small piece)
Lot F-18
8
undecorated whiteware
2
redware
3
window glass (aqua)
1
container glass (aqua)
20
machine cut nail fragments (heavily corroded and broken)
Lot F-19
64
undecorated whiteware
1
plate (edge decorated; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
8
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
1
saucer (painted; brown lined rim; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
printed (dark blue) pearlware (?)
2
painted (flow blue) whiteware
9
printed (blue) whiteware
2
printed (black) whiteware
1
printed (purple) whiteware
1
child’s cup (relief decorated; Gothic paneled pattern; ironstone) (Vessel F-xx)
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undecorated yellowware (plate?)
redware
salt-glazed stoneware
bowl/small jar (salt-glazed stoneware) (Vessel F-xx)
jug (salt-glazed stoneware) (Vessel F-xx)
window glass (aqua)
container glass (aqua)
container glass (dark green/black)
tableware/container glass (clear)
tableware glass (blue) [see Vessel F-xx]
vial (aqua; dip molded; round ½” diameter; pontiled) (Vessel F-xx)
scent bottle (aqua; molded; oval base; ¾” x approximately 1-1 ½”; pontiled) (Vessel Fxx)
bone
whetstone (broken)
copper clasp (shoe or clothing clasp)
writing slate
folded and crimped sheet lead
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nail (approximately 1” long)
machine cut nail (approximately 2” long)
machine cut nail (approximately 3” long)
brick (soft-mud; poorly fired; very small)
brick (soft-mud; hard-fired; glazed)
lime/soil nodules
burned limestone nodules
mortar
fire-cracked rock (igneous)
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11
61
6
1
1
4
5
3
3
2
1
1
22
1
1
1
3
47
2
2
2
94
13
3
5
1
1

Lot F-20
35
undecorated whiteware
1
undecorated pearlware
3
painted (polychrome; small floral pattern) whiteware
3
saucer (painted; green lined rim; whiteware (Vessel F-xx)
1
saucer (painted; brown lined rim; whiteware (Vessel F-xx)
1
printed (red) whiteware
6
printed (blue) whiteware
1
saucer (printed; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
cup (printed; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
2
annular decorated whiteware (unidentified hollowware)
1
bowl (annular decorated; whiteware; London-urn shape) (Vessel F-xx)
14
undecorated, hard paste, yellowware (unidentified flatware form; plate/platter?) (Vessel
F-xx)
2
bowl (undecorated; yellowware; early rim style; small-sized serving bowl?) (Vessel F-xx)
54
redware
2
bowl/small jar (redware; base only) (Vessel F-xx)
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salt-glazed stoneware
window glass (aqua)
container glass (aqua)
tableware glass (clear)
sheet iron (thin; container)
machine cut nail fragments
brick (soft-mud; poorly fired; very small)
brick (soft-mud; hard-fired; glazed)
brick (soft-mud; mottled paste)
brick (soft-mud; slightly larger fragments)
stone (small)
bone
mussel shell
unfired brick (?) nodules

Draft Only

1
5
4
1
10
5
28
3
1
5
1
8
2
9

Lot F-21
7
undecorated whiteware
1
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
2
printed (blue) whiteware
1
edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate (?)
1
undecorated yellowware
5
redware
1
window glass (agua)
1
sheet iron (small)
9
machine cut nail fragments
2
machine cut nails (approximately 3” long)
2
machine cut nails (1 ¼” long)
11
brick (very small fragments)
2
bone
3
mussel shell
1
gastropod
Lot F-22
74
undecorated whiteware
5
saucer (painted; brown lined rim; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
3
plate (edge decorated; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
13
printed (blue) whiteware
1
printed (black) whiteware
3
printed (red) whiteware
4
printed (purple) whiteware
1
printed (brown) whiteware
1
printed (green) whiteware
1
child’s cup (printed; red; whiteware; with “…AT…” along outside edge of rim (Vessel Fxx)
3
annular decorated whiteware
1
plate (printed; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
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cup (printed; blue; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
unidentified vessel (blue applique; Chelsea-ware; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
unidentified vessel (blue slipped; ironstone) (Vessel F-xx) (see Lot F-4]
undecorated yellowware
salt-glazed stoneware
bowl/small jar (redware) (Vessel F-xx)
redware
window glass (aqua)
container glass (aqua)
tableware/container glass (clear)
small tumbler/shot glass (blue glass; press molded) (Vessel F-xx)
rolled copper sheet metal scrap
button (four-hole; bone; 0.67” diameter)
lime nodules
plaster (thick; little to no whitecoat; lath impressions; demolition debris)
lime “encrusted” cobbles (fractured)
brick conglomerate (melted and fused brick fragments) (moderately sized)
brick conglomerate (melted and fused brick fragments) (very small sized)
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nail (3” long)
machine cut nail (2 ½” long; bent)
brick (soft-mud; poorly fired; very small; several with lime adhering to them)
brick (soft-mud; hard-fired; glazed)
unidentified iron fastener (threaded rod attached to metal strap; with large forged wing
nut)
bone
mussel shell
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1
1
3
2
1
1
76
7
3
3
1
3
1
4
1
3
1
3
31
1
1
68
4
1
9
2

Lot F-23
35
undecorated whiteware
10
printed (blue) whiteware
2
printed (purple) whiteware
2
printed (blue) whiteware plate
1
edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate
4
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
1
painted (monochrome green; lined rim) whiteware saucer
1
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware saucer
1
annular decorated whiteware
5
undecorated yellowwareplate ?
1
salt glazed stoneware bowl/jar
2
redware bowl
43
redware
22
brick (both soft paste and vitrified examples; some slightly bigger in size than that
present in the other lots)
6
machine cut nail fragments
8
bone [large mammal; including pig jaw]
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2
12
3
1

mussel shell
window glass (aqua; average thickness = 1.25mm)
container glass (aqua)
vial (round; molded; 1” diameter base; small base fragment only; side embossed “…NT”
[“OINTMENT?])

Draft Only

Lot F-24
14
undecorated whiteware
1
edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate?
2
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
3
printed (blue) whiteware
1
printed (purple) whiteware
1
undecorated yellowware
2
salt-glazed stoneware
18
redware
4
window glass (aqua)
1
container glass (aqua)
1
serving bowl (lead glass; press molded; ribbed ? pattern; small sized)
2
sheet metail (iron; very small)
3
bone
1
gastropod
26
brick (very small; both soft-paste and harder vitrified examples)
2
limestone (very small)
7
lime/plaster
7
machine cut nail fragments
2
machine cut nails (2 5/8” long)
1
unidentified iron (small)
Lot F-25
44
undecorated whiteware
1
undecorated ironstone
1
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
3
saucer (painted; green lined rim; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
cup (painted; polychrome; small floral; double curve shape; whiteware) (Vessel F-xx)
9
printed (blue) whiteware
1
printed (purple) whiteware)
1
undecorated pearlware (?)
3
printed (dark blue) pearlware [very small; possible flow blue decorated?]
3
undecorated yellowware
41
redware
2
bowl/small jar (redware) (Vessel F-xx)
1
salt-glazed stoneware
1
bottle (aqua; molded; Blake Variant 1 base; approximately 1” x 2” base; paneled sides;
pontiled) (Vessel F-xx)
4
bottle (aqua; molded; round; 2 ¾” diameter; pontiled; side embossed “…FIG”) (Vessel Fxx)
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container glass (dark green/black)
tableware glass (clear)
container glass (aqua)
window glass (aqua;
bone utensil handle (carved/decorated; flat tanged utensil)
unidentified brass/copper handle (?) (copper strap, 4” long remnant; U-shaped in section;
½” wide by 1/8” thick; square/angular profile; backside filed with lead alloy; iron pins or
brads spaced approximately 3” intervals along strap; attached to flat surface)
bone [mostly large mammal, including pig cranial elements and beef; minor fish?]
brick (soft-mud; poorly fired; very small)
brick (soft-mud; hard fired; glazed)
fire-cracked rock
stone concretions (burned)
mortar
iron washer (1 ¾” diameter with ¾” interior opening)
forged (?) nail
machine cut nail fragments
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1
1
3
11
1
1

27
54
1
1
5
1
1
1
22

Lot F-26
6
undecorated whiteware
4
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
1
redware
1
window glass (aqua)
1
tableware glass (clear/lead)
1
sheet metal (iron; very small)
2
machine cut nail fragments
13
brick (soft mud; very small)
1
bone
Lot F-27
11
undecorated whiteware
1
edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate (?)
1
printed (blue) whiteware
1
printed (black) whiteware child’s cup (with printed words “[P]RES[ENT] / FOR /
…O…”) [Vessel F-xx] [A portion of the letter preceding the “O” is extant, and suggests
that this letter may represent a “J”—and thus indicate the name “JOHN.” The Smith
family had a son named John (who was born in 1845) (see page 167 of main report).]
1
cup (relief decorated; Gothic paneled) whiteware cup (?)
3
undecorated yellowwareplate
1
bowl (redware; small sized)
10
redware
1
indeterminate whiteware ceramic (small hollow round object; approximately 1” diameter;
burned; potentially fragment of a doll head?)
1
lead printer’s type (with double line)
1
pipe stem (kaolin; decorated)
1
button (shell; 4-hole; 1” diameter)
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brick (hard fired)
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nails (1 ¼” long)
window glass (aqua)
container glass (aqua)
tableware glass (clear/lead)
tumbler (clear; fluted; no pontil?)
bottle (aqua; molded; rolled or fragile lip; small neck fragment only) (Vessel F-xx)
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3
5
2
2
1
1
1
1

Lot F-28
8
undecorated whiteware
1
salt-glazed stoneware
1
Albany slipped earthenware
11
(Vessel F1-3)
7
(Vessel F1-11)
14
(Vessel F1-1)
2
(Vessel F1-12)
7
(Vessel F1-17)
2
(Vessel F1-15)
1
(Vessel F1-14)
2
(Vessel F1-20)
2
(Vessel F1-21)
1
(Vessel F1-22)
1
(Vessel F1-23)
1
(Vessel F1-25)
2
(Vessel F1-26)
1
(Vessel F1-27)
8
(Vessel F1-28)
1
(Vessel F1-24)
11
container glass (aqua; melted)
7
container glass (aqua)
10
window glass (aqua)
1
button (brown glass; Prosser; 4-hole; 0.42” diameter)
1
figurine (unglazed porcelain/bisque; base and head missing; approximately 3 ½” tall with
head and base; woman in flowing dress holding child—Virgin Mary?)
1
elbow pipe (buff paste; clear glaze; knobby bowl)
1
door knob (swirled red clay; clear glaze)
1
tablespoon (iron; bowl only)
3
iron container (“tin cans”)
1
large bolt or spike (approximately ½” shank x 5” long)
1
iron concretion
7
brick (soft-mud; slightly larger fragments than from surrounding midden; no exterior
surface or glazing present)
1
brick/clay nodule
5
lime/mortar
1
stone
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conglomerate or scoria
coal slag (shaley)
coal
clinker
shoe heel (1 5/8” x 1 7/8”)
bright blue “pigment”
utensil handle (wood; received rat-tail tanged iron utensil)
machine cut nail fragments (wide range of sizes from small lath or shingle nails to larger
framing nails)
bone (burned)
bone (large mammal; both cut and chopped; some burned)
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1
2
5
1
1
1
1
51
6
46

Lot F-29
14
undecorated whiteware
3
redware
1
painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware
2
printed (blue) whiteware
1
printed (purple) whiteware
1
painted (blue; lined rim)
7
Vessel F1-2
1
Vessel F1-34
1
undecorated whiteware (with backstamp “MANUFA[CTURED FOR] & IMP[ORTED
BY]” with image of spread-winged eagle) [This is the mark of … E. A. and S. R. Filley,
St. Louis, Missouri—and originally said “MANUFACTURED FOR / & IMPORTED BY
/ E. A. & S. R. FILLEY, ST. LOUIS, MO.”]
1
Vessel F1-21
1
Vessel F1-35
1
Vessel F1-36
1
Vessel F1-37
6
Vessel F1-16
1
Vessel F1-15
5
Vessel F1-11
5
Vessel F1-29
1
Vessel F1-9
1
Vessel F1-1
8
Vessel F1-17
2
Vessel F1-12
1
Vessel F1-31
1
Vessel F1-38
1
Vessel F1-39
1
container glass (amber)
11
window glass (aqua)
5
container glass (aqua)
3
container glass (clear)
9
chimney glass
1
shoe heel (leather; small sized; 1” x 1 ¼”; child’s shoe?)
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leather
unidentified brass bracket
unidentified copper
blue pigment
seeds/fruit pits (small)
ceramic child’s toy cup
ceramic child’s toy saucer
Parian child’s head (very small)
buttons (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.42” diameter)
buttons (milk glass; 4-hole; printed; 0.43” diameter)
buttons (black glass; 4-hole; cone-shaped; 0.42” diameter)
buttons (bone; 2-hole; 0.84” diameter; burned)
buttons (blue glass; loop-shank; dome shaped; 0.40” diameter)
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nail (3” long)
machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
screw (1” long; flat-tipped?)
triangular iron file (7 ½” long)
metal container fragments (round “cans”)
wood (plank fragments; knots)
mortar
brick (soft mud; mottled paste)
mussel shell/mother of pearl?
bone [mostly large mammal, some fowl; some calcined]
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1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
53
1
1
1
1
2
9
7
2
1
52

Vessel Descriptions

Feature 1
F1-1
S whiskey flask (aqua, molded, oval base, approximately 2” x 3”; clasped
hand/Union motif on one side, and spread winged eagle on other)
F1-2
S serving bowl (lead/clear; press molded, scalloped edge, large-sized scallops
measuring 1 ¾” across; narrow ribs on side minimally 2 ½” tall; rim only)
F1-3
P chimney “thimble” (unglazed, red-paste earthenware, hand-turned; 8-9” diameter
base; 7 ½”-8 ½” diameter rim; ogee-style rim; indeterminate height;
approximately 8-10” tall)
F1-4
S cup (undecroated; whiteware; simplified double-curve shape; approximately 3”
tall; thinly potted)
F1-5
S saucer (painted; polychrome; floral design; whiteware; thinly potted)
F1-6
S plate (relief decorated, potentially SYDENHAM SHAPE pattern; whiteware)
F1-7
S cup (printed; blue; gothic design/shape; whiteware)
F1-8
S bowl/jar (redware; hand-turned; rim only)
F1-9
S lamp chimney (clear; molded; two-piece mold; 1 5/8” diameter flanged base,
ground rim; approximately 1 ½” diameter rim; height unknown)
F1-10
S lamp chimney (clear; molded; two-piece mold; 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, firepolished rim; approximately 1 ½” diameter rim; height unknown)
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F1-11

F1-12

Draft Only

F1-13

S bitters bottle (light green; molded; Blake Variant 1; paneled body; embossed
“…BUFFA… / …ANFRAN…”) [Probably “TURNER BROTHERS / NEW
YORK / BUFFALO, N.Y. / SANFRANCISCO, CAL.”—manufactured Turners
Forest Wine Bitters] (Ring 1980:page 462-463)
S bitters bottle (amber; molded; embossed “PATENTED” and “ST. / DRAKE” on
pyramidal, ribbed neck reminiscent of stacked log construction) [Drake’s
Plantation Bitters] (Ring 1980:169-173)
S food bottle (aqua; molded; paneled; probably Blake Variant 1 base; embossed “…
/ FL… EXTRACTS”) [Flavoring Extracts?]
S patent medicine bottle (aqua; molded; Blake Variant 1; 1 ¾” x 2 ½” base;
embossed “DR… / EXPEC… // PHI…A”) [Dr. Jayne’s Expectorant]
S footed pitcher (lead/clear; molded; paneled/fluted body; applied handle)
S stemware glass (lead/clear; molded; thumbprint design)
P bitters bottle (dark green/black; applied tool Brandy lip finish; molded; 2-piece
mold; square base; 2 ¾” x 3 ¾”; base embossed “A”; 9” tall; body embossed
“DR. J. HOSTETTER’S / STOMACH BITTERS”)
S liquor bottle (amber; molded; round; approximately 3” diameter base; unpontiled;
base only) [cylindrical whiskey?]
S bitters bottle (dark green/black; applied tool Brandy lip finish; molded; 2-piece
mold; square base; 2 ¾” x 3 ¾”; base embossed “A”; 9” tall; body embossed
“DR. J. HOSTETTER’S / STOMACH BITTERS”) (Ring 1980:254)
S saucer (undecorated; whiteware; thinly potted)
S saucer (undecorated; whiteware)
S plate (undecorated; whiteware; old-style rim)
S pitcher (relief decorated; ironstone; large-sized; handle and rim only)
S liquor bottle (amber; molded; round; 2 5/8” diameter base; unpontiled; base only)
[cylindrical whiskey?]
S cup (undecorated; whiteware; handled; heavy-bodied; 3 ½” diameter rim; 2 7/8”
tall)
S indeterminate vessel (annular and mocha decorated; yellowware; thinly potted)
[“can” or jar]
S serving vessel (lead/clear; press molded; small scalloped edge; small rim fragment
only)
S lamp chimney (clear; small sized; 7/8” diameter rim; fire-polished) [child’s
lamp?]
S whiskey flask (aqua; scroll design; body only)
P canning jar (aqua; round; body only; embossed “BUCK EYE / 1”)
S tumbler (clear; round; non-fluted; blown; rim only)
S plate (relief decorated; burned; octagonal/Gothic shape; whiteware)
S saucer (?) (printed; blue; whiteware)
S plate (?) (edge decorated; blue; whiteware)
S saucer (undecorated; whiteware)
S saucer (undecorated; whiteware)
S small bowl (undecorated; whiteware)
S bottle (clear; molded; 5/8” tall neck; ½” diameter neck; improved tool Patent lip
finish; neck/lip only)

F1-14
F1-15
F1-16
F1-17

F1-18
F1-19

F1-20
F1-21
F1-22
F1-23
F1-24
F1-25
F1-26
F1-27
F1-28
F1-29
F1-30
F1-31
F1-32
F1-33
F1-34
F1-35
F1-36
F1-37
F1-38
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S mustard jar (?)(clear; molded; round; approximately 1 5/8” diameter base; barrel
shaped) [This is very reminiscent of the base of the barrel-shaped bitters bottles
known to have been used by the Turner Brothers, and may represent another
bitters bottle associated with that firm. These bottles are known to have been
produced in amber and aqua color, and not clear glass. The small diameter of this
fragment suggest that it is not a bitters bottle, and more likely a condiment bottle.]
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F1-39
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House G
Lot Provenience

Draft Only

G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5
G-6
G-7
G-8
G-9

Surface
Surface, northwest corner of rear service wing
Midden around Feature 1
Lower midden
Exposing main house perimeter foundation walls
Surface, Post A
Surface, Post B
Feature 1, North Half
Feature 1, South Half

Lot Inventory
Lot G-1
3
relief decorated (floral, ivy pattern) Rockingham-glazed pitcher (?) (body sherds only)
1
medicine bottle (aqua, two-piece mold; round; 1 ¼” diameter; tapered body; Godfry
Cordial shape; lip and neck missing)
1
lamp chimney (crimped rim)
1
lamp chimney (molded rim)
1
button (four-hole; milk glass; 0.44” diameter)
1
bone handled pocket knife (cork screw opened and broken off)
1
elbow pipe (buff paste; clear glaze; knobby body; identical to one recovered from Feature
1, House F)
Lot G-2
3
plate (printed; brown; aesthetic period style; marked “PARISIAN GRANITE /
WASHINGTON PATTERN / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND / 12”) (mnv =1)
1
oyster shell
1
elbow pipe (buff paste; unglazed; burned)
Lot G-3
1
plate (relief decorated; LEAF FOCUS pattern; whiteware) [This pattern was
manufactured by the Taylor Brothers, of Hanley, England between circa 1869 and 1875
(Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:83)]
Lot G-4
1
serving bowl (relief decorated; fluted pattern; scalloped edge; whiteware)
6
bone
Lot G-5
6
spittoon (?) (red paste earthenware; clear glazed interior; exterior partially unglazed and
potentially painted; mostly base fragments)
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1
1

chemical (?) bottle (Kelly green; molded; improved tool patent lip finish; 1” neck; round;
approximately 3-3 ½” diameter; base and body missing)
liquor/whiskey bottle (amber; molded; improved tool brandy lip finish; lip and neck only)
bottle (aqua; round; 3” diameter; three-piece-plate bottom mold; potentially a beer bottle)
medicine bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1 base; approximately 2 ¼” x 3 ½” base; two-piece
mold; side embossed “…ON’S”)
oil lamp base (clear glass; round; 3 ½” diameter; base only)
bone

Lot G-6
6
plate (undecorated; round; whiteware; heavy body) (mnv=1)
1
soda water bottle (aqua; three-piece plate bottom mold; round; 2 1/2'” diameter basse; 6
5/8” tall; embossed body “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”; embossed “F” on
base and “D.O.C.” on shoulder of base)
Lot G-7
2
undecorated whieare
1
salt-glazed stoneware
1
lamp chimney (crimped rim)
2
plaster
5
bone
5
leather shoe (one heel; man’s shoe or boot)
3
soda water bottle (aqua; 3-piece plate bottom mold; base only; 10-sided body; 2 ½”
diameter; embossed body “A… / …SCH / SP[RINGFIELD”) (MNV=1)
1
soda water bottle (aqua; 3-piece plate bottom mold; applied tool lip finish; blob top;
round; 2 ½” diameter base; 6 ¾” tall; embossed body “C. J. PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILLS.” and on base “P”)
Lot G-8
4
undecorated whiteware
2
undecorated porcelain
2
unidentified hollowware porcelain (?)(molded and/or applique decoration; painted; body
only; “art” pottery?)
1
redware
1
gilded porcelain (hollowware base/serving vessel?)
12
container glass (clear)
1
bottle (aqua; body only; embossed “…TTER…)
3
container glass (amber)
7
container glass (aqua)
8
lamp chimney (clear; straight base)
7
window glass (aqua; thick; 2.22mm thickness on sampe)
3
plate glass (aqua; 2.85mm sample)
1
tumbler (clear; round; undecorated)
6
bone
2
coal (shaley residue)
7
machine cut nail fragments
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brick (soft-mud; small)
clinker
wood sample
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Lot G-9
5
undecorated whiteware
3
undecorated porcelain
4
undecorated ironstone
1
printed (brown) whiteware
1
annular decorated whiteware
1
plate (undecorated; whiteware)
1
jar/bowl (redware)
2l
redware
1
Rockingham-glazed yellowware (hollowware; base; unidentified large diameter straight
sided vessel)
1
Albany slipped earthenware
7
container glass (aqua)
3
container glass (light green)
6
tumbler (clear; machine made; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; three parallel rouletted lines
around rim) (mnv=1)
10
window glass (aqua; 2.42mm thick sample)
1
medicine bottle (aqua; molded; probably Blake Variant 1; paneled; body only; embossed
“…HAMBERLAIN MED. CO.”)
1
bottle (aqua; two-piece mold; round; pontiled; 1 3/8” diameter)
3
container glass (milk glass)
2
container glass (amber)
1
tumbler (clear; thin; blown?; gilded rim)
2
lamp chimney
1
bottle (aqua; molded; improved tool crown lip finish; round)
1
bottle (clear; molded; body only; embossed “…FISCHER / [SPRINGFI]ELD”)
1
bottle (dark green/black; applied tool string lip finish; lip only; wine?)
1
large iron washer (1/2” thick; 3” diameter; 1 ½” interior opening)
1
lime concretion (natural)
12
machine cut nail fragments
1
wire drawn nail
1
button (white glass; loop shank; 0.51” diameter)
3
bone
7
plaster
3
clinker
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FEATURE DESCRIPTIONS
CARPENTER STREET UNDERPASS,
PHASE II ARCHAEOLIGICAL INVESTIGATIONS,
SITE 2 (11SG1433)
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 1
Feature Location: Feature 1 is located on the rear of Lot 15, approximately 1’ south of the
alley, 1’ south of Feature 2, and centered in the lot.
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Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature subsequently was mapped in plan view, and not
excavated. Only the artifacts exposed on the scraped surface were collected.
Feature Description: Feature 1 is a rectangular pit of small size (approximately 30cm x 50cm
in size). As this feature was not excavated, its depth and profile shape are unknown.
Feature Artifact Content: Only a single provenience is associated with Feature 1. Lot F1-1
are artifacts collected from the scraped surface of this small pit feature. Although small in size,
several large fragments of at least three primary vessels were recovered from the surface of this
feature. These included remnants of a wine bottle, bluing bottle, and a Rockingham glazed bed
pan. The large bed pan fragments cross mend with fragments recovered near the surface of the
adjacent Feature 3 (Lot F3-4), suggesting that the post (or pier?) once associated with Feature 1
was pulled (or dismantled) at the same time that Feature 3 was filled.1
Feature's Suspected Function: As this feature was not excavated, the function of this small pit
is unknown. Nonetheless, its location along the back property line, and physical characteristics
suggest that it functioned as a post hole or pier—potentially for an outbuilding suspected as
being at this location.

1

A fourth sherd in adjacent Feature 4 (identified as Vessel F4-18) may also represent a sherd from this same vessel.
This sherd was located at the contact between the upper fecal material and the secondary deposits (Lot F4-5)—
further suggesting that this event occurred while Feature 4 was still open and functioning to as a privy.
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Figure 1. Artifacts from the scraped surface of Feature 1. Left: Fragmentary bluing bottle embossed “JAGUES / MADRAS /
LIGUID / BLUING / CHICAGO”). A whole bottle similar to this fragmentary bottle (and also illustrated here) was recovered
from the fills immediately above this pit during the backhoe stripping of this site. Right: Wine bottle fragment.
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Figure 2. Left: Fragmentary remains of a Rockingham-glazed yellowware bed pan recovered from the scraped surface of
Feature 1, and from the fills of nearby Feature 3 (Lot F3-4). The two rim sections were recovered from Feature 1, whereas the
single flat fragment was recovered from Feature 3. Right: Online example of similar bed pan.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 2
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Feature Location: Feature 2 is located on the rear of Lot 15, approximately 4’ south of the
alley, and centered in the lot. It is the first of 5 privy pits in a north/south line located along the
center-line of the lot. Feature 2 is situated approximately one foot north of Feature 3 (which
post-dates Feature 2) and approximately one foot west of Feature 8 (which may pre-date Feature
2). This privy pit is situated approximately 115-116’ north of the back of the house’s rear
kitchen wing. Subsequent investigations in mid-2017on the far western edge of Lot 15 (for
HSHS St. John’s Hospital) indicates that another privy pit pre-dating Feature 2 was located along
the western property line.
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 2was an isolated feature without any super-positioning.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The very far western end of this feature was not exposed, and
extended into the western unexcavated portion of this lot. The feature was shovel scraped, and
mapped in plan view. The feature was then sectioned by excavating a portion of the east half in
arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels. As defined on the scraped surface, this feature was
rectangular and appeared to have two circular interior compartments suggestive of side-by-side
barrels set into the rectangular pit. As such, only the east half of the eastern barrel was
excavated. Upon completion of the excavation of the east half of the east barrel, the profile wall
was drawn and photographed. All excavated feature fill was screened through ¼” hardware
cloth. Upon completion of the fieldwork, the excavated portion of the feature was backfilled
with clean sand. The western three-quarters of the feature remains unexcavated.
Feature Description: Feature 2 is unlike the later privy pits, in size and construction detail. At
the scraped surface, Feature 2 was vaguely oval in plan and measured approximately 3’7”
(1.10m) wide by minimally 6’3” (1.90m) long. The west end of Feature 2 extended into the
unexcavated area to the west of the excavation block, and the length of the feature has been
estimated. At the scraped surface the feature edges were fairly crisp, with little evidence of
slumping. At the scraped surface, a distinctive outer band, representing a builders trench, was
present and suggested the possibility of interior barrels. Upon excavation, it quickly became
clear that an approximately 2’9” (0.84m) diameter wooden barrel was present in the east half of
this pit. As such, the walls of the pit were concave shape, representing the shape of the original
barrel. The base of the pit and/or barrel was located 2’2” (0.97m) below the scraped surface
(which corresponded to the circa 1840 ground surface). During the use-life of this privy, the pit
seems to have experienced little, or no, rebuilding and/or maintenance.
The fills within Feature 2 are characterized by a variety of non-fecal deposits. These included,
from top to bottom, Zone I (cinder fill), Zone II (wood ash fill), Zone III (mixed subsoil and
topsoil fill), Zone IV (top soil fill, with a lens of mortar or lime), Zone V (mixed topsoil fill and
Zone IV (loose top soil fil). A small concentration of subsoil, and mortar was present on the
base of the pit. Zone III is reminiscent of a capping episode, with Zones IV, V, and VI
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reminiscent of primary deposits (albeit lacking seeds and other organics typical of fecal
deposits).
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Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
F2-1
F2-2
F2-3
F2-4
F2-5
F2-6
F2-7

Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary

Scraped Surface
East ½, Level 1
East ½, Level 2
East ½, Level 3
East ½, Level 4
East ½, Level 5
East ½, Cleaning base of feature

The artifact density in Feature 2 was extremely low, with few items being recovered. The low
artifact density is reminiscent of that in adjacent Feature 3, but very different from subsequent
privy pits, and suggests an artifact discard pattern different from later features. During this
earlier period of occupation, the bulk of the household trash may have been discarded off-site, or
in another location on-site.
Consistent with the low artifact density, the feature contained a very limited number of machine
cut nails, unidentified iron items, small brick fragments, and window glass. The upper fill zones
also contained minor amounts of coal, mortar/plaster and/or lime. Of particular interest is the
thick deposit of wood ash (Zone II) which was capped with a deposit of cinders and clinkers
(Zone I). The presence of the wood ash is consistent with the early age of the feature
(presumably dating from the 1850s).
Only five vessels were identified from Feature 2—all of which were secondary vessels., and all
associated with the Tableware functional category. Of note was the presence of a red-paste,
manganese-glazed stoneware teapot (Vessel F2-1) reminiscent of Philadelphia refined redwares.
A small diameter, relief decorated (Sydenham Shape pattern) domed lid (Vessel F2-4) also may
represent a second teapot. The Sydenham Shape was registered by T. and R. Boote in 1853
(Wetherbee 1985:50-51). One of the larger artifacts was remnants of an undecorated small plate
(8” diameter; Vessel F2-3). The other vessels included a small printed (purple) pitcher (Vessel
F2-5), and a single sherd from what appears to have been a small child’s cup (Vessel F2-2).
Besides the potential child’s cup, the presence of children was well documented by the limited
number of artifacts. Toys were represented by painted marbles, and undecorated porcelain tea
sets (which included both a child’s tea cup and saucer). These represented fairly upscale midcentury toys.
Faunal remains were also very limited in number, with the primary fills containing limited
number of pig, chicken, and rock dove remains. The secondary deposits also had remains of
beef present (Table x).
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The artifacts from Feature 2 were similar to artifacts recovered from the lower levels of the
adjacent Feature 3 (see Lots F3-7, F3-8, and F3-9)—particularly with regards to the presence of
small plates and toys. A fragment of one of the toy cups in Feature 2 crossmends with cup
fragments in Feature 3 (Lot F3-8).
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Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on its location and artifact
content, it would appear that Feature 2 pre-dates the adjacent Feature 3. It is unclear as to
whether Feature 2 pre-dates or post-dates the adjacent unexcavated Feature 8. Based on the
artifacts recovered from Feature 2, it is suspected that the feature was constructed and/or in use
as a privy sometime in the middle-to-later 1850s, and abandoned (and filled) during the later
early-to-middle 1860s. As this does not appear to be the earliest of privies on this lot—with
potentially two earlier privies being present, the abandonment date for this privy is problematic
as so few artifacts were recovered from this feature. It may have been abandoned later (circa
1870).
Potential Family Association/Context: A double house was probably constructed on Lot 15
sometime during the middle 1850s, shortly after the property was purchased by Jose Rodrigues
(or Rodriguo)—a recent Portuguese immigrant—in April 1853 (SCDR OO:346).2 On December
17, 1855, Joseph Rodrigues sold the E1/2 of Lot 15 to Mary Ferreira, who also was Portuguese.
Ferreira subsequently established a residence on Lot 15. Although it may have been constructed
slightly earlier, archival cartographic evidence suggests a structure first appears at this location
sometime between 1858 and 1867. During the later 1850s through later 1860s, the two side-byside units in this double house were occupied by the Rodriques and Ferreira families. It is
interesting to note that the 1870 census suggests that Mr. Rodrigues was living at this location
with his presumed wife (Laura; age 25) and their three children: Julia (age 10), Lucy (age 5), and
Pauline (age 1)—which may explain the presence of the children’s toys and cups in this and the
adjacent Feature 3.
Feature's Suspected Function: Although no fecal deposits were present in the base of this pit,
based on the feature morphology and location on the lot, this feature most likely functioned as
the subsurface storage facility for a pit privy.

2

Joseph Rodriguez [sic] was listed as a carpenter residing on the south side of Washington Street, between Twelfth
and Thirteenth Street in the 1857 Springfield City Directory. Joseph was born on the island of Madeira in February
1826. Rodrigues “was an ardent Christian and a faithful member of the Portuguese Presbyterian church.” Circa
1846, he immigrated to the United States “where he could worship as his conscience directed him.” Circa 1851, he
married Miss Clara Mendonsa (who died circa 1894). The couple had at least two daughters (Mrs. Sidney
Vasconcellos and Mrs. John DeFrates), and one son (J. M. Roderick). His son appears to have Americanized his
name to Roderick (Illinois State Register, October 19, 1906).
A house does not show up at this location on either the 1854 or 1858 city maps. The 1854 map is suspected as being
the more accurate of the two maps, with the 1858 map’s accuracy often being questioned. Perhaps Rodrigues
constructed a house sometime circa 1854-55—immediately after the publication of the 1854 map? Why he is listed
as residing on Washington Street is unclear, and may suggest that he did not construct this house until circa 185859—or the house was constructed in circa 1855 for Mary Ferreira.
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Figure 3. Plan views of Features 1, 2, 3, and a portion of Feature 4.
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Figure 4. View of privy pits along center of property line during excavation.
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Figure 5. Plan and profile of Feature 2, Site 11Sg1433. Only the east half of the eastern
barrel was excavated.
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Figure 6. Two views illustrating the excavated east half of Feature 2, Site 11Sg1433. Note the remnant wood barrel staves in
the base of the pit (right).
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Table 1
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 2 (11Sg1433)
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Table 2
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 2 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 7. Undecorated, thinly potted whiteware plate from Feature 2 (Vessel F2-3).
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Figure 8. Top: Relief decorated (Sydenham Shape) domed lid (Vessel F2-4) (Wetherbee .
Bottom: Manganese-glazed red-paste stoneware hollowware (potentially a tea pot?)
(Vessel F2-1). All artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 9. Select items recovered from Feature 2 included a small printed (purple) pitcher
(top; Vessel F2-5), pieces of a child’s tea service (middle; cup and saucer fragments from
Lots F2-2), and a painted marble (bottom). The cup and saucer are similar to others
recovered from the adjacent Feature 3. All artifacts are actual size.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 3
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Feature Location: Feature 3 is located on Lot 15, approximately 8-9’ south of the alley, and
centered in the lot. It is one of 5 privy pits in a line located along the center-line of the lot.
Feature 3 is situated 4’ north of Feature 4 (which post-dates Feature 3) and one foot south of
Feature 2 (which pre-dates Feature 3). This privy pit is situated approximately 110’ north of the
back of the house’s rear kitchen wing.
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 3 may cut into a series of pits or middens located along its
western edge, and extending into the unexcavated portion of the lot along the western property
edge.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary levels. As defined on the
scraped surface, this feature was oval in plan. Upon completion of the excavation of the east half
of the feature, the profile wall was drawn and photographed. All excavated feature fill was
screened through ¼” hardware cloth. Upon completion of the fieldwork, the excavated portion
of the feature was backfilled with clean sand. The western half of the feature remains
unexcavated.
Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 3 was circular to slightly oval in plan
view and measured approximately 5’6” (1.69m) in diameter. Much of the fill exposed at the
surface consisted of cinders and clinkers. Evidence of a wood-lined box was not encountered
until approximately 45-60cm below the scraped surface. At this depth, it became clear that much
of the east and south walls of the wooden box had failed and collapsed inward, with the side
walls slumping dramatically. The north wall appears to have remained vertical, but a wide
builder’s trench was present, suggesting that the walls may have slumped during the original
construction of the pit. The box measured approximately 3’5” (1.05m) wide by minimally 4’11”
(1.50m) long, and was constructed with vertical planking. Evidence of a large interior 2”x6”
stringer was noted approximately 25cm off the base of the box along its north side. As originally
constructed, the privy pit’s interior box lining appears to have been of variable depth. Along the
north side, the box extended to a depth of approximately 4’7” (1.40m) below the scraped surface
(which corresponded to the circa 1840 ground surface). Along its eastern side, it extended to a
depth of 1.09m, and along the southern side, the box extended only to a depth of 1.20m below
the scraped surface—which corresponds closely to the location of the nailer on the north side of
the box. The box appears to have been constructed with machine cut nails. The differential
depths and construction methods (presence of nailer on one wall) may indicate that these walls
were constructed at different points in time, with the north wall representing a rebuilding and/or
repair. During the use-life of this privy, the pit was cleaned out and deepened by approximately
70cm below the base of the highest eastern wall. This lower shaft had slightly insloping,
unlined, dirt walls that extended to a flat base that was 1.82m below the scraped surface. A
narrow ledge of variable width (5-15cm) was located along the inside edge of the original wood
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lining. The morphology of Feature 3 (particularly its depth and character of re-building) is
unique for this site.
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The fills within Feature 3 are characterized by four distinct deposits, which consist of: 1) post
abandonment fills consisting predominately of furnace waste (Zone I; Lot F3-1), 2) original
capping fills consisting of loose topsoil mixed with a substantial amount of fecal material (Zone
II-III), 3) primary fills associated with the upper wooden box ((Zones IV-VI), and 4) primary
fills associated with the lower, unlined shaft (Zones VII and VIII). Additionally, a wide
builder’s trench was associated with the upper box. Zone I was a dense concentration of cinders
and clinkers. Zone II and III were topsoil fills with lots of seeds and humic material mixed with
it—suggesting that the pit, when originally capped, may have been filled to capacity. Zones IIIVI were dark, humic-rich fills with lime. Zone VII, located in the lower, unlined shaft, was a
mucky, laminated gray and brown gleyed subsoil fill (with some little to no fecal material
present). Zone VIII was a yellow subsoil (representing slumped wall fill from the time of the
rebuilding. The base of this feature was located in close proximity to the existing water table.
This zone was very similar in color to the surrounding subsoil—and was distinguished from the
surrounding subsoil by texture and presence of occasional cultural item. A very thin black
organic mottled surface was present at the base of the feature. Zone VIII may corroborate the
notion of the partial rebuilding of the upper box walls at the time of the deepening of the shaft.
The upper portion of the builder’s trench was very wide and circular in plan—indicative of
substantial slumping at some point prior to the rebuilding of the interior box wall. Subsequent
failure of the south box wall resulted in a second episode of slumping along that wall, as seen in
the upper profile wall at this location.
Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
F3-1
F3-2
F3-3
F3-4
F3-5
F3-6
F3-7
F3-8
F3-9
F3-10

Secondary
Mixed
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Mixed

East ½, Level 1
East ½, Level 2, Builder’s Trench
East ½, Level 2, Inside Box
East ½, Level 3, Inside Box
East ½, Level 4, Inside Box
East ½, Level 5, Inside Box
East ½, Level 6, Inside Box
East ½, Level 7, Inside Box
East ½, Level 8, Inside Box
East ½, East Wall, Builders Trench

For its size, Feature 3 contained few artifacts (with only 49 vessels identified within the pit), and
contrasts dramatically with the subsequent Feature 4 (with its significantly higher artifact
density). Both Features 2 and 3 have a limited number of artifacts within the fill. This dramatic
increase in household debris between the occupations associated with Features 3 and 4, suggests
the introduction of a new and/or different pattern of household waste disposal during these years.
During the use-life of Features 2 and 3, household waste appears to have been primarily
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discarded in a non-privy location and/or hauled off-site. Beginning in the 1880s (?), the
household waste appears to have been discarded primarily in the privy pit. It is also possible that
this disparity in artifact density between these two privies may not reflect different disposal
patterns, but differential access to disposable consumer goods during these years. A single
child’s toy cup from near the base of Feature 3 (Lot F3-8) crossmends with a fragment near the
surface of Feature 2 (Lot F2-2). The artifacts from the lower levels of Feature 3 were
reminiscent of those from the adjacent Feature 4, particularly in regard to the presence of small
plates and toys.
For analytical purposes, the artifacts from Feature 3 have been separated into three categories or
contexts. These contexts consist of 1) upper capping fills (Secondary Deposits; Lots F3-1 and
F3-3), 2) slumped builder’s trench fill (Lot F3-2 and F3-10), and 3) primary fecal deposits
(Primary Deposits; Lots F4-4-9). The third context (Primary Deposits) could be subdivided into
upper and lower fills, but the low density of artifacts in these deposits makes this subdivision
meaningless.
The upper capping fills appear to have been deposited within a substantial surface depression
that developed due to the decomposition and settlement of the deep underlying fills. Unlike the
lower fills, several whole bottles were recovered from this context—and included liquors,
medicines, and soda-water bottles. These bottles appear to date from a wide time period—most
recent include Picnic-style whiskey flasks typical of the later nineteenth century. The soda water
bottle was embossed “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”. None of the glass from this
context is machine-made. Also present in this fill was a shingling hatchet, iron brackets
(potentially from furniture), as well as minor amounts of demolition brick debris. The brick
debris included what appear to be chimney brick (sooted), as well as a fragment of a distinctive
U-shaped drain brick.3 An undecorated whiteware plate and saucer (Vessel F3-1, F3-2) from the
upper capping fills of this feature was manufactured by the English firm of Bridgwood and Son
sometime between 1885 and 1890, and help date these post-abandonment deposits. A large
fragment of a Rockingham Glazed yellowware bed pan (Vessel F3-4) were also recovered from
this post-abandonment contest.4 Another relief vessel of note (Vessel F3-48) from this context
was a relief decorated hollowware vessel decorated in the HYACINTH pattern.5 Older items,
recovered from this context may have been part of debris once present in the upper portion of the
adjacent builders trench, which collapsed into the center of the pit and incorporated into this
capping fill.
The material in the upper section of the builder’s trench is represented by materials from Lots
F3-2 and F3-10. This material appears to have been deposited during the use-life of the privy,

3

Numerous similar drain brick were found during the investigations of Feature x (on Lot 14) during the mitigation
conducted for HSHS St. Johns.
4

This bed pan fragment crossmends with sherds from Feature 1 (Vessel F1-1) and potentially from Feature 4
(Vessel F4-18).
5

This pattern was registered at an unknown late 1860s date by Wedgwood and Company (Dieringer and Dieringer
2001:110).
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potentially when it was rebuilt and deepened. A single wire-drawn nail was located in this fill. 6
Also included in the fill is a spent 22-caliber brass shell casing suggesting the use of a small
caliber firearm (pistol or rifle) at this site. Several relatively whole primary vessels were
recovered from this context. These items included a whole yellowware nappie (Vessel F3-10),
and a hand-turned stoneware drain tile (Vessel F3-11), as well as two milk glass “pot” lids that
were embossed “DR. HEBRAS / VIOLA / CREAM” pots (Vessels F3-25 and F3-26).7 These
artifacts probably represent older material deposited in this builders trench when the feature was
rebuilt. Although the date of this rebuilding is unknown, it may have occurred during the very
late 1870s or early-to-middle 1880s.
As noted above, the Primary Deposits can be segregated into two contexts. The upper privy fill
is represented by Lots F3-4, F3-5, F3-6, and potentially F3-7. The lower privy deposits are
represented by Lots F3-8 and F3-9. For analytical purposes, the artifacts were lumped into a
single category (Primary Deposits; see Table x). Fill in the upper section of the pit includes
minor amounts of clinkers, albeit fairly large sized examples. Additionally, minor amounts of
plaster and brick demolition debris—as well as a possible fragment of oak lath—was present.
The presence of the brick, lath, and plaster may suggest that remodeling activity conducted
during this time was more extensive than just the rebuilding of the privy, and also may have been
included remodeling of the dwelling as well. Several lenses of wood ash also present in this
upper fill sequence.
A total of 32 vessels were recovered from the combined Primary Deposits and redeposited
materials in the Builder’s Trench. The largest category of vessels was from the Medicine
functional group (which was represented by 37.5% of the vessels from this context). These
consisted of couple of aqua-colored round bottles, multiple clear French Square bottles, a small
pontiled aqua-colored oval bottle (Vessel F3-42), and two proprietary medicine bottles. The two
proprietary medicine bottles included one embossed “SAMPLE BOTTLE / DR. KILMERS /
SWAMP ROOT / KIDNEY CURE / BINGHAMTON, N.Y.” 8 (Vessel F3-47), and a second
6

This nail appears to be enigmatic and potentially post-dates this rebuilding episode. There is a possibility that it
was associated with the initial post-abandonment context and/or the suspected rebuilding of this pit occurred in the
early to middle 1880s (and used early wire-drawn nails)—the later of which seems unlikely.
7
Pot bases to which these lids might have been associated were recovered from Feature 4, albeit not marked with
the Dr. Hebras product name. This skin care cream was advertised to remove blemishes and improve the quality of
one’s skin. Our limited research indicates that advertisements for this product first began appearing sometime
during the middle 1880s (or earlier) in the Springfield newspapers. Unfortunately, little history of G. C. Bittner and
Company’s Viola Cream was located during out current research.
8

Dr. Sylvester Andral Kilmer initially practiced as a traveling small town doctor in New York State, apparently
settling in Binghamton sometime in the 1870s. Dr. Kilmer apparently began production of his Swamp Root Kidney
cure in circa 1878, and it was in that year that he was joined by his brother Jonas who managed the patent medicine
business for him. In 1892, Jonas purchased Dr. Kilmer’s interest in the patent medicine business which included a
variety of medicines. The business continued under Dr. Kilmer’s name (by his family) through at least the first half
of the twentieth century, although it suffered dramatically after passing of the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906. Dr.
Kilmer’s Swamp Root Kidney Cure was one of the family’s most successful medicines, and it was not until after
World War II that the family sold the rights to the product—which apparently is still being manufactured.
Apparently, Dr. Kilmer utilized the U.S. Postal Service and mailed sample product throughout the United States for
advertisement
purposes
(http://www.antiquebottles.com/kilmer.html
http://www.antiquemedicines.com/Kilmer/Kilmer.htm; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willis_Sharpe_Kilmer).
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embossed “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK” (Vessel F3-16).9 The Swamp
Root bottle was a small “sample bottle”. Two additional fragmentary proprietary medicine
bottles were recovered and only partially identified (Vessels F3-32 and F3-39).
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The second most abundant item was represented by Tableware vessels (which represented 25.0%
of the vessels from this context). These vessels were equally divided between Eating and
Drinking vessels. The Eating vessels included a plate, platter, and two serving vessels. No
identified marks were noted. The serving vessel consisted of a large, relief decorated ironstone
tureen lid decorated with the FIG or FIG COUSIN pattern (Vessel F3-15). The FIG COUSIN
pattern was registered by Davenport/Wedgwood in July 1853, whereas the FIG (or UNION)
SHAPE was registered by the same two potteries in late 1856 (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:9,
91; Wetherbee 1985:155, 1996:110-111). The Drinking vessels were represented by a single
cup, two tumblers, and a jelly tumbler (or jelly glass). The tumblers were decorated with ribbed
“icicle” bases and four rouletted bands around the top—reminiscent of the drinking glasses
present in the subsequent Feature 4.
Vessels from the Household functional category represented 12.5% of the Primary vessels from
the Primary Deposits. These items included lamp chimneys, lamp fonts, and a bluing bottle.
Besides the actual vessels, several brass lamp parts were also recovered from the Primary
Deposits from this feature.
Next in abundance were items from the Kitchenware functional category, which represented
9.4% of the vessels from the Primary Deposits. These included two nappies (Vessels F3-10 and
F3-14), and a small crock/jar (Vessel F3-12). Personal Hygiene vessels represented 6.3% of the
primary vessels from the Primary Deposits. These items consisted of two “pot” lids which were
embossed “Dr. Hebra’s / Viola / Cream” (Vessels F3-25 and F3-26). These were found in the
upper section of the builder’s trench and integrated into these totals (see discussion above). Food
Storage, Drink, and Miscellaneous activities were all represented by 3.1% of the primary vessels
from the Primary Deposits. The single Drink vessel was a Picnic-style whiskey flask (Vessel F344). The single vessel from the Food Storage category was a canning jar lid liner embossed with
the logo of the Consolidated Fruit Jar Canning Company.10

9

Little is currently known about the early history of Parker’s Hair Balsam. An 1886 history of the New York Stock
Exchange notes that the product was being manufactured by Hiscox and Company, Pharmaceutical and
Manufacturing Chemists, of New York City at that time. This same history notes that the firm was established in
1875, but it is unclear as to whether the product was produced earlier or not. The product is advertised in
newspapers
by
circa
1880
(https://books.google.com/books?id=tMZAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA178&lpg=PA178&dq=%22Parker%27s+Hair+Balsam%22+history&source=bl&ots=qU_
Dx0Er35&sig=aklAOVsqR-bDu2feSE7hcjEGsI&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjT9pG8pL7VAhXLzIMKHeK6Chk4ChDoAQgnMAA#v=onepage
&q=%22Parker's%20Hair%20Balsam%22%20history&f=false).]
10

The Consolidated Fruit Jar Company was formed in late 1871, immediacy prior to the expiration of the original
Mason patent the following year. The Consolidated Fruit Jar Company did not produce glass jars, but controlled the
Mason patents and thus the production of the jars. The firm began using the trademarked logo in early April 1878,
and continued using it until they sold the rights to the Mason glass jar to the Hero Glass Works in 1883. The firm
also registered the trademark for Boyd’s Porcelain Lined jar lid liners in 1878, claiming that they had been
producing these lids since February 1870 (Lockhart, Shriever, Lindsey, and Serr 2014).
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Small finds although present, were limited in number and included some buttons, a writing
stylus, eating utensil fragments, lamp parts, and children’s toys (particularly toy tea sets). Faunal
remains were limited in number from the Primary Deposits in this feature.
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Faunal remains were not very plentiful from Feature 3. The limited faunal remains recovered
from the primary deposits included both cattle and swine elements in nearly equal number. Also
present were remains of sheep. Birds were represented by both chicken and turkey. The skeletal
elements recovered from both the cattle and swine lacked cranial and feet elements, suggesting
the purchase of market cuts and not on-site butchering. The large mammal remains from the
secondary deposits were dominated by pork remains. Of interest in the secondary deposits was
the remains of a single Rock dove.
Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: The initial construction date for
Feature 3 is difficult to determine. It would appear that this feature was constructed at the time
the adjacent Feature 2 was abandoned and filled. Feature 2 was abandoned during the later
1860s or very early 1870s. As such, Feature 3 probably was constructed sometime circa 1870.
The use-life of Feature 3 apparently was fairly long, and appears to have been rebuilt at some
point in its life—expanding its use-life by many years. Feature 3 was abandoned and/or filled at
the time the adjacent Feature 4 was constructed. Based on our understanding of the subsequent
Feature 4, it seems reasonable to suspect that Feature 3 persisted through at least the early to
middle 1880s (if not slightly later). This 10 to 15 year duration is the longest of any of the privy
pits documented at this site. The upper capping fills were not deposited until sometime after
circa 1885-90.
Potential Family Association/Context: Currently, little is known about who was occupying
this double house from circa 1870 through circa 1885. Presumably, Mrs. Mary Ferriera (Ferara),
who first began residing in the east half of the house on Lot 15 sometime in the mid-to-late
1850s, vacated the property sometime circa 1870. Although city directories suggest that Ms.
Ferriera moved from the house in circa 1870, deed records indicate that Maria Ferrea [sic] did
not sell the E1/2 of Lot 15 to Joseph Rodrigues until June 1880 (SCDR 25:527). Similarly, it is
unclear as to when the Rodgrigues family moved from house. More research is needed in the
Springfield city directories from the 1870s. The 1876 Springfield City Directory lists a Peter
Young residing at 927 East Mason Street, presumably in this house. Young was a German-born,
lessee (or tenant).
The best information we currently have about the occupants of this house during this time frame
is the 1880 U.S. Census. The 1880 U.S. census indicates a 34-year old widowed woman named
Elizabeth Gage as living immediately adjacent to Emanuel Mendonca, the grocer living in the
structure on the adjacent corner. Gage was living by herself. Immediately adjacent, and
presumably in the west half of the house in which Gage was living was an Albert Jennings, a 38year old book keeper living with his wife (Isabella; aged 26) and their infant child (William; age
seven months). Apparently west of the Gage and Jennings houses was a double house and
adjacent to that a large boarding house operated by Joseph Melton—both structures probably
located along north side of Mason Street in the middle of the block. Albert Jennings apparently
did not live at this location for any length of time, as he was listed as residing at 1420 North
Monument Avenue at the time of his death in 1888. His obituary notes that he was employed at
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the time of his death at the Elevator Mills “and was an old soldier” (Illinois State Register,
December 22, 1888; February 7, 1889).
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Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature morphology, and presence of fecal
deposits, this feature most likely functioned as the subsurface storage facility for a pit privy.
Unlike many of the other privy pits at this site, this facility was substantially rebuilt, and greatly
enlarged during its use-life—and as such probably represents one of the longest lasting privy pits
at the site.
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Figure 10. Plan and profile of Feature 3, Site 11Sg1433.
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Figure 11. Two views illustrating the excavated east half of Feature 3, Site 11Sg1433.
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Figure 12. Sectional views of Features 2 and 3 (Site 11Sg1433), illustrating the dramatic shift in holding capacity between
these two sequential privy pits. Both are illustrated at the same scale.
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Table 3
Functional Classification of Vessels,
Feature 4
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Table 4
Proprietary and/or Patent Medicine Bottles,
Feature 3

49

Table 5
Ceramic Marks and Identified Decorative Patterns,
Feature 3

CONSOLIDATED FRUTI JAR COMPANY

Canning Jar Lid
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Table 6
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 3 (11Sg1433)
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Table 7
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 3 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 13. Primary artifacts from the Secondary Deposits of Feature 3. These artifacts
were recovered from Zone I (Lot F3-1). Several of the items are of an older age and
reminiscent of the vessels that were recovered from the adjacent builder’s trench, and may
have originated from this same context after the collapse of the side walls of the interior
box.
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Figure 14. Top Right: Large fragment of a Rockingham-glazed yellowware bed pan
(Vessel F3-4) recovered from Lot F3-1. This large sherd cross mends with fragments
recovered from Feature 1 (and possibly from Feature 4, as well). Top Left: Online
example of similar bedpan. Bottom: Backstamp from Vessel F3-1. This ceramic
backstamp was probably in use circa 1885 to 1890, and helps date these post-abandonment
fills.
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Figure 15. A potential teapot lid decorated in the Hyacinth Pattern was recovered from the
Secondary Deposits of Feature 3 (Vessel F3-48). This pattern was registered at an
unknown late 1860s date by Wedgwood and Company (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:110).
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Figure 16. Primary artifacts recovered from the upper portion of the Feature 3 builder’s trench (Lot F3-2). This material
may represent items discarded around the interior box after it was rebuilt during it use life, prior to its abandonment.
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Figure 17. Similar salt glazed drain tile such that recovered from Feature 3 have been
recovered from several nearby sites such as the Corneau Site, Sprigg Site, Lincoln Home
Site, and Vachel Lindsay Site (all in Springfield). Top: Unglazed, hand turned, stoneware
drain tiles similar to those from Feature 3 were found in archaeological investigations at
the Corneau Site (Lincoln Home National Historic Site). The 90-degree angled drain tile
was located immediately adjacent to a wellhead and formed the mouth of a drain system at
that site. Bottom: Line drawing is of a similar drain tile recovered from the Lincoln Home
during investigations at that site (Mansberger 1987; 2005).
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Figure 18. Top: Two pot lids embossed “Dr. Hebra’s / Viola / Cream” on their interior
surface were recovered from the Secondary Deposits of Feature 3 (Vessels F3-25 and F326). These pot lids were widely advertised beginning in the middle 1880s (or earlier).
Unfortunately, little history of G. C. Bittner and Company’s Viola Cream was located
during out current research. Bottom: Trade card and similar pot lid with paper label
intact
(http://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/dr-hebras-viola-cream-trade-card-andmatching-pot).
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Figure 19. Primary artifacts recovered from the Primary Deposits of Feature 3.
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Figure 20. Trade card and advertisement for Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root Kidney, Liver and Bladder Cure.
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Figure 21. Top: Dr. Kilmer successfully utilized the U.S. Postal Service for advertisement
purposes by mailing small sample bottles of his product (packaged in small tubes)
throughout
the
United
States.
Bottom:
Vessel
(F3-47)
(http://www.antiquemedicines.com/Kilmer/Kilmer.htm).
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Figure 22. Left: Parker’s Hair Balsam (Vessel F3-16). Right: Nineteenth century trade card advertising Parker’s Hair
Balsam.
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Figure 23. Two late nineteenth (left and middle) and one early twentieth (right) century advertisements for Parker’s Hair
Balsam (Vessel F3-16).
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Figure 24. Trade card advertising Parker’s Hair Balsam (Vessel F3-16).
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Figure 25. Two relief decorated vessels were recovered from the Primary Deposits of
Feature 3. This tureen lid was found near the base of the pit, and was decorated with the
FIG or FIG COUSIN pattern.
The FIG COUSIN pattern was registered by
Davenport/Wedgwood in July 1853, whereas the FIG (or UNION) SHAPE was registered
by the same two potteries in late 1856 (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:9, 91; Wetherbee
1985:155, 1996:110-111).
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Figure 26. Drinking vessels were represented by several drinking glasses and/or jelly
glasses (Vessel F3-35). The decorated drinking glasses had a ribbed “icicle” design along
the base, and four rouletted bands of varying width around the rim. This vessel was
recovered from the very top of the Primary Deposits and/or the base of the Secondary
Deposits.

Figure 27. This white-colored glass stem with bowl fragment represents an older style oil
lamp font (Vessel F3-46).
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Figure 28. A single canning jar lid liner embossed with the Consolidated Fruit Jar Company was found in the upper fills of
the Primary Deposits (Vessel F3-49) (http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/broadsides_bdsny81548/).
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Figure 29. Clothing artifacts from Feature 3 consisted predominately of milk glass buttons.
Top: Lower privy context (Lot F3-9); Middle: Upper privy context (Lot F3-5); Bottom:
Capping fills (Lot F3-2). All buttons are actual size.

Figure 30. Toys from Feature 3 included a single marble (Lot F3-6) and several teacups
from multiple children’s toy tea sets. Top: Large child’s teacups from Lot F3-3, F3-5, and
F3-8 (similar to ones from adjacent Feature 2). Bottom: This small cup is from Lot F3-1.
All artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 31. Miscellaneous items from Feature 3. Top: Iron table knife with wooden handle
(Lot F3-4). Bottom Left: Writing stylus (Lot F3-8). Bottom Right: 22-caliber shell casing
(fired) (Lot F3-2). All artifacts are actual size.

Figure 32. Miscellaneous metal from the lower privy fills of Feature 3 (Lot F3-9). At least
one item (upper middle) was associated with a fluid-burning lamp. It is unclear whether
the others were associated with lamps or not. All artifacts are actual size.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 4
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Feature Location: Feature 4 is located on Lot 15, approximately 17-18’ south of the alley, and
centered in the lot. It is one of 5 privy pits in a line located along the center-line of the lot.
Feature 4 is situated 2’ north of Feature 5 (which post-dates Feature 4) and 4’ south of Feature 3
(which pre-dates Feature 4). This privy pit is situated approximately 88’ north of the back of the
house’s rear kitchen wing.
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 4was an isolated feature without any super-positioning.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The very far western end of this feature was not exposed, and
extended into the western unexcavated portion of this lot. The feature was shovel scraped, and
mapped in plan view. The feature was then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary
approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile
wall was drawn and photographed. All excavated feature fill was screened through ¼” hardware
cloth. Upon completion of the fieldwork, the east half of the feature was backfilled with clean
sand. The west half of the feature remains unexcavated.
Feature Description: Feature 4 is similar in morphology to the adjacent Feature 5. At the
scraped surface, Feature 4 was rectangular in plan view and measured approximately 4’0”
(1.22m) wide by minimally 5’11” (1.80m) long. The west end of Feature 4 extended into the
unexcavated area to the west of the excavation block. At the scraped surface the feature edges
and corners were fairly crisp, with little evidence of slumping. Faint evidence of an interior box
was noted at the scraped surface. The walls of the feature are vertical and exhibited no evidence
of slumping—with evidence of a well-preserved wooden box noted very near the scraped
surface. The box measured approximately 3’8” (1.12m) wide by minimally 5’8” (1.73m) long,
and was constructed with vertical planking. No evidence of interior stringers (or nailers) along
the inside of the box were noted. As originally constructed, the privy pit (and its associated
interior box lining) extended to a depth of approximately 3’9” (1.14m) below the scraped surface
(which corresponded to the circa 1840 ground surface). As originally constructed, the base of
Feature 4 was located approximately 4’5” (1.35m) below the approximate surface of origination.
During the use-life of this privy, the pit was cleaned out and deepened by approximately 15cm,
leaving a ledge approximately 10-20cm along the inside edge of the original wood lining. The
interior wooden box appears to have been constructed using machine cut nails.
The fills within Feature 4 are characterized by three distinct deposits, which consist of: 1) post
abandonment fills consisting predominately of furnace waste (Zone I; Lots F4-1 through F4-4),
2) original capping fills consisting of loose topsoil (Zone II and III), and 3) primary fills
consisting of fecal debris and household artifacts (Zones III-V; Lots F4-6 through F4-10). Zone
III was a mixed topsoil and fecal deposit. A single lot (F4-5) was a transitional level that
contains materials mixed from both contexts. A fairly clean topsoil fill (Zone II) suggests that
the primary fecal deposits had been capped with topsoil, and that the later fills of Zone I may
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have been deposited sometime well after the abandonment of this pit, and the subsequent
decomposition (and settling) of the organic fecal materials in the facility.
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Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
F4-1
F4-2
F4-3
F4-4
F4-5
F4-6
F4-7
F4-8
F4-9
F4-10
F4-11

Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Mixed
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Scraped Surface
East ½, Level 1
East ½, Level 2
East ½, Level 3
East ½, Level 4 (top of fecal zone)
East ½, Level 5 (fecal zone)
East ½, Level 6 (fecal zone)
East ½, Level 7 (fecal zone)
East ½, Level 8 (fecal zone)
East ½, Level 8 (base)
Cleaning Profile (fecal zone)

For its size, Feature 4 contained a fairly large number of artifacts (with 211 vessels identified
within the pit). The feature fill in Feature 4 is distinctively different from that in the earlier two
privy pits (Features 2 and 3), with a much larger number of primary artifacts being present in this
pit compared to the earlier two pits. Both Features 2 and 3 have a limited number of artifacts
within the fill. This dramatic increase in household debris between the occupations associated
with Features 3 and 4, suggests the introduction of a new and/or different pattern of household
waste disposal during these years. Prior to the use of Feature 4, household waste appears to have
been primarily discarded in a non-privy location and/or hauled off-site. Beginning in circa 1890,
the household waste appears to have been discarded primarily in the privy pit. It is also possible
that this disparity in artifact density between these two privies may not reflect different disposal
patterns, but differential access to disposable consumer goods during these years.
Additionally, several artifacts from Feature 4 crossmended with artifacts from adjacent features 3
and 5. Fragments of a single mineral water bottle were recovered from both Features 4 (Vessel
F4-62; recovered from the Primary Deposits) and 5 (Vessel F4-73; recovered from the initial
capping fills and/or Secondary Deposits). Similarly, at least three vessels from Feature 4
crossmended with vessels in Feature 3, and included a bed pan (Vessel F4-18), a platter (Vessel
F4-4), and a cup (Vessel F4-34). Additionally, Vessel F4-14 appears to represent an ointment jar
base which articulates with a lid from Feature 3 (Vessel F3-25). This bed pan (Vessel F4-18)
also potentially crossmends with sherds on the surface of Feature 1.
Artifacts from the upper fills (Zone I) included a variety of early twentieth century debris,
including burned/melted plastic, machine made brick (pressed?), and demolition debris
(including plaster and wire-drawn nails). There is a fairly large number of wire-drawn nails in
these upper fill levels. Although there is a fair number of nails in the upper levels, these fills
lack window glass—suggesting the occupants of this house may have been burning some
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salvaged and/or scrap lumber in their furnace. The fill in Zone I was predominately coal ash
residue from coal-burning furnace. Fragments of furnace grates, representing furnace
maintenance and/or repair work, were also present in the fill. Burned ceramics and bone were
also present. The faunal remains from these upper levels included large sample of burned and/or
calcined bones, suggesting that household waste (including food scraps) may have been
discarded in the stove as well. Bed rail hardware were also present, suggesting the occupants
may have been burning scrap wood and old furniture as well in these later years.
Vessels from these upper fills were few in number (n=28) and were predominately Tableware
(representing 28.6% of all the vessels from the Secondary Deposits), Medicine and Household
(each representing 25.0% of the vessels), with Kitchenware and Food Storage vessels being
represented by 19.7% and 7.1% of the vessels, respectively. Vessels from the Drink category
were represented by a low of 3.6% of the vessels. A cylindrical whiskey bottle from this upper
fill was embossed “BOTTLED BY THE / GEO. T. STAGG CO. / FRANKFORT, KY.” (Vessel
F4-22). Although the George T. Stagg Company purchased a pre-existing distillery in Frankfort
in circa 1878, the firm did not re-brand and name its product after the company’s owner until
1904. As such, these upper fills may not have been deposited over the primary lower fills until
sometime shortly after 1905.
The Primary Deposits of Feature 4 were represented by Lots F4-6 through F4-11. Unlike the
upper fills, these deposits contained very little stove waste (cinders and coal ash), suggesting
discard was primarily from a “kitchen” context. Machine cut nails and window glass were
present, albeit in small number. Besides the ceramic and glass vessels, a large amount of faunal
remains were present, and included a great number and variety of fowl remains, including
chicken heads and feet—as well as large mammal bones. The large mammal bones appear to be
represented by lots of beef leg bone ends—potentially suggesting preparation of stews and soups.
The Primary Deposits were represented by a substantially larger number of vessels than within
the upper Secondary Deposits—with 183 vessels being identified (35 being secondary vessels,
and 148 being primary vessels). Medicine bottles comprised the largest functional category of
the primary vessels from this context. A total of 59 bottles from this category were recovered
(comprising 39.9% of the primary vessels from these Primary Deposits). Of these medicine
bottles, 49 (representing 33.1% of the primary vessels from this context were of the nonproprietary and/or generic variety, whereas ten (representing 6.8% of the vessels from this
context) represent proprietary medicine bottles.
Medicine bottles were represented by a variety of forms. The older style bottles were
represented by a number of French Squares. At least one potential pill bottle, of the French
Square design (Vessel F4-61), had an embossed base that read K. H. & G. Z. O.”11 More recent
and/or more modern style medicine bottles were represented by the Philadelphia Ovals, a
common prescription bottle form from the 1880s and 1890s.12 The more recent medicine bottles
11

The “K. H. & G.” probably refers to the firm of Kearns, Herdman & Gorsuch from Zanesville, Ohio. This firm
produced glassware containers from 1876 through 1886 (www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks-3/).
12

One of these Philadelphia Oval bottles has an embossed base with a simple “T”. This may be the mark associated
with the Tibbey Brothers, which was in operation from 1880 to 1914.
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from this feature appear to be a series of bottles which are reminiscent of earlier Union Ovals,
but lack the prominent raised straps or bands along each narrow side of the bottle (and exhibit
flattened straps or bands). These bottles have a rectangular depression on their base, with the
larger examples embossed “F & F Co”. These bottles probably represent the Baltimore Ovals or
Round Cornered Blakes depicted in the 1906 Illinois Glass Company Catalog.13 They are also
reminiscent of the relatively new style Favorite Oval illustrated in the 1906 catalog and
apparently only recently introduced. Although this mark has not been identified, it may have
been associated with the Fuller and Fuller wholesale drug company of Chicago.14
Proprietary and/or patent medicine bottles were well represented in this assemblage. Seven
embossed proprietary medicine bottles and two presumably medicinal bitters bottles were
recovered from this context (see Table x). Hamlin’s Wizard Oil (Vessel F4-68)15, Scott’s
Emulsion (With Lime & Soda) (Vessel F4-74)16, the Pharmacal Association’s Lactopeptine
(Vessel F4-134)17, Shiloh’s Consumption Cure (Vessel F4-146)18, Malydor Manufacturing
13

The Union Oval shape is a typical oval shape with a narrow raised band (or strap), that runs down each of the
narrow sides of the bottle. Union Oval whiskey flasks were common during the Civil War era. The Union Oval
prescription bottle apparently was introduced circa 1880-81 (see SHA web page). The Baltimore Oval, a name used
by the Illinois Glass Company (see their 1903 and 1906 catalogs) is reminiscent of the earlier Union Oval, but the
bands (or strap sides) have been flattened and barely raised above the body of the bottle. Only two similar bottles
were present in the subsequent Feature 5.
14

This company formed in 1884, and merged to become Fuller-Morrison in 1915. By 1918, the firm was touted as
the largest wholesale drug company in the United States (Currey 1918:78). [Chicago: Its History and Builders]
15

Hamlin’s Wizard Oil was first produced in Chicago beginning in 1861, and “it was primarily sold and used as a
liniment for rheumatic pain and sore muscles, but was advertised as a treatment for pneumonia, cancer, diphtheria,
earache, toothache, headache and hydrophobia” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamlin's_Wizard_Oil). Local
Springfield newspapers began carrying advertisements on a regular basis in January 1887. By the early years of the
twentieth century, it was known as a pain reliever, and as an antiseptic or “first aid treatment.” Advertisements
continue in the local Springfield newspapers through at least the early 1920s.
16

Production of this product began in circa 1873. The addition of the lime and soda, was in part, to eliminate the
foul smell of the cod liver oil, and was claimed to be “as palatable as milk.” Scott’s Emulsion was trademarked in
1879, and marketed as a treatment for consumption (https://www.chemheritage.org/distillations/magazine/the-manwith-a-fish-on-his-back). Advertisements appear in Springfield newspapers well into the early years of the twentieth
century (post 1905).
17

Lactopeptine came on the market in 1877, produced by the New York Pharmacal Association. The product was
marketed well into the twentieth century. The firm used a “pig with a pestle” motif in its advertisements, which
touted the products cure of “dyspepsia, indigestion, general debility, constipation, vomiting in pregnancy, cholera
infantum, flatulency, and in all diseases arising from imperfect digestion”. No advertisements were noted in local
Springfield
newspapers
(http://www.historicnewengland.org/collections-archives-exhibitions/collectionsaccess/collection-object/capobject?refd=EP001.01.076.01.03.041).
18

Shiloh’s consumption cure (from Le Roy, New York) was first introduced in circa 1873, but not packaged under
the “S. C. Wells” name until circa 1882. With the passage of the Food and Drug Act in 1907, the name was changed
to Shiloh’s Cure” (Nickell 2014). The blow-over-mold Packers lip finish suggests that this bottle may date to a
slightly later, post 1882 period (http://www.centerforinquiry.net/blogs/entry/shilohs_consumption_cure/;
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Great_American_Fraud/Chapter_5). Advertisements in the local Springfield
newspapers continue through at least 1902.
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Company’s “Gentleman’s Friend” (Vessel F4-161)19, Dr. Kennedy’s Medical Discovery (Vessel
F4-175)20, and Burk’s White Pine Balsam (Vessel F4-189).21 Although high in alcohol content
and often consumed for that reason, bitters were also considered a patent medicine. Two bitters
bottles were also recovered from the Primary Deposits of Feature 4, and included one embossed
Hoptonics (Vessel F4-152)22, and the other St. Gotthard Herb Bitters (Vessel F4-153).23 These
19
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Advertised as “the Gentleman’s Friend,” the Malydor Manufacturing Company’s primary product was for the
treatment of “gonorrhea and gleet”. Gleet is “a watery discharge from the urethra caused by gonorrheal infection.”
This product was first introduced by two druggists from Springfield, Ohio named Montanus and Garwood—with its
introduction in circa 1883. The two druggists sold their product to a Mr. John Bellerman, who moved production of
the product to Lancaster, Ohio in 1890. Bellerman died sometime prior to 1910, and his wife carried on with the
business well into the middle 1920s (potentially up to her death in late 1925). After the passage of the Pure Health
and Drug Act, the company was charged with complaints about its product’s effectiveness and claims of success.
Although this product for the treatment of venereal disease was advertised widely in a variety of newspapers across
the eastern United States beginning in the later 1880s, the local Springfield newspapers first advertise this product in
circa 1895. The fact that this particular bottle is labeled “Springfield, Ohio” suggests that it may have been bottled
during the later 1880s. The other contemporary treatment of venereal disease was the Evans Chemical Company’s
“Big
G”
(Terry
2007;
https://newspapers.library.in.gov/cgi-bin/indiana?a=d&d=DWE18890508.1.3;
https://books.google.com/books?id=4UxOAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA173&lpg=PA173&dq=MALYDOR++BOTTLE&s
ource=bl&ots=pUlHDhAPJe&sig=B4IuiorGwhHHDjX96yjYxEVtxlU&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiQ7NmizsnR
AhUQ24MKHeefAroQ6AEIIzAB#v=onepage&q=MALYDOR%20%20BOTTLE&f=false).
20

Dr. Kennedy’s Medical Discovery (which was manufactured in Roxbury, Massachusetts) was a long running
cure-all with a 42% alcohol content. This product was first introduced in circa 1848, and continued in popularity
through at least the early 1890s, as witnessed by the local Springfield newspaper advertisements. By circa 1893,
advertisements for this product are not present in the local Springfield papers (Griffenhagen and Bogard 1999).
21

Burk’s White Pine Balsam was touted as a cure for “all throat, lung, and chest diseases…”, and local Springfield
newspapers carried testimonials of this products treatment of “coughs, colds, and asthma” between 1885 and 1887.
This product contained a high percentage of chloroform. Fike (1987:23, 145) notes advertisements from Burk’s
Medicine Company appear in 1888 and 1889 (see also Lee 2007).
22

The Hoptonics bottle was a distinctive shape with pyramidal shoulders similar to “log cabin” roofed bottles, and
was embossed “HOP- / TONIC” around each of the four upper triangular panels and “HOPTONIC” on one side
panel. This product was produced and bottled by Charles R. Stuart in Cleveland, Ohio, and potentially Grand
Rapids, Michigan. It was trademarked in June 1876; advertised as a “Remedy for … Bilious kidney, urinary, liver
and nervous diseases and for general debility”—in essence, a convalescence (Ring and Ham 1998;
http://www.bottlepickers.com/bottle_articles91.htm).
23

This product was manufactured and bottled by Louis Mette and George Kanne. Initially, this firm “was listed as
liquor dealers and suppliers of Kentucky Whiskies. In 1868 the businesses name was Mette & Flacke. Two years
later, in 1870 it would become Mette & Kanne. The two men were brothers- in-law. The firm was located at 613 N.
2nd [Street, and] in 1881 they would relocate to 403 N. Main Street till they closed. By 1893 the company now was
called Mette & Kanne Distilling Co. The company would go out of business in 1918 because of prohibition”
(http://www.bottlepickers.com/bottle_articles79.htm). The bottle contains the mark of the Mississippi Glass
Company, of St. Louis, which produced glass containers from 1873-1884. Mette and Kanne began producing their
bitters in circa 1870. The name was changed to Mette & Kanne Distilling Company in 1893. As such, this bottle
probably dates from circa 1870-1893 (http://www.fohbc.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/DatingGameLindellGlassCompany.pdf). Similar bottles were also recovered from the Sprigg Site (Feature 53; Mansberger
19xx).
https://books.google.com/books?id=6L4_AAAAYAAJ&pg=PA285&lpg=PA285&dq=gotthard+bitters&source=bl
&ots=p9pKGJ8HlP&sig=nZIobs8bqFAZLZotgIEXoFyEYFg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiO4LfnvZPVAhVq6o
MKHR5HCMkQ6AEIOzAE#v=onepage&q=gotthard%20bitters&f=false
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bottles appear to document a range of ailments common during the later nineteenth century (such
as the common cold, cough, consumption, rheumatic pain, “imperfect digestion”, nervousness,
and “general debility”) as well as venereal disease.
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Three proprietary prescription bottles were also recovered from the Primary Deposits of Feature
4. A fourth was also present in the upper Secondary Deposits, and noted here. The most prolific
of these were produced for a local Springfield druggist and embossed “CHAS. W. GILL /
DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE” (and with a drawing of a druggist
mortar and pestle; Vessels F4-25, F4-138, and F4-176).24 The other proprietary prescription
bottle was embossed “LUYTIES / 306 N FIFTH ST /ST LOUIS MO.” (Vessel F4-133).25
Vessels associated with the Tableware functional category were second in significance among
the Primary Deposits. This category was represented by 17.6% of the vessels from this context,
and were nearly equally divided between Drinking (at 9.5% of the vessels) and Eating (8.1% of
the vessels). Typical of the later nineteenth century, the majority of the ceramic tablewares were
undecorated, heavy-bodied whitewares. Several plates, although of a similar style representative
of a “set” of dishes, were manufactured by different British firms (cf. F4-111, F4-119, and F424

The “D. F. & D.” probably refers to the glasshouse of Dean, Foster, and Dawley, who began production in 1888,
and continued through 1893. The firm “produced and distributed ‘many styles of prescription bottles, but one
particular style of prescription bottle, the Chicago Oval, has the base markings of D. F. & D.. The bottle design was
patented on May 15, 1888’” (Lockhart, Schriever, Lindsey and Serr n.d.:48-49). Bethman (1991) suggests that this
mark was used on these Chicago Oval style bottles from 1888 through 1893—giving a fairly tight date for their use.
This date range is further narrowed by information relating to Gill’s Springfield practice. The Springfield druggist
Charles Gill opened a drug store on the north side of the public square sometime after 1880. In the 1887 Springfield
City Directory, Gill was listed as a druggist at 531 Washington Street, which would place him at the northeast corner
of the public square. Springfield city newspapers first list Gill’s drug store in late 1887, with references continuing
through July 1890 (with the announcement of Dr. L. Whitley having purchased “the drug store of Charles W. Gill”
(ISJ 16 July 1890). In 1891, the city directory indicates Gill as a clerk presumably working for L. Whitley at this
same location. The 1896 city directory does not list Gill as even being in Springfield. Combined with the patent
date information, it would seem that this bottle was probably in use from circa 1888 through 1890. The earliest this
bottle could have been deposited in this pit would have been circa 1888—and was no longer being sold after circa
1890-91. Similar bottles, lacking the “M” embossed on the base, were also recovered from the adjacent Feature 5.
The bottles in Feature 4 probably pre-date those from Feature 5, and may have been in use closer to the 1888 date,
than the 1890-91 date.
25

Dr. Herman Luyties was a successful German homeopathic pharmacist who began his business in St. Louis during
the middle nineteenth century. He became “one of the largest and most highly regarded homeopathic pharmacies in
the world. Receiving the 1904 World Fair’s Grand Prize of Medicine was just one of his long list of achievements.”
For many years, Luyties published the journal Luyties Homeopathic Pharmacy and was “one of the promoters of the
Homeopathic College of Missouri and for years was a lecturer on pharmacy in that institution. He was likewise one
of the founders of the Good Samaritan Hospital…” (https://www.accessgenealogy.com/missouri/biography-of-drherman-c-g-luyties.htm;
http://www.edwardhandmedicalheritage.org/vex7/B2C7A3CE-2131-4B4B-BF02676359710441.htm).
St. Louis city directories list Luyties at 306 N. 5th St. from at least 1880 through 1883, after which it is listed at 306
N. Broadway. These addresses actually are one in the same, however, as 5th Street was renamed Broadway in 18831884. Luyties remained at the 306 N. 5th/Broadway location through 1902, after which they moved to 619 Locust
for a number of years, before moving to 314 N. Broadway by 1910. As such, this bottle was probably manufactured
and filled sometime prior to 1883, and probably represented a relatively old prescription discarded perhaps a decade
later.
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120). As with the plates, the majority of the ceramic wares represent were British manufactured
goods typical of the middle to late nineteenth century. British potteries represented in the
assemblage include Turner, Goddard and Company (1867-1874), Powell and Bishop (18761878), Wedgwood and Company (post 1860), J. and G. Meakin (post 1891), Mattock and Gater
(1874-1876),26 and Thomas Furnival and Sons (post-1891) (Godden 1964:11, 509, 625). At least
three of the British-manufactured ceramic backstamps incorporated the word “ENGLAND” into
the mark. The presence of “ENGLAND” in the mark would suggest a post-1891 date of
manufacture in reference to the passage of the McKinley Tariff Act in the United States (Godden
1964:11).27 Table x summarizes the marked ceramic vessels and their suspected date range of
manufacture.
Less numerous in this ceramic assemblage was the presence of American-made tablewares.
Minimally, three American manufactured vessels were present in these Primary Deposits
(Vessels F4-107, F4-110, and F4-124). These wares were represented by the George S. Harker
and Company (1854-1890),28 the Potter’s Co-operative Company (1882-1895),29 and the Sebring
Pottery Company (1887-circa 1940s)30—all three companies being located in East Liverpool,
Ohio. Several unattributed ceramic items (pitchers and bowls) were similar to wares advertised
in the 1895 Montgomery Ward and Company catalogue (cf. Vessels F4-112, and F4-110 bowl).
A single relief decorated handleless ironstone cup (Vessel F4-122) was also recovered from
these Primary Deposits. This cup, reminiscent of an earlier time period, was decorated in the
FUSCIA SHAPE pattern. The Fuscia Shape was registered by J. & G. Meakin in 1869
(Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:120).
Glass tablewares were also present in low number, and included drinking glasses, tumblers,
and/or jelly glasses, as well as several stem ware vessels (representing water goblets and/or wine
glasses; Vessels F4-102 through F4-105, F4-194). Additionally several press-molded serving
vessels were present. One unusual milk glass bowl vessel (Vessel F4-87) was the lid molded in
the form of a nesting chicken, and represents part of a “Hen on nest” lidded bowl. These “Hen
on nest” lidded bowls were being produced by at least the early 1880s.31 Other press-molded
26

http://www.thepotteries.org/allpotters/682.htm

27

Similarly, the presence of the words “Trade-Mark” probably post-date the Trade-Mark Act of 1862, and generally
refer to a date after 1875 (Godden 1964:11).
28

This manufactory of dinnerware was located in East Liverpool, Ohio and produced wares from circa 1853-54
through 1890. Besides whiteware, George Harker was known to have produced yellowware and Rockingham wares
as well (Lehner 1988:197). The most common mark for the pottery incorporates two crossed flags and the words
“TRADE MARK”. The eagle mark on this saucer is not illustrated in Lehner (1988).
29

Kovels.com (2008) suggests that this is the mark of the Potter’s Co-operative Company of East Liverpool, Ohio
which was established in 1882. The co-operative, which produced ironstone toilet sets, dinnerware, and sanitary
ware, and hotel ware, continued production through 1925. This particular mark is attributed to the years 1882-1895
(Kovel.com; https://www.kovels.com/collectors-concerns/dresden-pitcher.html).
30

The Sebring Pottery Company was established in East Liverpool, Ohio in 1887, and continued operations through
the 1940s (Lehner 1988:414). This is one of the earlier marks employed by this firm.
31

http://nmgcs.org/articles/42-hen-on-a-nest-studying-a-glass-collection.html
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serving vessels included a small bowls (Vessels F4-92, F4-170), a small platter (Vessel F4-196),
and a covered butter dish (Vessel F4-91).
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Both the Drink and Household functional categories were represented by 11.5% of the primary
vessels from the Primary Deposits. The Drink category was represented by both non-alcohol
items (represented by 2.7% of the vessels in this context) and alcohol containers (represented by
8.8% of the vessels in this context). The vessels associated with non-alcohol containers were
represented by four soda and/or mineral water bottles—all of which represented imported
European waters (from Ireland and Germany). These included both glass bottles marked
“ROSS’S // BELFAST” (Vessel F4-47),32 and “C. OPPELL & CO. /
FRIEDRICHSHALL”(Vessel F4-62),33 as well as stoneware bottles marked “KRANTHALLER
/ MINERAL QUELLEN /AUGUST THIEMANN / KRONTHALL IM TAUNUS NASSAU
(Vessel F4-115),34 and “ROLANDSQUELLE / BURTSCHEID” (Vessel F4-116).35
Vessels associated with alcohol consumption included predominately containers for distilled
liquors (presumably whiskey). These included both Picnic-style flasks (Vessels F4-158, F4-159,
and F4-160), and Shoo-fly flasks (Vessels F4-46, F4-99, F4-165), as well as cylindrical bottles
(Vessels F4-145, and F4-100)—all typical of the 1880s and/or early 1890s. The flasks were
represented in a variety of graduated sizes. One of the cylindrical bottles had an embossed base
that read “WM MCCULLY & CO.” The firm of William McCully was a pioneer in the
American glass industry, and produced glassware in Pittsburgh beginning in 1832, through circa
32

William Ross established his Belfast soda manufactory in 1879. The business specialized in the export business,
with the United States one of the firm’s chief markets. By the early 1890s, Ross was one of the largest producers of
soda water in Ireland. Ross’s Royal Ginger Ale was one of the company’s primary products. Although the firm
continued in business through the late twentieth century (circa 1980s), World War I as well as the Irish war of
independence greatly impacted the export trade for Ross’s soda waters into the United States
(http://letslookagain.com/2016/07/w-a-ross-of-belfast). This style of round bottom soda water bottles were
predominately mouth-blown, and date from the 1870s through the 1910s (cf. Illinois Glass Company 1903, 1908,
1911).
33

This is a distinctive style mineral water bottle. In 1906, the Illinois Glass Company referenced this bottle style in
their catalog as a generic “Hunyadi Janos” bottle in reference to that firms use of this bottle style (Illinois Glass
Company 1906:261). Friedrichshall is a town in southwestern Germany known historically for its mineral/salt
springs. Marketing of the mineral waters at Friedrichshall began by 1865 (https://archive.org/details/b22310952),
and were soon being marketed worldwide. By the late 1880s, there had developed significant trade mark issues
(https://books.google.com/books?id=dPBCAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA475&lpg=PA475&dq=Friedrichshall+mineral+wa
ter+bottle&source=bl&ots=RgNSdDsBOH&sig=kLRdTMw2mpbzy7AKyCZOwWiKXyY&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ah
UKEwiSouqMic_RAhUlw4MKHa8HDeMQ6AEIHDAB#v=onepage&q=Friedrichshall%20mineral%20water%20b
ottle&f=false). See also http://blog.underoverarch.co.nz/2016/03/the-bitter-waters-of-archaeology/).
34

The Kronthal mineral springs are located in Taunus, Germany. In 1875, Thiemann obtained ownership and began
shipping bottled water in stoneware bottles. In 1880, he shipped 1.5 million bottles of water. Thiemann appears to
have sold his interest in the springs in 1898
(translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quellenpark_Kronthal&prev=search)
35

Burtscheid is located in western Germany, near Aachen. “Rollandsquelle” translates to “Roland’s Source” and
may be a reference to “Roland’s spring.” Although Burtscheid has had a hot spring resort community/industry
associated with it form many generations, no reference could be found to Roland’s Spring
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roland).
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1886. The “& Company” was added to the firm name in 1841 and continued in use through
circa 1886 (Toulouse 1971: 351-353). Additionally, two bitters bottles (Vessels F4-152 and F4153) were recovered from these Primary Deposits (see discussion in above, in reference to
Medicines). Although marketed as medicines, these bitters may very well have been consumed
as much for their alcohol content as medicinal value.
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Household vessels were also represented by 11.5% of the primary vessels in the Primary
Deposits. Among the Household items were numerous long-necked aqua bottles that generally
hold bluing—a component used in washing clothes to enhance their whiteness (cf. Vessel F449).36 Another household item included stove polish bottles. One of the polish bottles (Vessel
F4-131) was embossed “NONSUCH / STOVE POISH CO. / DETROIT MICH”,37 whereas a
second was embossed “ACME BLACKING / TRADE MARK / WOLFF & RANDOLPH /
PHILADELPHIA” (Vessel F4-132).38 A distinctive cone-shaped mucilage (or glue) bottle
(Vessel F4-168) was also present.39 One of the more “exotic” items recovered from the Primary
Deposits of Feature 4 were two matching white-colored, hand-blown vases (Vessels F4-58 and
F4-206). These Classical-looking vases had an approximately 4” diameter mouth and were 10½11” tall). The Montgomery Ward and Company catalog illustrates very similar vases and
describes these vessels as being “genuine Bohemian glass, imitation alabaster” and “of a milky
white color and beautifully decorated.” The vases, which were often painted (with floral motifs)
and gilded, sold for $0.50 for a pair of 9” vases. According to the Montgomery Ward and
Company (1985:546), these flower vases make “a handsome ornament and would be appreciated
as a wedding or birthday gift.” Also associated with this category was an undecorated chamber
pot lid. Chamber pots and their associated lids were very uncommon from this feature, as well
as from the site as a whole (raises questions as to whether they were being used by the
inhabitants of the house).
Glass vessels associated with Food Storage accounted for 10.1% of the primary vessels in the
Primary Deposits. These containers were fairly equally divided between Home Canned
(representing 4.7% of the vessels) and Commercially Canned (representing 5.4% of the vessels)
containers. The Home Canned food jars were represented by aqua canning jars with ground
blow-over-mold, screw thread lip finishes. At least five quart canning jars were embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” in reference to the original Mason patent of 1858.
At least two of these jars also were embossed with the “C. F. J. Co.” monogram used by the

36

http://mrsstewart.com/the-history-of-mrs-stewarts-bluing/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluing_(fabric)
37

This company exhibited at the Centennial Exposition of the Ohio Valley which was held in Cincinnati, Ohio in
1888 (https://archive.org/stream/officialguideofc01cinc#page/138/mode/2up/search/NONSUCH).
38

Although these bottles are relatively numerous among bottle collectors, little history was found on the company.
Advertisements for the product were located in 1887 Good Housekeeping, and 1891 By Land and Sea. Herskovitz
(1978) suggests that the firm introduced their shoe blacking in circa 1878, and suspects this product dates from latter
1870s through at least the early 1890s.
39

In 1906, the Illinois Glass Company described this bottle as a Cone or Bell Musilage bottle (IGC 1906:104).
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Consolidated Fruit Jar Company (See Vessels F4-48, F4-97, and F4-126 through F4-130).40
None of these glass jars were machine-made (and contrasts with those from the subsequent
Feature 5).
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Several commercially packaged food jars and sauce bottle were also present, albeit mostly
unmarked. One narrow-mouithed, quart-sized food jar was embossed “A. K[EMP] / NEW
YORK” (Vessel F4-214).41 Vessel F4-56 was a sauce bottle described by the Illinois Glass
Company as a “green glass, plain decanter” in the “Pickle and Preserve Ware” section of their
1906 catalogue (Illinois Glass Company 1906: 202).42 Vessel F4-57 was a food jar with a
banded body similar to the “Ring Screw Top Preserve” jars illustrated in the Illinois Glass
Company’s 1906 catalogue (Illinois Glass Company 1906:214). Vessel F4-101 was a distinctive
amber sauce bottle with blow-over-mold screw top finish with ground rim and embossed
“[H]ORTON CA[TO] / DETROIT MICH”).43
Vessels associated with the Kitchenware functional category were present and comprised 6.1%
of the primary vessels from the Primary Deposits. Although not overly numerous, their presence
represents a significant departure from earlier (and later) features. During the nineteenth
century, most urban households utilized small jars, but Feature 4 also contained several larger
jars, jugs, as well as mixing bowls—giving the artifact assemblage a rather “rural” character
(suggestive of an urban farmstead associated with home production and processing of
foodstuffs). Mixing bowls were jigger molded and generally Peoria-glazed (Vessel F4-88). Jugs
were salt-glazed and hand turned (Vessel F4-89). Jars were of variable size, hand-turned, and
finished with either a salt-glaze or Peoria glaze (see Vessels F4-88, F4-89, F4-113, F4-117, and
F4-211). One large jar (Vessel F4-113) had a hand-painted, cobalt-blue “3” with floral design

40

The Consolidated Fruit Jar Company was formed in late 1871, immediacy prior to the expiration of the original
Mason patent the following year. The Consolidated Fruit Jar Company did not produce glass jars, but controlled the
Mason patents and thus the production of the jars. The firm began using the trademarked logo in early April 1878,
and continued using it until they sold the rights to the Mason glass jar to the Hero Glass Works in 1883. The firm
also registered the trademark for Boyd’s Porcelain Lined jar lid liners in 1878, claiming that they had been
producing these lids since February 1870 (Lockhart, Shriever, Lindsey, and Serr 2014).
41

This sauce or relish jar is similar to F4-204. This vessel probably was manufactured for Aaron Kemp. Kemp
initially began packing and/or preserving meats, as early as 1835. In 1862, he joined a partnership with George Day
that continued through the nineteenth century. By the later nineteenth century, Kemp and Day were known for their
processed meats, fish, fruits, vegetables, and pickles. The firm was apparently renowned for their “Portland Packed
‘Saco’ Green Corn.” Although this bottle may pre-date circa 1862, it probably was an older bottle discarded in this
feature (Zumwalt 1980:260).
42

Accompanying bottles in this 1906 catalog are all sauce and ketchup bottles. An identical bottle was also
recovered from Feature 5.
43

The firm of Horton, Cato and Company was established in Detroit in 1877 as Hato & Cato. The firm produced a
variety of “table condiments” and was renowned for their Royal salad dressing, Worchester sauce, and pepper sauce
in a distinctive bottle with bulbous bottom
(books.google.com/books?id=Fkh5AAAAMAAJ&pg=PA107&lpg=PA107&dq=HORTON+CATO+HISTORY&so
urce=bl&ots=BuCHB86sMG&sig=K267Q7IYxngfM_KfjbJEHPqfRJ8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi8yPnhnt7R
AhWk24MKHbxDCEkQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=HORTON%20CATO%20HISTORY&f=false).
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applied to it. One smaller jar (Vessel F4-211) was reminiscent of the later nineteenth century
wares produced by the local Brunk family (Mansberger 2009).
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Also present, in relatively low number, were several vessels associated with the Personal
Hygiene functional category (which comprised 2.7% of the primary vessels from the Primary
Deposits). These included a proprietary scent or perfume bottle (Vessel F4-71) embossed
“BROWN / & / WILSON’S / CAPITOL / COLOGNE / SPRINGFIELD / IL”44 and a tooth
powder bottle embossed “CALDERS / DENTINE” with an accompanying cartouche
incorporating the letters “A. L. C.” (Vessel F4-174).45
Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on its location and artifact
content, it would appear that Feature 4 post-dates the adjacent Feature 3, and pre-dates the
adjacent Feature 5. Based on the artifacts recovered from the primary deposits of Feature 5, it is
suspected that the feature was constructed and/or in use as a privy sometime in the middle-tolater 1880s, and, and abandoned (and filled) during the early-to-middle 1890s (circa 1890-1895).
Later secondary deposits appear to date to the subsequent decade, circa 1895 through 1905. Of
particular interest is the presence of several ceramic items marked “ENGLAND” which probably
references the McKinley Tariff Act of 1891 (and thus post-dates that legislation). Additionally,
the earliest a proprietary prescription bottle from Charles Gill’s drug store could have been
manufactured between 1888 and late 1891—and similar bottles were found in the Primary
Deposits of both Features 4 and 5. Similarly, ceramic vessels from the Sebring Pottery Company
could not have been produced any earlier that 1887.
Potential Family Association/Context: More research is needed. Based on our current
understanding of the occupational history of the lot, the privy represented by Feature 4 may have
been used by one of several families. The 1891 and 1892 Springfield City Directories suggest
that Feature 4 may have been associated with either the Joseph Bento (or J. Bento Xavie) family,
or Mrs. Bridget Mullen (widow of John Mullen). Mrs. Mullen was also potentially associated
with Feature 5.
The 1880 Springfield City Directory indicates that a John Mullen was a wood turner by trade—
and may be the source of the woodturnings recovered from the lower fills of Feature 5. If so, the
Mullen family may have lived at this address for a few years prior to the publication of the 1891
city directory. As such, both Features 4 and 5 may have been associated with the Mullen family.
More research is needed to confirm this. Further research in the city directories may indicate the
duration of the Mullen family at this location.

44

Brown and Wilson appear to have been Springfield druggists. Unfortunately a search of local newspapers has
resulted in locating no information regarding the firm or the cologne.
45

Albert Lawton Calder was a Providence, Rhode Island businessman who established an apothecary shop in that
town in 1852. By 1867, he had begun manufacturing “Calder’s Saponaceous Dentine”. In 1886, Calder—who had
become a registered pharmacist in 1872—abandoned his apothecary business and began solely producing his
dentine product. Calder died in 1898, but his company continued through 1938. This bottle probably post-dates
circa
1886
when
Calder
set
out
to
solely
promote
his
tooth
powder
(tmacsribottleinfo.blogspot.com/2014/08/medicine-companies-c-1.html).
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Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature morphology, and presence of fecal
deposits, this feature most likely functioned as the subsurface storage facility for a pit privy.
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Figure 33. Plan and profile of Feature 4, Site 11Sg1433.
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Figure 34. Detail of base of Feature 4—note thin fecal deposits capped with extensive heating waste.
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Table 8
Functional Classification of Vessels,
Feature 4
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Table 9
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 4 (11Sg1433)
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Table 10
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 4 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 35. Primary artifacts from the upper capping deposits of Feature 4 (represented by Zone I). These artifacts probably
represent materials discarded several years after the abandonment and capping of the original privy pit (and after the initial
decomposition of the underlying humic fecal deposits, and subsequent settling of the pit fills).
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Figure 36. Primary artifacts from the Primary Deposits of Feature 4 (Zones III-V). Feature 4 contained more primary vessels
than any of the other features at this site.
.
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Table 11
Proprietary and/or Patent Medicine Bottles,
Feature 4

Table 12
Ceramic Marks and Identified Decorative Patterns,
Feature 4
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Figure 37. Top: Aqua round medicine and/or chemical bottles typical of the pre-1880s.
These were limited in number from Feature 4. Bottom: Variety of French Square
medicine bottles from Feature 4. French Square medicine bottles were typical of the later
nineteenth century, and were very common in Feature 4. Bottle located at the far right was
embossed “BURK’S // WHITE PINE / BALSAM // BURK’S / MEDICINE CO.” (Vessel
F4-199).
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Figure 38. Pages from the Illinois Glass Company’s 1906 catalog illustrating Philadelphia Ovals and French Square bottles
(left, page 27) and the Baltimore Oval and Round Cornered Blakes (right, pages 28 and 29) (Illinois Glass Company 1906: 2729). These names refer to the sectional shape of the bottle’s body, as depicted in the sketch located below the bottle image.
Although of limited use for dating a bottle, the popularity of these various shapes appear to change through time. The
comments following in the subsequent tables are general perceptions of the change in popularity throughout the later
nineteenth century.
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Figure 39. Beginning in the circa 1870s, the Philadelphia Oval medicine bottle became
common. Bottles of this form were common within Feature 4.

Figure 40. These bottles, referred to as a Baltimore Oval, have a faint strap or raised band
on their narrow sides, and are reminiscent of the more pronounced Union Ovals common
during the 1860s and 1870s. Baltimore Oval medicine bottles were limited in number from
Feature 4.
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Figure 41. The Baltimore Oval was similar to the Favorite Oval (top right) marketed by the Illinois Glass Company. The
bottles from Feature 4 had an indented base similar to that illustrated on the Premier Oval (left bottom) (Illinois Glass
Company 1906:24-25).
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Figure 42. Ball necked paneled bottles were fairly common in the Primary Deposits of
Feature 4. These bottles may have held a medicine, or food extract. IGC 1906:45)

Figure 43. Two homeopathic vials were also recovered from Feature 4 (Vessels F4-190 and
F4-75). Actual size.
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Figure 44. Proprietary prescription bottles from Feature 4. On the left are two French
Square bottles. The amber one is embossed “LUYTIES / 306 N FIFTH ST /ST LOUIS
MO.” (Vessel F4-133). The clear one is embossed “BURK’S // WHITE PINE / BALSAM //
BURK’S / MEDICINE CO.” (Vessel F4-189). The two clear Chicago Oval bottles on the
right were manufactured for the Springfield druggist Charles Gill. The larger one was
embossed “CHAS. W. GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR.
SQUARE” (and had a drawing of a druggist mortar and pestle) (Vessel F4-138). The
smaller one was embossed ; “CHAS. W. GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N.
E. COR. SQUARE” and lacked the mortar and pestle (Vessel F4-176). Another
fragmentary bottle embossed with the Gill slug plate was found in the upper Secondary
Deposits, too (Vessel F4-25).
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Figure 45. Top Left: Detail of Charles Gill’s proprietary prescription bottles. Top Right:
Details of the distinctive Chicago Oval (and/or Keystone) base with its patent date and
manufacturer’s information. Bottom: Two advertisements for Gill’s Drug Store (ISR 8-71889; ISR 12-22-1887). Gill advertised Luyties Homeopathic Remedies, as Well as Dr.
Kings New Discovery (Brown, Mann, and Farnsworth 2015).
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Figure 46. Proprietary and/or Patent medicine bottles from Feature 4 include (left to right): “DR KENNEDY’S // MEDICAL
DISCOVERY // ROXBURY MASS” (Vessel F4-175); “COD LIVER OIL // SCOTT’S / EMULSION // WITH LIME &
SODA” (Vessel F4-74); “S. C. WELLS // SHILOH’S / CONSUMPTION / CURE // LE ROY, N.Y.” (Vessel F4-146);
“HAMLIN’S / WIZARD OIL” (Vessel F4-68); and “LACTOPEPTINE / NEW YORK / PHARMACAL / ASSOCIATION”
(Vessel F4-134).
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Figure 47. Newspaper advertisements (Top Left: ISR January 20, 1887; Top Right: ISR
May 12, 1920) and undated trade card (Bottom) for Hamlin’s Wizard Oil.
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Figure 48. Undated trade card advertising the benefits of taking Hamlin’s Wizard Oil
(Vessel F4-68).
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Figure 49. Various advertisements for Scott’s Emulsion (Vessel F4-74). Top Left: ISJ
January 20, 1886; Top Right: ISR November12, 1885; Bottom Left: ISR May 8, 1902;
Bottom Middle: ISR May 6, 1902; and Bottom Right: ISR October 10, 1890.
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Figure 50. Three undated trade cards for Scott’s Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oil.
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Figure 51. Undated trade card for the New York Pharmacal Association’s Lactopeptine
(Vessel F4-134).

Figure 52. Advertisements and testimonials for Shiloh’s Consumption Cure (Vessel F4146). Left: ISR April 16, 1902; Middle: ISR December 7, 1877; Right: ISR December 5,
1878.
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Figure 53. Newspaper advertisement (top; ISJ March 18, 1896) and undated trade card
(bottom) for the Malydor Manufacturing Company’s “Gentleman’s Friend” (Vessel F4161)—“the quickest cure for G. and G. on earth. Cures every case.” “G. and G.” was
slang for “gonorrhea and glit.” Although the product was introduced much earlier, the
first advertisements for this product in local Springfield newspapers is from circa March
1895
(http://www.springfieldohiohistory.net/adstradecards.htm;
http://41hijinx.typepad.com/greenville/2008/03/malydor-injecti.html).
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Figure 54. Two early 1890s advertisements for Dr. Kennedy’s Medical Discovery (Vessel
F4-175). Left: State Capital December 12, 1891; Right: State Capital May 14, 1892.

Figure 55. Three testimonials for Burk’s White Pine Balsam (Vessel F4-189). Top: ISJ
February 14, 1886; Middle: ISJ September 4, 1886; Bottom: ISR February 6, 1886.
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Figure 56. Advertisements and promotional material for HOPTONIC bitters (Vessel F4152). Although touted for its medicinal qualities, this product was often consumed for its
alcoholic content (http://www.antiquebottles.com/rl/tc/HopTonic.jpg; ISJ June 13, 1889).
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Figure 57. Saint Gotthard’s Herb Bitters (Vessel F4-153) was another “medicinal” bitters that was often consumed for its
alcohol content, as strongly suggested by the manufacture and distribution by the Mette and Kanne Distilling Company of St.
Louis (http://www.rdhinstl.com/mm/rs180.htm; ISR March 31, 1886).
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Figure 58. An embossed prescription bottle from Luyties St. Louis pharmacy was recovered from Feature 4(Vessel F4-133).
Left: Advertisements for various Homeopathic publications offered for sale by Herman Luyties (Western Homeopathic
Observer, Volume 4). Right: Advertisement from back page of The Homeopathic News, which was published by Lutyies
(Homeopathic News, Volume 8).
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Figure 59. Primary ceramic Tableware vessels from the Primary Deposits of Feature 4.
These included plates, soup plates, saucers, cups (both handled and handleless) and serving
bowls.
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Figure 60. Table setting from the circa early 1890s, as depicted from Feature 4 vessels.
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Figure 61. Cup styles from Feature 4, included undecorated and painted handled varieties
(top), as well as relief decorated handle-less examples (bottom). The painted handled cups
were present in both whiteware and porcelain. The relief decorated ironstone cup, which
probably represents an older vessel, was decorated in the Fuschia pattern (which was
registered by J. and G. Meakin in 1869 (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:120).
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Figure 62. Ceramic hallmarks from Primary Deposits of Feature 4. Top Left: Vessel F4107; Top Middle: Vessel F4-29; Top Right: Vessel F4-110; Middle Left: Vessel F4-120;
Middle Right: Vessel F4-111; Bottom Left: Vessel F4-119; Bottom Right: Vessel F4-125.
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Figure 63. Glass Tablewares were represented by several small serving bowls and/or platters, a butter dish, and the lid for a
“Hen and Nest” lidded bowl (molded in the form of a chicken; Vessel F4-87). Foreground (left to right): Vessel F4-196, Vessel
F4-92, Vessel Fv-91).
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Figure 64. Top: Glass tableware associated with Drinking included tumblers (Vessel F453), jelly tumblers (Vessel F4-51), and both decorated (Vessel F4-194) and plain stemware
(Vessel F4-102). The stemware may represent water goblets and/or wine glasses. Bottom:
The Montgomery Ward and Company’s 1895 catalog illustrates the various styles of
drinking glasses common at that time. These included, left to right, the plain tumbler, the
engraved tumbler with lines, the engraved tumbler with floral decoration, and a squat jelly
tumbler with glass top. Full-sized, tin-topped jelly tumblers—like the one from Feature
4—were much more common than the squat variety illustrated here. Jelly tumblers were
cheaper than the even the plain tumblers. Similarly the engraved tumblers were more
expensive than the plain tumblers, with the floral decorated engraved tumbler being more
expensive than the simple lined tumbler (Montgomery Ward and Company 1895:542).
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Figure 65. Glass vessels associated with the Drink functional category were fairly numerous—as well as varied in type of
bottle—from Feature 4. These included, from left to right, dark green Bordeaux style wine bottles (Vessel F4-193), amber
paneled bitters bottles (Vessels F4-152 and F4-153), amber round/cylindrical whiskey bottles (Vessels F4-100 and F4-195),
clear Shoofly flasks (Vessels F4-46 and F4-165), and clear Picnic flasks (Vessels F4-158, F4-159, and F4-160). Distilled liquors
(particularly whiskey and bitters) and wine were well represented, whereas beer was poorly represented in this assemblage.
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Figure 66. Non-alcoholic beverage containers from Feature 4 included a variety of
imported mineral water, ginger ale, and/or seltzer water bottles. Back, left to right: “C.
OPPELL & CO. / FRIEDRICHSHALL (Vessel F4-62), “KRANTHALLER / MINERAL
QUELLEN /AUGUST THIEMANN / KRONTHALL IM TAUNUS NASSAU” (Vessel F4115), “ROLANDSQUELLE / BURTSCHEID” (Vessel F4-116); Foreground: “ROSS’S //
BELFAST” (Vessel F4-47).
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Figure 67. Household items from Feature 4 included numerous bluing bottles, which were
fairly numerous. These bottles were represented by two distinctive lip finishes—one with a
Patent lip finish and the other with a Packer lip finish. The 1906 Illinois Glass Company
catalog also refers to these as “Ginger Oval” bottles (IGC 1906:34).

Figure 68. Polish bottles from the Primary Deposits of Feature 4. Far left: “NONSUCH /
STOVE POLISH CO.” (Vessel F4-131; Second from left: ACME BlACKING (Vessel F4132) was a product for shoes. Other two bottles are unmarked generic polish bottles.
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Figure 69. Advertisements for Acme Blacking were fairly common in a variety of print
forms during the 1890s. Top Left: By Land and Sea (1891). Top Right: Southwestern
Journal of Education, Volume 5 (1887). Bottom Left: Good Housekeeping, Volume 4
(1886). Bottom Right: Southwestern Journal of Education, Volume 5 (1887). No
advertisements were found for the Nonsuch Polish.
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Figure 70. Two portions of a “Bohemian” glass vase from Feature 4. Two similarly painted vases, approximately 10” tall,
were recovered from this feature (Vessels F4-58 and F4-206). These vases are similar to those advertised in the 1895
Montgomery Ward and Company catalog (1895:546-7) (right).
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Figure 71. A mucilage bottle from Feature 4 (Vessel F4-168). This is similar to the Cone or
Bell Musilage bottles illustrated by the Illinois Glass Company (1906:104).

Figure 72. Undecorated chamber pot lid from Feature 4 (Vessel F4-30). Chamber pots
and their associated lids were very poorly represented within all of the features at this site.
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Figure 73. Unlike many of the other privy pits at this site, Feature 4 contained a relatively
large number of crockery vessels (Kitchenware), including jugs, preserve jars, crocks/jars,
and milk pans/bowls. Although the milk pans, were jigger molded, the majority of the
wares were hand turned. One large crock (Vessel F4-90, not illustrated here) had an
impressed “3” on its rim, in reference to its 3-gallon capacity. Similarly, a salt-glazed crock
had an painted, floral decoration with a “3” in reference to its capacity as well (Vessel F4113). Several Peoria-glazed vessels were present. One preserve jar is reminiscent of the
late wares produced by the local Brunk family pottery of rural Springfield.
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Figure 74. Food Storage vessels included Commercially canned jars (top; Vessels F4-204
and F4-214) and Home canned jars (below; Vessels F4-201, F4-127, F4-126, F4-202). Most
of the canning jars were embossed “MASON”, with a couple bearing the monogram of the
Consolidated Fruit Jar Company. Both screw-top and wax seal canning jars were present.
The top right glass jar is embossed “A. KEMP / NEW YORK” (Vessel F4-214). The lid
liner is Vessel F4-48.
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Figure 75. Top: Trademark monogram used by the Consolidated Fruit Jar Company, as
illustrated in their 1892 catalog. The firm began using this monogram in 1878, and
continued using it until 1883. Bottom: The Consolidated Fruit Jar Company was not a
glass manufacturing company, but controlled the patents for the production of Mason jars,
and required the glass houses to emboss Mason jars with their monogram. Page
illustrating their canning jars from their 1892 catalog (Lockhart, Shriever, Lindsey and
Serr 2014).
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Figure 76. Top: Primary vessels from the Food Storage functional category included
several sauce bottles, and pickle/relish bottles/jars (Vessels F4-66 and F4-210), as well as
unidentified food jars. The bottle at far right was described as a “green glass, plain
decanter” in the “Pickle and Preserve Ware” section of the 1906 Illinois Glass Company
catalog (bottom; 1906: 202), which is identical to Vessel F4-56 (as well as F5-134). The
small amber bottle in top foreground (Vessel F4-101) is a distinctive style similar to the
“fluted extract” bottle illustrated in this same catalog (1906:53, albeit with a Packer lip
finish). This particular sauce bottle was embossed “HORTON CATO / DETROIT
MICH”.
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Figure 77. Personal Hygiene bottles from Feature 4 included two scent or perfume bottles
(top left and center) as well as a jar that once held a toothpaste powder (top right). The
toothpaste powder jar was embossed “CALDERS / DENTINE” with a cartouche
incorporating the letters “A. L. C.” in reference to Albert L. Calder (Vessel F4-174). The
larger of the two scent bottles was embossed “BROWN / & / WILSON’S / CAPITOL /
COLOGNE / SPRINGFIELD / IL” (Vessel F4-71). The smaller scent bottle is Vessel F4164.
Bottom:
Advertisements for Calter’s Dentine (https://www.antiquebottles.net/showthread.php?498477-Rare-Illinois-sodas-and-medicines/page3 ).
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Figure 78. Three miscellaneous vessels of indeterminate function from Feature 4. Left to
right: Vessel F4-57 (a potential preserve jar), Vessel F4-162 (a potential food jar or polish
bottle), and Vessel F4-64 (a potential pill bottle or food/relish jar).

Figure 79. Two views of a bear canine which has been worked into a whistle from Feature
4 (Lot F4-8) (Actual Size). This probably is from a black bear, and may represent a
“silent” dog whistle.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 5
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Feature Location: Feature 5 is located on Lot 15, approximately 23-24’ south of the alley, and
centered in the lot. It is one of 5 privy pits in a line located along the center-line of the lot.
Feature 5 is situated 3’ north of Feature 6 (which post-dates Feature 5) and 2’ south of Feature 4
(which pre-dates Feature 5). This privy pit is situated approximately 84’ north of the back of the
house’s rear kitchen wing.
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 5 was an isolated feature without any super-positioning.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The very far western end of this feature was not exposed, and
extended into the western unexcavated portion of this lot. The feature was shovel scraped, and
mapped in plan view. The feature was then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary
approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile
wall was drawn and photographed. All excavated feature fill was screened through ¼” hardware
cloth. Upon completion of the fieldwork, the east half of the feature was backfilled with clean
sand. The west half of the feature remains unexcavated.
Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 5 was rectangular in plan view and
measured approximately 3’9” (1.15m) wide by minimally 5’7” (1.70m) long. The west end of
Feature 5 extended into the unexcavated area to the west of the excavation block. At the scraped
surface the feature edges and corners were fairly crisp, with little evidence of slumping.
Although no evidence of a wooden box was noted on the scraped surface, the remains of a wellpreserved wooden box was noted almost immediately upon excavation. The walls of the feature
are vertical and exhibited little evidence of slumping. The box measured approximately 3’5”
(1.04m) wide by minimally 5’1” (1.55m) long, and was constructed with vertical planking.
Remnants of 2”x4” stringers (or nailers) were noted along the inside of the box on both the north
and south walls of the feature. As originally constructed, the privy pit (and its associated interior
box lining) extended to a depth of approximately 4’9” (1.45m) below the scraped surface (which
corresponded to the circa 1840 ground surface). The base of Feature 5 was located
approximately 5’3” (1.60m) below the approximate surface of origination. Although not
confirmed, it appears that this box may have been constructed with machine cut nails.
The fills within Feature 5 are characterized by three distinct deposits, which consist of: 1)
primary fills of predominately fecal material and artifacts (Zones VI-VIII; represented by Lots
F5-7 through F5-10), 2) original topsoil capping fills (Zone IV and V; represented by Lots F5-5
and F5-6), and 3) post-abandonment fills deposited in an ever-deepening depression that was
created with the decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits (Zones I-III; represented by Lots
F5-1 and F5-4).
The uppermost fills of Feature 5 (Zones I-III) consisted of post abandonment cinder deposits,
with a moderate amount of small artifacts. These fills were deposited over a series of years after
the gradual decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits. Zone I was a thick deposit of black
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cinder and clinker residue and represented coal burning furnace waste. Zone II was a deposit of
purple-colored cinder fill. Zones III was a gray cinder fill with minor amounts of wood ash.
Zone IV was a mix of cinders and dark brown topsoil, with a fairly high amount of decomposed
metal containers (cans?) and other items near its base, and in contact with a topsoil capping fill
identified as Zone V. It contrasts dramatically from the predominately cinder-rich fills above it,
yet contains numerous artifacts generally not associated with a capping fill. As such, Zone IV is
difficult to interpret—and it is unclear if it represents an original capping fill with Zone V, or
later post-abandonment fills associated with Zones I-III. Based on the analysis of the artifacts
recovered from this context, Zone IV probably was deposited well after (maybe 10+ years) after
the abandonment and original capping of this pit (and after the partial decomposition of the
underlying fecal deposits).
Zones VI-VIII represent primary fill deposits. Zone VI was dark brown organic topsoil fill with
primary artifacts. Zone VII was a black, humic, mucky fecal deposit with primary artifacts.
Zone VIII represents sterile, potentially water deposited and/or slumped subsoil fills. [CHRIS?]
Humic fecal deposits, with numerous primary artifacts, was present in Zones VI (Lot F5-9) and
VII (Lot F5-10)—with a distinctive difference recognized between the upper (represented by
Lots F5-7-9) and the lower (represented by Lot F5-10) artifacts within these two zones. Major
change in faunal remains between these two fill deposits—with lots of avian remains in upper
fills, similar to Feature 12 (suggesting on-site processing of fowl), and large mammal in base.
As will be discussed below, the upper portion of these primary fill deposits appear to represent a
domestic component, whereas the lower fill deposits may represent a specialized non-domestic
assemblage associated with a doctor.
Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
F5-1
F5-2
F5-3
F5-4
F5-5
F5-6
F5-7

Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Mixed
Primary
Primary

F5-8
F5-9
F5-10
F5-11
F5-12
F5-13
F5-14

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Scraped Surface
East ½, Level 1
East ½, Level 2
East ½, Level 3
East ½, Level 4
East ½, Level 5
East ½, Base of Level 5 and
Top of Level 6
East ½, Level 6
East ½, Level 7
East ½, Level 8
East ½, North Wall Scraping
East ½, South Wall Scraping
East ½, Profile Cleaning (Levels 5-8)
Backdirt; lower levels
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Table 1 summarizes the functional distribution of ceramic and glass vessels in Feature 5. The
artifacts from Feature 5 have been segregated into three analytical units. The first unit is the
upper Secondary Deposits (represented by Lots F5-1 to F5-4). The second unit is the upper
levels of the Primary Deposits (represented by Lots F5-5, F5-6, and F5-8) (or conversely the
initial post-abandonment fills deposited after the initial decomposition of the underlying fecal
material, and settling of the pit surface). As will be noted below, these deposits contain
predominately glass liquors, with some food containers, and few medicine bottles. It now seems
apparent that the artifacts from this context were more associated with the Secondary Deposits or
capping fills than with the underlying Primary Deposits. The lower fills clearly representing
Primary Deposits are represented by Lots F5-7, F5-9, and F5-10. These lower Primary Deposits
could potentially have been split into two additionally analytical units, represented by the upper
fills (Lots F5-7 and F5-9) and the lower fills (Lot F5-10) (represented by Zones VI and VII).
The separation between these artifacts into two separate analytical units was not clear cut,
making analysis a bit imprecise. Artifacts from Feature 5, in general, are low in number
compared to the adjacent and earlier Feature 4. This is most evident with the ceramics. Glass
vessels far outnumber the ceramic vessels in this feature.
Several artifacts from Feature 5 crossmended with items in adjacent features. Materials from the
surface deposits of Feature 4 crossmend with materials in the base of Feature 5 (see Vessels F431 and F5-33). Similarly, materials from the surface deposits of Feature 5 crossmend with
materials in the base of Feature 6 (see Vessels F5-25 and F4-46). Vessel F6-61 is a distinctive
saucer with the printed image of a puppy (and reminiscent of quality Meissen teawares decorated
with dog images), which crossmends with a sherd located in the upper portions of Feature 5
(Vessel F5-25). Similarly, fragments of a carnival glass bowl recovered from the base of Feature
6 (Vessel F6-46) crossmends with a sherd in the upper section Feature 5 (Vessel F5-41). It
would seem that materials were deposited in the base of Feature 6, as well as within fills near or
at the surface of Feature 5—representing the opening of a new pit and closing of an old one.
Additionally, there is some continuity with artifacts between the upper fecal deposits in Feature 5
and Feature 6.
The upper or Secondary Deposits (Lots F5-1 to F5-4) from Feature 5 contained only 36 vessels,
the majority of which (52.8% of the vessels in this context) were associated with Tableware (and
fairly equally split between Eating and Drinking categories). These upper fills contained more
than just furnace waste, and included minor amounts of architectural materials (nails, and
window glass). Nails were predominately of the wire-drawn variety. One primary vessel from
this context was an early hand-turned, salt-glazed stoneware preserve jar (F5-15) which
exhibited signs of over-firing in its manufacture. This preserve jar may represent a “second” that
was over-fired during production. Not only is the glaze “burned” but the body is warped and
deformed, having nearly melted during firing. Additionally, the top surface of the rim is rough
with exposed body suggesting that the piece stacked on top of it during firing had fused onto this
piece and was broken off upon removing from the kiln. One must question whether or not this
was a locally produced piece of pottery, as “seconds” would not have been transported very far
from the pottery. Other primary containers in these upper fills include a salad dressing bottle
(Vessel F5-43) embossed “YARNALL / BROS. // ST. LOUIS / MO.” 46 and a machine-made
46

Little is known about this company.
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polish bottle (Vessel F5-44) embossed “C. E. JOHNSON & CO. / CHICAGO.”47 A fragment of
a Carnival glass bowl recovered from Lot F5-2 suggests that these late fills post-date circa 1910.
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The fills associated with Zone IV (represented by Lots F5-5 and F5-6) (and identified somewhat
incorrectly as the “Upper fills, Primary Deposits)48, contained substantial decomposed metal
containers and/or “cans” as well as 58 identified vessels. The primary vessels from this context
(n=36; or 62% of these vessels) clearly represents a domestic component with 33.3% of the
vessels from the Tableware category. One of the ceramic Tableware vessels (a saucer; Vessel
F5-28) had a backstamp with a distinctive British coat-of-arms and the words “ROYAL
IRONSTONE CHINA” over its top and “ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND” beneath it. The
presence of the “ENGLAND” suggests that this vessel post-dated circa 1894. The vessels
associated with the Tableware category were predominately Drinking vessels (tea cups, saucers,
drinking glasses) and a considerably lesser number of Eating vessels (27.8% versus 5.6% of the
primary vessels from this context).
Vessels from the Household category from this context represented 30.6% of the primary
vessels. These include predominately lamp chimneys, a painted lamp shade, as well as a vase
(Vessel F5-58), and a single polish bottle (Vessels F5-65). All but one of the lamp chimneys
were of the molded rim style. The hand-finished polish bottle was embossed “KEEP FROM
FIRE / MARTIN & MARTIN / CHICAGO, U.S.A. // TRADE MARK / E-Z.”49 Medicine
bottles were represented by 13.9% of the vessels from this context. These included both
Prescription bottles (representing 5.6% of the primary vessels from this category) and Nonproprietary bottles (representing 8.3% of the primary vessels from this category). One
prescription bottle (Vessel F5-67) was of the Elixir or Handy style, and was embossed with a
partially illegible volume mark “3ii” on its shoulder, and “EVERETT” on its base.50 Both Food
Storage and Drink categories were represented by 11.1% of the vessels from this context. A
machine made milk bottle (Vessel F5-51) had an embossed slug plate that read “LELAND
HOTEL / FARM.”51 One of the vessels from the Drink category was an amber beer bottle with
an improved tool crown lip finish (Vessel F5-71). This bottle was embossed “SCHOENHOFEN
/ BREW’G CO. / CHICAGO” on its side, and “A B Co” on its base.52 Another bottle associated
47

This company produced shoe polish and potentially printing inks. The company was still in business in 1921-22.
This probably is a shoe polish bottle.
48

These deposits should more accurately be referred to as the Lower fills of the Secondary Deposits.

49

The firm of Martin and Martin began in 1895 and produced both stove and shoe polish. An interesting trivia fact
about the firm is that they hired Frank Lloyd Wright to design their E-Z Polish factory in 1905
(http://www.mcnees.net/architecture/--Wright-Plus2012_Archive/Martin%20House%201904%20Full%20Research%20Text.pdf).
50

The Edward H. Everett Co., also known as the Newark Star Glass Works, produced bottles in Newark, Ohio from
circa 1881 to 1904 (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks-3/).
51

This bottle is from the 600-acre farm operated near Springfield in support of the Leland Hotel—a prominent
fixture
in
downtown
Springfield
during
the
early
years
of
the
twentieth
century
(http://sangamoncountyhistory.org/wp/?p=8661).
52

This is the mark of the American Bottle Company of Chicago, which was in operation from 1905 to 1929. Glass
plants were located at Streator and Belleville—as well as several other non-Illinois locations. Although the
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with the DRINK category was a dark green/black glass proprietary mineral water bottle (F5-73)
that crossmended with a vessel in feature 4 (Vessel F4-62). This mineral water bottle was
embossed “C. OPPE[LL & C]O. / FRIEDRICHSHALL” around the perimeter of its base, with
“ST” in the center of the base.53 The artifacts from this context suggests a deposition during the
later 1900s (circa 1905-1910)—a period well after the suspected circa 1895-1900 date of
abandonment, and suggests this material represents post-abandonment materials deposited in a
quickly subsiding depression over this pit.
It is the lower fills from the Primary Deposits of Feature 5 (represented by Lots F5-7, F5-9, F510, and to a lesser extent Lot F5-8) which have the most significant interpretive value. The
artifacts from this context are considerably different from those previously discussed, and appear
to represent a non-domestic component potentially associated with a doctor (and/or a sick
individual). A total of 111 vessels were recovered from this context—86% (n=96) of which
were primary vessels. Unlike the upper Primary Fills discussed above, the primary vessels from
this context are dominated by those from the Medicine category (which consists of a substantial
80.2% of the primary vessels from this context). The vast majority of these Medicine containers
were represented by non-proprietary and/or generic bottles (65 vessels; representing 67.7% of
the primary vessels in this context). Prescription bottles were low in number (3 vessels;

American Bottle Company was purchased by Owens Bottle Machine Company in 1916, the Streator plant continued
to operate under the American Bottle Co. name until 1929, when they became part of the merger that resulted in the
Owens-Illinois Glass Company. Bottles marked as such are believed to have been made between 1905 and 1916.
The presence of the improved tool Crown lip finish suggests that the bottle probably dates closer to the 1905 date of
opening rather than the 1916 date of closing (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks/). This brewery was
founded in 1860 and remained an industrial producer of beer through the early years of the twentieth century, finally
succumbing to Prohibition and closing its doors in 1924 (http://forgottenchicago.com/articles/schoenhofenbrewery/). This is an older-style bottle; not the later Edelweiss bottle typical of their later advertisement (See
advertisement materials at https://chicagology.com/breweries/schoenhofentoyboys/)
This beer was distributed in Springfield by the Dockson Brothers (132 North Fifth Street), agents for the
Schoenhoefen Brewing Company beginning in circa 1903-04. As such, the earliest that this fill zone would have
been deposited would have been that year (circa 1903-04). The presence of a couple machine made bottles in this
same context attests to this circa 1905 date as the earliest possible date of deposition. The lower Primary fill
deposits in this feature appear to date slightly earlier (circa 1895-1900).
The Schoenhofen Brewing Company is not documented in the Springfield city directories from 1898 through 1902.
They first directory in which they are enumerated is the 1904 city directory. No 1903 city directory is available.
The Peter Schoenhofen Brewing Company was established in Chicago in 1867. By circa 1900, the company
became known as the National Brewing Company, which introduced their famous Edelweiss brand which remained
popular through the beginning of Prohibition. Production resumed after Prohibition (Encyclopedia of Chicago).
53

In 1906, the Illinois Glass Company referenced this bottle style in their catalog as a generic “Hunyadi Janos”
bottle in reference to that firms use of this bottle style (Illinois Glass Company 1906:261). Friedrichshall is a town
in southwestern Germany known historically for its mineral/salt springs. Marketing of the mineral waters at
Friedrichshall began by 1865 (https://archive.org/details/b22310952), and were soon being marketed worldwide (see
1870s advertisements online).
By the late 1880s, significant trade mark issues had developed
(https://books.google.com/books?id=dPBCAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA475&lpg=PA475&dq=Friedrichshall+mineral+wa
ter+bottle&source=bl&ots=RgNSdDsBOH&sig=kLRdTMw2mpbzy7AKyCZOwWiKXyY&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ah
UKEwiSouqMic_RAhUlw4MKHa8HDeMQ6AEIHDAB#v=onepage&q=Friedrichshall%20mineral%20water%20b
ottle&f=false; See also http://blog.underoverarch.co.nz/2016/03/the-bitter-waters-of-archaeology/).
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representing only 3.1% of the primary vessels in this context), with Proprietary bottles being
only slightly higher (9 vessels; representing 9.4% of the primary vessels).
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The non-proprietary bottles from these Primary Deposits in Feature 5 included numerous generic
medicine bottles, homeopathic vials, and pill bottles. The generic medicine bottles were of two
basic shapes or styles, which included those of the French Square and Philadelphia Oval styles.
Bottles of the French Square style have a square base with beveled corners. These druggist
bottles, with their distinctive cup-bottom molds, began appearing in the latter 1850s or early
1860s, and became very common during the 1870s and 1880s. By the 1890s, this bottle style
was becoming old-fashioned. Later examples have slightly rounded bevels at their corners, and
are referred to as Rounded Square bottles (cf. Illinois Glass Company 1903). Several bottles of
this style were recovered from Feature 5.
The oval bottles known as the Philadelphia Oval was one of the more common medicine bottle
styles of the later nineteenth century. Its oval body, with flat front panel, was introduced in the
middle 1870s. One source notes that the 1876 Whitall Tatum & Company catalog described this
bottle as the “New Philadelphia Oval.” The same firm, in 1879 touted the benefits of this bottle
design by noting that it “could be ‘carried conveniently in the pocket’ and had no ‘sharp corners
which are apt to break and collect deposits’ (Whitall Tatum & Company 1876, 1879; SHA n.d).
The Philadelphia Oval style remained in common use through the 1910s. Both the French
Square and Philadelphia Oval medicine bottles recovered from Feature 5 were represented by
graduated sets of bottles.
At least twenty-eight homeopathic tube vials were also recovered from the Primary Deposits of
Feature 5. The vials were of three sizes, nearly equally divided between tall examples (4¾”- 4
7/8” tall; ¾” diameter) and short (2¼” tall; 5/8” diameter) varieties. A single example of a small
cylindrical vial 2 ¼” tall and 3/8” diameter (Vessel F5-196) was also present. These vials all had
a distinctive patent lip finish, and are similar to the patent-lipped, homeopathic tube vials
illustrated in the 1906 Illinois Glass Company catalog (IGC 1906:88-89). These homeopathic
tube vials were recovered in rows, held in place by metal clips in a poorly preserved case,
presumably leather. Similar medical field kits were common during the middle to late nineteenth
century, and contained a variety of commonly used drugs used by small-town physicians.
Similar “remedy cases” for homeopathic medicines are still on the market today.54 Historic
examples of these “field medicine kits” dating from as early as the Civil War era have survived,
and often contain an assortment of medical devices (such as tweezers, forceps, scalpels, and
similar instruments)—none of which were recovered from Feature 5.

54

Although these vials are described as “homeopathic tube vials,” they were not necessarily associated with
homeopathic medicine. Historically, homeopathy was “an alternative medicine” based on a “doctrine of like cures
like” and is considered by many to be a “pseudoscience” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homeopathy). Nonetheless,
much of traditional medical practices from the middle to late nineteenth century were based on homeopathic
concepts. A more current and/or modern definition of homeopathy is that it is “a medical approach that respects the
wisdom of the body [and] utilizes medicines that stimulate the body's own immune and defense system to initiate the
healing process. It is an approach that individualizes medicines according to the totality of the person's physical,
emotional,
and
mental
symptoms”
(http://www.healthy.net/Health/Article/A_Modern_Understanding_of_Homeopathic_Medicine/909).
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At least three cylindrical bottles were present in Feature 5 and are believed to represent pill
bottles. These bottles were 1 3/8” diameter, 4 ¾” tall, with a similar improved tool Patent lip
finish, and are in essence just larger examples of the homeopathic tube vials. These three larger
vials (or pill bottles) were embossed “W. L. MFG. CO.” on their bases. This mark has not been
identified, but has been noted as present on man vials associated with late nineteenth century
vials associated with similar “field kits.” Another larger-diameter, round cylindrical bottle was
simply embossed “CITRATE OF MAGNESIA” (Vessel F5-155). This generic bottle, which
held a common laxative, was sold to a variety of local druggists for filling and re-sale.55
Several proprietary medicine bottles were also present in the Primary Deposits of Feature 5 and
included at least four proprietary prescription bottles. Three proprietary druggist bottles of the
Chicago Oval style were embossed “CHAS. W. GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. /
N. E. COR. SQUARE.” These bottles included a drawing of druggist mortar and pestle on the
front panel (F5-142; F5-167, and F5-168). One of these bottles was embossed on its base “PAT
May 15, 88 / D. F. & D.” The “D. F. & D.” probably refers to the glasshouse of Dean, Foster,
and Dawley, who began production in 1888. The firm “produced and distributed ‘many styles of
prescription bottles, but one particular style of prescription bottle, the Chicago Oval, has the base
markings of D. F. & D.. The bottle design was patented on May 15, 1888’” (Lockhart,
Schriever, Lindsey and Serr n.d.:48-49). Bethman (1991) suggests that this mark was used on
these Chicago Oval style bottles from 1888 through 1893—giving a fairly tight date for their use.
This date range is further narrowed by information relating to Gill’s Springfield practice. The
Springfield druggist Charles Gill opened a drug store on the north side of the public square
sometime after 1880. In the 1887 Springfield City Directory, Gill was listed as a druggist at 531
Washington Street, which would place him at the northeast corner of the public square.
Springfield city newspapers first list Gill’s drug store in late 1887, with references continuing
through July 1890 (with the announcement of Dr. L. Whitley having purchased “the drug store of
Charles W. Gill” (ISJ 16 July 1890). In 1891, the city directory indicates Gill as a clerk
presumably working for L. Whitley at this same location. The 1896 city directory does not list
Gill as even being in Springfield. Combined with the patent date information, it would seem that
this bottle was probably in use from circa 1888 through 1890. The earliest this bottle could have
been deposited in this pit would have been circa 1888—and was no longer being sold after circa
1890-91.
Another proprietary druggist bottle from Feature 5, this one in the Blake Variant 1 style, was
embossed “DR. H. S. WOODARD // BLOOMINGTON, ILLS.” (Vessel F5-190). Currently,
little is known about Dr. Woodard, other than he was a local doctor who marketed his “Instant
Relief” for the common cold, and advertised via a series of trade cards. [More information
available?]
A proprietary druggists bottle of the Union Oval style, was embossed “WYETH & BRO. /
PHILADA.” (Vessel F5-143). John Wyeth and Brother began business as druggists (or
chemists) in Philadelphia in 1860. The firm’s “key innovation was to mix medicinal compounds
55

Citrate of Magnesia was a common nineteenth century laxative, often bottle by pharmacists at local drug stores.
This bottle finish was suited for wire closures, which were often associated with Citrate of Magnesia bottles. In
circa 1910, a new finish was introduced, suggesting that this bottle pre-dates that time period.
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in advance, in large batches, allowing the Wyeth Brothers to sell commonly-prescribed drugs at a
lower price than competitors. Wyeth’s main success, however, came from a government
contract during the American Civil War, to deliver medicines and beef extract to the Union
Army.” In 1872, an employee of the firm “invented a machine for making tablets from
medicinal powders, allowing mass production of pills with pre-measured dosages…. The
company’s products included a wide array of compressed pills, effervescing salts, elixirs,
lozenges, suppositories, and bottled cannabis powder (to be taken with hot brandy, according to
its label). His son Stuart took over the drug business at John Wyeth’s death in 1907, and at the
younger Wyeth’s death in 1929, the company was bequeathed to his alma mater, Harvard
University. Harvard sold the company to American Home Products in 1932, and AHP rebranded
itself Wyeth in 2002” (https://oldmainartifacts.wordpress.com/2013/12/13/john-wyeth-brophiladelphia-pa/). Contents of this bottle is unknown.
Patent medicine bottles also were present in moderate number in the Primary Deposits of Feature
5, and included one large paneled bottle embossed “HOOD’S / SARSA / PARILLA // C. K.
HOOD & CO. / APOTHECARIES / LOWELL MASS.” (Vessel F5-137). Hood’s Sarsaparilla
was introduced in the middle 1870s as a cure-all medicine—a blood purifier—and it quickly
became one of the most popular patent medicines of the late nineteenth century. The firm was a
leader in the use of color lithography for its advertisements, which included a variety of trade
cards, calendars, cook books, and other paper goods. The firm also produced a variety of other
“health care” products. The business persisted through the early 1920s, and part of the success
of the product was, no doubt, due to its high alcohol content (which approached 18-20%). 56
Other patent medicine bottles included: 1) “UMATILLA / INDIAN RELIEF” (Vessel F5-192), 57
2) “KEMPS BALSAM” (Vessel F5-194)58, 3) “DR. THOMPSON’S / EYE WATER / NEW
LONDON / CONNT” (Vessel F5-197)59, 4) “COLDEN’S / LIQUID BEEF TONIC /
56

One of the firm’s trade cards touts the virtues of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and notes: “Purify Your Blood. The
importance of a proper purification of the blood should induce all to use means to secure the health and happiness
resulting from pure blood and a normal condition of the entire human organism. When this vital fluid is
contaminated, diseases of various kinds present themselves, such as a feeling of general debility, weakness, loss of
appetite, dyspepsia, nervousness, constipation, headache, and the more positive signs of blood impurities, Scrofula,
Salt-Rheum, Cancerous Humor, Scald Head, Boils, Scrofulous Humor, Syphilitic Affections, Cancerous Bones and
Etc. At this very time the sufferer is looking for some way of relief, and just here we wish to ask attention to Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and the wonderful record it has made in purifying the blood of hundreds of sufferers and bringing back
to them the boon of health. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a carefully prepared extract of the best remedies of the vegetable
kingdom known to medical science as Alternatives, Blood Purifiers, Diuretics and Tonics, such as Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock, Stillingia, Dandelion, Juniper Berries, Mandrake, Wild Cherry Bark and other selected roots, barks
and herbs” (https://oldmainartifacts.wordpress.com/2014/01/21/hoods-sarsaparilla-lowell-ma/).
57

Fike (1987:184) notes the product advertised in 1895 and 1910. According to one 1893 advertisement, “Umatilla
Indian Relief is a sovereign cure for rheumatism and all painful diseases; numerous cases have been cured by the
free use of this Relief, when the ordinary methods recommended by medical men have proven useless or injurious”
(www.newspapers.com/newspage/71545991/; Belle Plaine News, Belle Plaine, Kansas, August 10, 1893).
58

This is a very small embossed oval bottle, which originally had a paper label. Some collectors suggest that this
may be a sample bottle. Kemp’s Balsam was a treatment “for the throat and lungs,” and initially marketed by
traveling salesmen. This product continued in use through the early twentieth century (Belluscio 2012).]
59

Dr. Thompson’s eye water was first introduced in the late eighteenth century and continued in use through at least
1939. The company produced numerous trade cards, with the product being advertised “for weak and inflamed
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PHYSICIANS SAMPLE” (Vessel F5-157),60 and 5) “PRIMLEY’S / SPEEDY / CURE / FOR /
COUGHS / AND / COLDS // JONES & PRIMLEY CO // ELKHART, IND.” (Vessel F5-123).61
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Lesser number of vessels associated with the Household (6.3%), Food Storage (5.2%),
Tablewares (4.2%), Drink (only 3.1%), and Miscellaneous Activities (1.0%) categories were
present within the lower Primary Deposits of Feature 5. Household vessels consisted
predominately of lamp chimneys—the majority of which were machine finished or molded. One
polish bottle (Vessel F5-132) was present and embossed “HAUTHAWAY’S // PEERLESS
GLOSS”. This firm, which manufactured shoe polish, was established in 1852 and persisted
well into the early years of the twentieth century.62
Food storage vessels were few in number, but included miscellaneous condiment bottles, sauce
bottles, and spice bottles. It is interesting to note that all of these food containers were of the
Commercially Canned category, with no Home Canned containers being present. Vessel F5-134
was an distinctive round, aqua sauce bottle described by the Illinois Glass Company, as a “green
glass, plain decanter” in the “Pickle and Preserve Ware” section of their 1906 catalogue (Illinois
Glass Company 1906: 202). It was advertised accompanying bottles that are sauce and ketchup
bottles. It is identical to a bottle recovered from Feature 4 (see Vessel F4-56.). Another unusual
bottle was Vessel F5-148. This clear spice was in the form of a small Picnic or “pumpkin seed”
style flask with a ground blow-over-mold with exterior screw threads. The body of the flask was
distinctively decorated with ribbed top, a base with stars in basketweave pattern, and a recessed
banner through mid-section embossed “THE A. COLBURN CO”. Although this appears to be a
small whiskey flask, the Colburn Company was a large spice company from Philadelphia. One
source noted the company was “one of the oldest and largest importers and manufacturers of
spices” (Credit Monthly 1921:23). This bottle probably contained a liquid spice or flavoring
extract—such as vanilla.]
Tableware vessels were represented by a low 4.2% of the vessels from this context. Ceramics, in
general, were low in number compared to the earlier Feature 4. The few vessels that were
present were generally undecorated and/or all-over white and in sharp contrast to the wares
eyes.” This product contained opium, alcohol, and zinc sulphate—and was blamed for loss of eyesight in multiple
legal cases by the 1890s (Western Druggist 1899:149; https://chs.org/2014/06/dr-thompsons-celebrated-eye-water/).
60

Colden’s Liquid Beef Tonic was a popular patent medicine, first introduced in the late 1860s, and purported to be
a cure “For Wasting Diseases” and for improving one’s appetite (Medical Gazette 1882:632). One source suggests
that it also was used for the “treatment of alcohol habit.”
61

Jonathan and Alfred Primley were brothers with a successful druggist business in Elkhart, Indiana. In 1883, the
brothers registered the name “Speedy Cure” with the U.S. Patent Office, and by the late 1880s, the brothers had
partnered with an individual named Jones—marketing their successful cough medicine under the firm name of Jones
and Primley Company. In 1891, Jonathan Primley became sole owner and moved the firm to Chicago. The firm
also marketed the well-known Iron Wahoo Tonic and introduced one of—if not the first— commercially
manufactured flavored chewing gums—known as “Kis-Me” gum (www.bottlepickers.com/bottle_articles215.htm;
Elkhart Daily Review 1885).
62

The company used trade cards to advertise their product (http://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/newsphoto/american-trade-card-advertising-hathaway-sons-patent-shoe-news-photo/179806715#american-trade-cardadvertising-hathaway-sons-patent-shoe-polish-picture-id179806715).
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located in capping fills discussed earlier (which had minimal decoration such as decals, molding,
and gilding). Similarly, unlike Feature 4 which contained a fairly large number of crockery
wares, the lower Primary Deposits of Feature 5 contained no Kitchenwares. One whiteware
plate from this context (F5-29) had a backstamp with a typical British Coat of arms and the
words “WARRANTED BEST IRONSTONE CHINA” above it and the initials “B. P. Co.”
beneath it. Even though this plate bears a British coat of arms in its mark, the plate was
manufactured by an American pottery firm in Cincinnati, Ohio. The Brockmann Pottery
Company was established in 1887 and continued producing ceramic tablewares through at least
the early years of the twentieth century (Barber 1904: 118).
Even fewer vessels associated with the Drink functional category were present in the lower
Primary Deposits of Feature 5. Drink vessels were represented by 3.1% of the primary vessels in
this context—and their presence in Lot F5-7 suggests that they probably should have been tallied
with the upper fill deposits discussed previously. These two whiskey flasks (F5-121 and F5122), although tallied with the lower Primary Deposits, are illustrated in the photograph with the
upper Primary Deposits. These whiskey flasks were both of the Eagle style. It would appear
that no alcoholic beverage containers were found in direct association with the lower Primary
Deposits of Feature 5. A single soda-water bottle (F5-154) was also recovered from this the
lower Primary Deposits of Feature 5 (Lot F5-9, and in good context). This aqua blob-top soda
water bottle was embossed “C. J. PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILLS.”
A single artifact—an electrical pole insulator (Vessel F5-201)—was also recovered from these
lower Primary Deposits, and tallied with the Miscellaneous Activities category. This small aquacolored insulator is embossed “W. BROOFIELD / 45 CLIFF ST. / N. Y.” and was manufactured
between 1882 and 1889.63 These pole insulators were used on the utility poles located along the
city’s streets, which supplied electrical current to the individual houses. They were not used
within the house, and its presence may suggest the electrification of this neighborhood (the
installation of overhead electrical wires) during the years this privy was in use. Although the
neighborhood may have been electrified during this time, it is doubtful if the house was
connected to the electrical grid until sometime slightly later. The insulator was cracked and may
represent a discarded item.
These lower Primary Deposits were represented by humic, organic-rich fecal deposits. These
deposits contained little to no metal, or architectural debris (such as nails and window glass).
Faunal and floral remains were present in fairly high numbers. The faunal remains from the
upper Primary Deposits consisted of nearly equal distribution of mammal (NISP=253) and bird
(NISP=274) bird remains. The large mammal remains were nearly equally divided between beef
and swine remains, and also included sheep and potentially goat. Many of these large mammal
remains were represented by round steak cuts (some very thin in thickness). Cranial and feet
were absent in the beef remains, and very limited in the swine remains—stronly suggesting the
purchase of professional processed and/or butchered large mammals. The upper secondary
63

This is a “blob-top” pole insulator most likely used with telegraph and phone lines. Although the insulator is
marked “Broofield,” it probably was produced by the Brookfield Glass Company which was at this particular
address from 1882-1889. During the 1890s, higher voltage insulators for electrical power lines became more
common. It is unclear as to why such an industrial artifact would end up in the base of a domestic privy
(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/brookfield-glass-company/).]
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deposits also had the presence of a single domestic rabbit. Non-food mammals were represented
by Norway rat. Bird remains were well represented in the primary deposits, and included a large
number of domestic chicken (MNI=49), as well as turkey and rock dove (pigeon). The bird
remains (cf. Lot F5-9), contained lots of skull and leg bones suggestive of on-site butchering.
The presence of a large butchering knife in this context also corroborates this interpretation. The
leg bones document the presence of many mature male chickens (cocks) and great diversity in
size of these birds—suggesting a variety of breeds. These primary deposits also had large
amounts of egg shell present. The lower half of the primary deposits was a bit different than the
upper half of these deposits, and appear to lack the fowl and have a greater preponderance of
large mammal bones (particularly beef).
As discussed above, the lower primary deposits in this feature appear to be very different than
the upper primary deposits. Besides the differences in faunal remains (less fowl, and more large
mammal remains), these lower deposits also have a different assemblage of glass and ceramic
vessels. Aqua bottles (many of which are medicines), and hand-crimped lamp chimneys
predominate (in contrast to clear glass and molded lamp chimneys). These lower Primary
Deposits (as represented by Lot F5-10, and somewhat by Lot F5-9) are basically devoid of liquor
containers, and contain a large variety of medicine bottles, as well as a medical field kit, and
penile syringe. These lower primary deposits (Lot F5-10) appears to have more organics (peanut
shells, peach and plum pits, and other materials) than the overhead deposits, which may simply
reflect differential preservation. Other organic materials include wood branches, kindling, wood
trim (oak window stop), as well as remnant pieces of wood turnings. These differences between
the upper and lower portions of the Primary Deposits suggest a change in the household during
the use life of this privy. As noted below, the lower Primary Deposits may have been associated
with the very end of the Mullen family’s occupation of this property.
Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on its location and artifact
content, it would appear that Feature 5 post-dates the adjacent Feature 4, and pre-dates the
adjacent Feature 6. Feature 5 represents a slight enlargement over the earlier Feature 4. Based
on the artifacts recovered from the primary deposits of Feature 5, it is suspected that the feature
was constructed and/or in use as a privy sometime in the early-to-middle 1890s, and, and
abandoned (and filled) during the middle-to-late 1890s (circa 1895-1900). During the middle
years of the first decade of the twentieth century, the contents had decomposed sufficiently and
the surface settled—followed by the deposition of a major episode of new debris being deposited
in the growing depression (as represented by Zone IV artifacts; Lots F5-5 and F5-6). The
differing artifacts in Zones IV suggest that there was a time lag between the initial abandonment
of the pit (and original capping) and their deposition—perhaps as much as 10 years.
The artifacts in the lower fecal deposits (Zones VI and VII) may date from the middle-to-late
1890s, whereas the upper fecal deposits may date from the middle-to-late 1900s (circa 19051910). The presence of the machine made beer bottle (Vessel F5-71) in Zone IV corroborates
this interpretation probably dates from circa 1905 or slightly later. The presence of the machine
made bottles in this zone suggests that these post-abandonment fills were deposited sometime
after circa 1905. Other machine made bottles include a milk bottle from the Leland Hotel Farm
(Vessel F5-51) and whiskey flask (Vessel F5-68)—also from this same context. Glass within the
lower Primary deposits was solely hand finished, pre-dating this time period.
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Potential Family Association/Context: Based on our current understanding of the occupational
history of the lot, the privy represented by Feature 5 may have been used by one of several
families. The 1891, 1892, and 1898 Springfield City Directories do not appear to have separate
listings for 927 and 929 East Mason Street.64 All three directories list two households (or
occupants) as living at 927 East Mason Street: Joseph Bento and Mrs. Bridget Mullen in 1891, J.
Bento Xavie and Mrs. B. R. Mullin in 1892, and C. O. McNear and A. T. Douglas in 1898. The
1904 city directory indicates a Mrs. A. Hughes at 927 East Mason Street, and an L. Wiedemer at
929 East Mason Street. More research is needed on both the Mullen and Wiedemer families.
As noted earlier, with the discussion of Feature 4, the 1880 Springfield City Directory indicates
that a John Mullen was a woodturner by trade—and may be the source of the woodturnings
recovered from the lower fills of this feature as well. If so, the Mullen family may have been
associated with both Features 4 and 5. Further research in the city directories may indicate the
duration of the Mullen family at this location. This research is significant, as it may document
the approximate date when Mrs. Mullen left this residence (sometime between 1892 and 1898),
as that may reflect the date associated with some of the physical changes noted in Feature 5
(such as the shift in materials from the upper and lower fecal deposits—with the upper deposits
representing a post Mullen family component, and the early fills representing a Mullen familyspecific component?
Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature morphology, and presence of fecal
deposits, this feature most likely functioned as the subsurface storage facility for a pit privy.

64

These are the three city directories that have currently been reviewed as part of this research. Additional city
directories from the 1890s are available for later review.
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Figure 80. Plan and profile of Feature 5, Site 11Sg1433.
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Table 13
Functional Classification of Vessels,
Feature 5
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Table 14
Ceramic Marks and Identified Decorative Patterns,
Feature 5

Table 15
Manufactory Marks From Glass Vessels,
Feature 5
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Table 16
Summary of Proprietary Medicine, Chemical, Food, and Drink Vessels,
Feature 5
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Table 17
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 5 (11Sg1433)
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Table 18
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 5 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 81. Primary artifacts from the upper Secondary Deposits (Zones I-III). These
represent the most recent artifacts deposited many years after the abandonment of the
privy pit, and its initial capping.
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Figure 82. Two views (front and back) of large Carnival glass serving bowl or plate (Vessel
F5-41) recovered from upper capping fills of Feature 5. This sherd crossmended with
other sherds in the base of Feature 4 (Actual size).
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Figure 83. Salt-glazed stoneware jar from the upper capping fills of Feature 5 (Vessel
F515). This preserve jar was over-fired in a kiln, and probably represents an imperfect
“second”—generally sold within close proximity to the production site. This jar may
represent a locally produced product (75% actual size).
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Figure 84. Small finds from the upper Secondary Deposits (Zones I-III). Top: Doll parts
from Lots F5-1, F5-2, and F5-4. Middle (Left to right): Glass bezel (Lot F5-1), blue bead
(Lot F5-4), turned bone knob with interior threaded hole (Lot F5-2). Bottom: Libery Vnickel (date illegible; minted from 1883 to 1912) (Lot F5-4). Except for enlarged coin
detail, all artifacts are actual size.
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Figure 85. Small finds from the upper Secondary Deposits (Zones I-III) (Lot F5-2). Top:
Clothing clasp and small brass bell. Middle: Door rim lock bolt. Bottom: Two views of
an porcelain wall-mounted electric light fixture. All are actual size.
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Figure 86. Primary artifacts from the lower capping deposits of Feature 5 (represented by Zone IV and V). These artifacts
probably represent materials discarded several years after the abandonment and capping of the original privy pit (and after
the initial decomposition of the underlying humic fecal deposits, and subsequent settling of the pit fills).
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Figure 87. Primary artifacts from the lower capping deposits of Feature 5 (represented by Zone IV and V). Left: Food
Storage vessels included condimets (mustard and catup) and small milk bottles. Right: Medicine bottles were limited and
included a large unmarked paneled bottle, and two smaller prescription bottles.
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Figure 88. Primary artifacts from the lower capping deposits of Feature 5 (represented by Zone IV and V) also included
several alcoholic containers associated with the Drink functional category. These bottles documented both whiskey and beer
consumption. The whiskey flasks were predominately of the Eagle style, as illustrated in the 1906 Illinois Glass Company
catalog (1906:173).
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Figure 89. A single beer bottle from the Schoenhoffen Brewery was recovered from this fill
episode (F5-71). This bottle had a distinctive, hand-tooled, crown lip finish distinctive
typical of the period circa 1900-1905. Based on the history of the glasshouse, it would
appear that this bottle was probably manufactured in circa 1903-04. This advertisement
represents a slightly later early twentieth century advertisement emphasizing the
company’s successful Edelweiss beer. The bottle recovered from Feature 5 was of the older
shouldered variety, and not of the newer Edelwiess style.
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Figure 90. Toys from this context included doll fragments (top; Lots F5-3 and F5-6) and
child’s tea sets and marbles (bottom; Lots F5-5 and F5-6) (Actual size).

Figure 91. The function of these two flat glass disks is unknown. One potential
interpretation is that they were part of small picture frames that once held portraits (Lots
F5-5 and F5-6) (Actual size).
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Figure 92. Miscellaneous small finds from the lower capping deposits of Zone IV. Top:
Hard rubber hair and lice combs (Lot F5-6). Middle: Clothing items included a variety of
bone, glass, and metal buttons (of the sew-through and loop shank variety) (Lots F5-6 and
F5-3), as well as cuff or collar studs (Lot F5-6). Bottom: Several items related to jewelry
were also recovered (Lots F5-3 and F5-6). The black glass cross is clearly a religious item
reflecting a Christian faith. Similarly, the two medallions (top row, middle and right) may
represent religious medallions as well. The picture of the black glass cross at right is an
online example of the fragmentary archaeological specimen.
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Figure 93. Porcelain Pig-and-Shoe fairing (Lot F5-6). Right: Archaeological specimen. Left: Online example. Porcelain
fairings were small ornaments and/or figures that were common in during the late nineteenth and very early twentieth
centuries, loosing popularity during the 1910s. These objects “depict a variety of scenes, humorous, political or domestic” and
often incorporate a caption on their base. This particular example had no caption. Although these were generally simply
ornamental and/or decorative, some were functional (ie. pin or match holders). Majority of these were German
manufactured, and were common items given away at fairs—thus their name “fairings”. Pigs and shoes were a common
theme incorporated into several designs (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victorian_china_fairing).
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Figure 94. Primary artifacts from the lower Primary Deposits of Feature 5 (Zones VI-VII). Tablewares, food containers and
vessels related to drinking were few in number, whereas medicine and chemical bottles were prolific.
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Figure 95. Left: The Illinois Glass Company catalog from 1906 (IGC 1906:27) illustrating both the Philadelphia Oval and
French Square bottle styles—the two most common medicine bottles from the later nineteenth century. Right: Medicine
bottles of the French Square style from the Primary Deposits of Feature 5. The bottle second from the left was a proprietary
bottle marked “COLDEN’S / LIQUID BEEF TONIC / PHYSICIANS SAMPLE” (Vessel F5-157).
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Figure 96. Medicine bottles predominately of the Philadelphia Oval style from Feature 5.
One of these bottles (front row, far left) is of the later Round Cornered Blake style (and not
the Philadelphia Oval style). All these bottles were of the hand-blown variety.
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Figure 97. Chemical and/or medicine bottles from Feature 5 of the Round Cylindrical style were also present in limited
number. The clear bottle at the far right was marked “CITRATE OF MAGNESIA” (Vessel F5-155) (IGC 1906:52). The small
amber bottle is reminiscent of those from subsequent features that held hydrogen peroxide
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Figure 98. Top: Medicine bottles from the Primary Deposits of Feature 5 included pill
bottles (left) and homeopathic vials. The vials were of three sizes, nearly equally divided
between tall (middle; 4¾” tall) and short (right; 2¼” tall) varieties. One example of a very
small cylindrical vial was also present (center) (Vessel F5-196). Bottom: Patent-lipped,
homeopathic tube vials as illustrated in the Illinois Glass Company catalog (IGC 1906:8889).
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Figure 99. Remains of a Civil War era field medicine kit were recovered from the Primary
Deposits of Feature 5. Top: In situ view of bottles. Middle: Several bottles removed
illustrating case. Bottom: Historic example of field kit similar to that found in Feature 5,
which
contained
16
large
vials,
and
32
small
vials
(http://www.civilwarpreservations.com/newmus161.html).
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Figure 100. Two views of contemporary field medicine kits with identical metal clips to hold the vials in place (online
examples).
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Figure 101. Proprietary medicine bottles from Feature 5, included: A) “HOOD’S / SARSA
/ PARILLA // C. K. HOOD & CO. / APOTHECARIES / LOWELL MASS” (F5-137), B)
“DR. H. S. WOODARD // BLOOMINGTON, ILLS” (F5-190), C) “PRIMLEY’S / SPEEDY
/ CURE / FOR / COUGHS / AND /COLDS // JONES & PRIMLEY CO // ELKHART,
IND.” (F5-123), D) “UMATILLA / INDIAN RELIEF” (F5-192), E) “KEMPS BALSAM”
(F5-194), F) “WYETH & BR0 / PHILADA” (F5-143), and G) “DR. THOMPSON’S / EYE
WATER / NEW LONDON / CONNT” (F5-197). Right: Proprietary prescription druggist
bottle of the Chicago Oval style produced for Springfield druggist Charles Gill (Vessel F5142). Based on the patent date on the base of this bottle, and knowledge of Gill’s
Springfield business, this bottle was probably dispensed from the Gill drug store during the
years 1888 to late 1890.
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Figure 102. Hood’s Sarsaparilla was introduced in the middle 1870s as a cure-all medicine,
and it quickly became one of the most popular patent medicines of the late nineteenth
century. The firm was a leader in the use of color lithography for its advertisements, which
included a variety of trade cards, calendars, cook books, and other paper goods. The firm
also produced a variety of other “health care” products. The business persisted through
the early 1920s, and part of the success of the product was, no doubt, due to its high alcohol
content (which was 18-20% alcohol). Top Left: 1882; Top Right 1886. Bottom Left:
Undated. Bottom Right: 1906. (http://thequackdoctor.com/index.php/hoods-sarsaparilla/;
https://oldmainartifacts.wordpress.com/2014/01/21/hoods-sarsaparilla-lowell-ma/).
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Figure 103. This trade card for Hood’s Sarsaparilla was produced in 1893—the approximate date of the contents of Feature
5—and was an effort to capitalize on the popularity of the Columbian World’s Fair held in Chicago that year.
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Figure 104. Two trade card advertisements for Dr. H. S. Woodard of Bloomington, Illinois
(online examples). “DR. H. S. WOODARD // BLOOMINGTON, ILLS” (F5-190),
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Figure 105. Primley’s Speedy Cure was another one of the patent medicines recovered
from Feature 5 (F5-123),. Jonathan and Alfred Primley were brothers with a successful
druggist business in Elkhart, Indiana. In 1883, the brothers registered the name “Speedy
Cure” with the U.S. Patent Office, and by the late 1880s, the brothers had partnered with
an individual named Jones—marketing their successful cough medicine under the firm
name of Jones and Primley Company. In 1891, Jonathan Primley became sole owner and
moved the firm to Chicago. The firm also marketed the well-known Iron Wahoo Tonic and
introduced one of—if not the first— commercially manufactured flavored chewing gums—
known as “Kis-Me” gum (www.bottlepickers.com/bottle_articles215.htm; Elkhart Daily
Review 1885).

Figure 106. Left: Early twentieth century advertisement for Kemp’s Balsam, which was a
treatment “for the throat and lungs.” This product continued in use through the early
twentieth century (Belluscio 2012). Right: A similar small bottle (F5-194) as that
recovered from Feature 5, which may represent a sample bottle.
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Figure 107. Two advertisements touting Colden’s Liquid Beef Tonic. Top: From 1882.
Bottom: From 1901. Another source suggests that this medicine was “recommended for
treatment
of
alcohol
habit”
(https://books.google.com/books?id=Jg6jQzKegQQC&pg=PA357&lpg=PA357&dq=%22co
lden%27s+liquid+beef+tonic%22&source=bl&ots=buIomaZoi8&sig=4b7eHsYEVfDp0dk8
Pl4gPOWtzFs&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj27Z609ujUAhUs04MKHTb7C104ChDoAQ
g_MAk#v=onepage&q=%22colden's%20liquid%20beef%20tonic%22&f=false).
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Figure 108. Dr. Thompson utilized color lithography on his trade cards, which he used extensively to market his product.
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Figure 109. Although Vessel F5-197 was embossed DR. THOMPSON’S / EYE WATER /
NEW LONDON / CONNT”, it more than likely was marketed with a paper label similar to
this example. .

Figure 110. Besides the numerous glass medicine bottles and vials, this hard-rubber penile
syringe (or applicator) was also found in the lower fill deposits of Feature 5 (Lot F5-8, and
would have been used for the application of medicines to treat venereal diseases (Actual
size).
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Figure 111. Household items included several lamp chimneys. Three varieties noted in the
assemblage, and included A) small pedal hand crimped rim finish (bottom left), B) large
pedal hand crimped rim finish (bottom middle), and C) molded rim finish (bottom right).
The hand crimped rims outnumbered the single example of the molded rim finish.
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Figure 112. Although the Household items were predominately lamp chimneys, shoe polish
bottles were also present, including one embossed “HAUTHAWAY’S // PEERLESS
GLOSS” (Vessel F5-132).
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Figure 113. Top: Primary vessels from the Food Storage functional category included
several sauce bottles, and pickle/relish bottles/jars, as well as unidentified food jars.
Bottom: Depiction of “green glass, plain decanter” in the “Pickle and Preserve Ware”
section of the 1906 Illinois Glass Company catalog (1906: 202), which is identical to Vessel
F5-134.
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Figure 114. Vessel F5-148 was a small decorated Picnic-style flask embossed “THE A. COLBURN CO”. This small flask
probably held a liquid spice or extract, such as vanilla (or other similar product). The firm was established in 1857. The
advertisement is from 1920.
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Figure 115. Top: Fragmentary printed plate from Primary Deposits of Feature 5 (Vessel
F5-31). Bottom: Backstamp of an undecorated, whiteware plate from the Primary
Deposits of Feature 5 (Vessel F5-29). This plate had a backstamp with a typical British
Coat of arms and the words “WARRANTED BEST IRONSTONE CHINA” above it and
the initial “B. P. Co.” beneath it. Even though this plate bears a British coat of arms in its
mark, the plate was manufactured by an American pottery firm in Cincinnati, Ohio. The
Brockmann Pottery Company was established in 1887 and continued producing ceramic
tablewares through at least the early years of the twentieth century (Barber 1904: 118).
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Figure 116. Vessels associated with the Drink functional category were few in number
within the lower Primary Deposits. These vessels included a Shoofly whiskey flask (Vessel
F5-122; left) and a soda water bottle (right; F5-164). This aqua blob-top soda water bottle
was embossed “C. J. PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILLS.”

Figure 117. Electrical pole insulator recovered from the lower Primary Deposits of Feature
5 (Vessel F5-201).
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Figure 118. Variety of small finds recovered from the lower Primary Deposits in Feature 5.
Top Left: Unidentified painted and gilded porcelain handle or end cap. Top Right:
Buttons. Middle Left: Hard rubber mouthpiece for a tobacco pipe. Middle Right:
Fragment of a porcelain doll leg. Bottom: Wooden bail handle for a tea kitchen container
(such as a pail, kettle, or teapot). All are from Lot F5-9 (Actual Size).
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Figure 119. Remnants of shoes were also present in the lower fill deposits of Feature 5.
Top: Well-worn sole, presumably of a man’s shoe (Lot F5-9). Bottom: A sole from a
child’s shoe (Lot F5-10) (Actual size).
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Figure 120. Although the evidence is limited, the artifacts from the Primary Deposits of
Feature 5 document both men and women at this site. Top left: A cuff or collar stud (Lot
F5-8) which is generally associated with men’s clothing. Several of these were also found in
the upper fills, and this one may have originated in those upper deposits, too. Top Right:
Fragments of a metal busk, which generally were associated with women’s clothing (Lot
F5-10). Both items are actual size. Bottom Left: Metal busks were in common use by the
1860s, and sewn into the leading edge of a garment as a fastener. They remained in
common use throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, often
incorporated into corsets (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Busk). Bottom Right: Metal busks
incorporated into the front of an 1890s corset, as depicted in a patent drawing.. Only the
“hook and post” fasteners are exposed (one of which is circled in red) with the bar
incorporated into the fabric garment.
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Figure 121. Small iron pistol from Lot F5-11. Although it is unclear as to whether this is a
toy, or a functioning firearm it appears to be the remains of a functioning pistol (i.e. a small
derringer), potentially lost in the base of the privy by its owner during his visit to the
outhouse (Actual size).

Figure 122. This wooden block represents the cut-off end of a lathe-turned item. After
being turned, the end of the turning are often cut off and discarded. This item may have
been associated with Mr. Mullen, a wood-turner whose widow is documented as having
lived in the house at this location. It was recovered from Lot F5-10. (Actual Size).
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Figure 123. Unidentified seeds recovered from one of the medicine bottles from Feature 5.

Figure 124. Organic materials from Lots F5-9 and F5-10 included fruit pits/stones, peanut
shells, wood match sticks, and unidentified plant “husks.” All items are actual size.
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Figure 125. Large butcher knife recovered from the lower Primary Deposits of Feature 5 (Lot F5-9) (75% actual size).
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Figure 126. Select faunal remains from the upper fills of the Primary Deposits of Feature 5 included a rather unique
assemblage of fowl (chicken) remains, which included predominately heads and metatarsi bones. The metatarsibones were
apparently from both male (roosters) and female (hen) chickens. This assemblage appears to document the butchering of a
large number of mature chickens—potentially for resale and/or barter.
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Figure 127. A large number of the chicken metatarsi from Feature 5 were from mature male chickens (roosters), as depicted
by these spurred examples.
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Figure 128. The chicken metatarsi from Feature 5 represented birds of extremely variable
size—potentially representing a variety of fowl breeds.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 6
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Feature Location: Feature 6 is located on Lot 15, approximately 30’ south of the alley, and
centered in the lot. This privy pit is situated approximately 10-11’ west—and ever so slightly
north—of Feature 12 (which post-dates Feature 6) and approximately 3½’ south of Feature 5
(which pre-dates Feature 6). This privy pit is situated approximately 75’ north of the back of the
house’s rear kitchen wing. This privy represents the last of a series of privies located in a line at
the mid-yard location. With the abandonment of this privy, the privies shift from a mid-lot
location to the eastern property line.
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 6 was an isolated feature without any super-positioning..
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The very far western end of this feature was not exposed, and
extended into the western unexcavated portion of this lot. The feature was shovel scraped, and
mapped in plan view. The feature was then sectioned by excavating the east half in arbitrary
approximate 10-20cm levels. Upon completion of the excavation of the east half, the profile
wall was drawn and photographed. All excavated feature fill was screened through ¼” hardware
cloth. Upon completion of the fieldwork, the east half of the feature was backfilled with clean
sand. The east half of the feature remains unexcavated.
Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 6 was rectangular in plan view and
measured approximately 3’11” (1.19m) wide by minimally 5’3” (1.60m) long. At the scraped
surface the feature edges and corners were rounded, but a distinct wooden interior box was noted
at, or very near the scraped surface. The walls of the feature are vertical and exhibited little
evidence of slumping. As originally constructed, an interior box was constructed in the privy.
The box, which was well preserved and visible at the scraped surface, measured approximately
3’7” (1.10m) wide by 4’9” (1.45m) long, and extended to a depth of approximately 2’10”x”
(0.86m) below the scraped surface (which corresponded to the circa 1840 ground surface). The
base of Feature 6 was located approximately 4’3” (1.30m) below the approximate surface of
origination.
At the scraped surface, Feature 6 appeared similar to Features 4 and 5. Upon excavation, it was
clear that the pit did not extend as deep as the adjacent earlier pits, and that it exhibited some odd
characteristics, incorporating two interior wooden box-like chambers into its vault. This
complex set of interior boxes may not have been original to the feature, and may represent later
modifications. Two interior boxes of varying size were constructed into the south wall of the pit,
and the base of the original pit was extended nearly 1’4” (0.40m) to a depth of 4’1” (1.25m)
below the scraped surface. The eastern interior box measured 0.60m wide by 0.68m long. The
western interior box measured 0.45m wide by 0.68m long. The two interior wooden boxes,
which were constructed with horizontal planking, also had wooden bases. Although unclear, it
appears that these two interior boxes were separate structures from the larger outer box, and
represent two independent boxes set into the larger box. It is unclear, but the larger outer box
may have had vertical planked walls. These two wood-floored interior boxes were located along
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the south edge of the larger box, leaving an unfloored trough along inside north wall of this
larger box. This trough measured approximately 1’4” to 1’10” (0.40m to 0.56m) wide along the
northern edge of the interior box. This trough was substantially deeper than the base of the two
adjacent wood-floored boxes, perhaps to assist with the removal of liquids. These two chambers
of the smaller interior boxes potentially functioned for separating solid from liquid waste in an
attempt to extend the life of the pit, and making clean-out activities easier—with the solid waste
presumably collecting in the interior boxes, and the liquid draining into the lower trough.
Associated with these physical changes (and the introduction of a potential filter mechanism), the
holding capacity of this privy had dropped dramatically from that of the earlier Feature 5.
The uppermost fill of this feature (Zones I and II) consisted of post abandonment fills deposited
over a series of years after the gradual decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits. Zone I
consisted predominately of purple cinder and clinker residue and represented coal burning
furnace waste. Zone II was a thick deposit of dark-colored cinder fill with a considerable
amount of primary artifacts. Zones III and IV appear to represent the original capping fills, with
Zone III located within the interior box, and Zone IV within the original box. Zone III represents
mixed subsoil ant topsoil fill, with concentrations of deteriorated metal (cans?). Zone IV
represents a brown silt topsoil with some fecal material and subsoil mixed in it. Few artifacts
were present in Zone III, whereas several primary artifacts were present in Zone IV. Zones V,
VI, VII and VIII represent primary fill deposits. Zone V was a homogeneous black loam
representing fecal deposits. Zone VI was similar, albeit fairly well compacted. Zone VII was a
fecal deposit very similar to Zone V. Zone VIII represents sterile, potentially water deposited
subsoil fills.
Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
F6-1
F6-2
F6-3
F6-4
F6-5
F6-6
F6-7

Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Scraped Surface
East 1/2, Level 1
East 1/2, Level 2
East 1/2, Level 3
East 1/2, Level 4
East 1/2, Level 5
East 1/2, Level 6

The fills within Feature 6 are characterized by three distinct deposits, which consist of: 1)
primary fills of predominately fecal material and artifacts (Zones IV-VIII; represented by Lots
F6-4 through F6-7), 2) original topsoil capping fills (Zone III and IV), and 3) post-abandonment
fills deposited in an ever-deepening depression that was created with the decomposition of the
underlying fecal deposits (Zones I and II; Lots F6-1 and F6-2). Table 1 summarizes the
functional distribution of ceramic and glass vessels in Feature 6. Primary fill deposits were
present in Levels 3, 4, 5, and 6 (represented by Lots F5-4, F5-5, F5-6, and F5-7). Level 2 (Lot
F5-3) represents a mixed context containing both post-abandonment fills and primary fills. Zone
IV (mixed topsoil, midden and some fecal material) separates the post-abandonment fills from
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the lower fecal deposits, and contained some primary material, and was tabulated with the lower
primary deposits.
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Several items from Feature 6 crossmend with artifacts from adjacent Feature 5. Vessel F6-61 is
a distinctive saucer with the printed image of a puppy, which crossmends with a sherd located in
the upper portions of Feature 5 (Vessel F5-25). Similarly, fragments of a carnival glass bowl
recovered from the base of Feature 6 (Vessel F6-46) crossmends with a sherd in the upper
section Feature 5 (Vessel F5-41). It would seem that materials were deposited in the base of
Feature 5, as well as within fills near or at the surface of Feature 5—representing the opening of
a new pit and closing of an old one. Additionally, there is some continuity with artifacts between
Feature 6 and Feature 12. Although there does not seem to be the same crossmending of artifacts
between these two features, similar ceramics were recovered from both pits. These included
decal-decorated (rose-pattern) wares (such as Vessel F6-25) which were similar to decorated
wares recovered from the base of Feature 12.
The upper or Secondary Deposits from Feature 6 contained only 16 vessels, the vast majority of
which were associated with Tableware (and equally split between Eating and Drinking
categories). At least three primary vessels were recovered from this context. These were gilded,
with a “C” monogram, and marked “VITREOUS / EDWIN M. KNOWLES / CHINA CO. / 152-3”) (Vessels F6-4, F6-14, and F6-16). The mark contains the three-digit code which probably
refers to a manufacture date of 1915—suggesting potentially that this feature had been filled and
capped with secondary deposits sometime after 1915. These upper fills also contained some
items associated with electrical wiring (copper wire, porcelain fragments from “knob and tube”
wiring, and a possible electrical socket fragment), and unidentified aluminum molded bar
stock.65 These upper fills contained more than just furnace waste, and included architectural
materials (nails, door hinges, and window glass)—possibly suggesting remodeling and/or
maintenance activity.
Similarly, the lower fills (Primary Deposits) from Feature 6 were fairly low in artifact content.
Only 29 primary vessels were present in these Primary Deposits. The Tableware category was
represented by 27.6% of the Primary Vessels from these lower deposits. These wares were
represented by equal amounts of Drinking and Eating vessels—each representing 13.8% of the
Primary Vessels from this context. The drinking vessels were represented by several jelly
glasses, and tumblers. Eating vessels were represented by serving vessels, and an ornate syrup
pitcher. A single carnival glass serving bowl (Vessel F6-46) was also present. This purple-glass
vessel was decorated with molded strawberries on its front, and a basket-weave on its back.
Carnival glass first appears in circa 1908 and gains quickly in popularity, continuing through the
1910s and 1920s. It crossmends with Vessel F5-41.
Next in abundance were vessels from the Food Storage category, which was represented by
20/7% of the primary vessels from this context. Food Storage vessels were represented by both
Home Canned (6.9% of the Primary Vessels) and Commercially Canned (13.8% of the Primary
Vessels) vessels. Commercially Canned vessels were twice as prolific as Home Canned vessels,
65

By the mid-1880s, cast aluminum was being produced in significant volume and by the mid-1890s was used in the
building trades. ALCOA was established in 1888. Use of aluminum increased dramatically with the expansion of
the U.S. airplane industry during World War I (1914-1917) (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium).
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which hints at minimal home canning taking place within this household at this time.
Commercially Canned vessels included condiment (catsup and mustard) and small food jars.
One machine-made vessel (Vessel F6-53) was similar to as a “Straight Mustard” and “Straight
Pickle” jar illustrated in the 1906 Illinois Glass Company catalog identifies this jar (1906:210).
Another unusual vessel in this category was a hard-paste Oriental porcelain ginger jar (Vessel
F6-59).
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The faunal remains drop off dramatically in number in this feature, and were much less
numerous than in the previous (Feature 5) or later (Feature 12) privy pits—again suggesting a
shift in the family’s waste management during the use-life of this pit. There does not appear to
have been as much discard of household materials in this pit as there was earlier, and there
appears to have been more effort to separate waste (solid from liquid) at this time. An unusual
lead flange recovered from the base of this pit (Lot F6-7) may have been associated with the
pumping equipment associated with the liquid removal.
Drink and Medicine categories were equally represented by 17.2% of the primary vessels from
the Primary Deposits of Feature 6. Medicine vessels were represented by non-descript and/or
non-proprietary vessels (10.3% of the Primary Vessels in this feature), and to a lesser degree by
proprietary medicine bottles (represented by 6.9% of the Primary Vessels). Vessel F6-30 was of
the Golden Gate Oval design and was embossed “3iii” on its shoulder and “THE HOME OF
PURE DRUGS / JOHN W. COBBS DRUG CO. / SIXTH & WASHINGTON STS.” on its body.
Vessel F6-32 was of the Plain Oval design and had an embossed body that read “SELL & COE /
DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD ILL”). Both bottles had improved tool lip finishes. The nonproprietary bottles were predominately of the French Square design with improved tool lip
finishes.66
Drinking vessels were represented by a Alcohol vessels (representing 6.9% of the primary
vessels from the Primary Deposits), and three non-alcohol soda water bottles (representing
10.3% of the primary vessels in these deposits). Although liquor is more-or-less absent from this
assemblage, two items are present that are in sharp contrast to earlier liquor assemblages. One
vessel was a “shot” glass (Vessel F6-22), presumably associated with the consumption of
distilled liquor. Also recovered from the primary deposits of this feature were a distinctive
vessel in the form of the Eiffel Tower (Vessel F6-41), which is believed to be the remains of a
decanter or liquor bottle, and a single shot glass (Vessel F6-22) (tallied with the Drinking
category). The single alcohol container was a rather unique lead-glass container molded in the
shape of the Eiffel Tower. The container had a large pontil on its base, and unfortunately the
neck and lip were not recovered from the pit. The base of the bottle was embossed “DEPOSE”.
This decanter or liquor bottle may represent a souvenir purchased in 1889 at the Paris Exhibition,
which was the opening event for the Eiffel Tower. If indeed a liquor bottle, it is possible that it
may have originally contained Courvoisier cognac. According to the Courvoisier webpage,
“Courvoisier was the selected cognac that toasted and celebrated the spectacular opening of the
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The John W. Cobb Drug Company was in business from 1910 to 1915. The firm of Sell and Coe was in business
from 1901 to 1921.
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Eiffel Tower in 1889” (http://courvoisier.com/us/).67 Whether a decanter or cognac bottle, these
two items appear to document an “upscale” alcohol consumption pattern of quality distilled
liquors.
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Non-alcoholic soda water bottles were represented by two straight-sided, long-necked bottles
with improved tool, crown lip finishes and embossed on their sides “W. W. CLUTTER /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” and with an embossed “C” on their base (Vessels F6-18 and F6-49). A
single machine-made cylindrical soda water bottle with a crown lip finish was of the similar
straight-sided design, but was embossed “COCA-COLA / TRADE MARK REGISTERED” in
midsection of the body, and with the heel embossed “THIS BOTTLE NOT SOLD // 2” (Vessel
F6-50). The distinctive “hobble skirt” Coca-Cola bottle which is so recognized today was
introduced in 1915-16, and did not become standard issue by all distributors until circa 1920.
Additionally, after September 1914, all bottles were required to have volume contents
indicated—which this bottle does not appear to have (Lockhart 2010: 333). As such, it would
appear that this bottle was probably made sometime after circa 1905 and prior to 1914.
Vessels from the Chemical and Household categories were each represented by 6.9% of the
primary vessels from these Primary Deposits. The Chemical category was represented by a
small paneled, machine-oil bottle (with ball neck and improved tool lip finish) and embossed
“THE SINGER MANFG. CO. / TRADEMARK” (with Singer Company logo) (Vessel F6-36)—
suggesting the possibility that a Singer sewing machine was in use in this household. Another
Chemical bottle was an amber vessel believed to have held hydrogen pyroxide (Vessel F6-31)—
and reminiscent of the many present in Feature 12. Household items included lamp chimneys,
and a green carnival glass vase (Vessel F6-54).
Personal Hygiene vessels were represented by a single item from the Primary deposits of Feature
6. His vessel was a proprietary toiletry bottle (Vessel F6-37), with improved tool lip finish, that
was embossed body embossed “LARKIN CO. / BUFFALO”). The Larkin Company was
established in 1875 in New York, and was a very successful soap manufacturer that initiated
direct sales marketing to customers. The firm experienced rapid growth during the years 18921904, and established a large distribution warehouse in Peoria. By 1905, the company’s catalog
“was offering over 115 products, including soaps, toiletries, shampoo, coffee and teas, extracts,
cocoa, spices, chocolate, soups, perfumes [and] by 1912, the Larkin Catalogue was second only
to
the
Sears
Catalog
in
variety
of
products
being
offered”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Larkin_Company).
Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on its location and artifact
content, it would appear that Feature 6 post-dates the adjacent Feature 5, and pre-dates the
nearby Feature 12. With the abandonment of Feature 6, the occupants of this site apparently
constructed Feature 12—which was located on the opposite side of the half-lot. Feature 6
appears to have been an experiment in waste management attempts at separating solid from
liquid waste, with little deposition of household kitchen waste. Besides a shift across the half-lot
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See also http://www.antiques-delaval.com/en/crystal-glassware-nineteenth-twentieth/4678-crystal-glass-eiffeltower-paris-souvenir-expo-1889-xixth.html for a similar souvenir item.
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to a new setting, the occupants of this lot appear to have abandoned the experiment and
constructed a more traditional, wood-lined box privy pit.
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Based on the current understanding of the sequential character of the privy pits exposed to date,
it would appear that this privy was constructed sometime during the early 1900s, and abandoned
(and filled) during the latter years of that decade, and/or extending into the early 1910s. As such,
Feature 6 appears to date from circa 1900 through circa 1915. Artifacts that help corroborate the
late terminal date of this feature include 1) the presence of the carnival glass (post-1908), 2)
presence of both improved tool bottle finishes and machine-made jars, and 3) the presence of the
older-style Coca-Cola soda water bottle. Machine-made vessels included food jars (Vessels F619, F6-53), chemical bottles (Vessel V6-31), ointment jars (Vessel F6-38), and canning jars
(Vessel F6-40)—and is consistent with items illustrated in the 1906 Illinois Glass Company
catalogue. The presence of the John W. Cobb druggist bottle suggests a post-1910 date of filling
for this pit.
Potential Family Association/Context: Based on our current understanding of the occupational
history of the lot, the privy represented by Feature 6 may have been used by one of several
families. The western half of the house (927 East Mason Street) appears to have been occupied
in 1908 by a Mrs. Hughes, and in 1908 by R. R. Roderick. The eastern half of the house (929
East Mason Street) appears to have been occupied in both 1904 and 1908 by Leonard Wiedemer
(and his family?). The presence of the monogramed ceramic vessels with the Knowles China
Company mark within the upper fills of this feature (which were manufactured in 1915), may
suggest that the latter capping episode was undertaken by Joseph Colburn, who was listed as
occupant of the western half of the house (929 East Mason Street) in 1912, or William
Cummings who occupied the house for many years in the late 1910s and throughout the 1920s.
More family research is needed.
Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature morphology, and presence of fecal
deposits, this feature most likely functioned as the subsurface storage facility for a pit privy. The
interior morphology of this pit—with its interior compartments and differential bottom depths—
suggests an experimental attempt at waste management with an attempt to separate solid and
liquid waste.
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Figure 129. Plan and profile of Feature 6, Site 11Sg1433.
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Figure 130. Detail of eastern internal box within Feature 6, prior to removal of
surrounding fills.
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Figure 131. View of the primary vessels from the Primary Deposits of Feature 6. The two small plates and shallow serving
bowl (Vessels F-6-4, F6-14, and F6-16) may have been associated with the upper capping fills—and although included in this
photograph—are not tallied in the artifact tables with the primary deposits.
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Table 19
Functional Classification of Vessels,
Feature 6
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Table 20
Ceramic Marks and Identified Decorative Patterns,
Feature 6

Table 21
Summary of Glass Vessels,
Feature 6
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Table 22
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 6 (11Sg1433)
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Table 23
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 6 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 132. Small decal-decorated cup plate or butter pat dish (Vessel F6-25). Floral
pattern, particularly rose… was very common. Actual Size.

Figure 133. Three ceramic vessels (Vessels F6-14, F6-14, and F6-16) were present in
Feature 6 that document a set of monogramed dishes with the gilded letter “C”—
potentially representing the Colburn family who occupied 929 East Mason in 1912, or the
William Cummings family who occupied the house for many years in the late 1910s and
throughout the 1920s. These vessels are marked with the Knowles China Company mark,
and a date code indicating a 1915 date of manufacture. All three vessels were recovered
from Lot F6-3—which may have been associated with Zone II, and probably represent
post-abandonment fills. Actual Size.
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Figure 134. Top: Fragments of an overglaze-printed Japanese porcelain saucer (decorated
in the distinctive Geisha-girl design) (Vessel F6-13) was recovered from the upper
secondary fills of Feature 6. This is one of the first appearances of these distinctive wares
at this site.68 Bottom: A hard-paste Oriental porcelain ginger jar was recovered from the
lower primary deposits of Feature 6 (Vessel F6-59). These wares were common by the late
nineteenth century and often contained candied ginger. Actual size.
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(http://www.jefpat.org/diagnostic/PostColonial%20Ceramics/Less%20Commonly%20Found/JapaneseOverglaze/index-japaneseoverglaze.html)
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Figure 135. Glass tableware from Feature 6 included a press-molded syrup pitcher (top)
and several jelly glasses and/or drinking glasses (bottom).
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Figure 136. Food containers from Feature 6 included both Home Canned vessels (right),
and Commercially Canned vessels (left). The Commercially Canned vessels included a
variety of condiments, including catsup, mustard, and relish/pickle containers.

Figure 137. Medicine and Chemical bottles from Feature 6.
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Figure 138. Proprietary medicine bottles included one marked “Sell & Coe / Druggists / Springfield, ILL.” (F6-32) and
another marked “The Home of Pure Drugs / John W. Cobbs Drug Co. / Sixth & Washington Sts.” (F6-30) (left). A
proprietary Chemical bottle (Vessel F6-36) from the Singer Manufacturing Company (marked “Singer Manfg. Co. / Trade
Mark”) was also recovered from Feature 6 (right). Actual size.
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Figure 139. Straight-sided, long-necked, clear soda water bottles with crown lip finishes
from Feature 6. Left: Embossed “COCA-COLA / TRADE MARK REGISTERED” in
midsection of the body, and with the heel embossed “THIS BOTTLE NOT SOLD // 2”
(Vessel F6-50). This bottle has an improved tool lip finish. This style bottle was primarily
used from circa 1901 through 1915. Right:
Embossed “W. W. CLUTTER /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” (Vessel F6-49). This bottle also has an improved tool lip finish.
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Figure 140. Alcohol-related vessels from Feature 6 were few in number, but did include
this unusual one-of-a-kind bottle (potentially representing a bottle of cognac, or decanter
from the 1889 Paris Exhibition) (Vessel F6-41) and a typical “shot” glass (for consumption
of distilled liquors) (Vessel F6-22) (top). It is very likely that the cognac bottle represents a
souvenir from a trip to Paris. Such bottles are still sold as souvenirs today (bottom left).
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Figure 141. Zinc-alloy cast bust of Abraham Lincoln recovered from the base of Feature 6 (Lot F6-4). This bust is
approximately 3” tall and may have been part of a small statue or similar to the 7” example illustrated at right. The presence
of the Lincoln bust may be due, in part, to the 1909 centennial celebration of his birth.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 12
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Feature Location: Feature 12 is located on Lot 15, approximately 32’ south of the alley, and 23’ from the eastern lot line. This privy pit is situated approximately 7-8’ to the north of Feature
14 (which post-dates Feature 12) and approximately 10’ east of Feature 6 (which pre-dates
Feature 12). This privy pit is situated approximately 72’ north of the back of the house’s rear
kitchen wing. This privy represents a shift from a mid-lot location to the eastern property line.
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 12 was an isolated feature without any super-positioning.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the west half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the west half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed. All excavated feature fill was screened through ¼” hardware cloth. Upon
completion of the fieldwork, the east half of the feature was backfilled with clean sand. The east
half of the feature remains unexcavated.
Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 12 was rectangular in plan view and
measured approximately 3’10” (1.18m) wide by 4’11” (1.50m) long. At the scraped surface the
feature edges and corners were rounded, but a distinct wooden interior box was noted at, or very
near the scraped surface. The walls of the feature are vertical and exhibited little evidence of
slumping. As originally constructed, an interior box was constructed in the privy. The box,
which was well preserved and visible at the scraped surface, measured approximately 2’11”
(0.90m) wide by 3’2” (0.95m) long, and extended to a depth of approximately 3’1” (0.95m)
below the scraped surface (which corresponded to the circa 1840 ground surface). The interior
box appears to have had horizontal planking. The vast majority of the nails recovered from this
feature were of the wire-drawn variety.
The uppermost fill of this feature (Zones I and II) consisted of post abandonment fills deposited
over a series of years after the gradual decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits. Zone I
consisted predominately of black cinder and clinker residue and represented coal burning furnace
waste. Zone II was a thin deposit of purplish-colored cinder fill. Zones III represents the
original capping fill. It consists of a mixed fill of topsoil and cinders. Zones IV-VII represent
the Primary Deposits within this feature. These zones consist predominately of loose, organicrich, black soil that originated from decomposed fecal material. Numerous primary artifacts are
present in these fills—particularly that of Zone VI. Primary artifacts were concentrated along
the north side of the pit.
Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
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Lot No.
F12-1
F12-2
F12-3
F12-4
F12-5
F12-6
F12-7
F12-8

Context
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Transitional69
Primary
Primary
Secondary
Secondary

Provenience
Scraped Surface
West ½, Level 1
West ½, Level 2
West ½, Level 3
West ½, Level 4
West ½, Level 5
West ½, North Builder’s Trench
West ½, South Builder’s Trench

The fills within Feature 12 are characterized by three distinct deposits, which consist of: 1)
primary fills of predominately fecal material and artifacts (Zones IV-VII; represented by Lots
F12-5 and F12-6, as well as part of transitional Lot F12-4) V), 2) original capping fills (Zone
III), and post-abandonment fills deposited in an ever-deepening depression that was created with
the decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits (Zones I and II). Table 1 summarizes the
functional distribution of ceramic and glass vessels in Feature 12. Zone IV (mixed topsoil,
midden and some fecal material) separates the post-abandonment fills from the lower fecal
deposits. Upper fills are predominately cinder-rich deposits, which were initially mixed with
topsoil (Zone III), but towards the end of the deposition cycle, consisted solely of cinders (Zones
I and II).
The secondary fills in Feature 12 contained few artifacts (see Lots F12-1 through F12-3; F12-7,
F12-8). These artifacts were characterized predominately by Tableware (Drinking) vessels
(representing 66.1% of the vessels from this context). Next in significance were vessels
associated with Food Storage (representing 16.7% of the vessels from this context) and generic
medicine bottles (representing 11.1% of the vessels from this context). These upper fills also
had a moderate amount of nails present, all of which are wire-drawn. One of the Tableware
items from this upper fill was a cup decorated with a bluebird decal (Vessel F12-13). The
Colonial Sterling China Company patented a Bluebird design similar to that used on this cup in
1915, and which remained popular throughout the later 1910s and early 1920s.
The artifact density in the lower primary deposits of Feature 12 contained a moderate number of
primary artifacts (n=51; see Lots F12-4 through F12-6 and Table x)—which was a 76% increase
over the number in the earlier Feature 6. An additional 19 secondary vessels were recovered
from these primary deposits. In total, 70 vessels were documented in these primary fill
deposits—72.8% of which were primary vessels. This increase in vessels from the earlier
Feature 6 may document a change in household discard and waste management strategies
represented by these two privy pits (and/or the abandonment of the practices initiated with
Feature 6). As with the upper fills, the primary fills in this feature were relatively devoid of
construction or demolition debris. Several vessels from Feature 12 appear to crossmend with
similar vessels in adjacent Feature 14 (see Vessels F12-19; F12-45; F12-55; F12-84).
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Lot F12-4 was a transitional context, with mixed fills. Several whole or primary vessels recovered from this lot
were integrated into the Primary deposit tallies.
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The most abundant functional category of artifacts from the primary fill deposits of Feature 12
were from the Tableware functional category, which represented 31.4% of the primary artifacts
and 47.4% of the secondary artifacts. In both instances, these vessels were represented nearly
equally by those related to Eating and Drinking. The tableware ceramics were represented by a
variety of small plates, cups, saucers, small bowls, and even a butter pat dish. Decorations were
minimal and consisted predominately of decal decorated wares, some of which were
supplemented with gilded rims.70 Variation was exhibited in these wares, with some being
gilded; others with scalloped and beaded rims. Three variations of a rose bouquet pattern were
present (and similar to those in Feature 6). Although similar in design, the rose-pattern decaldecorated wares were manufactured by multiple potteries. Although initially suggestive of the
purchase of a set (or set) of dishes, it appears that these wares may have been purchased piecemeal during multiple purchases. Two of the three rose decal-decorated patterns were
manufactured by the D. E. McNichols Pottery Company of Clarksville, West Virginia (and had a
backstamp that read “D. E. MCNICOL / POTTERY CO. / CLARKSBURG, / W. VA.”). Two
separate rose patterns were recovered from this feature with each associated with a slightly
different company mark—suggesting that they were not purchased as a set—but purchased
separately on multiple occasions, over a period of time. Lehner (1988:290-91) notes that this
firm was in business from 1892 through at least the 1960s. Although the firm initially operated
from East Liverpool, Ohio, the firm moved to Clarksburg, West Virginia sometime in the 1920s.
An online source suggests that the firm opened their Clarksburg plant in 1914
(http://www.onlinebiographies.info/oh/colum/mcnicol-pottery.htm).
At least three tableware vessels (Vessels F12-53, F12-54, and F12-55; representing two plates
and a saucer) were marked with a distinctive backstamp that integrated the image of a vase with
the words “VITRIOUS” across it and “EDWIN M. KNOWLES / CHINA CO. / 15-2-3” across
its bottom). Two of the vessels were gilded, and may represent part of a larger set. Edwin
Knowles began production in West Virginia beginning in 1900, and continued production
through 1963. Although this particular backstamp design was copyrighted by Knowles in May
1920; it apparently had been in use since circa 1901 and continued to be used through 1948. The
three numbers beneath the mark refer to a 1915 date of manufacture (Lehner: 1988:237).71
A relief decorated saucer from Feature 12 (vessel F12-47) had a backstamp that read “HOMER
LAUGHLIN / HUDSON / 52N”. The designation “HUDSON” refers to the vessel shape, and
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First American produced decals used in the ceramic industry were produced in 1894. The following year a new
paper (duplex paper) was developed that simplified the printing process and dramatically lowered the price of decal
production.
It was not until circa 1910 that decal decoration replaced transfer printing
(http://ceramicdecals.org/History_of_Decals.html). As one source notes “Perfected enough by the 1890s to be
commercially viable, lithographic decals replaced underglaze printing on ceramics before the end of the first decade
of the twentieth century (Venable et al. 2000:120; Henry 1987:368, Blaszczyk 1994:148). Decal decorated ceramics
first appeared in the Sears, Roebuck and Company catalogue in 1902 (Sears, Roebuck and Company 1902). Decals
remained the most common technique for decorating ceramics well into the 1950s (Majewski and O’Brien
1987:147).
(http://www.jefpat.org/diagnostic/postcolonial%20ceramics/Less%20Commonly%20Found/DecalDecoratedWares/index-DecalDecoratedWares.html
71

See also http://www.mygrannysatticantiques.com/html/a_basic_guide_to_dating_edwin_.html.
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not decoration or pattern name. The Homer Laughlin Company introduced the Hudson Shape in
1908 in an effort to emulate French wares, and produced it in a variety of decorations through the
late 1920s.
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Tableware items were also represented by several glass tumblers and/or drinking glasses. Three
older-style, six-sided, lead-glass tumblers (with distinctive flat-topped and/or angular flutes)
were present in the lower fill deposits. These may represent curated artifacts.
The second highest category of vessels from the primary artifacts was those associated with Food
Storage (which represented 25.5% of the primary artifacts and only 10.5% of the secondary
artifacts). The primary artifacts from these Primary Deposits were represented by more than two
Home Canned vessels to every Commercially Canned vessel—emphasizing the significance of
home processing/canning and on-site food preservation—which is consistent with the faunal
evidence suggesting on-site processing of animals as well (or at least the extensive processing of
fowl). Similar to that exhibited in Feature 14. The Home Canned vessels were represented by
multiple glass canning jars, and milk glass canning jar lid liners. Several of the glass canning
jars were more-or-less whole, and all were machine made and of a larger two-quart size marked
“BALL / MASON.” The Commercially Canned food containers were represented by relish jars,
condiment bottles, and a milk bottle.
Next in abundance were vessels from the Household context (representing 13.7% of the primary
artifacts and 15.8% of the secondary artifacts from this context. These vessels were represented
chiefly by lamp chimneys and at least one milk glass lamp globe. All of the lamp chimneys are
of the molded variety. The large number of lamp chimneys in this pit may suggest the shift in
lighting technology and/or the electrification of the house with the discarding of older kerosene
lamps during the time Feature 12 was abandoned. It is not clear whether the family’s house had
been wired for electricity by this date. The presence of these lamp chimneys in this feature may
simply document a change in ownership and house cleaning—a shift in the house occupants.
Coal residue in the lower primary deposits suggests use of very poor quality product—pyrite and
shale present. A couple of fragmentary (secondary vessels) flower pots were also present.
Both the Drink and Medicine functional categories were each represented by 11.8% of the
primary artifacts (and 15.8% of the secondary artifacts). Alcohol vessels were represent five
times more prevalent than the non-alcoholic containers. Vessels associated with Drink were
represented by both alcohol (9.8% of the primary vessels) and non-alcohol (2.0% of the primary
vessels) vessels from the primary fill deposits of Feature 12. The alcohol vessels in the Primary
Deposits were represented by five half-pint whiskey flasks—four of the Dandy style, and one of
the Shoo-fly style. All but one of the flasks were machine made. Except for one embossed
“HALF PINT / FULL MEASURE,” these flasks contained no markings on their bodies, and
clearly represent pre-Prohibition containers. After September 1914, bottles were required to be
labeled with their volumes indicated. This assemblage, with mostly non-marked volumes, may
reflect a circa 1915 date of deposition (Lockhart 2010: 333). The single machine-made Shoo-fly
flask (Vessel F12-70) suggests a deposition after circa 1915. Although this flask may represent a
container for non-alcoholic liquids (such as castor oil), its association with several additional
Dandy flasks suggests that it indeed contained whiskey. Secondary vessels were represented by
a single fragmentary beer bottle.
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The non-alcohol containers were represented by a single vessel (Vessel F12-26). The machinemade bottle has a crown finish and has a base that is embossed “B. N. P. CO. / S / 17” (with the
“S” printed in reverse). This probably is a bottle manufactured for the Beech Nut Packing
Company, which has been in business from 1899 to the present day. According to Lockhart,
Schriever, Lindsey, and Serr (n.d.:481), “the firm packed jams and preserves in glass in 1901,
with peanut butter joining the glass parade in 1904, catsup and chili sauce in 1908, ginger ale in
1917, and baby food in 1931.”72 More than likely, this bottle probably held ginger ale. There is
some potential that the embossed “17” references the year 1917.
Medicine bottles were represented by at least five non-proprietary examples (representing 9.8%
of the primary vessels), and a single prescription vessel. The prescription bottle was a machine
made container of the Elixir shape, was embossed “3oz” on its shoulder, and “REX” on its base
(Vessel F12-71). Vials, ointment/salve jars, and round bottles one a homeopathic vial. Chemical
bottles were represented by 3.9% of the primary vessels from the Primary Deposits. These two
amber bottles most likely contained hydrogen pyroxide (Vessels F12-15 and F12-24), and are
reminiscent of numerous bottles of this type in adjacent Feature 14.
Architectural items recovered included nails, window glass—both in fairly low numbers. The
nails consisted predominately of wire-drawn examples, with few, if any, machine cut nails being
present. Window and thick plate glass, although present, was represented by a very low number
of fragments. Small finds were very limited in number with no buttons being recovered. One of
the few items of note was the remains of a fairly small toothbrush. The back end of the brush
handle is beveled, potentially for use as a cuticle tool. Although presumed to represent a
toothbrush, based on the small size, and beveled end, one might question whether or not this is a
toothbrush (and maybe a specialized brush used for nails?). These lower fills contained
significant amounts of organic materials that included seeds, fruit pits, bone, and eggshell
including many examples that still retained the inner membrane.
The faunal remains were extremely sparse in the upper (secondary) deposits (NISP=33). In the
lower (primary) deposits, the faunal remains were considerably more prolific (NISP= 446). The
faunal remains from the primary deposits document an assemblage dominated by avian species
(NISP=271), supplemented by lesser number of mammals (NISP=156). Mammal remains
included food-related species (pig, cattle, domestic rabbit, hare/rabbit) as well as non-food
species (Norway rat, domestic cat). The large mammal remains were represented by both cattle
(NISP=5) and swine (NISP=12). Both the domestic and wild rabbit were relatively plentiful,
representing a total of 13 individuals. Non-food mammal remains included several Norway rats
(NISP= 14, MNI=3), as well as at least one domestic cat. The bird remains were represented by
predominately domestic chicken (MNI=21), but also included rock dove (MNI=4), and
potentially turkey. Numerous chicken head and leg bones suggest the on-site butchering and/or
processing of fowl was being undertaken at this site. Lacking from the faunal remains were fish.
As will be discussed later, this assemblage is extremely similar to that documented in Features 5
and 14.
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These authors also note that Toulouse (1971:89) incorrectly “listed ‘B N P Co’ as being used by the Beech-Nut
Packing Co. from ca. 1920 to ca. 1940.”
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Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Based on its location and artifact
content, it would appear that Feature 12 post-dates the adjacent Feature 6, and pre-dates the
adjacent Feature 14. Based on the current understanding of the sequential character of the privy
pits exposed to date, it would appear that this privy was constructed sometime during the latter
1900s or very early 1910s, and abandoned during the later 1910s or very early 1920s. As such,
Feature 12 appears to date from circa 1905-10 through circa 1915-20. This privy pit exhibits no
evidence of cleaning or rebuilding. Artifacts that help corroborate this interpretation include 1)
the ceramic tableware manufactured for the McNichol Pottery Company, which most likely postdate 1914, 2) the ceramic tableware manufactured by the Knowles China Company, which most
likely post-dates 1915, 3) the ginger ale bottle manufactured for the Beech Nut Packing
Company, which most likely post-dates 1917, and 5) the predominance of decal-decorated
wares.
Potential Family Association/Context: Based on our current understanding of the occupational
history of the lot, the privy represented by Feature 12 may have been used by one of several
families. The western half of the house (927 East Mason Street) appears to have been occupied
in both 1908 and 1912 by R. R. Roderick, and in 1918 by Joseph Nocelli; Sometime prior to
1925, the western half appears to have been vacated and remained that way throughout the
1920s. The eastern half of the house (929 East Mason Street) appears to have been occupied in
1908 by Leonard Wiedemer, in 1912 by Joseph Colburn, and in 1918 by William Cummings.
The William Cummings family lived at this location throughout the ensuing 1920s.
Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature morphology, and presence of fecal
deposits, this feature most likely functioned as the subsurface storage facility for a pit privy.
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Figure 142. Plan and profile of Feature 12, Site 11Sg1433.
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Figure 143. View of the primary artifacts from the transitional context of Lot F12-4.
These artifacts were recovered from a context near the contact between the upper
Secondary Deposits and the lower Primary deposits of Feature 12. These vessels were
recovered from Lot F12-4, which represents a transitional zone between the Secondary and
Primary Deposits. The small homeopathic vial, cup, and one of the ointment jars are the
only primary vessels that appear to have been associated with the upper fills, or Secondary
Deposits.
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Figure 144. View of the primary vessels from the Primary Deposits of Feature 12.
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Table 24
Functional Classification of Vessels,
Feature 12
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Table 25
Ceramic Marks and Identified Decorative Patterns,
Feature 12

Table 26
Summary of Glass Data,
Feature 12
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Table 27
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 12 (11Sg1433)
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Table 28
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 12 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 145. Three examples of decal decorated tablewares from Feature 12 illustrating a
floral pattern (rose). Top: Plate with scalloped and beaded rim (Vessel F12-51). Middle:
Plate with gilded band around rim (Vessel F12-50). Bottom: Small bowl with two gilded
lines (Vessel F12-58). All three vessels illustrated at 50% actual size.
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Figure 146. Three variations of decal decorated roses from Feature 12, two of which were
produced by the D. E. McNicol Pottery Company of Clarksburg, West Vierginia. Top:
Vessel F12-58. Middle: Vessel F12-50. Bottom: Unattributed manufacturer (Vessel F1251). Decorated sherds are illustrated actual size, whereas marks are reproduced at 150%
actual size. POST 1914 date…
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Figure 147. Decal decorated cup (Blue Bird pattern) from the upper fill deposits of Feature
12, with gilded lined details (Vessel F12-13). This design most likely post-dates circa 1915.

Figure 148. Several older-style lead-glass tumblers, decorated with a modified flat-arched
panel design, were present in Feature 12.
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Figure 149. Food Storage vessels from Feature 12 included both Home Canning vessels (left), and Commercially Canned
vessels (right). Majority of these vessels were machine made.
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Figure 150. Bone brush (missing much of the bristled head) from Lot F12-6 (Actual Size). The back end of the brush handle
is beveled, potentially for use as a cuticle tool. Although presumed to represent a toothbrush, based on the small size, and
beveled end, one might question whether or not this is a toothbrush.
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Figure 151. Alcohol consumption in Feature 12 was represented mainly by whiskey flasks. Except for a shingle “Shoo-fly”
flask (right), the majority of the flasks were of the “Dandy” style (left), and represent pre-Prohibition flasks.
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Figure 152. The single non-alcohol Drink bottle was a ginger ale bottle manufactured for
the Beech Nut Packing Company. This product was first introduced in 1917. The bottle
from Feature 12 (Vessel F12-26) was recovered from the top of the fecal deposits (in the
transitional Lot F12-4). Left: Product represented in a 1920 advertisement.73 Right:
Contemporary online example with paper label intact.

73

https://www.google.com/search?q=beech+nut+packing+company&tbm=isch&imgil=tPOQ0Ys9iGgmdM%253A%2
53B26IDFOWmKg0WHM%253Bhttp%25253A%25252F%25252Fwww.arkellmuseum.org%25252Fbeech-nutcollections&source=iu&pf=m&fir=tPOQ0Ys9iGgmdM%253A%252C26IDFOWmKg0WHM%252C_&usg=__M3
SmLkvisCq5irp60Mjx9e4IjE%3D&biw=1209&bih=923&dpr=1&ved=0ahUKEwitlsaJvonUAhWC34MKHU6QCwcQyjcIUw&ei=kvwl
Wa2FG4K_jwTOoK44#imgrc=eFVeJW52A8VKwM:
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Figure 153. Household vessels from Feature 12 were represented by predominately lamp
chimneys. These included mostly molded examples (left) with a single hand crimped
example (right). Majority of lamp chimneys were of the molded variety with only one of
the hand crimped recovered from Feature 12. A single milk glass lamp globe, with painted
floral decoration, was also recovered.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 14
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Feature Location: Feature 14 is located on Lot 15, approximately 43’ south of the alley, and 23’ from the eastern lot line. This privy pit is situated approximately 5’ to the north of adjacent
Feature 15 (which post-dates Feature 14) and 7-8’ south of Feature 12 (which pre-dates Feature
14). This privy pit is situated approximately 50’ north of the back of the house’s rear kitchen
wing.
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 14 was an isolated feature without any super-positioning.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the west half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the west half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed. All excavated feature fill was screened through ¼” hardware cloth. Upon
completion of the fieldwork, the east half of the feature was backfilled with clean sand. The east
half of the feature remains unexcavated.
Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 14 was square in plan view and measured
approximately 3’9” (1.14m) wide by 4’2” (1.28m) long. The slightly longer axis of this pit was
oriented north/south. Feature edges and corners at the scraped surface were fairly “sharp” with
only slightly rounded corners. The walls of the feature are vertical and exhibited little evidence
of slumping. As originally constructed, an interior box was constructed in the privy. The box,
which was well preserved and visible at the scraped surface, measured approximately 3’6”
(1.07m) square, and originally extended to a depth of approximately 3’9” (1.15m) below the
scraped surface (which corresponded to the circa 1840 ground surface). Vertical planking (1” in
thickness) was attached to the outside of 2”x4” interior horizontal stringers (or nailers) located at
the base of the pit. The vast majority of the nails recovered from this feature were of the wiredrawn variety. The base of the pit was flat, with no evidence of a sump at the base.
The uppermost fill of this feature (Zones I and II) consisted of post abandonment fills deposited
over a series of years after the gradual decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits. Zone I
consisted predominately of shaley coal ash and clinker residue and represented coal burning
furnace waste. Zone II was a subsoil fill with minor amounts of topsoil. Zones III and IV
represent the original capping fills. Zone IV was a mixed topsoil and subsoil fill, which was
capped by a deposit (Zone III) of relatively clean topsoil. Zone V represent the Primary Deposits
within this feature. It is loose, organic rich, black soil that represents the original capping fill.
This fill zone consists of decomposed fecal material and numerous primary artifacts. The
primary artifacts were fairly uniformly distributed in the zone.
Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
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Lot No.
F14-1
F14-2
F14-3
F14-4
F14-5
F14-6
F14-7
F14-8

Context
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary

F14-9

Primary

F14-10
F14-11
F14-12
F14-13

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

F14-14

Secondary

Provenience
Scraped Surface
West ½, Level 1
West ½, Level 2
West ½, Level 3
West ½, Level 4
West ½, Level 5
West ½, Level 6
West ½, Level 7,
Zone “A” (upper fills)
West ½, Level 7,
Zone “B” (fecal deposits)
West ½, Level 8
West ½, Level 9
West ½, Level 10
West ½, Level 11
(Fecal deposits)
West ½, Builder’s Trench;
upper section

The fills within Feature 14 are characterized by three distinct deposits, which consist of: 1)
primary fills of predominately fecal material and artifacts (Zone V), 2) original capping fills
(Zones III and IV), and post-abandonment fills deposited in an ever-deepening depression that
was created with the decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits (Zones I and II). Table 1
summarizes the functional distribution of ceramic and glass vessels in Feature 14.
The secondary fills in Feature contained few artifacts (see Lots F14-1 through F14-9). These
artifacts were characterized predominately by Tableware (Eating) vessels, the vast majority of
which were fragmentary secondary vessels (representing 47.1% of the vessels from this context).
Next in significance were generic medicine bottles and items of indeterminate function (both of
which were represented by 17.6% of the vessels from this context). The majority of these
artifacts were associated with Zones I and II. The original capping fills (Zones III and IV)
contained limited artifacts.
The artifact density in the lower primary deposits of Feature 14 contained a fairly large number
of primary artifacts (see Lots F14-9 through F14-13; see Table x). A total of 104 vessels were
documented in these deposits—69.2% of which were primary vessels. This represent an increase
of more than 40% over the earlier Feature 12. Both wire-drawn and machine cut nails were
present in the fill of this feature, albeit few of the latter. Window and thick plate glass was also
fairly abundant in the lower levels. Small finds were limited but did include a very limited
number of milk glass buttons, shoe fragments, and dry cell batteries. Although difficult to
enumerate, several enameled tinware containers were present. Fragments of hickory nuts were
also noted, and although they probably do not represent food remains, are indicative of the
character of the surrounding landscape. These lower fills contained significant amounts of
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organic materials that included seeds, fruit pits, bone, and eggshell. Much of the eggshell
appears to represent the remains of whole eggs held together by a leathery membrane.
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Although faunal remains were sparse in the upper or secondary deposits, they were extremely
abundant in the primary deposits—and included a large number of avian species, supplemented
by lesser number of mammal remains. The faunal remains from the primary deposits document
an assemblage dominated by avian species, supplemented by lesser number of mammals.
Mammal remains included food-related species (pig, cattle, sheep, potentially goat) as well as
non-food species (Norway rat, domestic cat). The large mammal remains were represented by
both cattle (NISP=16) and swine (NISP=10). The lack of cranial and feet remains in the cattle
remains suggest the purchase of market beef (and no on-site butchering of beef). In contrast, feet
remains—as well as remains of fetal piglets—suggest both the onsite raising and processing of
hogs at this site. Non-food mammal remains included several Norway rats (NISP= 14, MNI=3),
as well as at least six cats (NISP=101). The presence of so many cat remains may suggest that
the household and/or urban setting was fairly overrun with rodents during these years. The bird
remains were represented by an extremely large and diverse sample. The bird remains included
predominately domestic chicken, but also included duck, goose, turkey, rock dove—as well as
swan and an unidentified perching bird. Numerous fowl head and leg bones suggest the on-site
butchering and/or processing of fowl was being undertaken at this site. Lacking from the faunal
remains were fish.
Fairly atypical of the privy pits investigated for this project, the largest number of primary
vessels from this feature were from the Food Storage category, which was represented by 37.5%
of the primary vessels from this feature. These vessels were represented by nearly equal number
of Home Canned (19.4% of the vessels), and Commercially Canned (18.1% of the vessels)
vessels. The Home Canned vessels were represented by machine-made canning jars and glass
lid liners. One of the canning jars (Vessel F14-40) was embossed “ROOT / MASON” and was
probably manufactured by the Root Glass Company of Terre Haute, Indiana between 1901 and
1932. The presence of such a large number of food storage containers suggests significant
amount of home canning and on-site food preservation—which is consistent with the faunal
evidence suggesting on-site processing of animals as well (or at least the extensive processing of
fowl).
The Commercially Canned vessels consisted of numerous condiment bottles and/or jars—
representing both catsup, mustards, and potentially relish containers. One of the mustard jars
(Vessel F14-59) was marked “PATHFINDER / PREPARED / MUSTARD /STEINWENDERSTOFFREGEN /COFFEE CO. / ST. LOUIS.” Another distinctively shaped mustard bottle had a
ribbed or fluted sides (Vessel F14-58) reminiscent of a Union Mustard jar, illustrated in the 1926
Illinois Glass Company’s catalog (IGC 1926:135). One of the catsup bottles was marked
“SPRAGUE WARNER & COS. CATSUP BOTTLE” and contained a patent number which was
filed in March 1916. Another bottle (Vessel F14-54) was marked with a “Box O” mark, which
was in use by the Owens Bottle Company between 1919 and 1929. A small flavoring extract
bottle (Vessel 14-96) marked “SOULDERS / FLAVORING / EXTRACTS / DAYTON / OHIO”
was also present, and probably represents a spin-off competitor of more popular Sauer’s
Flavoring Extract of Richmond, Virginia. Two milk bottles were also present. One was
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manufactured for the Illinois Dairy Company of Springfield (Vessel F14-57). Two distinctive
“Fluted Jug Packers” (Vessels F14-60 and F14-90) probably contained vinegar (IGC 1926:111).
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The next significant functional category of vessels in Feature 14 was those represented by the
Tableware category, which consisted of 26.4% of the vessels from this feature. The majority of
these vessels were from the Tableware Eating category (19.4% of the primary vessels), and a
lesser number of Tableware Drinking vessels (6.9% of the primary vessels). The tableware
included variety of forms. One small bowl (Vessel F14-23) marked “RADISSON / W. S.
GEORGE” was manufactured by an Ohio firm, which apparently registered the “Radisson”
shape “around 1912”.74 Another plate (Vessel F14-25 was manufactured by the Illinois China
Company of Lincoln (sometime between 1919 and 1946). Another saucer (Vessel F14-37) was
manufactured by the Crooksville China Company between 1902 and 1959. Two vessels (F14-73
and F14-74) were illustrated with a decal decorated bluebird pattern. This pattern was very
common following World War I, and during the 1920s, and one source notes that “the optimistic
outlook prevailing in America in the 1920s naturally aligned with blue birds as symbols of hope
and happiness, and bluebird china rose to prominence alongside the optimism of the people.”
Drinking vessels were represented by both ceramic cups/saucers and glass drinking vessels
(mainly jelly glasses). One of the drinking glasses (Vessel F14-84) has a horseshoe and star
design in its base, which was common in the 1890s through 1930s.75 Another drinking glass
(Vessel F14-82) was unusual in that it had a manufacturers mark indicating it had been produced
by the Capstan Glass Company, from Connellsville, Pennsylvania, sometime between 1919 and
1938.76
One of the Drinking vessels from this context was a heavy-bodied, transfer printed, handled
“hotel ware” cup that incorporated the name “THOMPSON’S” in its design. The base of this
cup was marked “GRINDLEY HOTEL WARE / ENGLAND / VITRIFIED / THORNLEY’S [?]
/ JOHN R. THOMPSON CO. / PATENTED / 102 / MUG”. Based in Chicago, John R.
Thompson was one of the first lunch room corporate food chains that focused on feeding the
working class folk. Famous for their sandwiches (sausage, boiled tongue, boiled ham; often
served on a Milwaukee rye bread), the company was one of the first of the “fast food chains”
with their meals “suited for sedentary office workers of the 1900s and 1910s.” The company
was established in the 1890s, and by circa 1912 the company had 68 restaurants in Chicago. It
was not until 1914 that the firm ventured out of Chicago, and quickly expanded. By 1921, the
company had 109 restaurants –49 of which were in Chicago.77 It is unclear whether or not a
Thompson restaurant was established in Springfield—further research is necessary to determine
this. The presence of this cup in this privy pit may suggest the theft of a cup from a Chicago
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http://wsgeorge.jdfiles.org/shapes/shapes1.html

75

https://www.etsy.com/listing/93187917/sale-glass-jelly-tumblers-with-star

76

https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/capstan-glass-company/; http://www.fohbc.org/PDF_Files/asco.pdf

77

https://restaurant-ingthroughhistory.com/tag/john-r-thompsons/
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restaurant, as such an item could have been easily placed in a purse and/or pocketed from a visit
to this new restaurant concept—and potentially represents a souvenir of a Chicago trip?78
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Vessels associated with Drink were represented by both alcohol (8.3% of the primary vessels)
and non-alcohol (1.4% of the primary vessels) vessels from the primary fill deposits of Feature
14. Recovered from Feature 14 were one half-pint Dandy flask (Vessel F14-32) labeled on its
shoulder with volume (8 oz), and “FULL HALF PINT”, and at least five small Shoo-fly flasks
(Vessels F14-28 through F14-31; F14-104). The Alcohol vessels document the consumption of
predominately whiskey—a pattern that is similar to that from the earlier Feature 12. Although
whiskey seems to be the most common alcoholic beverage consumed, it seems to have been
consumed in a very different manner than that from the earlier feature. At least two
interpretations are plausible. Unlike the earlier pit, with several large flasks, the whiskey
consumption from Feature 14 was from much smaller pocket flasks. The presence of these
smaller flasks suggests a much less conspicuous consumption of the alcoholic beverage—as if
due to the legally mandated prohibition on alcoholic beverages during the 1920s. As such, this
alcoholic consumption pattern observed in Feature 14 may be indicative of Prohibition
constraints placed on an individual consuming whiskey. Another potential interpretation is that
these small flasks did not contain whiskey, but the medicinal castor oil which also was sold in
the small Shoo-fly flasks. Although mouth-blown shoo-fly flasks began to disappear by the
middle 1910s, the machine-made shoo-fly flasks such as those in Feature 14 began to appear in
the later 1910s and continued into the early 1920s after Prohibition. Many of these shoo-fly
flasks were in use during Prohibition as castor oil bottles (even being referred to as “castor oil
flasks” in period catalogs). Shoo-fly flasks with threaded finishes began to appear in the middle
1920s (SHA webpage).
A single non-alcohol Drink vessel is represented by a soda water bottle (Vessel F14-44). This
bottle was embossed around its lower body “CHER COLA BOTT. CO. / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”
and on its base “PAT’D / JUNE 3 1924 / 1”.
Medicine bottles represented 8.3% of the primary vessels from the primary deposits of Feature
14. Approximately half of these bottles were proprietary medicines (representing 4.2% of the
primary vessels), followed by prescription medicines (representing 2.8% of the vessels, and
generic medicine bottles (representing 1.4% of the vessels). At least two of the prescription
bottles were similar in shape to the Illinois Glass Company’s “Illini Oval” (IGC 1926:16).
Proprietary medicines were represented by one vessel marked “HOFF’S LINIMENT /
GOODRICH DRUG CO. / ANOKA, MINN.” (Vessel F14-79),79 one marked “FATHER
JOHN’S / MEDICINE / LOWELL, MASS.”(Vessel F14-94), and another one marked “LYDIA
E. PINKHAM’S / MEDICINE” (Vessel F14-101).
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Although Thompson was a political Progressive, an interesting sidebar associated with the company is their antiblack and/or discriminatory practices in at least some of their restaurants (i.e. their refusal to serve black patrons).
In 1950, an anti-discrimination case against the firm for their discriminatory practices in Washington, D.C. went to
the U.S. Supreme Court, and “affirmed the so-called ‘lost’ anti-discrimination laws of 1872 and 1873 as valid”
(https://restaurant-ingthroughhistory.com/tag/john-r-thompsons/).
79

A similar bottle was also located in the subsequent Feature 15 (Vessel F15-20).
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Hoff’s Liniment was first produced by the Goodrich Drug Company beginning in 1914. The
bottle in Feature 14 had a “Box O” mark on its base, which was used by the Owens Bottle
Company beginning in 1919, and continuing through circa 1929.80 According to one source,
“the horse drawn Hoff’s Liniment wagon was a common site as it sold and distributed Hoff’s
Liniment throughout the Midwest. The liniment came to be distributed throughout the United
States and Canada... This liniment was stated to be “Good for Man or Beast”.81 According to the
company’s advertisements, this product was reportedly a remedy for a variety of ailments
Remedy for rheumatism, sore throat, cold in the head, cold on the lungs, sciatica,
croup, quinsy, hoarseness, bronchitis, toothache, earache and headache, burns,
scalds, frostbites, chilblains, chapped hands, old sores, boils, salt rheum, caked
breasts, sore nipples, bruises, external poisons, cramps or spasms, lame back,
chest or side, bites of insects, internal pains and all other aches and pains, will
remove corns and warts.82

Father John’s Medicine was most likely a cough medicine, which was first produced in Lowell,
Massachusetts in 1855. The medicine was a non-alcoholic mix consisting of cod liver oil and a
licorice flavoring.83 Lydia Pinkham’s medicine was a common medicine to treat women’s
“problems”—and as stated on a circa 1890s bottle label was noted “For relieving hot flashes and
certain other symptoms of ‘Changes of Life’ (Menopause), and cramps and other distress of
Monthly periods (Menstruation)—not due to organic disease. Acts as a uterine sedative”.84
Chemical and Household functional categories were both represented by 6.9% of the primary
vessels. Several distinctive machine-made, screw-top, amber chemical bottles were recovered
from this feature. These bottles were most likely containers for hydrogen peroxide, a common
antiseptic and/or potential mouthwash. Another chemical bottle found in this feature was
marked “FLY TOX” on its shoulder (Vessel F14-33), and had the Owens-Illinois “Box O” mark
on its base. The “Box O” mark was used by the Owens Bottle Company beginning in 1919, and
continuing through circa 1929. Fly-Tox was a pesticide first produced in 1922. It quickly
became popular, particularly for the control of flies, and was advertised as a common household
spray save for use in the kitchen and around children!85
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https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/owens-bottle-company-o-inside-square-mark-on-antique-bottles/
https://goodrichpharmacy.com/history/

http://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_1298440
http://library.uml.edu/clh/Fath/Fath5.Html

84

https://www.google.com/search?q=%22lydia+pinkham%27s+medicine%22&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=
X&ved=0ahUKEwi31Ymw9v7TAhUC9IMKHb8JDwcQsAQIaQ&biw=1342&bih=923#q=%22lydia+pinkham's+m
edicine%22&tbm=isch&tbs=rimg:Cei-y5h038kUIji29vSUMg4XtTCu9A1zRMtblNiU2cfNNDgvjILgOKsbU3s87kfFI2C_1p4Hv9IW4b3spNHOTIZeWCoSCbb29JQyDhe1ESMz23VulrGtKh
IJMK70DXP5Ey0RzAyXN6fgHhkqEgluU2JTZx800BEItcb8BNQUkioSCeCMguA4qxtETBKOLCF1JZPKhIJTezzuR8UjYIRGhMlLU98KeYqEgnnge_10hbhvRGoSUWoEoVrjioSCeyk0c5Mhl5YEZeX9IJHAm-g&imgrc=INFODP_nw8xT9M
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https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/owens-bottle-company-o-inside-square-mark-on-antique-bottles/;
https://desinsectador.com/2013/02/17/insecticida-fly-tox/
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Household items were represented by lamp chimneys, milk glass globes, and a single flower pot.
The lamp chimneys in the primary deposits were predominately of the molded style. Two lamp
chimneys (Vessels 19 and 20)—located in the upper secondary fills—were of a distinctive rose
color with hand-crimped rims. The large flower pot was unusual for this assemblage, as few
flower pots were recovered from this site. Fragments of a glass light bulb or vacuum tube were
also recovered from the primary deposits.86
Although not categorized as a vessel, Feature 14 contained the first appearance of stoneware
sewer tile. This stoneware tile may suggest the introduction and/or hook up of the house to city
sewer services and/or indoor plumbing (toilets) during the approximate time of this feature
abandonment. If so, at least two more privies (Features 15 and 16) were constructed and used
for several more years after the installation of this facility into the house. Based on the presence
of Feature 16—it would appear that functioning privies were a feature of this house lot through
the entire occupation of the house associated with this lot (through circa 1950)—and might
question if an indoor toilet was ever installed in this house.
Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Feature 14 appears to represent the
third to last privy in use on this lot. Based on its location, and artifact content, it would appear
that Feature 14 post-dates the adjacent Feature 12, and pre-dates the adjacent Feature 15. Based
on the current understanding of the sequential character of the privy pits exposed to date, it
would appear that this privy was constructed sometime during the very late 1910s or early 1920s,
and abandoned during the later 1920s or early 1930s. As such, Feature 15 appears to date from
circa 1920 through circa 1930. This privy pit exhibits no evidence of cleaning or rebuilding.
Artifacts that help corroborate this interpretation include a Lincoln Head penny bearing a
partially illegible 1920s date (Lot F14-11), a soda water bottle with a patent day of June 1924,
and several glass containers with the Owens Bottle Company’s “Box O” mark (which was in use
during the years 1919- 1929).
Potential Family Association/Context: Based on our current understanding of the occupational
history of the lot, the privy represented by Feature 14 more than likely was associated with the
William Cummings family during the 1920s. During much of the late 1920s, the western half of
the house (927 East Mason Street) appears to have been unoccupied, and the eastern half of the
house was occupied by the William Cummings family (and/or his widow, Mrs. Hatie
Cummings). In 1925, a Frank Flowers was also noted as occupying this house. The adjacent
Feature 15 was also associated with the Cummings family.
Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature morphology, and presence of fecal
deposits, this feature most likely functioned as the subsurface storage facility for a pit privy.
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The vacuum tube was invented in 1904 and quickly became the backbone for the development of electronics,
particularly the radio and television (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_tube).
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Figure 154. Plan and profile of Feature 14, Site 11Sg1433.
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Figure 155. View of the primary artifacts from the Secondary Deposits (upper fills) of
Feature 14.
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Figure 156. View of the primary vessels from the Primary Deposits of Feature 14.
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Table 29
Functional Classification of Vessels,
Feature 14
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Table 30
Ceramic Marks and Identified Decorative Patterns,
Feature 14

Table 31
Manufactory Marks From Glass Vessels,
Feature 14
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Table 32
Glass Summary,
Feature 14
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Table 33
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 14 (11Sg1433)
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Table 34
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 14 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 157. Details of the John R. Thompson cup (Vessel F14-75) from Feature 14. This cup probably was stolen from a
dinner—whether located in Springfield or another city.
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Figure 158. Left: Decal-decorated small pitcher with the bluebird pattern (Vessel F14-74). Right: Extract bottle embossed
“SOUDERS / FLAVORING / EXTRACTS / DAYTON / OHIO” (Vessel F14-96). This product was a spin-off of the more
popular Sauer’s Flavoring Extract of Richmond, Virginia.
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Figure 159. Three drinking and/or jelly glasses recovered from Feature 14. Left: Drinking glass with embossed horseshoe on
base (Vessel F14-84). Middle: Jelly glass with reinforced rim and single roulette decoration around rim (Vessel F14-107).
Right: Tall jelly glass with recessed rim to receive lid. The base of this vessel is embossed with an image that looks like a
chess pawn, but actually is a capstan. The Capstan Glass Company, from Connellsville, Pennsylvania, produced glass
containers from 1919 through 1938. Marked jelly glasses are relatively rare.
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Figure 160. Miscellaneous food bottles and jars. Left: Milk bottle (Vessel F14-57), vinegar bottle (Vessel F14-60), wide mouth
jars (Vessels F14-56 and 102), and mustard jars (Vessels F14-58 and 59). The round-bodied mustard jar is embossed
“PATHFINDER / PREPARED / MUSTARD / STEINWENDER-STOFFREGEN / COFFEE CO. / ST. LOUIS.” Right:
Catsup bottles (Vessels F14-54, 55, 80, and 99). The larger bottle is embossed “SPRAGUE WARNER & COS. CATSUP
BOTTLE” and also has an embossed “PATENT 82937” on its base. This patent was filed on March 8, 1916, and was issued
for a term of 14 years. This bottle is consistent with a 1920s date of use.
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A
B

C

E

D
F

Figure 161. Medicine bottles and salve jars: A) “LYDIA E PINKHAM’S / MEDICINE” (Vessel F14-101), B) Vessel F14-61,
C) Vessel F14-100, D) “HOFF’S LINIMENT / GOODRICH DRUG CO. / ANOKA, MINN.” (Vessel F14-79), E) Vessel F14-62,
and F) Vessel F14-95.
Right:
Historic example of Hoff’s Liniment in original paper container
(http://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_1298440).
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Figure 162. Proprietary medicine bottle embossed “FATHER JOHN’S / MEDICINE / LOWELL, MASS.” (Vessel F14-94)
(http://irishlowell.blogspot.com/2012/10/fr-johns-medicine-good-for-whole-family_27.html).
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Figure 163. An aqua proprietary medicine bottle embossed “LYDIA E PINKHAM’S / MEDICINE” (Vessel F14-101) was
recovered from Feature 14. Pinkham’s products were for marked to women, to treat a variety of real and perceived “women
problems.”
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Figure 164. Chemical bottles were relatively numerous in Feature 14, and included numerous peroxide bottles (Illinois Glass
Company 1926:47).
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Figure 165. A single FLY-TOX bottle was recovered from Feature 14. This product was first introduced in 1922, and
emphasizes the potential problem with flies associated with open-pit privies in this neighborhood during the 1920s and 1930s
(http://media.liveauctiongroup.net/i/8339/10334156_1.jpg?v=8CDA8AC0EA4CA70;
https://desinsectador.com/2013/02/17/insecticida-fly-tox/).
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Figure 166. A single “Dandy” style half-pint whiskey flask (Vessel F14-32), and at least five small “Shoo-fly” flasks were
recovered from the primary fills of Feature 14. The small Shoo-fly flasks may or may not have held whiskey. During the
Prohibition years of the 1920s, Shoo-fly flasks were advertised as “Castor Oil Flasks”—and may have held castor oil, a
common household medicine.
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Figure 167. This jigger-molded flower pot (Vessel F14-50) was recovered from the primary
fills of Feature 14. It is a fairly large pot (5 ½” tall) and represents one of the few flower
pots recovered from these investigations.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 15
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Feature Location: Feature 15 is located on Lot 15, approximately 52’ south of the alley, and
only 3-4’ from the eastern lot line. This privy pit is situated approximately 5’ south of the
adjacent Feature 14, and slightly northeast of Feature 15. The feature is the most southern of all
the privy pits on this lot—and thus the closest to the house (which fronts Mason Street to the
south). This privy pit is situated slightly over 50’ from the back of the house’s rear kitchen wing.
Feature 14 probably pre-dated Feature 15, whereas Feature post-dates Feature 15
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 15 was an isolated feature without any super-positioning.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the west half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Upon completion of the excavation of the west half, the profile wall was drawn and
photographed. All excavated feature fill was screened through ¼” hardware cloth. Upon
completion of the fieldwork, the east half of the feature was backfilled with clean sand. The east
half of the feature remains unexcavated.
Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 15 was relatively small in plan, and
measured approximately 3’6” (1.06m) square. Feature edges and corners at the scraped surface
were not very “sharp” and slightly rounded. The walls of the feature are vertical and exhibited
little evidence of slumping. As originally constructed, an interior box was constructed in the
privy. The box measured approximately 2’9” (0.85m) square, and originally extended to a depth
of approximately 3’0” (0.94m) below the scraped surface. At some point in the use life of the
privy, the base of the pit was extended an additional 1’9” (0.53m) below the base of the wood
lining. The lower portion of this pit was unlined, and exhibited no evidence of ever having been
lined. The base of the pit was slightly basin-shaped with a subtle depression in the center of the
pit. The base of the pit was located approximately 1.50m below the scraped surface (which
corresponded to the circa 1840 ground surface). The interior box was constructed using
horizontal planking. All nails recovered from this feature were of the wire-drawn variety.
Although this pit, as originally constructed, was very similar to Feature 14, it was modified late
in its life and substantially deepened—extending the base of the pit well below the base of the
box cribbing. As such this pit was fairly deep for its surface area.
The uppermost fill of this feature (Zone I) consisted of post abandonment fills deposited in
several episodes of alternating subsoil and topsoil deposits. This thick deposit of fill may have
been deposited over a series of years after the gradual decomposition of the underlying fecal
deposits. Minor amounts of clinkers were present in this fill. Zone II was a loose, organic rich,
black soil that probably represents the original capping fill. This fill zone consists of topsoil
mixed with decomposed fecal material. Zone III was a very thick deposit of brown, organic rich
soil that also represents decomposed fecal material. Zones II and III represent the Primary
Deposits within this feature. Zone IV was a thin deposit of clean subsoil fill resting on the floor
of the pit, and which represents slumped material from the sidewalls of the pit.
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Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
Lot No.
F15-1
F15-2
F15-3
F15-4
F15-5
F15-6
F15-7
F15-8
F15-9

Context
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Provenience
Scraped Surface
West ½, Level 1
West ½, Level 2
West ½, Level 3
West ½, Level 4
West ½, Level 5
West ½, Level 6
West ½, Level 7
West ½, Level 8

The fills within Feature 15 are characterized by three distinct deposits, which consist of: 1)
primary fills of predominately fecal material and artifacts (Zone III), 2) original capping fills
(Zone II), and post-abandonment fills deposited in an ever-deepening depression that was created
with the decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits (Zone I).
In both the primary and secondary fills, the artifact density in Feature 15 was very low. Some
older secondary material, representing redeposited midden (potentially from the middle
nineteenth century) was present in this pit. This material was found in both the upper capping
fills, as well as deep within the pit. The presence of this material in this pit may be due to the
location of the privy pit in a mid-yard location, closer to the house than the majority of the other
pits—and within an area in which an older mid-yard midden may have developed. These items
included small fragments of Rockingham glazed yellowware, edge decorated and printed
whitewares, relief decorated wares typical of the 1860s-70s, redware, and dark green/black wine
bottle glass.
Unlike the earlier privy pits—all of which appear to have a limited number of items that seem to
be common (and/or crossmend) with the adjacent pits—this pit has a clean break with the earlier
pit (Feature 14) with no items common between the pits. No crossmending was exhibited
between Feature 14 and 15.
The upper or Secondary Deposits in Feature 15 are represented by Lots F15-1 through F15-4.
The original capping fills (Zone II) are represented by lots F15-4 and potentially part of F15-5.
The lower Primary Deposits are represented by Lots F15-5 through F15-9. The artifact density
was very low throughout this feature, with few primary artifacts being recovered. Only 26
vessels were identified within this feature. Similarly, the faunal remains were minimal.
Primary artifacts were limited. Approximately one-third (35.3%) of the Primary Artifacts were
from the Tableware category. Tablewares included a limited number of ceramic plates, cups,
saucers, small bowls, and glass drinking vessels. The majority of the ceramic tablewares were
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decal decorated, and only one contained a maker’s mark. Vessel F15-26 (a saucer) was
manufactured by the East Palestine Pottery Company. Lehner (1988:135-136) suggests that this
firm produced this saucer sometime prior to 1904—but the presence of the decal decoration
would suggest that this is incorrect. Food Storage vessels represented 23.5% of the vessels, with
both Home Canned and Commercial Canned vessels being equally represented. Bottled milk
may have been present, as represented by a potential Meadow Gold container foil wrapper
(http://www.meadowgold.com/history.html). Kitchenware vessels were limited, but present
(representing 5.9% of the vessels). Similarly, medicine bottles represented 11.8% of the vessels.
A proprietary medicine bottle (Vessel F15-20) marked “HOFF’S LINIMENT / GOODRICH
DRUG CO. / ANOKA, MINN.” was manufactured by the Owens-Illinois Glass Company
sometime after 1915 and prior to 1929 (https://goodrichpharmacy.com/history/; Lockhart,
Lindsey, Whitten and Serr (2005: 3-4)). A single Chemical bottle (Vessel F15-11) manufactured
by the Hazel-Atlas Glass Company sometime between circa 1923 and 1964. may represent a
Milk of Magnesia bottle. Small finds were also very limited in number. Several peach pits were
among these small finds. Distinctively absent from this feature are vessels associated with
alcoholic consumption.
Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Feature 15 appears to represent the
second to last privy in use on this lot. Based on its location, and artifact content, it would appear
that Feature 15 post-dates the adjacent Feature 14, and pre-dates the adjacent Feature 16. Based
on the current understanding of the sequential character of the privy pits exposed to date, it
would appear that this privy was constructed sometime during the early to middle 1930s, and
abandoned during the later 1930s or early 1940s. As such, Feature 15 appears to date from circa
1930 through circa 1940.
As originally constructed, this privy pit was morphologically similar to the one that preceded it
(Feature 14), but during its later life, it was modified by cleaning it out and substantially
deepening it life. This modification lowered the floor of the pit substantially below the base of
the original box, and probably greatly extended the life of the pit. Unlike most of the other privy
pits on this lot, this pit contained a very low number of artifacts. This lack of artifacts probably
reflects a change in artifact disposal pattern of the house occupants—a change that may simply
reflect a change in family preference (and a change in occupation of the house), or external
circumstances resulting in more frugal activity (such as might be expected with the social
conditions present during the Great Depression). Similarly, a couple of items within the privy pit
may reflect the use and discard of older items (such as vessels F15-26 and F15-11).
Potential Family Association/Context: Based on our current understanding of the occupational
history of the lot, the privy may have been associated with the William Cummings family during
the 1930s. During much of the late 1920s and all of the 1930s, the western half of the house
(927 East Mason Street) appears to have been unoccupied, and the eastern half of the house was
occupied by the William Cummings family (and/or his widow, Mrs. Hatie Cummings). Based
on the character of the artifacts recovered from this feature, one might speculate that the
Cummings family were a frugal family.
Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature morphology, and presence of fecal
deposits, this feature most likely functioned as the subsurface storage facility for a pit privy.
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Figure 168. Plan and profile of Feature 15, Site 11Sg1433.
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Table 35
Functional Classification of Vessels
Feature 15
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Table 36
Ceramic Marks and Identified Decorative Patterns,
Feature 15

Table 37
Glass Vessel Summary,
Feature 15
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Table 38
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 15 (11Sg1433)
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Table 39
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 15 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 169. Primary artifacts from Feature 15 were few in number, and included minimal
ceramic and glass tablewares, and medicine bottles.
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Site 2 (11Sg1433)
Feature Number: 16
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Feature Location: Feature 16 is located on Lot 15, approximately 56’ south of the alley, and
12’ from the eastern lot line. This privy pit is situated approximately 4’ to the southwest of
adjacent Feature 15, having been moved slightly towards the center of the lot and away from the
property line. The feature is the most southern of all the privy pits on this lot—and thus the
closest to the house (which fronts Mason Street to the south). This privy pit is situated slightly
less than 50’ from the back of the house’s rear kitchen wing.
Feature Super-positioning: Feature 16 was an isolated feature without any super-positioning.
Feature Excavation Strategy: The feature was exposed by removing the parking lot’s
overburden with a backhoe. The feature was shovel scraped, and mapped in plan view. The
feature was then sectioned by excavating the west half in arbitrary approximate 10-20cm levels.
Due to the more recent age of the material—and the intact nature of the organic fills—the fill
from this feature were not screened through ¼” hardware cloth. Additionally, a portion of the
base fill in the west half was not excavated. Upon completion of the excavation of the west half,
the profile wall was drawn and photographed. Upon completion of the fieldwork, the east half of
the feature was backfilled with clean sand. The east half of the feature remains unexcavated.
Feature Description: At the scraped surface, Feature 16 was slightly rectangular in plan view,
with its long axis running north/south. At the scraped surface, this pit measured approximately
3’5” (1.04m) wide by 4’6” (1.37m) long. At the scraped surface, intact planks representing the
walls of the interior cribbed box were present. Feature edges and corners at the scraped surface
were “sharp” and indicative of the relatively recent origin of this pit, and the lack of slumping.
The walls of the feature are vertical and lined with thick vertical planking (potentially using
treated wood). The side walls were constructed using 1”x5”, rough-sawn planks that were very
“stringy” in character suggesting use of a locally sawn softwood (elm or cottonwood?). An
interior 2”x4” ledger (stringer) was present around the base of the pit into which the vertical
planks were nailed. The wooden “box” was set into a shallow trench excavated approximately
4” below base of pit. All nails were of the wire-drawn variety. The inside dimensions of the pit
were approximately 3’6” (1.07m) by 4’1” (1.25m) in size. The flat base of the feature was
located approximately 3’5” (1.04m) below the scraped surface (which corresponded to the circa
1840 ground surface). The floor of the pit was approximately 5” (0.13m) higher than the edges
of the box, which had been set into a narrow trench that ran around the perimeter of the pit to
receive this box lining.
The uppermost fill of this feature (Zone I) consisted of post abandonment fills deposited in a
depression that formed after the decomposition of the underlying fecal deposits. Zone I was a
purple-colored cinder ash, with large inclusions of slag (coal furnace waste). Zones II and IV
represent original capping of the primary underlying deposits. Zone II was a light colored
subsoil fill with minor amounts of topsoil inclusions. Zone IV was a dark colored topsoil fill
with minor cinder inclusions. Zones III and V represent the underlying primary fecal deposits.
Zone III was a thin dark-colored compact deposit of humic material with lots of organics present.
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Zone V was a distinctive thick deposit of organic material. This zone was a loamy fill with
substantial seeds, egg shell and primary artifacts. The fill had a very distinctive green color, with
undecomposed organics (including straw and wood chips) that appear to represent non-human
fecal material (a straw and/or hay-rich manure from large animals; or mixed straw and fowl
droppings?).
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Feature Artifact Content: Each distinctive provenience location from within this feature was
assigned a separate “lot” number. For analysis purposes, each lot was assigned a designation as
to whether the corresponding provenience represented a secondary, primary, or mixed context.
The lots and their associated proveniences are indicated below.
Lot No.
F16-1
F16-2
F16-3
F16-4
F16-5
F16-6
F16-7
F16-8
F16-9

Context
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Mixed
Primary
Primary

Provenience
Scraped Surface
Scraped Surface
West ½, Level 1
West ½, Level 2
West ½, Level 3
West ½, Level 4
West ½, Level 5
West ½, Level 6
West ½, Builder’s Trench?

The fills within Feature 16 are characterized by three distinct deposits, which consist of: 1)
primary fills of predominately fecal material and artifacts (Zone V; represented by Lots F16-8
and F16-9 and to a lesser degree to the transitional Lot F16-7); 2) original capping soils (Zones
III and IV), and 3) post settling fills (Zones I and II)—the latter two contexts being represented
by Lots F16-1 through F16-6. These primary fills (Zone V) are considerably thicker on the north
end of the pit and slope down dramatically to the south side of the pit,—as if deposited through a
seat located along the north wall of the overhead superstructure (and suggesting the presence of a
door in the above-ground superstructure on the south side of the small building, facing the
house).
Although slightly more numerous than the adjacent Feature 15, artifact density from Feature 16
was relatively low. Only 62 vessels were identified in this pit. The artifacts recovered from
within the upper secondary deposits were relatively low in number. The identified vessels from
this context consisted of predominately Food Storage vessels (31/6% of the secondary fill
vessels) followed by slightly fewer vessels from the Medicine (26.3% of the secondary vessels)
and Tableware (21.1% of the secondary vessels) categories. Alcohol containers represented only
10.5% of these secondary vessels.
The primary deposits from the lower fill zone (Zone V) consisted of large number of Tableware
(representing 36.8% of the primary artifacts from this fill), followed by nearly equal number of
Drink (23.7%) and Food Storage (21.1%) vessels. The ceramic Tableware included plates, small
plates, small bowls, saucers and cups. These wares were predominately decal-decorated and
typical of the 1930s and 1940s. Few of the ceramic tablewares were marked. One serving bowl
(Vessel 16-55) contained the mark of the Crescent China Company, which probably produced
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the bowl in the years 1920-1926 (Lehner 1988:114, 256). Glass wares were predominately all
machine-made vessels.
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The Drink vessels were solely alcoholic vessels characterized by half-pint sized whiskey flasks,
predominately of the Dandy style. Additionally, a heavy beer mug was also present, suggesting
the consumption of beer as well. One flask (F16-26) is a pre-Prohibition Dandy-style flask,
without any of the mandated post-prohibition labeling. The remainder of the flasks are all of the
newer post-Prohibition style—decorated, and clearly marked with post-Prohibition labeling
(“FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF THIS BOTTLE”). One of these flasks
(Vessel F16-27) has a “Box G” mark which was used by the Glenshaw Glass Company
beginning in 1932. This bottle has an embossed bas that may represent a date code for the year
1946. A similar styled flask illustrated in the Illinois Glass Company’s 1933 catalog refers to
this style as a “Repeal Flask”. A similar pint-sized bottle (F16-33) was also present in this
feature. These flasks indicate a distinctive male-oriented, habitual alcohol consumption pattern.
The Food Storage vessels were split between Home Canned (13.2%) and Commercial Canned
(7.9%) vessels—with a strong emphasis on home canning and processing of foods. Several
vessels were of a newer design typical of the 1930s and 1940s. One jar (Vessel F16-49) has an
embossed base with a design patent number that was issued in 1933. The Illinois Glass
Company’s 1933 catalog illustrates this new food jar design as the “Tu-Vue” line which
apparently was introduced in that year (IGC 1933: F117). Faunal remains were present in fairly
low number in this feature (NISP=26), and included cattle, swine, sheep, and potentially goat
remains.
Personal Hygiene vessels were represented by 7.9% of the recovered Primary Vessels from these
lower fills. The presence of these “toilet waters” and perfume bottles in this feature may indicate
the presence of a woman in this household. Medicine and Household vessels were each
represented by 5.3% of the vessels from the primary deposits. Several machine-molded lamp
chimneys were present in the assemblage, suggesting the continued use of kerosene lighting in
the household.
Small finds included lots of egg shell and wooden match sticks. The egg shell was very
extensive (probably representing the remains of hundreds of eggs) and included many relatively
whole eggs, with intact membranes which held the shell fragments together. The relatively
whole character of these eggs suggests that they may not have been used for food, but may
represent spoiled eggs or even unhatched eggs from a hatchery. All nails recovered from this
feature were of the wire-drawn variety.
Suspected Date of Construction, Use and Abandonment: Feature 16 appears to represent the
last privy in use on this lot. Based on the artifact content, and understanding of the sequential
character of the privy pits exposed to date, it would appear that this privy was constructed
sometime during the latter 1930s or early 1940s, and abandoned during the later 1940s or
potentially even the early 1950s (circa 1940-1950). The presence of this late privy strongly
suggests that the house once associated with this lot was never modernized and connected to the
city’s sewer system—suggesting that indoor bathrooms may never have been installed in this
house.
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The fill in this pit documents several distinct episodes of activity. The sequence of events
associated with this pit include 1) the construction and use of the pit as a privy, 2) the disposal of
household debris in the lower fecal zone, 3) the capping of the fecal deposits with a subsoil fill,
and 4) the final capping and filling of a substantial depression formed by the decomposition of
the humic fills and settling of the upper deposits.
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Potential Family Association/Context: Based on our current understanding of the occupational
history of the lot, the privy may have been associated with the John McGlothin or John Robinson
occupations of 929 East Mason Street, and/or the later years of Mrs. Hattie Cummings
occupation or Mrs. Janie Moss’s occupation of 927 East Mason Street.87 By circa 1954, both
units of this house were listed as being unoccupied suggesting that the privy had been
abandoned. This is consistent with the artifacts recovered from the lower fill deposits in this
feature. The character of the artifacts in this feature—particularly the presence of the whiskey
flasks—may suggest that the privy was associated with the John Robinson occupation.
Similarly, the presence of the toilet water bottles and perfumes suggest the presence of women—
and may suggest that the privy was associated with both apartments.
Feature's Suspected Function: Based on the feature's size, shape, location and the presence of
fecal material in its lower fill, this feature has been interpreted as a privy pit.
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Further research with the Springfield City Directories may shed more light on who was occupying this house
during these years.
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Figure 170. Plan and profile of Feature 16, Site 11Sg1433.
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Figure 171. Primary artifacts from the upper (Secondary Deposits) of Feature 16.
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Figure 172. Primary artifacts from the lower fecal deposits (Primary Deposits) of Feature 16. These artifacts represent a
domestic component dominated by alcohol consumption—and potentially representing a household occupied by a single male.
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Table 40
Functional Assessment of Vessels
Feature 16
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Table 41
Ceramic Marks and Identified Decorative Patterns,
Feature 16

Table 42
Embossed Glass,
Feature 16

Table 43
Manufactory Marks From Glass Vessels,
Feature 16
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Table 44
Species Composition of Animal Remains from Feature 16 (11Sg1433)

Table 45
Skeletal Portions of Large Mammal Remains from Feature 16 (11Sg1432)
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Figure 173. Top: Drinking vessels from the Primary Deposits of Feature 16. Bottom:
Whiskey flasks from Primary Deposits of Feature 16.
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Figure 174. Top: Personal Hygiene Vessels (top left) and Medicine Vessels (top right) from
Feature 16. Bottom: Polish and ointment vessels from Feature 16.
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Figure 175. Online example of a Hiram Walker whiskey flask identical to the fragmentary remains of Vessel F16-37
(https://www.etsy.com/listing/73583365/vintage-hiram-walker-amber-whiskey). This bottle, with its plastic screw cap, most likely
dates from the later 1930s or 1940s.
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APPENDIX XI
LOT INVENTORIES AND VESSEL DESCRIPIONS BY FEATURE,
SITE 2 (11SG1433)
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[In the accompanying “Lot Inventories, “ the vessel numbers in parenthesis represent
ceramic or glass vessels described in the subsequent “Vessel Descriptions.” Vessel numbers
were assigned primarily to rims and bases. Occasional bodies associated with distinctive
vessels were also assigned vessel numbers. Toys and architectural ceramics were not
assigned vessel numbers.]
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Feature 1
Lot Inventories
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Lot F1-1
4
Vessel 1
5
Vessel 2
1
Vessel 3
2
container glass (aqua)
1
fabric
Vessel Descriptions

Feature 1
F1-1
P bed pan (Rockingham-glazed, yellowware; bowl/rim only)
F1-2
P wine bottle (dark green/black; applied tool string lip finish; neck only)
F1-3
P whiting bottle (aqua; three-piece plate bottom mold; oval; 1 1/8” x 2 ¼”; missing
lip/neck; body embossed “ JAQUES / MADRAS / LIQUID / BLUING /
CHICAGO”) [Both of the letter Q’s are printed as O’s on this bottle. The
original bottle had a 1 7/8” long neck with improved tool Packer lip finish, and
was 5 ¾” tall. An identical whole bottle was found in the midden adjacent to the
feature during stripping of overburden.]
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Feature 2
Lot Inventories
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Lot F2-1
1
undecorated, manganese-glazed, red-paste stoneware (body only; unknown hollowware
vessel; potentially a teapot?; reminiscent of Philadelphia refined redwares) (Vessel 1)
1
undecorated whiteware (child’s cup?) (Vessel 2)
1
painted (floral pattern) stoneware (?) marble (0.73” diameter; broken in half)
1
bone
Lot F2-2
4
undecorated whiteware plate (8” diameter; Vessel 3)
1
undecorated porcelain child’s cup
1
chimney glass (clear)
1
Albany-slipped stoneware
6
window glass (aqua)
9
machine cut nail fragments
1
mortar
1
coal
1
coal clinker
1
burned shale
9
bone
Lot F2-3
1
undecorated porcelain child’s saucer
1
container glass (aqua)
1
container glass (aqua; melted)
7
window glass (aqua)
5
machine cut nail fragments
1
unidentified iron
1
unidentified iron strap
1
mortar
4
bone
Lot F2-4
1
unidentified copper grommet (clothing or shoe fastener?)
8
window glass (aqua)
16
machine cut nail fragments
2
machine cut nails (3” long)
1
iron strap (machine cut nail driven through it)
3
unidentified iron
2
bone
Lot F2-5
1
unidentified round copper tube (approximately 1” long; 3/8” diameter with wooden rod
inside; tip damaged; pointer tip?)
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window glass (aqua)
machine cut nail fragments
machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
iron strap (1” wide; 2” long)
iron concretions
brick (small fragment)
coal clinker
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33
6
3
1
3
1
1

Lot F2-6
1
relief decorated (Sydenham Shape) ironstone (potentially a domed lid; Vessel 4) [This
pattern was registered by T. & R. Boote in 1853 (Wetherbee 1985:50-51).]
4
printed (purple) whiteware small pitcher (handled; Vessel 5)
2
undecorated base sherds (impressed in circular mark “… IRONSTONE”)
1
window glass (aqua)
2
machine cut nail fragments
2
unidentified iron (sheet metal)
4
bone
Lot F2-7
1
machine cut nail fragment
1
machine cut nail (2 ½” long; wood attached)
7
brick (small fragments)
1
plaster
6
bone

Feature 2
F2-1
F2-2
F2-3
F2-4
F2-5

S
S
P
S
S

Vessel Descriptions

teapot (?) (undecorated; manganese-glazed, red-paste stoneware (body only)
child’s cup (undecorated, whiteware)
small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter)
serving vessel lid (?) (relief decorated, Sydenham Shape, ironstone)
small pitcher (printed, purple, whiteware)
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Feature 3
Lot Inventories
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Lot F3-1
9
(Vessel 1)
1
(Vessel 2)
1
(Vessel 3)
1
(Vessel 4)
1
(Vessel 5)
1
(Vessel 6)
1
(Vessel 7)
1
relief decorated (potentially HYACINTH pattern) ironstone hollowware (body only)
(Vessel 48) [This pattern was registered at an unknown late 1860s date by Wedgwood
and Company (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:110).]
9
(Vessel 16)
1
(Vessel 17)
1
(Vessel 18)
1
(Vessel 19)
1
(Vessel 20)
14
(Vessel 21)
1
(Vessel 22)
3
(Vessel 23)
2
(Vessel 24)
2
container glass (clear; melted)
1
relief decorated ironstone child’s toy cup (handled; ¾” diameter; 5/8” tall)
6
window glass (light aqua)
1
window glass (clear)
1
iron shingling hatchet (4” bit; hammer head poll; 7” long)
1
iron framing hatchet (hammer head poll; 6 ½” long)
1
iron bar (flat; approximately 3 ¼” wide; 15-16” long; 3/8”-1/2” thick)
1
iron bar (curved; wedged profile; 8” long; cutting tool?)
1
iron bracket (wardrobe or shade hook?)
1
unidentified iron (5-6” wide; 8” long; 3/8” thick; stove part?)
1
iron rod (approximately 1” diameter stock; 2” nut on end; approximately 16” long)
1
iron key (3 ½” long)
1
shoe leather
1
cork
1
brick (soft mud, formed channel on top; may represent a specialized drain brick)\
1
brick (soft mud; heavily soot covered; chipped/worked; potential chimney brick)
9
coal
1
wood sample (oak?)
1
wood sample (cedar?)
30
bone
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Lot F3-2
2
(Vessel 23)
2
(Vessel 24)
1
(Vessel 25)
1
(Vessel 26)
4
(Vessel 27)
1
(Vessel 28)
1
(Vessel 29)
1
(Vessel 30)
1
container glass (aqua)
4
container glass (clear)
1
press-molded tableware (clear; tumbler?)
1
undecorated porcelain child’s toy teacup [Crossmends with fragments in Lot F3-5, and
identical to one in Lot F3-8.]
1
painted (polychrome; floral pattern) whiteware
1
sponge decorated (blue and red) whiteware (flatware)
2
(Vessel 8)
1
(Vessel 9)
2
(Vessel 10)
1
(Vessel 11)
1
copper-clad composite (paper?) button (4-hole; approximately 0.55” diameter)
2
4-hole buttons (milk glass; 0.66” diameter)
1
4-hole button (milk glass; 0.59” diameter)
1
brass shell casing (rim fire; 0.22” diameter; 0.42” long) [22-caliber “short”)
1
window glass (aqua)
1
sheet copper container (?) (rolled rim; 3 ½” diameter)
1
iron wire ring with tab (1 1/2'” diameter)
1
wood sample (soft wood)
3
bone
Lot F3-3
4
(Vessel 23)
19
(Vessel 24)
1
(Vessel 31)
2
body only (Vessel 31)
2
(Vessel 10)
1
lamp globe/shade (?) (milk glass; body only)
2
window glass (aqua)
3
window glass (clear)
12
sheet iron container fragments
1
wood (oak?)
10
bone
Lot F3-4
1
(Vessel 32)
1
(Vessel 33)
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(Vessel 34)
(Vessel 35)
(Vessel 36)
(Vessel 37)
(Vessel 38)
4-hole button (milk glass; 0.44” diameter)
iron table knife (wood handle; flat tanged)
window glass (aqua)
window glass (clear)
machine cut nails (2 1/2” long)
zinc canning jar lid (with milk glass insert; embossed “CONSOLIDATED FRUIT JAR
COMPANY / NEW YORK”; 2 5/8” inside diameter; 3” outside diameter) (Vessel F3-49)
plaster (thin whitecoat with paint remnant)
coal
coal clinkers
bone

Draft Only

5
2
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
3
3
8

Lot F3-5
3
(Vessel 34)
1
(Vessel 36)
1
(Vessel 39)
1
(Vessel 12)
1
undecorated porcelain child’s toy teacup [Crossmends with fragments in Lot F3-2, and
identical to one in Lot F3-8.]
1
4-hole buttons (milk glass; 0.42” diameter)
1
4-hole button (milk glass; 0.45” diameter)
1
2-hole buttons (milk glass; 0.50” diameter)
5
window glass (aqua)
2
window glass (clear)
5
machine cut nail fragments
1
brick (softmud; small)
1
limestone (building material; finished on two sides; 1” thick)
2
coal
2
bone
Lot F3-6
2
redware
1
burned whiteware (cup plate base?)
2
container glass (aqua)
1
undecorated limestone (?) marble (0.74” diameter)
7
window glass (aqua)
3
machine cut nail fragments
1
machine cut nail (4” long)
1
brick (softmud)
1
plaster (thin whitecoat; multiple coats of paint)
1
coal
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6

bone

Draft Only

Lot F3-7
1
(Vessel 39)
3
(Vessel 13)
1
redware (?) (heavily burned)
1
machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1
machine cut nail (4” long)
1
machine cut nail fragment
1
coal clinker
7
bone
Lot F3-8
1
(Vessel 14)
2
undecorated porcelain child’s cup [crossmends with sherd in Feature 2]
1
lamp chimney (clear)
1
lamp chimney (milk glass)
1
slate stylus (sharpened)
1
machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1
machine cut nail (4” long)
2
machine cut nail fragment
1
unidentified iron
2
bone
Lot F3-9
1
(Vessel 10)
2
(Vessel 13)
1
(Vessel 15)
1
(Vessel 40)
1
(Vessel 41)
1
(Vessel 42)
2
(Vessel 43)
1
(Vessel 44)
1
(Vessel 45)
50
(Vessel 46)
1
undecorated whiteware
3
4-hole button (milk glass; 0.43” diameter)
1
machine cut nail 1 ½” long)
2
machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
1
machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
8
machine cut nail fragment
1
unidentified iron rod (2” diameter with round head; 3 3/4” long; forged wing nut?)
1
copper/brass ring (approximately 2 ½” diameter; ¼” wide)
1
iron set screw (?)
1
unidentified metal soldered end cap (1” outside diameter; ½” diameter inside tube)
1
brass lamp reservoir ferrule (with threaded interior to receive burner)
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2
1
1
4

unidentified copper/brass apparatus (base; approximately 4” tall; nut and fitting to attach
to a base; flush mount; base “nut” 1 1/8” diameter; ½” diameter tubular “stem”; 1 ¾”
diameter “reservoir” base fitting?) [parts of a lamp?]
coal
coal clinker
wood (oak; ¼” thick; 1 ¼” wide; lath?)
bone

Lot F3-10
1
(Vessel 47)
5
machine cut nail fragments [one nail appears to have been driven through 1 ½” thick oak
plank]
2
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
iron bolt with nut (driven through 2” blank; heavily corroded)
1
bone
Vessel Descriptions

Feature 3
F3-1
P plate (undecorated whiteware; approximately 9 ¾” diameter; brown backstamp
“PORCELAINE OPAQUE / BRIDGWOOD & SON”) [Although Sampson
Bridgewood and Son were in business as early as 1805, this particular mark postdates circa 1885. The lack of the word “ENGLAND” beneath the mark suggests
that it pre-dates 1891 (Godden 1964:101-102).]
F3-2
S saucer (undecorated; whiteware; hint of brown backstamp, potentially Bridgwood
& Son?)
F3-3
S strainer/steamer (undecorated; ironstone; approximately 4 ½” diameter; footed)
F3-4
S bed pan (Rockingham-glazed; yellowware) [Crossmends with Vessel F4-18.]
F3-5
S mixing bowl (blue enamel glaze; stoneware; jigger-molded; rim only)
F3-6
S mixing bowl (Albany slipped; stoneware; jigger-molded; footed; 3 ½” diameter
base; base only)
F3-7
S mug/pitcher (painted; molded; clear-glazed; buff-paste earthenware/yellowware;
handle only; fabric-braided design; imitation majoilica?)
F3-8
S platter (undecorated; whiteware; octagonal shape) [Crossmends with majority of
platter in F4-4.]
F3-9
S cup (painted blue; gilded floral design; porcelain; molded swirled body)
[Crossmends with sherd in F4-34.]
F3-10
P nappie (undecorated; yellowware; jigger molded; 5 ¾” diameter base; 8 ½”
diameter rim; 2 3/8” tall)
F3-11
P drain tile (unglazed; stoneware; hand-turned; 3” diameter mouth) [Identical to
mid-century examples recovered at multiple locations in Lincoln Home
neighborhood.]
F3-12
S jar (Albany-slipped; stoneware; hand-turned; rim only)
F3-13
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; 7 ¼” diameter rim; 4” diameter base; unmarked)
F3-14
S nappie (Rockingham-glazed; yellowware; rim only)
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F3-15

Draft Only

F3-16

P serving bowl/tureen lid (relief decorated; potentially FIG or FIG COUSIN shape;
6” x 8” oval opening; ¾” overlapping rim; approximately 3 ½” tall; rim notched
for receiving soup ladle) [The FIG shape was registered in circa 1856 by
Davenport, and produced minimally by Davenport and J. Wedgwood. It is
unclear as to the date the shape FIG COUSIN was registered (Wetherbee
1996:110-111).]
P Haircare bottle (aqua; rectangular; Blake Variant 1; 1 14/” x 2 3/8” base; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; applied tool ring or oil lip finish; 6 7/8” tall; 2” long neck;
embossed panels “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”) [Little is
currently known about Parker’s Hair Balsam. Manufactured by pharmaceutical
company Hiscox and Company of New York City, with one history noting the
firm was established in 1875. The product is advertised in newspapers by circa
1880 (https://books.google.com/books?id=tMZAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA178&lpg=PA178&dq=%22Parker%27s+Hair+Balsam
%22+history&source=bl&ots=qU_Dx0Er35&sig=aklAOVsqR-bDu2feSE7hcjEGsI&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjT9pG8pL7VAhXLzIMKHeK6
Chk4ChDoAQgnMAA#v=onepage&q=%22Parker's%20Hair%20Balsam%22%2
0history&f=false).]
P wine bottle (dark green; turn molded; round; 2 ¾” diameter; 10” tall; Boudreauxstyle; applied tool string lip finish; kickup with pontil?)
P beer (?) bottle (amber; turn molded; round 2 ½” diameter base; cup base; 9 ½”
tall; applied tool blob finish)
P bottle (clear; Plain Oval; 1 ¼” x 2”; 5 ½” tall; 2” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
blow-over-mold fire-polished Packer lip finish; base embossed “T”) [bluing
bottle?]
P soda water bottle (aqua; round 2 ½” diameter; ten 1 3/8” tall panels or facets
around base; 7 ¼” tall; three-piece plate bottom mold; improved tool blob finish;
cup base; embossed “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round; 2 ¼” diameter; 5 7/8” tall; Rickett’s
molded; improved tool Patent lip finish)
S medicine/chemical bottle (amber; molded; rectangular body; 1 ¾” tall neck;
applied tool double ring lip finish; neck only)
P whiskey flask (clear; oval, 1” x 1 5/8” base; improved tool bead lip finish; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; Picnic style)
P lamp chimney (clear; straight base; 2 ½” diameter; hand crimped finish; large
pedals)
P skin care “pot” lid (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; ½” tall; remnant foil seal present;
embossed on underside of lid “DR. HEBRAS / VIOLA / CREAM”) [base is
present and/or crossmends with vessel in lot F4-3 (Vessel F4-14).]
P skin care “pot” lid (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; ½” tall; remnant foil seal present;
embossed on underside of lid “DR. HEBRAS / VIOLA / CREAM”)
P drinking glass/tumbler (clear; turn molded; round; 2 ½” diameter base; 3 ½” tall;
plain)
S tumbler (clear; molded; fluted or thumbprint design; rim only)
S medicine/chemical bottle (amber; rectangular; Blake Variant 1; 7/8” x 1 ¼”; 3piece plate bottom mold; base only)

F3-17
F3-18
F3-19

F3-20

F3-21
F3-22
F3-23
F3-24
F3-25

F3-26
F3-27
F3-28
F3-29
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F3-30
F3-31
F3-32

Draft Only

F3-33
F3-34
F3-35

S lidded serving bowl (clear/lead; presee molded; Gothic paneled body; shallow;
approximately 1 ½”-2” depth; rim only)
P medicine bottle (clear; French Square; 1 5/8” base; 5 1/$” tall; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 1 1/8” neck; improved tool prescription lip finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round; 1 7/8” diameter; 5” tall; Ricketts molded;
applied tool patent lip finish; fragmentary; shoulder embossed “… BROS.”)
S lamp chimney (clear; 1 ¼” straight base; base only; presumed crimped rim)
S lamp chimney (clear; 1 ¼” straight base; base only; presumed crimped rim)
S drinking glass/jelly glass (clear; molded; 2 1/8” diameter base; 2 ¾” diameter rim;
3 7/8” tall; vertical ribbed base; four roulettes around rim) [This vessel appears to
be out of place, and post dates this assemblage?]
S medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; fragmentary but similar to vessel
F3-31)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round; 1 7/8” diameter; 5” tall; Ricketts molded;
applied tool patent lip finish)
P bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1 1/8” x 2 1/8”; 5 5/8” tall; 1 ¾” neck; blow-over-mold
with fire-polished Packer lip finish; blue residue in base of bottle)
P medicine bottle (aqua; round; 1 1/8” diameter; 1” neck applied tool patent lip
finish; body embossed “…C0 / …LS / …LS / …YRUP”; top half of bottle only)
P medicine bottle (clear; French Square; 1 3/8” base; 4 1/8” tall; 1” neck; improved
tool patent lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
P medicine bottle (clear; French Square; 1 3/8” base; 4 1/8” tall; 1” neck; improved
tool patent lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; oval; ¾” x 1 ½”; 7/8” neck; folded to interior lip
finish; pontiled) [older curated bottle]
P medicine bottle (clear; French Square; 1 5/8” base; unknown height;base only)
[similar to F3-40]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval, 1” x 1 5/8” base; improved tool bead lip finish; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; Picnic style)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; round; 1” diameter; 2 5/8” tall; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; ¾” neck; improved tool patent lip finish)
P oil lamp (white/milk glass or badly deteriorated clear/lead glass; round; 2 ¼” tall
standard; approximately 3” diameter bowl; badly decomposed)
P medicine bottle (aqua; round; 1” diameter; 3” tall; ½” neck; improved tool patent
lip finish; body embossed “SAMPLE BOTTLE / DR. KILMERS / SWAMP
ROOT / KIDNEY CURE / BINGHAMTON, N.Y.”) [Dr. Kilmer initially
practiced as a traveling small town doctor in New York State, apparently settling
in Binghamton sometime in the 1870s. His patent medicine business included a
variety of medicines, an he continued production of these medicines through at
least the first couple of decades of the twentieth century
(http://www.antiquebottles.com/kilmer.html
http://www.antiquemedicines.com/Kilmer/Kilmer.htm).]
S indeterminate hollowware (relief decorated; Hyacinth pattern; body only)
P canning jar lid liner (embossed “CONSOLIDATED FRUIT JAR COMPANY /
NEW YORK”; 2 5/8” inside diameter; 3” outside diameter)

F3-36
F3-37
F3-38
F3-39
F3-40
F3-41
F3-42
F3-43
F3-44
F3-45
F3-46
F3-47

F3-48
F3-49
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Feature 4
Lot Inventories

Draft Only

Lot F4-1
4
(Vessel 1)
2
(Vessel 2)
3
window glass (aqua)
5
machine cut nail fragments
2
bone
Lot F4-2
1
(Vessel 1)
1
(Vessel 3)
7
(Vessel 4)
2
(Vessel 5)
1
(Vessel 6)
1
(Vessel 7)
1
(Vessel 8)
1
(Vessel 9)
1
(Vessel 10)
1
(Vessel 45)
1
undecorated porcelain
2
undecorated whiteware
1
undecorated whiteware (base sherd with backstamp “…ALCOCK & CO. / COBRIDGE /
ENGLAND”)
3
redware (clear-glazed interior; blue painted exterior; potentially a sherd from a spittoon?)
4
container glass (amber)
1
container glass (aqua)
3
container glass (clear)
13
lamp chimney (clear)
26
window glass (aqua)
4
machine cut nail fragments (with wood attached; privy box?)
1
wire-drawn nail (1 ½” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (2” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (2 ¼” long)
2
wire-drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
24
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
iron bar/rod (square in secti0n; 3/8” x 3/8” in size; 2” long)
1
cast iron handle (cooking pot/skillet: 9 ½” long)
1
strap iron (1 ½” wide; 4 ½” long)
1
unidentifiable iron
5
roofing slate
7
coal
2
burned/shaley coal
3
coal clinkers
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2
40

wood (knots)
bone (weathered and/or calcined)

Draft Only

Lot F4-3
9
(Vessel 4)
1
(Vessel 11)
4
(Vessel 12)
1
(Vessel 13)
1
(Vessel 14)
3
(Vessel 15)
2
(Vessel 16)
1
Albany slipped stoneware
1
undecorated whiteware (burned)
1
container glass (amber)
1
machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
1
wire-drawn nail/brad (7/8” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (1 ½” long)
17
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
iron rod (u-shaped)
8
indeterminate nail fragments
1
“tin” can fragment (3” diameter; 2 ¼” tall)
1
“tin” can fragment (3” diameter)
1
“tin” can fragment (2” diameter)
2
metal bottle (?) “caps (1 ½” diameter; non-threaded)
9
sheet metal (“tin” cans or containers)
2
cast iron stove or furnace grate (2” wide)
2
coal
68
bone (lots of small calcined bone fragments)
Lot F4-4
6
(Vessel 17)
1
wire-drawn nail (3” long)
4
wire-drawn nail fragments
2
indeterminate nail fragments
4
strap iron (barrel hoops?)
1
unidentified iron
1
cast iron bed rail bracket (female end) [burning old furniture parts?]
2
flat cast iron (6” x 7” in size; stove parts?)
1
steel “cap” (?)(1 ¾” diameter; spring on interior—for battery?)
1
“tin” can (3 ½” diameter)
110 steel “tin” can/container fragments
2
zinc-plated “caps” (1 ¾” diameter)
1
charcoal
1
coal clinker
2
wood (knots)
1
small flotation sample
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bone(lots of small calcined bone fragments)
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Lot F4-5
1
(Vessel 18)
1
(Vessel 19)
1
(Vessel 20)
1
(Vessel 21)
2
(Vessel 22)
1
(Vessel 23)
1
(Vessel 24)
2
(Vessel 25)
1
(Vessel 26)
1
(Vessel 27)
1
(Vessel 28)
3
lamp chimney
2
container glass (aqua)
4
container glass (clear)
2
window glass (aqua)
1
mirror glass
5
wire-drawn nail fragments
3
strap iron (2” wide; barrel hoops?)
1
strap iron (7/8” wide)
1
cast iron handle (U-shaped; 3 ½” wide) [trunk or furniture handle?]
2
iron springs (1/2” diameter; door springs?)
1
zinc-plated (?) iron container fragments
2
burned/melted plastic (?)
1
coal clinker
1
wood (softwood)
30
bone (unburned)
Lot F4-6
2
(Vessel 22)
3
(Vessel 29)
3
(Vessel 30)
1
(Vessel 31)
2
(Vessel 32)
1
(Vessel 33)
1
(Vessel 34)
2
(Vessel 35)
1
(Vessel 36)
1
(Vessel 37)
2
(Vessel 38)
1
(Vessel 39)
1
(Vessel 40)
1
(Vessel 41)
2
(Vessel 42)
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(Vessel 43)
(Vessel 44)
(Vessel 45)
(Vessel 46)
(Vessel 47)
(Vessel 48)
(Vessel 49)
(Vessel 50)
(Vessel 51)
(Vessel 52)
(Vessel 53)
(Vessel 54)
(Vessel 55)
(Vessel 56)
(Vessel 57)
(Vessel 58)
(Vessel 59)
(Vessel 60)
(Vessel 61)
(Vessel 62)
(Vessel 63)
undecorated whiteware
undecorated porcelain
mirror glass
window glass (aqua)
window glass (clear)
“tin” container fragments
cast-iron bed rail bracket (female end)
unidentified iron
plaster (with whitecoat; some with paint)
brick (hard-paste; machine-made?)
coal
wood (knot)
small floral sample (seeds, eggshell; small bone)
bone (unburned)

Draft Only

1
1
2
1
1
1
4
1
2
5
2
5
4
6
1
11
1
11
6
10
26
2
1
4
5
1
11
1
1
16
1
1
1
1
40

Lot F4-7
1
(Vessel 30)
1
(Vessel 51)
9
(Vessel 58)
1
(Vessel 64)
1
(Vessel 65)
1
(Vessel 66)
1
(Vessel 67)
1
(Vessel 68)
1
(Vessel 69)
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(Vessel 70)
(Vessel 71)
(Vessel 72)
(Vessel 73)
(Vessel 74)
(Vessel 75)
(Vessel 76)
(Vessel 78)
(Vessel 79)
(Vessel 81)
(Vessel 82)
(Vessel 83)
(Vessel 85)
(Vessel 86)
(Vessel 87)
(Vessel 88)
(Vessel 89)
(Vessel 90)
(Vessel 91)
(Vessel 92)
(Vessel 93)
(Vessel 94)
(Vessel 95)
(Vessel 96)
(Vessel 97)
(Vessel 98)
(Vessel 99)
(Vessel 100)
(Vessel 101)
(Vessel 102)
(Vessel 103)
(Vessel 104)
(Vessel 105)
(Vessel 106)
lamp globe (milk glass)
lamp chimney (clear)
window glass (aqua)
container glass (aqua)
container glass (clear)
container glass (dark green/black)
container glass (amber)
container glass (milk glass/“alabaster”)
mirror glass
window glass (aqua)
machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
machine cut nail fragments

Draft Only

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
6
4
1
1
11
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
4
1
7
8
6
27
10
1
2
2
1
1
1
13
60
22
31
1
4
3
1
12
1
3
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indeterminate nail fragments
iron spike fragment (3/8” wide; 2” long)
steel wire
“tin” container fragments
unidentified iron
coal
partially burned shaley coal
coal clinkers
wood (softwood)
bone [unburned; lots of fowl]
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3
1
2
10
1
9
9
2
5
164

Lot F4-8
7
(Vessel 58)
2
(Vessel 76)
3
(Vessel 79)
1
(Vessel 83)
1
(Vessel 78)
1
(Vessel 85)
1
(Vessel 87)
1
(Vessel 88)
6
(Vessel 89)
4
(Vessel 90)
3
(Vessel 91)
1
(Vessel 92)
1
(Vessel 93)
1
(Vessel 96)
1
(Vessel 102)
2
(Vessel 107)
1
(Vessel 108)
2
(Vessel 109)
1
(Vessel 111)
4
(Vessel 112)
12
(Vessel 113)
2
(Vessel 114)
2
(Vessel 116)
2
(Vessel 117)
3
(Vessel 118)
6
(Vessel 121)
11
(Vessel 126)
8
(Vessel 127)
8
(Vessel 128)
6
(Vessel 129)
3
(Vessel 130)
1
(Vessel 131)
1
(Vessel 132)
1
(Vessel 133)
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(Vessel 134)
(Vessel 135)
(Vessel 136)
(Vessel 137)
(Vessel 138)
(Vessel 139)
(Vessel 140)
(Vessel 141)
(Vessel 142)
(Vessel 143)
(Vessel 144)
(Vessel 145)
(Vessel 146)
(Vessel 147)
(Vessel 148)
(Vessel 149)
(Vessel 150)
(Vessel 151)
(Vessel 152)
(Vessel 153)
(Vessel 154)
(Vessel 155)
(Vessel 156)
(Vessel 157)
(Vessel 158)
(Vessel 159)
(Vessel 160)
(Vessel 161)
(Vessel 162)
(Vessel 164)
(Vessel 165)
(Vessel 166)
(Vessel 167)
(Vessel 169)
(Vessel 170)
(Vessel 171)
(Vessel 172)
container glass (aqua; canning jars)
burned whiteware (fused together)
unidentified Parian ware (?) [figurine fragment?]
container glass (aqua)
container glass (amber)
container glass (dark green/black)
container glass (clear)
lamp chimney (clear)
window glass (light aqua)
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
3
2
1
8
39
4
1
31
5
3
47
16
38
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machine cut nail fragments
indeterminate nail fragments
“tin” container fragments
unidentified iron “concretion” (large; 4” x 5”; multiple can fragments rusted together?)
sheet copper (small; curved shape)
furniture castor (porcelain wheel; 1” diameter)
coal
coal clinker
plaster
lime (large piece; 2 ½” diameter)
wood (softwood)
fabric (small pieces; folded over upon itself)
bone (unburned; lots of small bones, including fowl and some fish)
bear canine whistle (probably black bear?; may represent a dog whistle)
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2
5
15
1
1
1
16
1
5
1
4
8
130
1

Lot F4-9
29
(Vessel 58)
1
(Vessel 83)
5
(Vessel 89)
2
(Vessel 92)
1
(Vessel 102)
1
(Vessel 107)
2
(Vessel 154)
1
(Vessel 166)
4
(Vessel 169)
3
(Vessel 111)
2
(Vessel 112)
9
(Vessel 113)
3
(Vessel 114)
1
(Vessel 115)
4
(Vessel 117)
3
(Vessel 118)
4
(Vessel 119)
3
(Vessel 120)
1
(Vessel 121)
1
(Vessel 122)
2
(Vessel 123)
1
(Vessel 124)
8
(Vessel 125)
12
(Vessel 167)
1
(Vessel 168)
1
(Vessel 173)
1
(Vessel 174)
1
(Vessel 175)
1
(Vessel 176)
1
(Vessel 177)
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(Vessel 178)
(Vessel 179)
(Vessel 180)
(Vessel 181)
(Vessel 182)
(Vessel 183)
(Vessel 184)
(Vessel 185)
(Vessel 186)
(Vessel 187)
(Vessel 188)
(Vessel 189)
(Vessel 190)
(Vessel 191)
(Vessel 192)
(Vessel 193)
(Vessel 194)
(Vessel 195)
(Vessel 196)
(Vessel 197)
(Vessel 198)
(Vessel 199)
(Vessel 200)
(Vessel 201)
(Vessel 202)
(Vessel 203)
(Vessel 204)
(Vessel 205)
(Vessel 206)
(Vessel 207)
(Vessel 208)
(Vessel 209)
(Vessel 213)
(Vessel 214)
(Vessel 215)
container glass (clear)
container glass (aqua)
container glass (aqua; canning jars)
container glass (milk glass/“alabaster”)
lamp chimney (clear)
window glass (aqua)
window glass (aqua)
window glass (aqua) (2.18mm-2.22mm thick)
window glass (aqua; 1.75mm-1.88mm thick; slightly lighter in color than above)
strap iron (2” wide)
“tin” container fragments

Draft Only

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
3
5
1
1
10
1
1
5
6
9
1
1
3
3
10
1
26
39
32
33
83
36
17
2
14
1
14
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1
1
1
55

“tin” cap (1” diameter)
coal
shaley coal
bone (large mammal and fowl; unburned)

Draft Only

Lot F4-10
1
Vessel 88
1
Vessel 89
3
Vessel 113
1
Vessel 118
1
Vessel 121
1
Vessel 123
2
undecorated whiteware (heavily burned)
1
Albany-slipped earthenware
1
undecorated whiteware
2
“tin” container fragments
3
rubber (?)(burned?)
1
leather
16
fabric (small fragments; wadded up; two different types)
5
coal
21
bone
Lot F4-11
1
Vessel 210
1
Vessel 211
1
Vessel 212
1
printed (brown) whiteware (hollowware; similar in style to pattern in Lot F5-9)

Vessel Descriptions

Feature 4
F4-1
S saucer (decal decorated; porcelain; heavily burned)
F4-2
S medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Salamander Oval; approximately 1 ¼” x 2 ½”
base; base only)
F4-3
P saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 ¾” diameter rim; 1” tall)
F4-4
P platter (undecorated; whiteware; rectangular with rounded corners; 10¼” x 14¼”;
1 ¼” tall; British coat of arms backstamp with words “ROYAL IRONSTONE
CHINA” over top and “WARRANTED” beneath) [No reference to actual
manufacturer.]
F4-5
S cup (undecorated; whiteware; badly burned; base only)
F4-6
S jar (salt glazed; stoneware; very small sized—approximately pint-size?; rim only)
F4-7
S flower pot (unglazed; red paste; earthenware; jigger molded; small “potting” pot;
rim only)
F4-8
P canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; fragments of zinc lid present; does
not appear to have any embossing present)
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S
S
S
S
S

F4-14

P

Draft Only

F4-9
F4-10
F4-11
F4-12
F4-13

F4-15

S

F4-16
F4-17

S
P

F4-18

S

F4-19

P

F4-20

P

F4-21

P

F4-22

P

F4-23

P

F4-24

P

F4-25

P

F4-26
F4-27

P
S

F4-28

S

food jar (clear; machine-made; 1 ¼” diameter mouth; rim only)
drinking glass (clear; plain; rim only)
mixing bowl (Albany slipped; salt glazed; jigger molded; rim only)
cup (undecorated; porcelain)
jar (Albany slipped; stoneware; hand turned; approximately 6-7” diameter; rim
only)
skin cream pot (milk glass; round; 2 ½” diameter; ¾” tall; molded; inside base
embossed “H”) [Potentially represents base to VIOLA cream lids found in
Feature 3-see Vessel F3-25.]
drinking glass (clear; molded; round; 1 ¾” base; 2 ¾” tall; plain body with 5/8”
tall flutes around base)
tumbler/goblet (clear/lead; molded; thumbprint or honeycomb design; body only)
flower pot (unglazed; red paste; earthenware; hand turned; 3 ½” diameter base; 4
¼” tall
bed pan (Rockingham glazed; yellowware; small rim fragment only) [Crossmends
with vessel in Feature 3.]
bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1” x 2 ¼”; 1 ¾” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Packer lip finish; 5 5/8” tall; remnant blue coloring in bottle)
bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1 1/4” x 2 ¾”; 2 ¼” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Packer lip finish; 7 1/4” tall; base embossed “6”)
ink/mucilage bottle (aqua; round; 2 ½” diameter; cone shaped; 2 ½” tall;
improved tool Double Bead lip finish; base embossed “… TER’S)
whiskey bottle (clear; round; 3” diameter; 11 ¾” tall; cylindrical body; 3-piece
plate bottom blow-over-mold; fire-polished Brandy lip finish; 4” neck; body
embossed “BOTTLED BY THE / GEO. T. STAGG CO. / FRANKFORT, KY.”)
[The George T. Stagg Company purchased a pre-existing distillery in Frankfort in
1878, the firm did not re-brand and name its product after the company until
1904. The company was very successful, and produced medicinal whiskey
through Prohibition (http://www.prepro.com/midacore/view_vendor.php?vid=FFT11544;
http://explorekyhistory.ky.gov/items/show/512?tour=39&index=7).]
vial (clear; molded; round; ½” diameter base; cylindrical; 2 ¼” tall; Patent lip
finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 7/8”” x 1 ¾”; 4 7/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1 3/8” ball neck; improved tool Patent lip finish;
paneled)
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Chicago Oval; 1 1/8” x 1 ¾”; 1” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 2 ¾” tall; slug plate embossed “CHAS. W.
GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE” with
drawing of druggist mortar and pestle; base practically illegible but appears to be
embossed “M / PAT MAY 15, 88 / D. F. & D.”) [Base and neck fragments only.]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1” base; base and body only)
ink/mucilage bottle (aqua; round; neck only; cone shaped; unknown height;
improved tool Bead lip finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; neck only; 1” long neck; improved tool
Prescription lip finish)
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F4-29

F4-30

Draft Only

F4-31

P saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 6 ½” diameter rim; 1 3/8”
tall; heavy bodied; British coat-of-arms backstamp with words “ROYAL
PATENT / IRONSTONE / TURNER, GODDARD & CO.” beneath) [ This
English firm produced tablewares from 1867-1874 (Godden 1964:625).]
P chamber pot lid (undecorated; ironstone; 6 ½” diameter interior diameter; 8 ½”
diameter; round braided handle
S indeterminate hollowware (undecorated; whiteware; round; 4 7/8” diameter base;
base only) [chamber pot?]
S soup plate (undecorated; whiteware)
S indeterminate hollowware (undecorated; whiteware; approximately 6” diameter
base; base only)
S cup (painted blue; gilded floral design; porcelain; molded swirled body)
[Crossmends with sherd in Feature 3 (Vessel F3-9).]
S bowl (annular decorated; yellowware; approximately 6” diameter rim; rim only)
[Probably a London-urn style utilitarian bowl.]
S jar/crock (salt-glazed; stoneware; hand-turned; approximately 8” interior/9”
exterior diameter)
P jug (Albany slipped; earthenware; hand turned; 5 ¾” diameter base; 7” tall;
applied handle) [half-gallon size]
S indeterminate hollowware (Rockingham-glazed; yellowware; 4 ¾” diameter base;
base only) [May be the base of a large pitcher?]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 ½” x 2 3/8”; 5 ¾” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1 1/4” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 ¼” x 2 1/8”; 5 1/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 ¼” x 2 1/8”; 4 ¾” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base
embossed “MC C”)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1 ½” base; 5 1/8” tall; 1 1/8”
neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; ¾” x 1 ¾”; 5 ¾” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 1 ¾” ball neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; paneled)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Baltimore Oval/Salamander Oval; 7/8” x 1 ¾”; 4
1/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip
finish)
P bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1 3/8” x 2 ¾”; 2 ¼” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
blow-over-mold, fire-polished Packer lip finish; 7 ¾” tall)
P whiskey flask (clear; irregular polygon; 2 ¼” x 4”; 9” tall; improved tool Brandy
lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold; Shoo-fly flask style) [large sized—quart?]
P soda water bottle (aqua; round; 2 ¼” diameter; 9” tall; rounded bottom; applied
tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed “ROSS’S // BELFAST”) [William Ross
established his Belfast soda manufactory in 1879. The business specialized in the
export business, with the United States one of the firm’s chief markets. By the
early 1890s, Ross was one of the largest producers of soda water in Ireland.
Ross’s Royal Ginger Ale was one of the company’s primary products. Although
the firm continued in business through the late twentieth century (circa 1980s),

F4-32
F4-33
F4-34
F4-35
F4-36
F4-37
F4-38
F4-39
F4-40
F4-41

F4-42
F4-43
F4-44

F4-45
F4-46
F4-47
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P

Draft Only

F4-48

F4-49

P

F4-50
F4-51

S
P

F4-52

P

F4-53

P

F4-54

P

F4-55

P

F4-56

P

F4-57

P

F4-58

P

World War I as well as the Irish war of independence greatly impacted the export
trade for Ross’s soda waters into the United States
(http://letslookagain.com/2016/07/w-a-ross-of-belfast). This style of round
bottom soda water bottles were predominately mouth-blown, and date from the
1870s through the 1910s (cf. Illinois Glass Company 1903, 1908, 1911). ]
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; embossed “CONSOLIDATED
FRUIT JAR COMPANY / NEW YORK” with accompanying central monogram
incorporating letters “C”, “F”, “J”, and “Co” into a cartouche) [This firm was
organized in 1871 and produced canning jar lids through 1883. In 1878, the firm
trademarked their CFJCo monogram design
(https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/ConsolidatedFruitJar.pdf).]
bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1 1/8” x 2 1/8”; 1 ¾” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Packer lip finish; 5 3/4” tall)
small pitcher (copper luster; red-paste stoneware; handle only)
jelly glass (clear; molded; 1 ¾” diameter base; 2 ¾” diameter mouth; 3 1/8” tall;
exterior rim shelf to receive metal lid) [These were manufactured by a variant of a
“blow-over-mold” with a very thin interior portion that extruded past the top of
the finished rim; and was subsequently broken off. There was no grinding to
finish the lip or rim.]
drinking glass/tumbler (clear; molded; 2 3/8” diameter base; 3” diameter rim; 3
½” tall; round; three wheel-engraved bands of differing widths around rim)
drinking glass/tumbler (clear; molded; 2 3/8” diameter base; 3” diameter rim; 3
½” tall; round; three wheel-engraved bands of differing widths around rim)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 3/8” x 2 ¼” 5 ¼” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1 1/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base
embossed “MC C”)
pill bottle (clear; French Square; 2 /8” base; 6 ¼” tall; 1 ¼” neck; 1” mouth; 3piece plate bottom mold)
sauce bottle (aqua; round; 2 ¾” diameter base; 8” tall; approximate 3” long neck;
ringed body with round shoulders; applied tool Packer lip finish; molded but mold
seams difficult to discern) [This bottle is described by the Illinois Glass
Company, as a “green glass, plain decanter” in the “Pickle and Preserve Ware”
section of their 1906 catalogue (Illinois Glass Company 1906: 202).
Accompanying bottles are sauce and ketchup bottles. Identical bottle recovered
from Feature 5.]
food jar (clear; round; 2 7/8” diameter; approximately 4 ½” tall; missing lip
finish; banded body) [This is similar to “Ring Screw Top Preserve” jars illustrated
in the Illinois Glass Company’s 1906 catalogue (Illinois Glass Company
1906:214).
flower vase (white glass; round; 3 5/8” diameter base; hand blown; painted floral
decoration; Classical vase formal; 3 ½” diameter body at widest point;
approximately 4” diameter mouth; fire polished rim; lightly fluted rim; pontiled;
approximately 10 ½- 11” tall) [Similar, if not identical to Vessel F4-206. The
Montgomery Ward and Company describes these vessels as being “genuine
Bohemian glass, imitation alabaster” and “of a milky white color and beautifully
decorated.” The vases, which were often painted (with floral motifs) and gilded,
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S

F4-60
F4-61

P
S

F4-62

P

F4-63

S

F4-64

P

F4-65

P

F4-66

P

F4-67

P

Draft Only

F4-59

sold for $0.50 for a pair of 9” vases. According to Montgomery Ward and
Company (1985:546), these flower vases make “a handsome ornament and would
be appreciated as a wedding or birthday gift.”
indeterminate bottle (clear; round; 1” diameter base; base only; molded) [The
base is very small compared to the body diameter, which increases dramatically in
size. This is an unusual item.]
lamp chimney (clear; straight base; base only)
pill bottle (?) (aqua; French Square; 2 ¼” base; unknown height; base embossed
“K. H. & G. N. O.”) [The “K. H. & G.” are clear. It is unclear if the “N. O.”—or
potentially a “Z. O.”—is part of the “K. H. & G.”, as the first letter is turned
sideways. The “K. H. & G.” probably refers to the firm of Kearns, Herdman &
Gorsuch from Zanesville, Ohio. This firm produced glassware containers from
1876 through 1886 (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks-3/).
proprietary mineral water bottle (dark green/black; round; 3 ¼” diameter base; 8
¾” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; a “shortened” Ring or Oil lip finish; 2” neck;
“C. OPPE[LL & C]O. / FRIEDRICHSHALL” around perimeter, and “ST” in
center) [This is a distinctive style mineral water bottle. In 1906, the Illinois Glass
Company referenced this bottle style in their catalog as a generic “Hunyadi Janos”
bottle in reference to that firms use of this bottle style (Illinois Glass Company
1906:261) Friedrichshall is a town in southwestern Germany known historically
for its mineral/salt springs. Marketing of the mineral waters at Friedrichshall
began by 1865 (https://archive.org/details/b22310952), and were soon being
marketed worldwide (see 1870s advertisements online). B the late 1880s, there
had developed significant trade mark issue
(https://books.google.com/books?id=dPBCAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA475&lpg=PA47
5&dq=Friedrichshall+mineral+water+bottle&source=bl&ots=RgNSdDsBOH&sig
=kLRdTMw2mpbzy7AKyCZOwWiKXyY&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiSouq
Mic_RAhUlw4MKHa8HDeMQ6AEIHDAB#v=onepage&q=Friedrichshall%20m
ineral%20water%20bottle&f=false. See also
http://blog.underoverarch.co.nz/2016/03/the-bitter-waters-of-archaeology/ [This
bottle crossmends with F5-73.]
indeterminate bottle (clear; round; approximately 2 ¾” diameter; cylindrical
shape; long neck of unknown size; potentially a Brandy lip finish; base embossed
“WB 275 ¾” in large script with the “WB” being a single monogram-like letter)
[This may be a cylindrical whiskey bottle.]
pill bottle (aqua; round; 2” diameter; 5 1/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 7/8”
neck; 1 ¼” mouth; improved tool Patent lip finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; Hopkins Square; 1 5/8” base; 4 5/8” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; ¾” mouth) [pill
bottle?]
food bottle (clear; French Square; 2 1/8” base; 7 1/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom
mold; sloped shoulders; ball neck; 1 ½” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; 1
¼” mouth) [relish, preserve, or dressing bottle?]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1 ½” base; 5 1/8” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
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P proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; 1” x 2”; 6” tall; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 1 ½” neck; improved tool Double Bead lip finish; paneled;
embossed “HAMLIN’S / WIZARD OIL”) [First produced in Chicago beginning
in 1861. “it was primarily sold and used as a liniment for rheumatic pain and sore
muscles, but was advertised as a treatment for pneumonia, cancer, diphtheria,
earache, toothache, headache and hydrophobia.” Several trade cards available
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamlin's_Wizard_Oil). Local newspapers began
carrying advertisements on a regular basis in January 1887.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 1/4” x 2”; 4 ¾” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base embossed
“MC C3”)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round; 2 ¾” diameter; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
1 ¼” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; 6” tall) [This may be a bluing bottle.]
P proprietary scent bottle (clear; round; 1 ¼” base; 3 3/8” tall; 1 1/8” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; front panel embossed “BROWN / & /
WILSON’S / CAPITOL / COLOGNE / SPRINGFIELD / IL”) [Brown and
Wilson appear to have been Springfield druggists. Search of local newspapers
has resulted in locating no information regarding the firm or the cologne.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 5/8” x 1 1/8”; 2 7/8”; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base embossed
“F & F Co.”)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1” base; 3 ¼” tall; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 7/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
P proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; Blake variant 1; 2” x 2 ¾”; 3-piece post-bottom
mold; 9 1/8” tall; paneled; 2 ½” neck; improved tool Packer lip finish; panels
embossed “COD LIVER OIL // SCOTT’S / EMULSION // WITH LIME &
SODA”) [Production began in 1873; one of first to promote itself as not being
fowl smelling. The product was trademarked in 1879. Lime and soda was added
to the oil, which was marketed as a treatment for consumption
(https://www.chemheritage.org/distillations/magazine/the-man-with-a-fish-on-hisback).]
P vial (clear; round; ¼” diameter; cylindrical; 2 ¼” tall; molded; Patent lip finish)
S serving bowl/tureen (undecorated; ironstone; oval; round strap handles; body and
handle fragments only) [Handles are very similar to that on F4-30.]
No number assigned
P cup (overglaze printed and painted; floral/rose motif; whiteware; 1 7/8” diameter
base; 3 3/8” diameter rim; 3 ¼” tall; handled)
P cup (overglaze printed and painted; floral/rose motif; whiteware; 1 7/8” diameter
base; 3 3/8” diameter rim; 3” tall; handled) [same cup as F4-79, less overglaze
decoration; base is extremely worn and/or stained.]
No number assigned.
P saucer (undecorated; whiteware 2 7/8” diameter base; 6 ¼” diameter rim; 1 ¼”
tall)
S saucer (undecorated; whiteware; partial backstamp “”…P. CO. / [CH]INA”; base
only)

Draft Only

F4-68

F4-69

F4-70
F4-71

F4-72

F4-73
F4-74

F4-75
F4-76
F4-77
F4-78
F4-79

F4-80
F4-81
F4-82
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F4-83

Draft Only

F4-84
F4-85
F4-86
F4-87

P sugar bowl (undecorated; ironstone; 3” diameter base; 3 ¾” diameter rim;
minimally 5 ½-6” tall; lipped rim to receive lid; partial backstamp “IRONSTONE
/ CHINA / POW[ELL & BI]SHOP”) [Godden (1964:509) indicates that this mark
was used for a short time between 1876 and 1878.]
No number assigned
S cup (undecorated; whiteware; base only)
S cup (undecorated; whiteware; badly burned; base only)
P serving bowl lid (milk glass; oval; 6” x 7 ¼"; press molded; “hen on nest” design)
[“Hen on nest” lidded bowls were being produced by at least the early 1880s
(http://nmgcs.org/articles/42-hen-on-a-nest-studying-a-glass-collection.html).]
P mixing bowl (Peoria-glazed; earthenware; jigger-molded; approximate 6-6 ½”
diameter base; approximate 11” diameter rim; footed base; 4 ½” tall)
P jug (salt-glazed; stoneware; Albany-slipped interior; hand-turned; 8” diameter
mouth; beehive shaped body; 9 ½” tall; one-gallon size)
P jar/crock (salt-glazed; stoneware; hand turned; round/beaded lip; 8 ¼” inside
diameter rim; rim impressed “3”; 3-gallon crock)
P covered butter dish (clear; press-molded; rectangular; footed; 5” x 6”; diamond
design; lid not present; 1 ½” tall)
P serving bowl (clear; press-molded; oval; 2 7/8” by 5 7/8” base; 5 1/8” x 8” rim; 2”
tall; diamond design; scalloped edge)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3-piece plate bottom
mold 4 7/8” tall; 1 1/8” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; illegible embossed
base]
S bluing (?) bottle (aqua; oval; unknown size; 1 7/8” neck; indeterminate method of
lip finishing; Packer lip finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Baltimore Oval/Salamander Oval; 1 7/8” x 3
3/8”; 3-piece plate bottom mold; base and body section)
S serving vessel (clear; press molded; geometric design; small sized; rim only)
[May be similar to Vessel F4-170.]
S food canning jar (aqua; round; ground blow-over-mold screw thread lip finish; 2
½” diameter rim; angular shoulder; body embossed “MASON’S / PATENT /
NOV 30TH / 1858” with CFJCo monogram) [This is the Consolidated Fruit Jar
Company monogram.]
P whiskey flask (clear; irregular polygon; 1 ¾” x 3”; minimally 8” tall; blow-overmold, fire-polished Brandy lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold; Shoo-fly flask
style)
P whiskey flask (clear; irregular polygon; 2” x 3”; minimally 8” tall; blow-overmold, fire-polished Brandy lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold; Shoo-fly flask
style; base embossed “F”)
P whiskey bottle (amber; round; 3 ¼” diameter base; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
base embossed “WM MCCULLY & CO”; cylindrical shape; 4” neck; applied tool
Brandy lip finish) [The firm of William McCully was a pioneer in the American
glass industry, and produced glassware in Pittsburgh beginning in 1832, through
circa 1886. The “& Company” was added to the firm name in 1841 through circa
1886 (Toulouse 1971: 351-353).]

F4-88
F4-89
F4-90
F4-91
F4-92
F4-93

F4-94
F4-95
F4-96
F4-97

F4-98

F4-99

F4-100
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P sauce bottle (amber; round body; bulbous base; approximately 2” diameter base;
approximately 5 ½-6” tall; base missing; blow-over-mold with screw top finish;
ground rim; embossed nodes around shoulder and base; body embossed
“[H]ORTON CA[TO] / DETROIT MICH”) [The firm of Horton, Cato and
Company was established in Detroit in 1877 as Hato & Cato. The firm produced
a variety of “table condiments” and was renown for their Royal salad dressing and
Worchester sauce, and pepper sauce in a distinctive bottle with bulbous bottom.
https://books.google.com/books?id=Fkh5AAAAMAAJ&pg=PA107&lpg=PA107
&dq=HORTON+CATO+HISTORY&source=bl&ots=BuCHB86sMG&sig=K267
Q7IYxngfM_KfjbJEHPqfRJ8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi8yPnhnt7RAhWk2
4MKHbxDCEkQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=HORTON%20CATO%20HISTOR
Y&f=false ]
P stemware (clear; molded; heavy 3 3/8” diameter base; short 1 ½” plain stem;
round undecorated bowl; 3 ¼” diameter rim; 5 7/8” tall)
S stemware (clear; molded; plain; 2 ¾” diameter base; base only)
S stemware (clear; molded; approximately 3-3 ¼” diameter base; ribbed base on
underside; base only)
S stemware (clear; molded; 3” diameter base; undecorated; base only)
S indeterminate jar (clear; round; 4 ½” diameter base; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
base only) [large food jar?]
P saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 3 ¾” diameter base; 6” diameter rim; 1” tall;
backstamp “IRON STONE CHINA / GEO. S. HARKER / AND / COMPANY”
with eagle design) [This manufactory of dinnerware was located in East
Liverpool, Ohio and produced wares from circa 1853-54 through 1890. Besides
whiteware, George Harker was known to have produced yellowware and
Rockingham wares as well (Lehner 1988:197). The most common mark for the
pottery incorporates two crossed flags and the words “TRADE MARK”. The
eagle mark on this saucer is not illustrated in Lehner (1988).]
P cup (undecorated; whiteware; 1 7/8” diameter base; 3 ¼” diameter rim; 3” tall;
handled) [Same as F4-123]
P cup (undecorated; whiteware; 1 7/8” diameter base; base and partial body only)
P serving bowl (undecorated; whiteware; scalloped rim; 3 ½” diameter base; 7”
diameter rim; 2 ½” tall; scalloped rim; S-curve shape; British style lion and
unicorn mark with words “STONE CHINA” over the top; and letters “T. P. C.
Co.” beneath it. Although unidentified, this mark has been suggested to be a
“variant” of one of the Trenton potteries (Branster and Martin 1987:313). I am
not sure that I agree with this attribution, as the Trenton Potteries Company was
not organized until 1893. Kovels.com (2008) suggests that this is the mark of the
Potter’s Co-operative Company of East Liverpool, Ohio which was established in
1882. The co-operative, which produced ironstone toilet sets, dinnerware, and
sanitary ware, and hotel ware, continued production through 1925. This particular
mark is attributed to the years 1882-1895.
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; 5 ¾” diameter base; 8 ¾” diameter rim; 1” tall;
backstamp with British coat of arms and words “ROYAL STONE CHINA /
WEDGWOOD & CO.” beneath; also impressed mark “STONE GRANITE /
WEDGWOOD & CO.”).
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F4-101

F4-102
F4-103
F4-104
F4-105
F4-106
F4-107

F4-108
F4-109
F4-110

F4-111
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F4-112

F4-113
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F4-114

S indeterminate hollowware (relief decorated; lobed; ironstone; thinly potted; base
only) [similar to pitchers advertised in 1895 Montgomery Ward and Company
catalogue.]
P jar/crock (salt-glazed; stoneware; 9 ½” diameter base; 8 ½” diameter mouth; 10”
diameter rim; 11 ¼’ tall; hand-painted cobalt-blue “3” with floral design; lug
handles; 3-gallon size)
P mixing bowl (Albany slipped; earthenware; jigger-molded; approximate 10 ½”
diameter rim; base missing)
p mineral water bottle (salt glazed; stoneware; cylindrical shape; 3 ½” diameter; 11
3/4'” tall; applied handle; hand turned; impressed mark incorporating a lyre
surrounded by banner with words “KRONTHALLER MINERAL / BR” and
beneath “KRANTHALLER / MINERAL QUELLEN /AUGUST THIEMANN /
KRONTHALL IM TAUNUS NASSAU”; side impressed “N. 101”) [The
Kronthal mineral springs are located in Taunus, Germany. In 1875, Thiemann
obtained ownership and began shipping bottled water in stoneware bottles. In
1880, he shipped 1.5 million bottles of water. Thiemann appears to have sold his
interest in the springs in 1898
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://de.wikipedia.org/w
iki/Quellenpark_Kronthal&prev=search).]
P mineral water bottle (salt glazed; stoneware; cylindrical shape; 3 ¼” diameter; 12”
tall; hand turned; applied handle; impressed mark incorporating a crown
surrounded by banner with words “ROLANDSQUELLE / BURTSCHEID”)
[Burtscheid is located in western Germany, near Aachen. “Rollandsquelle”
translates to “Roland’s Source” and may be a reference to “Roland’s spring.”
Although Burtscheid has had a hot spring resort community/industry associated
with it form many generations, no reference could be found to Roland’s Spring
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roland).]
P jar/crock (Peoria-glazed; stoneware; hand turned; 7” diameter base; 6 1/8 interior
diameter mouth; 7 ¼” diameter rim; 7 ¼” tall; one-gallon size)
P jug (Albany slipped; earthenware; hand turned; approximate 8” diameter base;
interior slipped; one-gallon size?; base and body only)
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; 4 7/8” diameter base; 8 ¾” diameter rim; 1 1/8”
tall; backstamp with British coat of arms and words “IRONSTONE CHINA”
overhead and “J. & G. MEAKIN / HANLEY / ENGLAND” beneath). [The
presence of “ENGLAND” in the mark would suggest a post 1894 manufacture
date.]
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; 5 ¾” diameter base; 8 ¾” diameter rim; 1” tall;
backstamp with British coat of arms surrounded by a circular banner with words
“MADDOCK & GATER / STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES”). [Mattock and
Gater “manufactured ironstone wares at the Dale Hall Pottery, Burlsem between
around 1874-76” (http://www.thepotteries.org/allpotters/682.htm).]
S jug (salt-glazed; stoneware; hand turned; base section only; one-gallon size?)
P cup (relief decorated; FUSCIA SHAPE; ironstone; 1 ½” diameter base; 3 ¼”
diameter rim; 3” tall; handleless) [The Fuscia Shape was registered by J. & G.
Meakin in 1869 (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:120).]
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P cup (undecorated; whiteware; 1 7/8” diameter base; 3 ¼” diameter rim; 3” tall;
handled) [Same as F4-108]
P small serving bowl (gilded rim; whiteware; oval; base is approximately 3” x 5”;
rim is approximately 5” x 7”; 1 5/8” tall; British looking coat-of-arms backstamp
with two lions and letters “S. P. Co.” integrated into a shield) [The Sebring
Pottery Company was established in East Liverpool, Ohio in 1887, and continued
operations through the 1940s (Lehner 1988:414). This is one of the earlier marks
employed by this firm.]
P soup plate (undecorated; whiteware; 4 ½” diameter base; 8 7/8” diameter rim; 1
5/8” tall; backstamp of British-style coat of arms with lion and unicorn
incorporating the words “THOMAS FURNVAL & SONS” in banner overhead;
and words “TRADE MARK” and “ENGLAND” beneath.) [The presence of
“ENGLAND” in the mark would suggest a post-1891 date of manufacture.]
P food canning jar (aqua; round; 3 ½” diameter base; ground blow-over-mold screw
thread lip finish; 2 ½” diameter rim; angular shoulder; body embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30 TH / 1858” with CFJCo monogram; base
embossed “B”) [This is the Consolidated Fruit Jar Company monogram.]
P food canning jar (aqua; round; 3 ½” diameter base; ground blow-over-mold screw
thread lip finish; 2 3/4” diameter rim; angular shoulder; body embossed
MASON’S / 204 D / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”; approximately 7” tall)
P food canning jar (aqua; round; 3 ½” diameter base; ground blow-over-mold screw
thread lip finish; body embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”;
base and body only)
P food canning jar (aqua; round; 3 ½” diameter base; ground blow-over-mold screw
thread lip finish; body embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”;
base and body only; base embossed “10”)
P food canning jar (aqua; round; 3 ½” diameter base; ground blow-over-mold screw
thread lip finish; body embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”;
base and body only; base embossed “C29”)
P stove polish bottle (aqua; French Square; 1 7/8” base; 1 3/8” neck; 5 ¾” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; improved tool Patent lip finish; embossed “NONSUCH /
STOVE POISH CO. / DETROIT MICH”) [Exhibited at the Centennial
Exposition of the Ohio Valley which was held in Cincinnati, Ohio in 1888
(https://archive.org/stream/officialguideofc01cinc#page/138/mode/2up/search/NO
NSUCH).]
P stove polish bottle (aqua; French Square; 1 1/2” base; 1 3/8” neck; 4 7/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; improved tool Patent lip finish; embossed “ACME
BLACKING / TRADE MARK / WOLFF & RANDOLPH / PHILADELPHIA”)
[These bottles are relatively numerous. Little history currently available.
Advertisements for product were located in 1887 Good Housekeeping, and 1891
By Land and Sea. Herskovitz (1978) suggests that the firm introduced their shoe
blacking in circa 1878. Suspect this product dates from latter 1870s through at
least the early 1890s.]
P proprietary medicine bottle (amber; French Square; 1 ½” base; 1 1/8” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 5” tall;
embossed “LUYTIES / 306 N FIFTH ST /ST LOUIS MO.”) [Dr. Herman Luyties
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P
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P

was a successful German homeopathic pharmacist who began his business in St.
Louis during the middle nineteenth century. He became “one of the largest and
most highly regarded homeopathic pharmacies in the world. Receiving the 1904
World Fair’s Grand Prize of Medicine was just one of his long list of
achievements” (https://www.accessgenealogy.com/missouri/biography-of-drherman-c-g-luyties.htm;
http://www.edwardhandmedicalheritage.org/vex7/B2C7A3CE-2131-4B4B-BF02676359710441.htm).]
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; French Square; 1 ½” base; 3-piece plate bottom
mold; 5” tall; 1 1/8” neck; improved tool prescription lip finish; embossed
“LACTOPEPTINE / NEW YORK / PHARMACAL / ASSOCIATION”)
[Lactopeptine came on the market in 1877 by the New York Pharmacal
Association. The product was marketed well into the twentieth century. The firm
used a “pig with a pestle” motif in its advertisements, which touted the products
cure of “dyspepsia, indigestion, general debility, constipation, vomiting in
pregnancy, cholera infantum, flatulency, and in all diseases arising from imperfect
digestion” (http://www.historicnewengland.org/collections-archivesexhibitions/collections-access/collectionobject/capobject?refd=EP001.01.076.01.03.041).]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 7/8” base; 3-piece post-bottom
mold; 2 5/8” tall; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 7/8” base; 3-piece post-bottom
mold; 2 5/8” tall; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; ¾” base; 3-piece post-bottom
mold; 2 ½” tall; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Chicago Oval; 1 1/8” x 1 ¾”; 1” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 2 ¾” tall; slug plate embossed “CHAS. W.
GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE” with
drawing of druggist mortar and pestle; base practically illegible but appears to be
embossed “M / PAT May 15, 88 / D. F. & D.”) [The Dean, Foster and Dawley
Company produced bottles from 1883-1893. This bottle base lacks the “M”
found on most bottles from this date range. Gill was a Springfield druggist who
opened a drug store on the north side of the public square sometime after 1880.
Gill is listed at 531 Washington Street in the 1887 city directory, which would
place him at the northeast corner of the public square. Springfield city
newspapers first list Gill’s drug store in late 1887, with references continuing
through July 1890 (with the announcement of Dr. L. Whitley having purchased
“the drug store of Charles W. Gill” (ISJ 16 July 1890). In 1891, the city directory
indicates Gill as a clerk presumably working for L. Whitley at this same location.
The 1896 city directory does not list Gill as being in Springfield, suggesting that
he had moved or died. As such, these proprietary prescription bottles probably
date from 1888 through late 1890.] [See also Vessel F4-176; These same bottles
were also noted in Feature 5.]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 1/4” x 2”; 4 5/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
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P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Baltimore Oval/Salamander Oval; 1 1/8” x 2
1/8”; 5 ½” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 1 ¼” neck; improved tool Prescription
lip finish; base embossed “F & F Co.”) [Although the mark is currently
unidentified, it may have been associated with the “Fuller and Fuller Company.”]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 3/4” x 1 1/8”; 2 ¾” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base
embossed “H”)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 1/4” x 2”; 4 5/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 7/8” x 1 ½”; 3 3/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1” x 1 ¾”; 4 ¼” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 7/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 7/8” x 1 ½”; 3 3/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base
embossed “F & F Co”)
P prescription medicine bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; 1 1/8” x 2”; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 1 7/8” neck; blow-over-mold with fire-polished Packer lip finish;
paneled; embossed “S. C. WELLS // SHILOH’S / CONSUMPTION / CURE //
LE ROY, N.Y.”) [Shiloh’s consumption cure was first introduced in circa 1873,
but not packaged under the “S. C. Wells” name until circa 1882. With the
passage of the Food and Drug Act in 1907, the name was changed to Shiloh’s
Cure” (Nickell 2014). The blow-over-mold Packers lip finish suggests that this
bottle may date to a slightly later, post 1882 period
(http://www.centerforinquiry.net/blogs/entry/shilohs_consumption_cure/;
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Great_American_Fraud/Chapter_5).]
P bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1” x 2 ¼”; 1 ¾” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Patent lip finish; 5 5/8” tall)
P bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1” x 2 ¼”; 1 ¾” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Patent lip finish; 5 ½” tall)
P bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1” x 2 ¼”; 1 ¾” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Patent lip finish; 5 5/8” tall)
P bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1” x 2 ¼”; 1 ¾” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Packer lip finish; 5 5/8” tall)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round; 1 7/8” diameter; 3-piece plate bottom
mold; 1” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; 5” tall) [This may represent a
bluing bottle.]
P bitters bottle (amber; Hopkins Square; 2 5/8” base; 7 ½” tall to base of neck;
missing neck and lip finish; 3-piece post-bottom mold; cup base; paneled;
pyramidal shoulders similar to “log cabin” roofed bottles; embossed “HOP- /
TONIC” around each of the four upper triangular panels; embossed
“HOPTONIC” on one side panel) [Produced and bottled by Charles R. Stuart in
Cleveland, Ohio, and potentially Grand Rapids, Michigan (as per label).
Trademarked in June 1876; advertised as a convalescence, and/or a “Remedy for
… Bilious kidney, urinary, liver and nervous diseases and for general debility”
(http://www.bottlepickers.com/bottle_articles91.htm).]
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P bitters bottle (amber; French Square; 2 ¾” base; 3-piece cup bottom mold; base
embossed “M G Co.”; base and most of body; one body panel embossed “ST.
GOTTHARD HERB BITTERS / METTE & KANNE PROS / ST. LOUIS MO.”
[The mark is of the Mississippi Glass Company, of St. Louis, which produced
glass containers from 1873-1884. Mette and Kanne began producing their bitters
in circa 1870. The name was changed to Mette & Kanne Distilling Company in
1893. Suspect this bottle dates from circa 1870-1893 (http://www.fohbc.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/DatingGame-LindellGlassCompany.pdf).
S drinking glass (?) (clear; molded; 2 ½” diameter; cylindrical shape; minimally 3
¼” tall; rim only)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 7/8” x 1 3/4”; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 1 1/2” ball neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; 4 3/4” tall;
paneled; base embossed “T”) [Could be a medicine or even food extract bottle,
too.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; ¾” x 1 5/8”; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 1 1/2” ball neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; 4 ¾” tall; paneled)
[Could be a medicine or even food extract bottle, too.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 7/8” x 1 3/4”; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 1 1/2” ball neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; 4 7/8” tall;
paneled; base embossed “T”) [Could be a medicine or even food extract bottle,
too.]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval, 1 1/8” x 1 5/8” base; improved tool bead lip finish; 3piece plate bottom mold; 5 1/8” tall; rounded PICNIC-style flask)
P whiskey flask (clear; oval, 1” x 2 1/8” base; improved tool bead lip finish; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 6 ½” tall; rounded PICNIC-style flask)
P whiskey flask (clear; oval, 1” x 2 1/8” base; improved tool bead lip finish; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 6 ½” tall; rounded PICNIC-style flask)
P medicine bottle (clear; round; 2” diameter base; 5 3/8” tall; 1 ¼” neck; improved
tool Patent lip finish; paneled; embossed inside panels “MALYDOR // MAN’FG.
CO // SPRINGFIELD // OHIO”) [Advertised as “the Gentleman’s Friend,” the
Malydor bottle probably contained a treatment for venereal disease. With each
bottle purchased, the firm supplied a syringe for self-injection of their product.
By early years of the twentieth century product claims were being questioned
(books.google.com/books?id=4UxOAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA173&lpg=PA173&dq=
MALYDOR++BOTTLE&source=bl&ots=pUlHDhAPJe&sig=B4IuiorGwhHHDj
X96yjYxEVtxlU&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiQ7NmizsnRAhUQ24MKHeef
AroQ6AEIIzAB#v=onepage&q=MALYDOR%20%20BOTTLE&f=false).]
P indeterminate bottle (clear; round; 2” diameter base; 4 ¾” tall; tapered body; 1”
neck; 1” wide mouth; improved tool Patent lip finish) [Unsure of bottle function;
reminiscent of sauce, pickle, salad dressing containers—as well as potential polish
container.]
No number assigned
P scent (?) bottle (clear; Hopkins Square; 1” base; 1 7/8” tall; 5/8” neck; blow-overmold, fire-polished bead lip finish) [Lip finish may be improved tool, but it looks
fire-polished.]
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P whiskey flask (clear; irregular polygon; 1 ¼” x 2 3/8”; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
6 1/8” tall; blow-over-over mold , fire-polished Straight Brandy lip finish; Coffin
or Shoo-fly flask style)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Baltimore Oval/Salamander Oval; 1” x 1 7/8”;
unknown height; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 7/8” neck; improved tool
Prescription lip finish; base embossed “F & F Co.”)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; indeterminate base type and size; unknown
height; 1 ½” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; base embossed “H”)
P mucilage bottle (clear; round; 2” diameter; cone shape; 3-piece plate bottom
mold; blow-over-mold fire-polished lip finish; white contents still present) [In
1906, the Illinois Glass Company described this as a Bell Musilage bottle (IGC
1906:104).]
S serving bowl (undecorated; whiteware; scalloped rim; rim only; similar to Vessel
F4-110)
S footed serving bowl (clear; press molded; 2 ½” diameter base; approximately 3-3
½” diameter mouth; geometric design; single serving sized vessel) [Vessel F4-96
may be similar footed serving bowl; similar to a short footed tumbler.]
S tumbler/drinking glass (clear; round; plain; rim only)
P lamp chimney (clear; 1 ½” straight base; hand crimped rim; small pedals; 3/inch)
P bluing bottle (aqua; oval; 1 1/8” x 2”; 1 5/8” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Patent lip finish; 5 3/8” tall)
P tooth powder bottle (clear; round; 1 7/8” diameter; 3” tall; 3-piece plate bottom
mold; cup base; 1” neck; improved tool bead lip finish; embossed “CALDERS /
DENTINE” with a cartouche incorporating the letters “A. L. C.” in reference to
Albert L. Calder) [Albert Lawton Calder was a Providence, Rhode Island
businessman who established an apothecary shop in that town in 1852. By 1867,
he had begun manufacturing “Calder’s Saponaceous Dentine”. In 1886, Calder—
who had become a registered pharmacist in 1872—abandoned his apothecary
business and began solely producing his dentine product. Calder died in 1898,
but his company continued through 1938. This bottle probably post-dates circa
1886 when Calder set out to solely promote his tooth powder; see
http://tmacsribottleinfo.blogspot.com/2014/08/medicine-companies-c-1.html]
P proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; Blake variant 1; 1 7/8” x 3 1/8”; 2 1/8” neck; 3piece post-bottom mold; 9” tall; improved tool Packer lip finish; paneled; panels
embossed “DR KENNEDY’S // MEDICAL DISCOVERY // ROXBURY
MASS”; base embossed “2”). [Long running cure-all with a high alcohol content;
http://www.centerforinquiry.net/blogs/entry/dr._kennedys_medical_discovery/;
https://books.google.com/books?id=N4N9bsxc2LYC&pg=PA81&lpg=PA81&dq
=dr+kennedy+medical+discovery&source=bl&ots=9hYKj_goWs&sig=E6F3dexgQ_1RHI2WwS1dbQVD8w&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi_3LixlMfRAhWr24
MKHVigAmwQ6AEISDAH#v=onepage&q=dr%20kennedy%20medical%20disc
overy&f=false]
P proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Chicago Oval; ¾” x 1 1/8”; ¾” neck; improved
tool Prescription lip finish; 2 ¾” tall; slug plate embossed “CHAS. W. GILL /
SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE”; base embossed “PAT May 15,
88 / D. F. & D.”) [See Vessel F4-138]
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P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 7/8” x 1 ¾”; 1 ½” ball neck; 4
¾” tall; improved tool Patent lip finish; paneled)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 7/8” x 1 ¾”; 1 ½” ball neck; 5
5/8” tall; improved tool Patent lip finish; paneled)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1 ½” base; 4 3/8” tall; 1” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish;
P polish bottle (aqua; French Square; 1 5/8” base; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 4 7/8”
tall; 1” neck; 7/8” mouth; improved tool Patent lip finish; applicator cloth “ball”
still present)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Baltimore Oval/Salamander Oval; 7/8” x 1 3/8”;
3 ½” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 7/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip
finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 1/4” x 2 1/8”; 5 3/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 1/4” x 2 1/8”; 5 3/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base
embossed “T”, which is barely legible)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Baltimore Oval/Salamander Oval; 1 1/8” x 2
1/8”; 5 ¼” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 1 1/8” neck; improved tool
Prescription lip finish; base embossed “F & F Co.”) [Monarch or Erie Oval,
similar to Illini/Lyric Oval by 1926.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Baltimore Oval/Salamander Oval; 1 1/8” x 2
1/8”; 5 3/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 1 ¼” neck; improved tool
Prescription lip finish; base embossed “F & F Co.”) [See F4-140) YES
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Baltimore Oval/Salamander Oval; 7/8” x 1 3/8”;
3 ½” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; 7/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip
finish)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 5/8” x 1 1/8”; 2 ¾” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 3/4” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base
embossed “F & F Co.”) [This is an unusual bottle with its base shape and mark.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1” base; 3 3/8” tall; 7/8” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; black residue content remnants
P proprietary medicine bottle (clear; French Square; 5/8” base; 2 ½” tall; ¾” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; embossed “BURK’S // WHITE PINE /
BALSAM // BURK’S / MEDICINE CO.”) [Fike (1987:23, 145) notes
advertisements from Burk’s Medicine Company in 1888 and 1889
(books.google.com/books?id=S6GBKHJmqZUC&pg=PA42&lpg=PA42&dq=BU
RK%27S+WHITE+PINE+BALSAM&source=bl&ots=xSoSgxHBSJ&sig=VpXV
ep50osEmwab8mbpcSO_LDs&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjFl8HzosrRAhVB6oM
KHaK6BN8Q6AEIMzAG#v=onepage&q=BURK'S%20WHITE%20PINE%20B
ALSAM&f=false).]
P vial (clear; round; 5/8” diameter; cylindrical; 2 ¾” tall; ½” neck; fragile lip; dip
molded?)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1” base; 3 3/8” tall; 7/8” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; black residue content remnants)
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P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 3/4” x 3”; 7 ½” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 1 3/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base
embossed “MC C3”)
P wine bottle (dark green; turn molded; round; 2 ¾” diameter; 10” tall; Bordeauxstyle; applied tool string lip finish; kickup with pontil?)
P stemware/wine glass (clear; press molded; 3 1/8” diameter base; 3” diameter
bowl; 6” tall; 2” plain round stem; molded “diamond and dot” pattern)
P whiskey bottle (amber; round; 3” diameter base; cylindrical shape; 7 ½” tall body;
missing base and neck)
P platter (clear/lead glass; press molded; round or oval; approximately 5 ¾”
diameter, if round; geometric designs in center; irregular scalloped rim with spiral
flutes)
P lamp chimney (clear; 1 ½” straight base; hand crimped; small pedals—3/inch)
P lamp chimney (clear; 1 ½” straight base; hand crimped; small pedals—3/inch)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; 1 ¼” x 2”; 7” tall; 2 ½” neck; 3piece plate bottom mold; improved tool Packer lip finish; paneled three sides)
S unidentified hollowware (clear; press-molded; round; 4” diameter base; 1” thick;
decorated with small round “berries”) [Potentially a large pitcher or serving
bowl?]
P food canning jar (aqua; round; 3 7/8” diameter base; ground blow-over-mold
threaded lip finish; 2 ½” diameter rim; 6 ¼” tall; jar will not sit flat due to badly
deformed base; embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30 TH / 1858”) [This is a
distinct short and/or squat shaped jar.]
S food canning jar (aqua; round; 1 ¼” neck; 1 ¾” mouth diameter; 2 7/8” rim
diameter; applied tool wax seal lip finish; rim only)
S food canning jar (aqua; round; 1 ¼” neck; 1 ¾” mouth diameter; 2 7/8” rim
diameter; applied tool wax seal lip finish; rim only)
P food jar (aqua; round; 4” diameter base; sloped shoulder; 2 ¼” neck; 1 7/8”
diameter mouth; 2 ¼” diameter rim; applied tool Packer lip finish; 8 1/8” tall;
base embossed “CB / 2” or “C8 / 2”) [Probably a sauce or relish jar?]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval, 1” x 1 5/8” base; improved tool bead lip finish; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; PICNIC-style flask)
P flower vase (white glass; round; 3 5/8” diameter base; hand blown; painted floral
decoration; Classical vase formal; 3 ½” diameter body at widest point;
approximately 4” diameter mouth; fire polished rim; lightly fluted rim; pontiled;
approximately 10 ½- 11” tall) [Similar, if not identical to Vessel F4-58.]
S unidentified hollowware (clear; round; press-molded; 2 ¾” diameter body; top
section plain; bottom section has wide band with cross-hatch pattern; body section
only) [Probably represents a food jar.]
S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; oval; approximately 1 ½” x 3”; embossed
“McC”; base only)
S medicine/chemical bottle (clear; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish;
lip/neck only)
P food bottle (clear; French Square; 2 1/8” base; 7” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
2” ball neck; 1 ¼” diameter mouth; improved tool Packer lip finish) [Probably a
pickle or relish bottle.]

F4-196

F4-197
F4-198
F4-199
F4-200

F4-201

F4-202
F4-203
F4-204

F4-205
F4-206

F4-207

F4-208
F4-209
F4-210
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F4-211

F4-212
F4-213

Draft Only

F4-214

P jar/crock (Peoria-style glaze; stoneware; hand-turned; 6” diameter base; 4 ½”
diameter mouth; 5 ¾” diameter rim; 10” tall) [Reminiscent of late wares produced
by local Brunk family.]
S jar/crock (salt-glazed; stoneware; hand turned; round/beaded lip; 8 ¼” inside
diameter rim) [Very similar to F4-90.]
P food jar (aqua; round; 3 ¾” diameter base; 3-piece plate bottom mold; base and
body section only; body embossed “… / PHILAD…”)
P food jar (aqua; round; 3 ¾” diameter base; 3-piece plate bottom mold; minimally
7” tall to rounded shoulder; base and body; missing lip/rim; 1 ¾” diameter neck;
body embossed “A. K[EMP] / NEW YORK”) [This is a narrow-mouth, quartsized sauce or relish jar similar to F4-204. This vessel probably was a food jar
manufactured for Aaron Kemp. Kemp initially began packing and/or preserving
meats as early as 1835. In 1862, he joined a partnership with George Day that
continued through the nineteenth century. By the later nineteenth century, Kemp
and Day were known for their processed meats, fish, fruits, vegetables, and
pickles. The firm was apparently renowned for their “Portland Packed ‘Saco’
Green Corn.” Although this bottle may pre-date circa 1862, it probably was an
older bottle discarded in this feature (Zumwalt 1980:260).]
S indeterminate jar (aqua; molded; straight sided body; 6 1/4” diameter body; body
only) [large food jar?]

F4-215

935

Feature 5
Lot Inventories

Draft Only

Lot F5-1
10
undecorated whiteware
1
printed (blue) whiteware
1
red paste earthenware (flower pot)
1
porcelain doll head
4
Vessel 1
1
Vessel 2
1
Vessel 3
1
Vessel 4
8
Vessel 5
1
Vessel 6
1
Vessel 35
1
Vessel 36
2
window glass (aqua)
2
lamp chimney
6
container glass (clear)
1
container glass (aqua)
2
stoneware drain tile (extruded; 6” diameter; small fragments from two different tile)
4
wire drain nail fragments
1
armored cable (flexible electrical conduit)
2
unidentified iron
1
unidentified bakelite handle (pipe mouthpiece?)
1
glass watch bezel (1 ¼” diameter)
1
limestone (with mortar attached)
2
coal
5
bone
Lot F5-2
11
undecorated whiteware
1
undecorated whiteware (illegible backstamp)
1
undecorated porcelain
1
printed (blue) whiteware
1
painted overglaze (Japanese-style) porcelain
1
Vessel 7
2
Vessel 8
3
Vessel 9
1
Vessel 10
1
Vessel 11
1
Vessel 12
1
porcelain doll head (painted)
1
porcelain toy cup (handle)
1
(Vessel 35)
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(Vessel 37)
(Vessel 38)
(Vessel 39)
(Vessel 40)
Vessel 41
container glass (clear)
container glass (clear; melted)
milk glass (flat; lamp shade?)
window glass (aqua; 2.34mm-2.80mm thick)
machine cut nail fragments
wire-drawn nail fragments
indeterminate nail fragments
iron rod/spike
steel wire
strap iron (1 1/8” wide; rolled lip)
“tin” container fragments
cast aluminum (ring?; ½” wide; 5 ½” long)
unidentified graphite (?) rod (1/4” diameter; 1” long; metal end cap)
porcelain doll head (painted)
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.58” diameter)
metal button (?) (iron; three-piece construction; top and bottom parts separate; 0.64”
diameter)
crown bottle cap
brass brooch/buckle
brass rim lock bolt
brass bell (2 ½” diameter)
copper and porcelain light socket fragments
copper wire (solid)
turned bone knob (internal threads on one end; 1 14/” long; 1/4” diameter)
coal
wood (not sawn)
bone

Draft Only

1
3
1
1
2
6
1
4
4
11
15
8
1
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
3
2
9

Lot F5-3
1
Vessel 9
1
Vessel 11
2
Vessel 13
1
Vessel 14
1
Vessel 15
2
(Vessel 37)
1
(Vessel 41)
1
(Vessel 42)
1
(Vessel 43)
1
(Vessel 44)
1
(Vessel 45)
1
Vessel 46

937

window glass (aqua)
window glass (aqua; melted)
container glass (clear)
machine cut nail fragments (wood attached)
wire-drawn nail fragments (wood attached)
indeterminate nail fragments
strap iron (round lip; 1 1/8” wide; rolled rim)
“tin” cap or container base; 1 ¾” diameter)
“tin” container base (oval; 1” x 3”; tobacco can?)
“tin’ container fragments
cast iron grate (5 ½” x 5 ½”; with hook-like attachment on one end; floral decoration;
vent cover?)
metal button (?) (iron; three-piece construction; top and bottom parts separate; 0.64”
diameter) (see lot F5-2 for additional piece)
porcelain doll head (painted)
button (blue glass; painted/gilded design; loop shank; 0.91” diameter)
black glass cross
coal clinker
wood (not sawn)
bone

Draft Only

2
1
2
10
19
11
1
1
1
18
1
1

2
1
1
1
4
17

Lot F5-4
2
undecorated whiteware
1
(Vessel 14)
4
(Vessel 15)
1
(Vessel 16)
1
(Vessel 17)
1
(Vessel 18)
1
(Vessel 19)
1
(Vessel 20)
2
(Vessel 21)
1
Vessel 37
1
Vessel 47
1
Vessel 48
4
Vessel 49
2
container glass (clear)
2
container glass (clear; melted)
1
container glass (amber)
2
container glass (Kelly green)
1
container glass (clear; melted)
2
window glass (aqua; 3.30mm thick)
2
window glass (aqua; melted)
2
copper tubes (rolled; collectively 4” long; ¼” diameter)
1
bead (robin-egg blue; 0.46” diameter) [with black glass cross, potentially represents a
rosary?]
1
porcelain doll head (painted)
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coin (Liberty Head or V-nickel; illegible date) [minted 1883-1912]
machine cut nail fragments (with wood attached)
wire-drawn nail fragments
indeterminate nail fragments
strap iron (1 ½” wide; 2 ¾” long)
steel wire)
“tin” container fragments
unidentified iron 9heavily corroded)
coal clinkers
coal
shaley burned coal
bone

Draft Only

1
4
7
10
1
1
3
5
2
2
1
8

Lot F5-5
2
(Vessel 22)
2
(Vessel 23)
1
(Vessel 24)
1
(Vessel 25)
3
(Vessel 26)
1
porcelain doll head
1
(Vessel 50)
1
(Vessel 52)
3
(Vessel 53)
1
(Vessel 54)
1
(Vessel 55)
1
(Vessel 56)
1
(Vessel 57)
1
(Vessel 58)
1
(Vessel 59)
1
(Vessel 60)
1
(Vessel 61)
24
lamp chimney
3
container glass (clear)
1
window glass (aqua; 2.80mm thick)
2
window glass (light aqua; 2.16mm-2.41mm thick)
3
machine cut nail fragments (wood attached)
1
wire-drawn nail (2” long)
16
wire nail fragments (heavily encrusted; variety of sizes)
10
indeterminate nail fragments
6
“tin” container fragments
1
cast iron stool leg or utensil handle (?) (8” long)
1
flat glass disk (1 ¾” diameter)
1
toy tureen lid (1 1/8” x 5/8”)
1
marble (marble; 0.82” diameter)
6
shaley, burned coal
10
wood (not sawn; branches?)
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1
1

bone
small flotation sample (bone; eggshell)

Draft Only

Lot F5-6
1
Vessel 19
6
Vessel 24
1
Vessel 23
1
Vessel 58
2
Vessel 55
2
Vessel 48
14
Vessel 51
45
(Vessel 62)
1
(Vessel 63)
1
(Vessel 64)
1
(Vessel 65)
1
(Vessel 66)
1
(Vessel 67)
1
(Vessel 68)
1
(Vessel 69)
1
(Vessel 70)
6
(Vessel 71)
8
(Vessel 72)
11
(Vessel 73)
2
(Vessel 74)
7
(Vessel 75)
1
(Vessel 76)
3
(Vessel 77)
3
(Vessel 78)
2
(Vessel 79)
4
(Vessel 80)
1
(Vessel 81)
1
(Vessel 82)
4
(Vessel 83)
5
(Vessel 84)
4
(Vessel 85)
3
(Vessel 86)
2
(Vessel 87)
4
(Vessel 88)
3
(Vessel 89)
1
(Vessel 90)
1
(Vessel 91)
1
(Vessel 92)
1
(Vessel 93)
1
(Vessel 94)
1
(Vessel 95)
8
Vessel 203
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Vessel 204
Vessel 205
Vessel 206
undecorated whiteware
undecorated porcelain
whiteware (heavily burned)
Albany slipped earthenware
container glass (aqua)
container glass (aqua; melted)
container glass (white/alabaster; see Feature 4)
container glass (clear)
window glass (aqua)
mirror glass (aqua)
container glass (amber; embossed)
container glass (Kelly green; painted; floral motif)
lamp chimney
window glass (aqua; 2.54mm-3.05mm thick; large pieces representing nearly whole
panes)
window glass (light aqua; 2.03mm-2.54mm thick; also large pieces representing nearly
whole panes)
machine cut nail (3” long)
machine cut nail fragments (range of sizes; heavily corroded; framing nails and smaller
lath/shingle nails all appear present)
wire drawn nail (4” long)
wire-drawn nail (3” long)
wire-drawn nail fragments
indeterminate nail fragments
steel wire
enameled tinware container
unidentifiable sheet copper
cast iron handle (5” long; skillet or pan?)
unidentified iron rim (?)(3” diameter; rolled lip)
zinc threaded jar cap/lid
“tin” fragments (“sandwiched” construction; such as a “heat exchanger” associated with a
furnace?)
porcelain knick-knack (“Pig with Shoe”)
cordage/string
bakelite comb fragment (decorated)
hard rubber lice comb (3 ¼” long)
flat glass disk (round; 1 ½” diameter)
copper utensil handle
indeterminate metal (lid or container; round; 1 7/8” diameter; less than ½” tall)
blue glass knob (slightly oblong; free-blown? 1 7/8” diameter)
porcelain toy cup (handled)
kaolin (?) pipe bowl (burned)
copper necklace/pendant (1 ½” diameter) [needs conservation]

Draft Only

2
1
1
6
2
3
2
9
2
8
20
13
8
1
1
80
18
10
1
31
1
1
31
25
2
1
16
1
1
5
31
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1
1

Draft Only

1
1
1
1

copper necklace/pendant (3/4” diameter) [needs conservation]
copper necklace/pendant (decorated; embossed floral design; with central glass “jewell”
2” diameter) [needs conservation]
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.42” diameter)
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.51” diameter)
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.58” diameter)
button (black glass; 4-hole; 0.65” diameter; decorated with streetscape scene complete
with crescent moon overhead)
collar buttons (milk glass)
furniture castor (porcelain wheel;1” diameter)
leather
coal
shaley coal
coal clinkers
plaster
wood (small pieces; one sawn with paint)
bone
Eggshell

3
1
1
3
3
7
1
7
259

Lot F5-7
11
Vessels 98-108 (one each)
Lot F5-8
1
Vessel 27
1
Vessel 28
4
Vessel 51
1
Vessel 62
1
Vessel 78
12
Vessels 109-120 (one each)
1
Vessel 121
1
Vessel 122
38
lamp chimney
8
window glass (thick and large pieces; possibly a single pane)
1
container glass (aqua)
3
machine cut nail fragments
1
“tin” container fragment
1
hard rubber penile syringe (with plunger; 3 ½” long)
1
fabric
1
unidentified copper strap (small)
1
collar button (milk glass)
4
wood (not sawn lumber; branches?)
1
small flotation sample
Lot F5-9
1
undecorated whiteware
1
overglaze painted and gilded Parian ware (vase stem?)
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(Vessel 29)
(Vessel 30)
(Vessel 31)
Vessel 71
Vessels 124-128
(Vessel 129)
(Vessel 130)
(Vessel 131)
(Vessel 132)
(Vessel 133)
(Vessel 134)
(Vessel 135)
(Vessel 136)
(Vessel 137)
(Vessel 138)
(Vessel 139)
(Vessel 140)
(Vessel 141)
(Vessel 142)
(Vessel 143)
(Vessel 144)
(Vessel 145)
(Vessel 146)
(Vessel 147)
(Vessel 148)
(Vessel 149)
(Vessel 150)
(Vessel 151)
(Vessel 152)
(Vessel 153)
(Vessel 154)
(Vessel 155)
(Vessel 156)
(Vessel 157)
(Vessel 158)
(Vessel 159)
(Vessel 160)
(Vessel 161)
(Vessel 162)
(Vessel 163)
(Vessel 164)
(Vessel 165)
(Vessel 166)
(Vessel 168)
(Vessel 169)
(Vessel 170)

Draft Only

8
1
1
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
2
2
4
1
1
3
1
2
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(Vessel 171)
(Vessel 172)
(Vessel 173)
(Vessel 174)
container glass (clear)
container glass (aqua)
lamp chimney
window glass (aqua)
machine cut nails (1 ½” long)
machine cut nail fragments (some with wood attached)
iron rod (bent in U-shape; 31/” diameter; u-bolt?)
lead solder (can seams?; 2 ½” diameter rings)
lead solder fragments
unidentified sheet copper (small fragments)
bottle corks (all for bottles with small diameter openings; ¼” to ½” diameter; associated
with many whole bottles from same context)
wooden match sticks
small hair ball
plum pit/stone
peach pit/stone
lead can joint seals
iron butcher knife (rat-tail tang handle; 9 ½” long blade)
wooden bail handle
shoe leather (sole; badly worn; represents two adult shoes)
fabric (felt?)
bakelite pipe mouth piece
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.66” diameter)
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.64” diameter)
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.48” diameter)
button (milk glass; 4-hole; 0.39” diameter)
doll leg (ceramic; broken)
indeterminate porcelain (painted overglaze; gilded; cap or handle?; size?)
coal
shaley coal
coal clinker
newspaper fragments (one has list of railroads; timetable of routes?)
sawn wood/lumber (includes one piece of an oak molded window stop)
wood (firewood/kindling pieces; split; some bark; branches?)
bone (lots of fowl, including roosters; some large mammal and fish)
bone (fish spines)
floral sample
seeds (from bottle)
eggshell (with membrane)

Draft Only

2
1
6
1
23
3
39
2
2
8
1
3
4
11
12

7
1
1
2
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
9
1
1
2
10
22
263
40
1
20
1

Lot F5-10
1
(Vessel 32)
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(Vessel 33)
Vessel 167
(Vessel 175)
(Vessel 176)
(Vessel 177)
(Vessel 178)
(Vessel 179)
(Vessel 180)
(Vessel 181)
(Vessel 182)
(Vessel 183)
(Vessel 184)
(Vessel 185)
(Vessel 186)
(Vessel 187)
(Vessel 188)
(Vessel 189)
(Vessel 190)
(Vessel 191)
(Vessel 192)
(Vessel 193)
(Vessel 194)
(Vessel 195)
(Vessel 196)
(Vessel 197)
(Vessel 198)
(Vessel 200)
(Vessel 201)
(Vessel 202)
printed (brown) whiteware
window glass (aqua)
lamp chimney
container glass (clear)
machine cut nail fragments (with wood attached)
iron rod (1/8” diameter; 3 ¼” long)
iron rod (U-shaped; 1 1/8” long; 1 5/8” wide)
lead solder (for cans; one is whole circle 2” diameter; another nearly whol is
approximately 4” diameter)
zinc lead (threaded; canning jar?)
corset clasps/busks (iron)
unidentified iron
wood dowel (7/8”-1” diameter; 3 ¾”long; nail hole through one end)
wood (sawn lumber)
wood (not sawn; split)
shoe leather (sole; 5” long; child’s shoe)
plant “husks”

Draft Only

2
6
4
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
26
22
6
1
1
20
1
2
2
1
4
5
3
1
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2
5
2
5
1
1

Draft Only

16
1
2
55
1

fabric cordage (shoe lace?)
peanut hulls
peach pits/stones
bottle corks
wooden match stick
wood block (cut-off end from lathe turning; 2 ¼” square stock turned down to a 1 ¾”
round billet; walnut) [furniture woodworking?]
coal
shaley coal
coal clinkers
bone
eggshell (with membrane)

Lot F5-11
1
Vessel 62
1
Vessel 71
1
lamp chimney
1
container glass (clear)
2
window glass (aqua)
7
machine cut nail fragments (with wood attached)
1
iron pistol (toy?)
1
unidentified copper (small; oval)
2
coal
2
bone
Lot F5-12
1
Vessel 123
Lot F5-13
1
Vessel 71
1
window glass (aqua)
3
lamp chimney
1
container glass (clear)
6
machine cut nail fragments (some with wood attached)
1
shaley coal
1
coal clinker
4
wood (sawn lumber)
3
wood (natural branches; split)
1
peach pit
8
bone
1
floral sample
Lot F5-14
1
Vessel 19
1
Vessel 34
2
Vessel 48
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1

undecorated porcelain
Vessel Descriptions

S
S
S
S
S

F5-6

S

F5-7

S

F5-8
F5-9

S
S

F5-10
F5-11

S
S

F5-12
F5-13
F5-14

S
S
S

F5-15

P

F5-16
F5-17
F5-18
F5-19
F5-20
F5-21
F5-22

S
S
S
S
S
S
P

F5-23

P

Draft Only

Feature 5
F5-1
F5-2
F5-3
F5-4
F5-5

shallow bowl (undecorated; whiteware)
tumbler/drinking glass (clear; molded; one rouletted band around rim; rim only)
plate (undecorated; whiteware; rim only)
chamber pot (?) (undecorated; whiteware; small rim fragment only)
saucer (relief decorated and painter; polychrome; large floral pattern; whiteware)
[Shamrock pattern?]
ointment jar (milk glass; machine made?; approximately 2-3” diameter;
approximately 2 ¼” tall; screw top finish)
saucer (overglaze paint and print; oriental Geisha-Girl design; porcelain; rim
only)
saucer (decal decorated; porcelain; floral motif)
saucer (relief decorated and printed; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 ½” diameter
rim; 5/8” tall) [same body as F5-23 except with an overglazed silver-colored
floral print.]
saucer (printed; blue; and gilded; whiteware; scalloped edge; rim only)
jar/crock (salt-glazed; stoneware; Albany-slipped interior; hand-turned; 8”
diameter rim)
serving bowl (printed overglaze; porcelain)
saucer (relief and decal decorated; floral/rose pattern; porcelain)
flower pot (unglazed; red paste; earthenware; jigger molded; approximately 5 ¾”
diameter base)
preserve jar (salt-glazed; stoneware; hand turned; approximately 4” diameter
mouth; approximately 5 ½” diameter rim; minimally 9-10” tall; heavily burned
and warped) [This is a pottery “second” that was over-fired during production.
Not only is the glaze “burned” but the body is warped and deformed, having
nearly melted during firing. Additionally, the top surface of the rim is rough with
exposed body suggesting that the piece stacked on top of it during firing had fused
onto this piece and was broken off upon removing from the kiln. One must
question whether or not this was a locally produced piece of pottery, as such
“seconds” would not have been transported very far from the pottery.]
saucer (printed; blue; whiteware; Arts and Crafts-style motif; rim only)
saucer (painted overglaze; porcelain) [Reminiscent of F5-18]
cup (painted and gilded overglaze; porcelain; ribbed body; handled)
small plate (printed overglaze floral pattern; gilded rim; whiteware)
serving bowl (relief decorated; ironstone)
saucer (undecorated; whiteware; badly burned)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; 2” diameter base; 3 ½” diameter rim; 3” tall;
handled)
saucer (relief decorated and gilded; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 ½” diameter
rim; 5/8” tall)
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F5-24
F5-25

Draft Only

F5-26
F5-27
F5-28

P saucer (relief decorated and gilded; porcelain; 3” diameter base; 5 5/8” rim; 1”
tall; scalloped rim)
S saucer (printed and gilded; porcelain; dog/puppy design; small rim sherd only)
[Reminiscent of quality Meissen cup and saucers decorated with dog images.]
P saucer (painted and printed; Oriental/Japanese-style; porcelain; badly burned)
P saucer (gilded rim; porcelain; 3 ¾” diameter base; 6” diameter rim; 1 1/8” tall)
P saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 2 ½” diameter base; approximately 6” diameter
rim; British coat-of-arm backstamp with “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA” over
top and “ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND” beneath)
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; 5 7/8” diameter base; 9” rim; 1” tall; backstamp of
British Coat of arms with “WARRANTED BEST IRONSTONE CHINA” above
and “B. P. Co.” beneath it) [Even though this plate bears a British coat of arms in
its mark, the plate was manufactured by an American pottery firm in Cincinnati,
Ohio. The Brockmann Pottery Company was established in 1887 and continued
producing ceramic tablewares through at least the early years of the twentieth
century (Barber 1904: 118).]
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; scalloped edge; 5” diameter base; 8” diameter rim;
7/8” tall)
S plate (relief decorated and printed brown; floral patter; gilded highlights;
whiteware)
P soup plate (undecorated; ironstone; 4 7/8” diameter base; 9 ¾” diameter rim; 1 ½”
tall; impressed “40” in base) [Crossmends with large fragment from F4-31.]
S saucer (undecorated; porcelain; badly burned)
S plate (undecorated; whiteware; heavy bodied; 8” diameter)
S food canning jar (aqua; machine made; threaded lip finish; rim only)
S canning jar lid (milk glass; embossed “GENU…”; small fragment only) [Possibly
Boyd’s Genuine Porcelain Liner?]
S medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; molded; approximately 5/8” x 1
¾”; 1 3/8” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish)
S food jar? (clear; machine made?; small fragment)
S canning jar lid liner (milk glass; no embossing; small fragment only)
P bottle stopper (clear; molded) [May be for a whiskey bottle.]
S serving plate (purple carnival glass; molded strawberries on front; basket-weave
on back; approximately 9” diameter) [Carnival glass first appears in circa 1908
and gains quickly in popularity, continuing through the 1910s and 1920s.)
[Crossmends with F6-46]
S tumbler/drinking glass (clear; molded; base only)
P salad dressing bottle (aqua; rectangular base; 1 ¾” x 2”; 1 ½” neck; 1” diameter
mouth; improved tool Patent lip finish; side panels, embossed “YARNALL /
BROS. // ST. LOUIS / MO.”)
P polish bottle (clear; machine made; Blake Variant 1; 1 3/8” x 2” base; 1” neck;
machine-tooled Bead lip finish; paneled one side; 4 7/8” tall; embossed “C. E.
JOHNSON & CO. / CHICAGO”; valve scar on base) [This company produced
shoe polish and potentially printing inks. The company was still in business in
1921-22. This probably is a shoe polish bottle.]

F5-29

F5-30
F5-31
F5-32
F5-33
F5-34
F5-35
F5-36
F5-37
F5-38
F5-39
F5-40
F5-41

F5-42
F5-43

F5-44
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F5-45

F5-46

Draft Only

F5-47

P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; ¾” x 1 ¾”; 4 ¾” tall; 1 ½” ball
neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; paneled four sides; 3-piece plate bottom
mold)
P ink/mucilage bottle (clear; 2 1/8” diameter base; 2 3/8” tall; cone-shape; firepolished blow-over-mold; base embossed “SANFORD’S / 89”) [Probably an ink
bottle.]
P cruet (clear; press-molded; found; 3 ¼” diameter base;5 5/8” tall; diamond and
fan design)
S milk bottle (clear; machine made; embossed “SPRIN[GFIELD]” and
“ILLINOIS”; fragmentary)
S medicine/chemical bottle (clear; improved tool Prescription lip finish; ½”
diameter; lip only)
S soda or beer bottle (aqua; machine made; crown lip finish; lip only)
P milk bottle (clear; round; 3” diameter base; 1 ¾” diameter mouth; 6 ¾” tall;
machine made; suction scar on base; embossed slug plate “LELAND HOTEL /
FARM”; base embossed “… MFG Co”) [The base mark is partially obliterated by
the suction scar. This bottle is from the 600-acre farm operated near Springfield
in support of the Leland Hotel—a prominent fixture in downtown Springfield
during the early years of the twentieth century)
(http://sangamoncountyhistory.org/wp/?p=8661)
P serving bowl (glass; press molded; 2 ¼” diameter base; 4” diameter rim; 1 ¾” tall;
starburst and geometric designs)
P tumbler/jelly glass (clear; round; 2 1/8” diameter base; molded; approximately 3
7/8” tall; straight ¾” flutes around base; six rouletted rings around rim; several
rings appear to have been gilded)
S tumbler/jelly glass (clear; paneled; rim only)
S tumbler/drinking glass (clear; undecorated/plain; heavy bodied; rim only)
P beer bottle ? (clear; machine made; 2 ½” diameter base; 9 ¼” tall; crown lip
finish; base embossed “W. F. & S. / 10 / MIL”)[Probably a Milwaukee bottled
beer. Bottle manufactured by William Franzen and Son, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin (c.1900-1929). May have been in use as early as 1896.]
P vial (aqua; round; 5/8” diameter base; 3 ½” tall; 5/8” neck; 3-piece mold; sheared
and fire-polished lip finish)
P vase (clear; molded; round; approximately 3 7/8”-4” diameter base; 2” diameter
body; 3 ½” diameter rim; approximately 10-10 ½” tall; plant motif decoration,
possibly representing a thistle or holly?)
P lamp chimney (clear; molded top)
P lamp chimney (clear; molded top)
P lamp chimney (clear; molded top)
P lamp shade (milk glass; molded; 3 ½” diameter base; 8 ½” diameter rim; 5 ½”
tall; painted floral design and “spray-painted” highlights; ground base and top;
blow-over-mold)
P catsup bottle (clear; round; 2 ½” diameter; 9 3/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
fire-polished, blow-over-mold with screw top finish) [The 1906 Illinois Glass
Company catalogue lists these as “Champagne Catsup, Finished, Screw Top”
(1906:203).]
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F5-65

P medicine bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 1 ¾” x 2 7/8”; 9 ¼” tall; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; paneled three sides; 2 5/8” neck; improved tool Bead lip finish;
base embossed “34”)
P polish bottle (aqua; Plain Oval; 1 5/8” x 2 ½”; 5 ¾” tall; 3-piece plate bottom
mold; 1 ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; improved tool Double Bead lip finish; shoulders
embossed “KEEP FROM FIRE / MARTIN & MARTIN / CHICAGO, U.S.A. //
TRADE MARK / E-Z”) [The firm of Martin and Martin, which began in 1895,
produced both stove and shoe polish. An interesting trivia fact about the firm is
that they hired Frank Lloyd Wright to design their E-Z Polish factory in 1905
(http://www.mcnees.net/architecture/--Wright-Plus2012_Archive/Martin%20House%201904%20Full%20Research%20Text.pdf).]
P medicine/druggist bottle (clear; Chicago Oval; 1 1/8” x 1 7/8”; 5” tall; 1” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; shoulder embossed “3iii”; graduated volume
marks along the side of the bottle.)
P medicine bottle (clear; Elixir/Handy shape; 5/8” x 1 1/8”; 2 7/8” tall; 1” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; shoulder embossed with partially illegible
volume mark “3ss” on shoulder; base embossed “EVERETT”) [The Edward H.
Everett Co.—also known as the Newark Star Glass Works, produced bottles in
Newark, Ohio from ca.1881 to 1904)
(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks-3/).]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval; 1 1/8” x approximately 2 ½”; machine made; valve
scar on base; 1 ½” neck; interior shelf for glass stopper; Eagle-style flask)
P whiskey flask (clear; oval; 1 1/8” x approximately 2 ½”; 6 7/8” tall; three-piece
plate bottom mold; 1 5/8” neck; improved tool Brandy lip finish; Eagle-style
flask) [half-pint size]
S whiskey flask (clear; molded; improved tool Brandy lip finish; Eagle-style flask;
1 7/8” neck; neck/lip only)
P beer bottle (amber, round; 2 ½” diameter; 9 3/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
improved tool Crown lip finish; 3 ¾” neck; body embossed “SCHOENHOFEN /
BREW’G CO / CHICAGO”; base embossed “A B Co”) [This is the mark of the
American Bottle Company of Chicago, which was in operation from 1905 to
1929. Glass plants were located at Streator and Belleville—as well as several
other non-Illinois locations. Although the American Bottle Company was
purchased by Owens Bottle Machine Company in 1916, the Streator plant
continued to operate under the American Bottle Co. name until 1929, when they
became part of the merger that resulted in the Owens-Illinois Glass Company.
Bottles marked as such are believed to have been made between 1905 and 1916.
The presence of the improved tool Crown lip finish suggests that the bottle
probably dates closer to the 1905 date of opening rather than the 1916 date of
closing (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks/). Brewery was founded
in 1860 and remained an industrial producer of beer through the early years of the
twentieth century, finally succumbing to Prohibition and closing its doors in 1924
(http://forgottenchicago.com/articles/schoenhofen-brewery/). This is an
older-style bottle; not the later Edelweiss bottle typical of their later
advertisement (See advertisement materials at
https://chicagology.com/breweries/schoenhofentoyboys/)
S soda or beer bottle (aqua; machine made; crown lip finish; fragmentary)
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S proprietary mineral water bottle (dark green/black; round; 3 ¼” diameter base; 8
¾” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; a “shortened” Ring or Oil lip finish; 2” neck;
“C. OPPE[LL & C]O. / FRIEDRICHSHALL” around perimeter, and “ST” in
center) [Crossmends with Vessel F4-62. This is a distinctive style mineral water
bottle. In 1906, the Illinois Glass Company referenced this bottle style in their
catalog as a generic “Hunyadi Janos” bottle in reference to that firm’s use of this
bottle style (Illinois Glass Company 1906:261). Friedrichshall is a town in
southwestern Germany known historically for its mineral/salt springs. Marketing
of the mineral waters at Friedrichshall began by 1865
(https://archive.org/details/b22310952), and were soon being marketed worldwide
(see 1870s advertisements online). B the late 1880s, there had developed
significant trade mark issue
(https://books.google.com/books?id=dPBCAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA475&lpg=PA47
5&dq=Friedrichshall+mineral+water+bottle&source=bl&ots=RgNSdDsBOH&sig
=kLRdTMw2mpbzy7AKyCZOwWiKXyY&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiSouq
Mic_RAhUlw4MKHa8HDeMQ6AEIHDAB#v=onepage&q=Friedrichshall%20m
ineral%20water%20bottle&f=false). See also
http://blog.underoverarch.co.nz/2016/03/the-bitter-waters-of-archaeology/
P mustard jar (clear; round; 1 ¾” diameter; machine made?; valve scar on base;
barrel shaped; 1 ½” diameter mouth; 4 ¼” tall; horizontal bands)
P mustard jar (clear; round; 1 ¾” diameter; machine made?; valve scar on base;
barrel shaped; 1 ½” diameter mouth; 4 ¼” tall; horizontal bands)
P tumbler/drinking glass (clear; round; 2 3/8” diameter base; 2 ½” diameter rim; 3
½” tall; molded; four roulette-like lines around rim)
P tumbler/drinking glass (clear; round; 2 1/8” diameter base; 2 7/8” diameter rim; 3
¾” tall; plain/no decoration on body; starburst on base)
S tumbler/drinking glass (clear; molded; four molded/rouletted bands around rim;
rim only)
S tumbler/drinking glass (clear; molded; six rouletted bands around rim; two appear
to have been gilded; rim only)
P tumbler/drinking glass (clear; molded; round/plain with acid-etched Greek Fret or
key motif around rim; thin/fragile)
S tumbler/drinking glass (clear; press-molded; round; 2 7/8” diameter rim;
decorated in geometric “fans” and square facets; body/rim only)
S small tumbler/drinking glass (clear; 1 5/8” diameter base; thin bodied; base only)
[Probably a shot glass.]
S tumbler/drinking glass (clear; molded; three wheel-engraved bands around rim)
[similar to Vessel F4-53]
P lamp chimney (clear, 1 ½” diameter rim; straight and/or unmolded rim; firepolished sheared rim; rim only)
P lamp chimney (clear, molded rim; straight base)
P lamp chimney (clear, molded rim; straight base)
P lamp chimney (clear, molded rim; straight base)
P lamp chimney (clear, molded rim; straight base)
S medicine bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; approximately 1 ¼” x 2 ¼”; 7/8” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish)
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S medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 2” base; base only)
S whiskey flask (clear; oval; approximately 1 1/8” x 1 7/8” base; Picnic-style flask;
base only)
S indeterminate bottle (clear; round; base only)
S serving bowl (clear/lead; press-molded; large raised curved “fan” design; rim and
small body only)
S lidded serving bowl (clear/lead; press molded; decorated with geometric
design/diamonds; rim and small body only)
S cup (painted and printed overglaze; Oriental/Japanese-style; porcelain; handled;
rim only)
S lid (clear; molded; small rim only)
S cup (clear; molded; handle only)
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; 5/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
tall; ¼” neck; 3/8” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
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P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P homeopathic medicine vial (clear; turn-molded?; round; ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾”
tall; ¼” neck; ½” mouth; Patent lip finish) [part of doctor’s medicine kit]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval; 1 ½” x 3”; 8 ¼” tall; three-piece plate bottom mold; 2”
neck; improved tool Packer-style lip finish; Eagle-style flask) [full-pint size]
P whiskey flask (clear; irregular polygon; 1 1/8” x 2 3/8”; 6 1/8” tall; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; Shoo-fly flask style) [small sized—half pint?]
P proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 1 1/8” x 2 1/8”; 6 ¼” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; improved tool Patent lip finish; paneled 4 sides;
embossed “PRIMLEY’S / SPEEDY / CURE / FOR / COUGHS / AND / COLDS
// JONES & PRIMLEY CO // ELKHART, IND.”)
http://www.bottlepickers.com/bottle_articles215.htm;
(https://books.google.com/books?id=R6AFAAAAQAAJ&pg=PA398&lpg=PA39
8&dq=primleys+speedy+cure&source=bl&ots=2MHOa9LNhI&sig=hMPXhdtrqi
nOJuGwCTaf3_BnQo&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiJxN6jvPTRAhWks1QKHTwz
BjsQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=primleys%20speedy%20cure&f=false)
P medicine/pill bottle (clear; round; ¾” diameter; 4 7/8” tall; molded; Patent lip
finish; ½” diameter mouth) [Homeopathic tube vials; part of a medicine kit.]
P medicine/pill bottle (clear; round; ¾” diameter; 4 7/8” tall; molded; Patent lip
finish; ½” diameter mouth) [Homeopathic tube vials; part of a medicine kit.]
P medicine/pill bottle (clear; round; ¾” diameter; 4 7/8” tall; molded; Patent lip
finish; ½” diameter mouth) [Homeopathic tube vials; part of a medicine kit.]
P medicine/pill bottle (clear; round; ¾” diameter; 4 7/8” tall; molded; Patent lip
finish; ½” diameter mouth) [Homeopathic tube vials; part of a medicine kit.]
P medicine/pill bottle (clear; round; ¾” diameter; 4 7/8” tall; molded; Patent lip
finish; ½” diameter mouth) [Homeopathic tube vials; part of a medicine kit.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round; 1 ¾” diameter; 5” tall;1” neck; improved
tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
P sauce bottle (aqua; round; 1 7/8” diameter; 6 ¾” tall; 2 ½” neck; improved tool
Packer lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold) [The two mold sections misaligned
resulting in a prominent mold seam.]
P food jar (aqua; French Square; 2 1/8” base; 7 1/8” tall; 2 ¼” ball neck; improved
tool Packer/Patent lip finish; 1 ¼” diameter mouth; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
base embossed “K”) [relish, sauce, or pickle jar/bottle]
P polish jar/bottle (aqua; French Square; 1 5/8” base; 5” tall; 1 1/8” neck; improved
tool Patent lip finish; ¾” diameter mouth; embossed “HAUTHAWAY’S //
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PEERLESS GLOSS”) [The firm, which manufactured shoe polish, was
established in 1852 and persisted well into the early years of the twentieth
century. Several trade cards are available online
(http://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/news-photo/american-trade-cardadvertising-hathaway-sons-patent-shoe-news-photo/179806715#american-tradecard-advertising-hathaway-sons-patent-shoe-polish-picture-id179806715)
polish bottle (aqua; Erie Oval?; 1 3/8” x 2”; 4 7/8” tall; 1 1/8” neck; improved
tool Bead lip finish; ¾” diameter mouth; paneled one side; base embossed “392”;
3-piece plate bottom mold) [Very heavy bottle for its size.]
sauce bottle (aqua; round; 2 ¾” diameter base; 8” tall; approximate 3” long neck;
ringed body with round shoulders; applied tool Packer lip finish; molded but mold
seams difficult to discern) [This bottle is described by the Illinois Glass
Company, as a “green glass, plain decanter” in the “Pickle and Preserve Ware”
section of their 1906 catalogue (Illinois Glass Company 1906: 202).
Accompanying bottles are sauce and ketchup bottles. Identical bottle recovered
from Feature 4; see also F4-56.]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; round; 2 ¾” diameter base; 3-piece plate bottom
mold; 7 3/8” tall; 1 3/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish) [Similar
bottle as F5-136]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; round; 2 ½” diameter base; Ricket’s molded; 7
½” tall; 1 ½” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; 1 5/8” x 2 7/8”; 8 7/8” tall;
paneled four sides; 2” neck; improved tool Collared Ring lip finish; embossed
“HOOD’S / SARSA / PARILLA // C. K. HOOD & CO. / APOTHECARIES /
LOWELL MASS.”; base embossed “75”; 2-piece mold) [Very common “cureall” produced through 1922; lots of material at
https://oldmainartifacts.wordpress.com/2014/01/21/hoods-sarsaparilla-lowell-ma/]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 1 3/8” x 2 ¼”; 7 1/8” tall;
paneled four sides; 1 ¾” ball neck; improved tool Patent lip finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 2” base; 6 1/8” tall; 1 1/8” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia oval; 1 ¼” x 2 ¼”; 5 ¼”” tall; 1”
neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
pill bottle (clear; round; 1 3/8” diameter;4 ¾” tall; 5/8” neck; improved tool
Patent lip finish; 7/8” diameter mouth; 3-piece plate bottom mold; base embossed
“W. L. MFG. CO.”) [Many bottles from circa 1900 associated with Doctor’s
medicine kits are marked with such. Not identified.]
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Chicago Oval; 7/8” x 1 3/8”; 3 ½” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; embossed “CHAS. W. GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD,
ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE” with drawing of druggist mortar and pestle; base
practically illegible but appears to be embossed “PAT May 15, 88 / D. F. & D.”)
[Seems to be “PAT” and not “PAT’D” like larger bottles?]
proprietary medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Union Oval; 1 ½” x 2 1/8”;4 3/4'”
tall; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
embossed body “WYETH & BR0 / PHILADA”) [“In 1872, an employee of
Wyeth’s, Henry Bower, invented a machine for making tablets from medicinal
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powders, allowing mass production of pills with pre-measured dosages. After fire
destroyed the shop in 1889, the brothers left the retail business and opened a
larger manufacturing facility at the corner of 11th & Washington. The company’s
products included a wide array of compressed pills, effervescing salts, elixirs,
lozenges, suppositories, and bottled cannabis powder (to be taken with hot
brandy, according to its label). His son Stuart took over the drug business at John
Wyeth’s death in 1907, and at the younger Wyeth’s death in 1929, the company
was bequeathed to his alma mater, Harvard University. Harvard sold the
company to American Home Products in 1932, and AHP rebranded itself Wyeth
in 2002.” https://oldmainartifacts.wordpress.com/2013/12/13/john-wyeth-brophiladelphia-pa/
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia oval; ¾” x 1 1/8”; 2 ¾” tall; 7/8”
neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base embossed “McC”)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1” x 1 3/8”; 3 ½” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 7/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 7/8” x 1 3/8”; 3 5/8” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 7/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base
embossed “F & F CO”, with oversized “&”)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1” x 1 ¾”; 4 ½” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
spice bottle (clear; oval; ¾” x 1 ½”4 ¾” tall; ground blow-over-mold with exterior
screw threads; distinctively decorated bottle ribbed top; stars in basketweave base;
recessed banner through mid-section embossed “THE A. COLBURN CO”; Picnic
or “pumpkin seed” style flask) [Although this appears to be a small whiskey flask,
the Colburn Company was a large spice company from Philadelphia. One source
noted the company was “one of the oldest and largest importers and
manufacturers of spices” (Credit Monthly 1921:23). This bottle probably
contained a liquid spice or flavoring extract—such as vanilla. Firm was
established in 1857.]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 7/8” base; 2 ¾” tall; ¾” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1” base; 3 3/8” tall; 7/8” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold; base embossed
“T”) [May be the mark for the Tibbey Brothers glass company (1880-1914).]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 7/8” base; 2 ¾” tall; ¾” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 7/8” base; 2 ¾” tall; ¾” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 ¼” x 2 1/8”; 5 ¼” tall; 3piece plate bottom mold; 1 1/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
soda water bottle (aqua; round; 2 ½” diameter; 6 5/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom
mold; improved tool Blob-top or Hutchinson lip finish; embossed “C. J.
PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILLS” on side and “P” on base.)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; round; 2 ¾” diameter; 6 ¾” tall; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 1 ¼” neck; improved tool angular double ring lip finish; embossed
“CITRATE OF MAGNESIA”) [Citrate of Magnesia was a common nineteenth
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century laxative, often bottle by pharmacists at local drug stores. This bottle
finish was suited for wire closures, which were often associated with Citrate of
Magnesia bottles. In circa 1910, a new finish was introduced.]
medicine/chemical bottle (amber; round; 1 ¾” diameter; 4 ¾” tall; 1” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; French Square; 1 5/8” base; 5” tall; 1 1/8”
neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; embossed “COLDEN’S / LIQUID
BEEF TONIC / PHYSICIANS SAMPLE”) [Advertised as a remedy for “For
Wasting Diseases”]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1” x 1 ¾”; 4 ½” tall; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Salamander Oval; 7/8” x 1 3/8”; 7/8” neck;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3 ½” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Erie Oval; 1 1/8” x 2”; 4 ¾” tall; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; round; approximately 3” diameter; unknown
height; 1 ¼” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; thick bodied; molded)
lamp chimney (clear; molded top; straight base)
lamp chimney (clear; crimped top; small pedals; 3/inch; straight base)
lamp chimney (clear; crimped top; large pedals; 1/inch; straight base)
pill bottle (clear; round; 1 3/8” diameter; 4 ¾” tall; 5/8” neck; ¾” mouth;
improved tool “Patent-like” lip finish; base embossed “W. L. MFG CO”)
mustard jar (clear; molded; rim only)
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Chicago Oval; unknown size and height; 3piece plate bottom mold; embossed “CHAS. W. GILL / DRUGGIST /
SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE” with drawing of druggist mortar
and pestle; body only)
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Chicago Oval; 1 ½” x 2 ¼”; unknown height;
3-piece plate bottom mold; embossed “CHAS. W. GILL / DRUGGIST /
SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE” with drawing of druggist mortar
and pestle; base practically illegible but appears to be embossed “PAT’D May 15,
88 / D. F. & D.”) [This mark was in use by Dean, Foster, and Dawley Company
beginning in 1888. The firm “produced and distributed ‘many styles of
prescription bottles, but one particular style of prescription bottle, the Chicago
Oval, has the base markings of D. F. & D.. The bottle design was patented on
May 15, 1888.’” (Lockhart, Schriever, Lindsey and Serr n.d.:48-49). Although
Dean, Foster, and Dawley became Dean, Foster & Company in 1893, there is
some confusion as to whether the earlier mark continued past the 1893 date.
Bethman (1991) suggests that this mark, on these Chicago Oval style bottles,
suggests a date of 1888 to 1893.]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; molded; Philadelphia Oval; 1 ¼” x 2 1/8”;
unknown height; base only)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; molded; Salamander Oval; 1 ¼” x 2”; unknown
height; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base and lip only)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 7/8” base; unknown height;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; ¾” neck)
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F5-172
F5-173
F5-174

Draft Only

F5-175

S whiskey flask (clear; molded; 1 ½” neck; improved tool Brandy lip finish; neck
only) [Potentially represents an Eagle-style flask)
S medicine/chemical bottle (clear; molded; 7/8” neck; improved tool Prescription
lip finish; neck only)
S medicine/chemical bottle (clear; molded; 7/8” neck; improved tool Prescription
lip finish; neck only)
S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; French Square; unknown size and height; body
only)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; ¾” x 1 ¼”; unknown height;
base and body only)
S indeterminate bottle (aqua; round; approximately 2 ½” diameter; molded; base
only)
S ink/mucilage bottle (aqua; round; cone shaped; base only)
S canning jar lid liner (milk glass; molded; small fragment
S lamp chimney (clear; 1 ¼” straight base; base only)
S whiskey flask (clear; irregular polygon; 1 ¼” x 2 ½”; unknown height; 3-piece
plate bottom mold; Shoo-fly flask style; base and body only) [small sized—half
pint?; from upper fill deposits?]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 ¼” x 2 ¼”; unknown
height; 3-piece plate bottom mold; base embossed : “McC”; base and body only)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1 ½” x 2 ¾”; 6 ½” tall; 1 ¼”
neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
P pill bottle (clear; round; 1 3/8” diameter; 4 ¾” tall; 5/8” neck; ¾” mouth;
improved tool “Patent-like” lip finish; base embossed “W. L. MFG CO”) [Mark
has not been identified; same as F5-66]
P medicine/pill bottle (clear; round; ¾” diameter; 4 7/8” tall; molded; Patent lip
finish; ½” diameter mouth) [Homeopathic tube vials; part of a medicine kit.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; 1” x 1 ¾”; 4 1/4” tall; 1 1/8”
neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold; base
embossed “T”)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; [see discussion of Salamader
Ovals, Feature 4] ¾” x 1 1/8”; 2 ¾” tall; ¾” neck; improved tool Prescription lip
finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold; base embossed “F & F CO”) [This mark is not
identified. Although the mark of “F. F. & Co” has been attributed to the Boston
firm of Fox, Fultz & Company, which operated from (c. 1894-1911+), it is
doubtful that this is the proper attribution of this mark
(www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks-3/). A more plausible interpretation is
that this mark was associated with the Chicago wholesale druggists, Fuller and
Fuller Company (1884-1915) (Currey 1918:78).
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Philadelphia Oval; ¾” x 1 1/8”; 2 ¾” tall; ¾”
neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; ¾” x 1 ½”; 1 ¾” neck;
improved tool Packer lip finish; 5 1/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; paneled 3
sides)

F5-176
F5-177
F5-178
F5-179
F5-180
F5-181

F5-182
F5-183
F5-184

F5-185
F5-186

F5-187

F5-188
F5-189
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F5-190

F5-191

Draft Only

F5-192

P proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; 1 3/8” x 2 ¼; 3-piece plate
bottom mold; 2” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; paneled four sides;
embossed “DR. H. S. WOODARD // BLOOMINGTON, ILLS.”; 6 ½” tall)
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; 7/8” x 1 ¾”; 1 3/8” neck;
improved tool Patent lip finish; 5 3/8” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold) [Glass
must have been a bit too cold when the lip finish was applied, as the neck exhibits
unusual roughness.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; ¾” x 1 ½”; 1 ¼” neck;
improved tool Patent lip finish; 5” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold; paneled 3
sides; embossed “UMATILLA / INDIAN RELIEF”) [Fike (1987:184) notes the
product advertised in 1895 and 1910. According to one 1893 advertisement,
“Umatilla Indian Relief is a sovereign cure for rheumatism and all painful
diseases ; numerous cases have been cured by the free use of this Relief, when the
ordinary methods recommended by medical men have proven useless or
injurious” https://www.newspapers.com/newspage/71545991/.]
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round;1” diameter; 4” tall; improved tool Patent
lip finish; 1” neck; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
P proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; oval; ¾” x 1 3/8”; improved tool Patent lip
finish; ¾” neck; embossed “KEMPS BALSAM”) [Some collectors suggest that
this may be a sample bottle. Kemp’s Balsam was a treatment “for the throat and
lungs.” This product continued in use through the early twentieth century
(Belluscio 2012).]
P medicine/chemical bottle (clear; round cornered Blake; 1” x 1 ¾”;4 3/8” tall;
improved tool Prescription lip finish; 3-piece plate bottom mold)
P medicine/drug bottle (clear; round; 3/8” 2 ¼” tall; molded; Patent lip finish; 3/16”
diameter mouth) [Homeopathic tube vials; part of a medicine kit?]
P proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; round; 1” diameter; 3 ¾” tall; 5/8” neck;
improved tool Patent lip finish; embossed “DR. THOMPSON’S / EYE WATER /
NEW LONDON / CONNT”; base embossed “McC”) [Dr. Thompson’s eye water
was first introduced in the late eighteenth century and continued in use through at
least 1939. Company produced numerous trade cards. Product advertised “for
weak and inflamed eyes.” Product contained opium, and was blamed for loss of
eyesight in multiple legal cases by the 1890s https://chs.org/2014/06/drthompsons-celebrated-eye-water/;
https://books.google.com/books?id=q9LnAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA149&lpg=PA149
&dq=dr+thompson+eye+water&source=bl&ots=Um4U27izuf&sig=KvmaC2OHN51FsV9DQf_ydmsIXU&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj1tMTmrvTR
AhXlhFQKHWGjBME4FBDoAQg_MAg#v=onepage&q=dr%20thompson%20e
ye%20water&f=false; https://manuscripts.wordpress.com/2014/06/11/drthompsons-celebrated-eye-water/
P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; round; 1 ¾” diameter; round shoulder; 2” neck;
improved tool Packer lip finish; 5” tall; contents contain a viscous oil-like
substance)
No number assigned.
P indeterminate wide-mouth jar (clear; round; 3” diameter; 7 ½” tall; round
shoulders; improved tool Patent or Packer-style lip finish; 1 ¼” diameter mouth;

F5-193
F5-194

F5-195
F5-196
F5-197

F5-198

F5-199
F5-200
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P

Draft Only

F5-201

F5-202

P

F5-203

P

F5-204

P

F5-205
F5-206

S
P

base embossed “I G Co”) [Potentially a large pill bottle? The mark references the
Illinois Glass Company of Alton, Illinois which was in business from 1873
through 1929.
electrical insulator (aqua; round; 2 ¼” x 3 ½” tall; molded; interior screw threads;
round top embossed “W. BROOFIELD / 45 CLIFF ST. / N. Y.”) [This is a “blobtop” pole insulator probably used with telegraph and phone lines. Although the
insulator is marked “Broofield,” it probably was produced by the Brookfield
Glass Company which was at this particular address from 1882-1889. During the
1890s, higher voltage insulators for electrical power lines became more common.
It is unclear as to why such an industrial artifact would end up in the base of a
domestic privy (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/brookfield-glass-company/).]
lamp chimney (clear; crimped top; small pedals; 3/inch; 1 ¼” straight base; 8 ¾”
tall)
serving bowl (decal decorated and gold print; fruit motif; whiteware; round; 5 ¼”
diameter base; 9 ½” diameter rim; 2” tall)
saucer (relief decorated; silver printed overglaze; porcelain; 3” diameter base; 6”
diameter rim; ¾” tall)
saucer (decal-decorated; whiteware; floral/rose pattern; rim only)
vial (clear; round; 3/8” diameter; 1 ½” tall; ¼” diameter mouth; fragile lip finish)
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Feature 6
Lot Inventories

Draft Only

Lot F6-1
1
undecorated porcelain (green backstamp; partially legible “AUSTRIA” with Germanstyle eagle)
1
undecorated whiteware (illegible green backstamp)
Lot F6-2
4
(Vessel 1)
1
(Vessel 2)
2
(Vessel 3)
1
(Vessel 4)
2
(Vessel 5)
3
(Vessel 6)
1
(Vessel 7)
2
(Vessel 8)
1
(Vessel 9)
1
(Vessel 10)
1
(Vessel 10)
1
(Vessel 11)
1
(Vessel 12)
6
undecorated porcelain
2
decal decorated porcelain
8
undecorated whiteware
1
indeterminate whiteware (burned; melted)
1
undecorated whiteware (burned)
1
red paste stoneware (clear glazed exterior; molded decoration; white slipped intereior)
1
container glass (amber)
1
milk glass (globe?)
2
lamp chimney (clear)
1
container glass (dark green/black)
3
container glass (aqua)
7
container glass (clear)
6
window glass (aqua)
2
wire-drawn nails (2 ½” long)
1
spike (square stock; 4” long)
9
“tin” container fragmetns
1
electrical porcelain “knob” (from “knob and tube” wiring)
1
unidentified aluminum (burned)
10
shaley coal
3
coal clinkers
7
bone (burned)
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Lot F6-3
1
(Vessel 3)
7
(Vessel 4)
5
(Vessel 6)
1
(Vessel 13)
1
(Vessel 14)
2
Vessel 16
3
undecorated whiteware
2
lamp chimney (clear)
4
container glass (aqua)
13
window glass (aqua; mostly large pieces; possibly from single pane)
1
machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (2 ¼” long)
2
wire-drawn nail fragments
5
indeterminate nail fragments
1
copper wire (small gauge)
1
rivet (?)(steel; ½” diameter head)
1
butt hinge (4 ½” x 4 ½”)
41
“tin” container fragments [not cans?]
1
brick (small fragment)
5
bone
Lot F6-4
1
(Vessel 4)
4
(Vessel 6)
1
(Vessel 14)
1
(Vessel 15)
3
(Vessel 16)
1
(Vessel 17)
1
(Vessel 18)
1
(Vessel 19)
1
(Vessel 20)
4
(Vessel 21)
1
(Vessel 22)
2
(Vessel 23)
1
Vessel 62
6
container glass (aqua)
2
container glass (clear)
2
window glass (aqua)
5
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
copper electrical terminal (with set screws) [light bulb socket or switch?]
3
“tin” container fragments
39
bone (many small crushed fragments)
1
cast “pot metal” bust of Abraham Lincoln (1 3/8” wide; 3” tall)
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Lot F6-5
2
(Vessel 16)
2
(Vessel 17)
2
(Vessel 24)
3
(Vessel 25)
1
(Vessel 26)
3
(Vessel 27)
2
(Vessel 28)
2
(Vessel 29)
1
(Vessel 30)
1
(Vessel 31)
1
(Vessel 32)
1
(Vessel 33)
1
(Vessel 34)
1
(Vessel 35)
1
undecorated whiteware
8
container glass (aqua)
8
container glass (clear)
10
window glass (aqua) (one is 1.65mm thick; remaining range between 2.08mm-2.54mm
thickness)
1
window glass (clear)
1
indeterminate nail fragment
2
“tin” container fragments
1
unidentified metal
77
bone (many small crushed fragments)
Lot F6-6
1
(Vessel 36)
1
(Vessel 37)
1
(Vessel 38)
1
(Vessel 39)
15
(Vessel 40)
2
(Vessel 41)
1
(Vessel 42)
18
(Vessel 43)
2
(Vessel 44)
1
(Vessel 45)
1
(Vessel 46)
1
(Vessel 47)
1
(Vessel 48)
1
undecorated whiteware
1
container glass (aqua)
2
container glass (amber)
1
container glass (clear)
6
window glass (aqua)
2
window glass (clear) (1.88mm and 2.10mm thick)
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indeterminate nail fragment
“tin” containers (can bases)
zinc canning jar lid (screw top)
cork (1/2” diameter)
coal
shaleycoal
coal clinker
bone

Draft Only

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
41

Lot F6-7
1
Vessel 1 [Odd that this is in base of feature; with Vessels 56-61 which are all small
secondary vessels representing redeposited midden?]
35
(Vessel 41)
11
(Vessel 46)
1
(Vessel 49)
1
(Vessel 50)
1
(Vessel 51)
1
(Vessel 52)
1
(Vessel 53)
20
(Vessel 54)
2
(Vessel 55)
1
(Vessel 56)
1
(Vessel 57)
1
(Vessel 58)
3
(Vessel 59)
2
(Vessel 60)
1
(Vessel 61)
1
undecorated whiteware
1
undecorated whiteware (blue backstamp; illegible Dutch mark?)
1
porcelain doll head (painted)
15
lamp chimney (clear)
2
container glass (clear)
1
container glass (clear; melted)
2
iron rod (1 ½” and 4” long; each 3/8” diameter)
1
“tin” lid or container (can) top (2 ½” diameter)
1
copper sheet metal (1/16” thick)
1
lead fitting (round; 1” interior diameter with flange)
1
shoe leather (insole and upper toe fragment; child’s shoe?)
1
slate (brown) [Roofing slate?]
1
coal
2
shaley coal
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S
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Feature 6
F6-1
F6-2
F6-3
F6-4

F6-5

S

F6-6

S

F6-7

P

F6-8

S

F6-9
F6-10

S
S

F6-11
F6-12

S
S

F6-13

S

F6-14

P

F6-15
F6-16

S
P

F6-17
F6-18

P
P

saucer (decal and relief decorated; rose pattern; porcelain)
plate (printed; brown; aesthetic pattern; whiteware)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; handled)
small plate (printed; gold floral design; gilt band around rim; whiteware; 4 ½”
diameter base; 7 3/8” diameter rim; ¾” tall; backstamp with image of a vase
marked “VITREOUS / EDWIN M. KNOWLES / CHINA CO. / 15-2-3”) [This
firm began production in West Virginia beginning in 1900. This “vase” mark was
in use from 1901 through circa 1948; the three numbers beneath the mark refer to
the year, in this case a 1915 date of manufacture. ]
http://www.mygrannysatticantiques.com/html/a_basic_guide_to_dating_edwin_.h
tml
crockery jar (Bristol-glazed; stoneware; approximately 8” diameter rim; jigger
molded)
crockery jar (salt-glazed; stoneware; slipped interior; approximately 6 ½”
diameter base; approximately 7” diameter rim; hand turned; burned) [one-gallon
size?]
mustard jar (clear; round; machine made; 1 7/8” diameter base; 4 ½” tall; barrelshaped; screw-top lip finish; base embossed with diamond with “864” embossed
in center and “10” beneath it)
tumbler/drinking glass (clear; press molded; decorated in starburst and geometric
pattern; 2 3/8” diameter base)
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; round; two small “beads” around rim; small rim only)
whiskey flask (clear; blow-over-mold; fire-polished Brandy lip finish; lip/neck
only)
cold cream jar (milk glass; machine made; screw top lid; rim only)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; molded; Blake Variant 1; approximately 1 ¼” x 2
1/8”; unknown height; 1” neck; 5/8” diameter mouth; improved tool variant of
Prescription lip finish which is rounded and borders on a Bead finish)
saucer (overglaze printed and painted; polychrome; Geisha-girl pattern; Japanese
porcelain)
serving bowl (printed; gold floral design; gilt band around rim; whiteware; 4 ½”
diameter base; 7 ¾” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; backstamp with image of a vase
marked “VITREOUS / EDWIN M. KNOWLES / CHINA CO. / 15-2-3”) [Same
pattern, part of set, with Vessels F6-4 and F6-16)
small plate (undecorated; whiteware; approximately 8” diameter; rim only)
small plate (printed; gold floral design; gilt band around rim; whiteware; 4 ½”
diameter base; 7 3/8” diameter rim; ¾” tall; backstamp with image of a vase
marked “VITREOUS / EDWIN M. KNOWLES / CHINA CO. / 15-2-3”) [Same
as Vessel F6-4]
small pitcher (decal decorated; porcelain; 2” diameter base; approximately 3” tall)
soda water bottle (aqua; round; 2 3/8” diameter base; approximately 8” tall; lip
finish missing; body embossed “W. W. CLUTTER / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”; base
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P

F6-20

P

F6-21

S

Draft Only

F6-19

F6-22

P

F6-23

S

F6-24
F6-25

S
P

F6-26

P

F6-27

P

F6-28

P

F6-29

P

F6-30

P

F6-31

P

F6-32

P

F6-33

S

F6-34

S

F6-35

S

F6-36

p

F6-37

P

embossed “C”; machine made?) [Although the lip is missing, it probably had a
crown lip finish similar to Vessel F6-49.]
pickle/relish jar (clear; Blake Variant 1; 1 5/8” x 2 1/8”; 7 7/8” tall; machine
made; suction scar on base; 1 3/8” mouth; interior channel to receive cap)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; molded; French Square; 1 5/8” square base; 5 ¼”
tall; 1 1/8” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish;
canning jar (aqua; molded; approximately 4” diameter base; base embossed “PAT
NOV 26 67 / 43”; base and body only)
shot glass (clear; round; 1 ¼” diameter base; 1 5/8” diameter mouth; 2 1/8” tall;
plain; blow-over-mold ground rim?)
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; round; 1 7/8” diameter base; unknown height; single
rouletted band around rim)
saucer (relief decorated; twentieth-century style; scalloped edge; whiteware)
cup plate/butter pad dish (decal decorated; rose pattern; whiteware; 2” diameter
base; 3 ¼” diameter rim) [Same pattern—part of set—located in base of Feature
12]
tumbler/drinking glass (clear; round; 2 1/8” diameter base; 2 ½” diameter rim; 3
½” tall; four rouletted bands of two different sizes around rim) [same as Vessel
F6-62]
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; round; 2 1/8” diameter base; 2 ½” diameter rim; 3 ½”
tall; narrow straight sided flutes up side of vessel; molded)
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; round; 2 1/8” diameter base; 3” diameter rim; 5” tall;
narrow straight sided flutes up side of vessel; molded) [tall variety of F6-27]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; French Square; 1 5/8” diameter base; 5 1/8” tall;
1” neck; improved tool Prescription lip finish; base embossed with a reversed “2”)
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Golden Gate Oval; 1 1/8” x 1 ¾”; 5 1/8” tall;
improved tool Collared Ring lip finish; shoulder embossed “3iii” and body
embossed “THE HOME OF PURE DRUGS / JOHN W. COBBS DRUG CO. /
SIXTH & WASHINGTON STS.”; base embossed “C. … CO.”)
chemical bottle (amber; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; 6 ¼” tall; machine-made;
suction scar on base; base embossed “899 / 3”; Flared Ring lip finish)
proprietary medicine bottle (clear; Plain Oval; 7/8” x 1 3/8”; 3 5/8” tall; improved
tool Collared Ring lip finish; body embossed “SELL & COE / DRUGGISTS /
SPRINGFIELD ILL”)
lamp chimney (clear; straight top; blow-over-mold and ground finish; ¾”
diameter rim; small child’s lamp or toy lamp)
bottle/jar (clear; round; 3” diameter base; molded; embossed “I. G. CO”; base
only) [Illinois Glass Company mark]
bottle/jar (clear; round 2 5/8” diameter; machine made; based embossed with a
reversed “4”; base only)
proprietary chemical/oil bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 1 3/8” x 1 ¾”; 4 7/8” tall;
1 ¼” ball neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; paneled four sides; embossed
“THE SINGER MANFG. CO. / TRADEMARK” with Singer Company logo.)
proprietary chemical bottle (clear; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; 6 1/8” tall; molded;
1 ¼” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; body embossed “LARKIN CO. /
BUFFALO”) [Established in 1875, the Larkin Company was a very successful
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P
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F6-38

F6-39
F6-40

P
P

F6-41

P

F6-42

S

F6-43
F6-44
F6-45

P
S
S

F6-46

P

F6-47

S

F6-48
F6-49

S
P

F6-50

P

soap manufacturer that initiated direct sales marketing to customers. The firm
experienced rapid growth during the years 1892-1904. By 1905, the company’s
catalog “was offering over 115 products, including soaps, toiletries, shampoo,
coffee and teas, extracts, cocoa, spices, chocolate, soups, perfumes [and] by 1912,
the Larkin Catalogue was second only to the Sears Catalog in variety of products
being offered” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Larkin_Company).
salve jar (clear; round; 1 ¾” diameter base; 2 5/8” tall; machine-made; 7/8” neck;
1” diameter mouth; suction scar on base; threaded lip finish) [The 1906 Illinois
Glass Company’s catalog labels a similar bottle as “Extra Wide Mouth Vaseline ,
Screw Top” machine-made bottle (1906:282).]
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; molded; no embossing; 2 ½” diameter)
canning jar (aqua; machine made; round; 2 ¾” diameter base; approximately 2 ¼”
diameter mouth; threaded/screw lip finish; approximately 6” tall; valve scar on
base)
decanter or liquor bottle ? (clear/lead; molded; 4 3/8” square base; large pontil on
base; bottle tapers towards top and is molded in the shape of the Eiffel Tower;
lip/mouth is missing; base is embossed “DEPOSE”) [This may have been a
souvenir item from the 1889 Paris Exhibition, which was the opening of the Eiffel
Tower. See http://www.antiques-delaval.com/en/crystal-glassware-nineteenthtwentieth/4678-crystal-glass-eiffel-tower-paris-souvenir-expo-1889-xixth.html for
a similar souvenir item.]
liquor bottle (amber; molded; long neck; applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish; 1”
diameter lip; lip/neck only)
lamp chimney (clear; molded rim; straight base)
indeterminate tableware (clear; press molded; geometric pattern)
medicine bottle (clear; improved tool prescription lip finish; ½” diameter mouth;
lip/neck only)
serving plate/bowl (purple carnival glass; molded strawberries on front; basketweave on back; approximately 9” diameter) [Carnival glass first appears in circa
1908 and gains quickly in popularity, continuing through the 1910s and 1920s.)
[Crossmends with F5-41]
small plate (undecorated; whiteware; approximately 4 ¼” diameter base; base
only)
serving bowl (gilded rim; whiteware; small rim only)
soda water bottle (aqua; round; 2 3/8” diameter base; 8” tall; improved tool crown
lip finish; body embossed “W. W. CLUTTER / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”; base does
not have the embossed “C”; base is embossed with illegible mark) [see also
Vessel F6-18.]
soda water bottle (aqua; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; 7 ¾” tall; machine-made;
crown lip finish; suction scar on base; straight sided or cylindrical form; body
embossed “COCA-COLA / TRADE MARK REGISTERED” in midsection of
body; heel embossed “THIS BOTTLE NOT SOLD // 2”) The distinctive “hobble
skirt” Coca-Cola bottle was introduced in 1915-16, and did not become standard
issue by all distributors until circa 1920. Additionally, after September 1914, all
bottles were required to have volume contents indicated—which this bottle does
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P

F6-52

P

Draft Only

F6-51

F6-53

P

F6-54

P

F6-55

P

F6-56

S

F6-57
F6-58

S
S

F6-59

P

F6-60
F6-61

S
S

F6-62

S

not appear to have (Lockhart 2010: 333). It would appear that this bottle was
probably made sometime after circa 1905 and prior to 1914.]
catsup bottle (clear; octagonal base; 2 ¼” base; 9 ¼” tall; blow-over-mold screw
top finish; fire polished lip) [The Illinois Glass Company catalog for 1906
identifies this as a “Fluted Champagne Catsup” (1906:203).]
syrup pitcher (clear; molded; geometric design/decoration; 3 ½” diameter base; 6
¼” tall; blow-over-mold?; rim not ground; unusual base mark suggesting machine
made?)
food jar (clear; round; machine made; 2 ½” diameter base; 5 ¼” tall; 1 ½”
diameter rim; interior lip to receive cap; suction scar on base) [The 1906 Illinois
Glass Company catalog identifies this jar as a “Straight Mustard” and “Straight
Pickle” jar (1906:210).]
vase (carnival glass; green; round 3 ½” diameter base; unknown height; molded;
diamond “knobbed” pattern)
tumbler/drinking glass (clear; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; approximately 3”
diameter rim; approximately 5” tall; alternating narrow straight side flutes up side
of vessel alternating plain and geometric/crosshatched design; starburst base;
molded)
indeterminate hollowware (clear/lead; acid etched and wheel engraved floral
design; body only)
cup (printed; flow blue; whiteware; small rim only)
small bowl? (printed; brown; small floral and geometric design; early twentieth
century ware; whiteware; small rim only)
tea caddy or ginger jar (printed; blue; floral pattern; hard paste oriental porcelain;
1 5/8” diameter base; approximately 1 5/8” diameter mouth; approximately 2 ½”
to 3” tall)
serving bowl? (printed; brown; whiteware; base only)
saucer (printed; overglaze; porcelain; puppy dog pattern) [Cross mends with sherd
in top of Feature 5 (Vessel F5-25).]
tumbler/drinking glass (clear; round; 2 1/8” diameter base; 2 ½” diameter rim; 3
½” tall; four rouletted bands of two different sizes around rim) [small rim only;
same as Vessel F6-26]
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Feature 12
Lot Inventories

Draft Only

Lot F12-1
4
(Vessel 1)
1
(Vessel 2)
1
(Vessel 3)
1
(Vessel 4)
1
(Vessel 5)
1
(Vessel 6)
1
(Vessel 7)
1
(Vessel 8)
1
(Vessel 9)
1
(Vessel 10)
12
undecorated whiteware
1
printed whiteware (burned; color indeterminate)
1
Bristol-glazed stoneware
2
milk glass (lamp shade?)
6
container glass (clear)
2
lamp chimney
7
container glass (clear; melted)
2
window glass (aqua)
1
bone
Lot F12-2
1
(Vessel 10)
3
(Vessel 12)
3
(Vessel 13)
8
undecorated whiteware
2
container glass (clear)
3
Bristol-glazed stoneware
4
window glass (aqua; 2.54mm-3.05mm thick)
1
wire-drawn nail (2 ½” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (1 ¼” long)
2
wire-drawn nail fragments
7
indeterminate nail fragments
1
railroad spike (5 ½” long)
1
steel rod
1
“tin” container (can base?)
1
“tin” container (1 ½” x 2” x 3”; with perforated top; spice can?)
3
unidentified iron
1
brass rivet (1/2” diameter; attached to leather)
2
fabric (small)
1
shaley coal
11
bone
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Draft Only

Lot F12-3
1
(Vessel 11)
3
undecorated whiteware
3
container glass (clear)
4
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
bolt/spike fragment
1
“tin” container fragment
2
wood (knots)
11
bone

Lot F12-4
1
(Vessel 14)
1
(Vessel 15)
2
(Vessel 16)
1
(Vessel 17)
1
(Vessel 18)
2
(Vessel 19)
1
(Vessel 20)
1
(Vessel 21)
1
(Vessel 22)
1
(Vessel 23)
1
redware
3
undecorated whiteware
2
container glass (aqua)
3
container glass (clear)
1
wire-drawn nail (1 ½” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (2 ¼” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (2 ½” long)
3
wire-drawn nail fragments
2
indeterminate nail fragments
2
shaley coal
1
coal clinker
2
wood (hardwood; oak?)
13
bone
Lot F12-5
1
(Vessel 17)
1
(Vessel 24)
1
(Vessel 25)
1
(Vessel 26)
1
(Vessel 27)
1
(Vessel 28)
2
(Vessel 29)
1
(Vessel 30)
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(Vessel 31)
(Vessel 32)
(Vessel 33)
(Vessel 34)
(Vessel 35)
(Vessel 36)
(Vessel 37)
(Vessel 38)
(Vessel 39)
(Vessel 40)
(Vessel 41)
(Vessel 42)
(Vessel 43)
(Vessel 44)
(Vessel 45)
(Vessel 46)
(Vessel 47)
undecorated porcelain
undecorated whiteware
container glass (clear)
printed porcelain (oriental/Japanese pattern)
lamp chimney
window glass (aqua)
window glass (clear)
wire-drawn nail fragments
indeterminate nail fragments
“tin” container fragmernts
shaley coal
bone

Draft Only

4
2
1
3
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
5
1
14
1
1
1
3
5
1
61
1
2
9
7
3
6
34

Lot F12-6
1
(Vessel 21)
71
(Vessel 45)
4
Vessel 47
1
(Vessel 48)
1
(Vessel 49)
3
(Vessel 50)
2
(Vessel 51)
2
(Vessel 52)
3
(Vessel 53)
2
(Vessel 54)
3
(Vessel 55)
2
(Vessel 57)
4
(Vessel 58)
4
(Vessel 59)
2
(Vessel 60)
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(Vessel 61)
(Vessel 62)
(Vessel 63)
(Vessel 64)
(Vessel 65)
(Vessel 66)
(Vessel 67)
(Vessel 68)
(Vessel 69)
(Vessel 70)
(Vessel 71)
(Vessel 72)
(Vessel 73)
(Vessel 74)
(Vessel 75)
(Vessel 76)
(Vessel 77)
(Vessel 78)
(Vessel 79)
(Vessel 80)
(Vessel 81)
(Vessel 82)
(Vessel 83)
(Vessel 84)
(Vessel 85)
(Vessel 86)
(Vessel 87)
(Vessel 88)
(Vessel 89)
canning jar (aqua)
container glass (amber)
container glass (clear)
undecorated whiteware
lamp chimney
window glass (aqua)
window glass (clear)
plate glass (clear; 4.06mm thick)
wire-drawn nail fragments
wire split ring (steel; thin gauge; ¾” diameter)
burned rubber
fabric
coal
shaley coal
burned shale
burned pyrite
wood (softwood)

Draft Only

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
4
3
7
2
1
2
1
3
1
4
3
3
8
3
22
1
6
13
160
1
1
2
7
1
1
1
18
6
4
2
3
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1
374
1

small floral sample (includes eggshell with attached membranes)
bone
bone toothbrush

Draft Only

Lot F12-7
2
edge decorated (blue) whiteware
1
container glass (clear)
1
wire-drawn nail fratment
1
indeterminate nail fragment
2
burned shale
Lot F12-8
1
container glass (amber; bottle; round; body only, embossed “SPRINGFIELD”)
2
undecorated whiteware
1
container glass (aqua)
3
wire-drawn nail fragments
3
indeterminate nail fragments
1
unidentified iron (can?)
1
wood (privy lining, potentially oak?)

Feature 12
F12-1
P
F12-2
S
F12-3
S
F12-4
S
F12-5
S
F12-6
S
F12-7
S
F12-8
P
F12-9
S
F12-10
S
F12-11

P

F12-12

P

F12-13

P

F12-14

P

F12-15

P

Vessel Inventory

saucer (printed and painted; overglaze; Oriental/Japanese pattern; porcelain)
saucer (undecorated; whiteware)
saucer (undecorated; whiteware)
saucer (undecorated; whiteware)
plate (painted; overglaze; porcelain)
cup (undecorated; porcelain; small rim only)
cup (gilded; relief decorated; whiteware; rim only)
homeopathic vial (clear; molded; 3/8” diameter; 2 ¼” tall; ¼” diameter mouth)
drinking glass/jelly glass (clear; rouletted bands around rim)
food jar (clear; round; approximately 2 ¼” diameter rim; threaded lip finish;
machine-made)
salve jar (cobalt blue; round; 1 ½” diameter; 2 ½” tall; threaded lip finish;
machine-made; base embossed with two large triangles, one inside the other;
metal screw cap still intact)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; 1 ¾” base; 2 ¼” tall; unknown diameter; probably
handled)
cup (decal decorated; bluebird design; painted; blue lined rim; whiteware; 1 5/8”
base; 3 ½” diameter mouth; 2 ¼” tall; handled)
food/condiment jar (aqua; French Square; 1 ¾” base; 4 7/8” tall; 7/8” long neck; 1
1/8” diameter mouth; Patent lip finish; machine-made; suction scar on base)
[pickle or relish jar?]
chemical bottle (amber; round; 2 1/8” diameter; 5 3/8” tall; 7/8” long neck; 3/8”
wide mouth; threaded lip finish; machine-made; base embossed “F”)
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F12-16
F12-17
F12-18
F12-19

Draft Only

F12-20
F12-21

S small mixing bowl (unglazed exterior; Peoria-glaze interior; stoneware; jigger
molded)
S flower pot (unglazed; red-paste earthenware; hand-turned)
S saucer (relief decorated; ribbed pattern; ironstone)
P lamp chimney (rose-colored/pink; hand-crimped rim; small pedals; 5 pedals/inch;
straight base) [Similar to one in adjacent Feature 14.]
S tumbler (clear; fluted; approximately 2 ¼” diameter mouth)
S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 1” neck; improved tool Patent lip finish; lip/neck
only)
S canning jar lid liner (milk glass; small fragment)
S condiment bottle (?) (clear; threaded lip finish; machine-made; 1” wide mouth;
short and bulbous neck; neck and lip only)
P chemical bottle (amber; round; 1 3/4” diameter; 4 7/8” tall; 7/8” long neck; 3/8”
wide mouth; threaded lip finish; machine-made) [Slightly smaller example of
Vessel F12-15]
P medicine bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; 1 ¾” x 2 7/8”; molded; paneled four
sides; one panel has distinctive shape to it; 8” tall; 1 3/8” neck; improved tool
Double Ring lip finish)
P indeterminate bottle (clear; round; 2 ½” diameter base; 10” tall; 2 ¼” long neck;
crown lip finish; machine-made; base embossed “B. N. P. CO. / S / 17”; the “S” is
printed in reverse) [This probably is a bottle manufactured for the Beech Nut
Packing Company, which has been in business from 1899 to the present day.
According to Lockhart, Schriever, Lindsey, and Serr (n.d.:481), “the firm packed
jams and preserves in glass in 1901, with peanut butter joining the glass parade in
1904, catsup and chili sauce in 1908, ginger ale in 1917, and baby food in 1931.”
These authors also note that “Toulouse (1971:89) listed ‘BNPCo’ as being used
by the Beech-Nut Packing Co. from ca. 1920 to ca. 1940.” I suspect that this
represents a ginger ale bottle, and that the “17” may refer to the year 1917.]
P salve jar (cobalt blue; round; 1 ½” diameter; 2 ½” tall; threaded lip finish;
machine-made; base embossed with two large triangles, one inside the other)
[Same as Vessel F12-11]
P jelly glass (clear; round; 2” diameter base; 2 3/8” diameter mouth; 4 ¼” tall;
single rouletted band around rim forming a lip for a metal cap; machine made)
P lamp chimney (clear; molded rim; 1” straight base)
P lamp chimney (clear; molded top; 1 ½” straight base)
P lamp chimney (clear; molded rim; straight base)
P canning jar lid liner (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; embossed “GENUINE BOYD
CAP / [FOR MASON] JARS”) [These were introduced in circa 1869, and
continued to be manufactured through at least the 1950s).
S canning jar lid liner (milk glass; small fragment)
P pickle/relish bottle (aqua; Blake Variant 1; 1 ¾” x 2 ¼”; unknown height; 1 ¼’
diameter mouth; 2” long neck; machine-made; threaded lip finish)
S tumbler/drinking glass (?) (clear; press molded; decorated with geometric panels,
rays, and starbursts; approximately 3” diameter rim)
S flower pot (painted exterior; clear/lead glazed interior; red-paste earthenware;
small sized pot; small rim only)

F12-22
F12-23
F12-24

F12-25

F12-26

F12-27

F12-28
F12-29
F12-30
F12-31
F12-32

F12-33
F12-34
F12-35
F12-36
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F12-37

F12-38
F12-39

Draft Only

F12-40
F12-41
F12-42

P canning jar (aqua; round; 4 ½” diameter; 9 ¼” ta;; machine made; threaded lip
finish; valve scar on base; two-quart size; embossed “BALL / MASON”) [same as
Vessel F12-89]
P canning jar (aqua; round; 4 ½” diameter; machine made; threaded lip finish; valve
scar on base; two-quart size; embossed “BALL / MASON”)
S bottle (aqua; round; embossed body “…ER / [SPRINGFIEL]D, ILL”) [Body
sherd only; this appears to have been a beer bottle?]
S medicine bottle (clear; oval; small base only)
S tumbler/drinking glass (clear; multi-sided; base only)
S medicine bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 1 ¼” wide by unknown length and height;
small base only)
S serving bowl (gilded line/border; whiteware; rim only; approximately 8” diameter
rim; 1 ¾” tall) [same pattern as others; part of a set. See Vessel F12-52]
P vial (clear; molded; round; ½” diameter; 3’ tall; ¼” diameter mouth)
[Homeopathic vial]
P lamp globe/shade (milk glass; molded; 4” diameter base; 3 ¼” diameter rim/top;
approximately 10” diameter at mid-section; approximately 10-12” in height;
painted floral design)
S cup (gilded line/border; whiteware; rim only) [same pattern as others; part of set?]
P saucer (relief decorated; whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 ¾” diameter rim; 7/8”
tall; backstamp “HOMER LAUGHLIN / HUDSON / 52N”) [The designation
“HUDSON” refers to the vessel shape, and not decoration. The Homer Laughlin
Company introduced the Hudson Shape in 1908 in an effort to emulate French
wares, and produced it in a variety of decorations through the late 1920s
(http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/hudson.html).]
P canning jar lid liner (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; embossed “GENUINE BOYD
CAP / FOR MASON JARS”)
P small plate (gilded line around border; decal decorated rose in center of plate; 4
5/8” diameter base; 7 3/8” diameter rim; ¾” tall; backstamp “D. E. McNICOL /
CLARKSBURG. W. VA.”)
P small plate (gilded line around border; decal decorated rose in center of plate; 4
5/8” diameter base; 7 3/8” diameter rim; ¾” tall; backstamp “D. E. McNICOL /
CLARKSBURG. W. VA.”
P plate (relief decorated; raised dots; decal decorated; rose pattern scalloped edge)
S serving bowl (gilded line/border; whiteware; rim only; 7 ¾” diameter rim; 1 ¼”
tall) [same pattern as others; part of a set. See Vessel F12-43]
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; 5 ½” diameter base; 9” diameter rim; backstamp
of a vase with words “VITRIOUS” across it and “EDWIN M. KNOWLES /
CHINA CO. / 15-2-3” across bottom)
P small plate (gilded bands around rim; whiteware; 4 ½” diameter base; 7 3/8”
diameter rim; ¾” tall; backstamp of a vase with words “VITRIOUS” across it and
“EDWIN M. KNOWLES / CHINA CO. / 15-2-3” across bottom)
P saucer (gilded bands around rim; whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter;
7/8” tall; barely legible Knowles a vase mark)
number not assigned [was same vessel as F12-47.]
P saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 2 ½” diameter base; 5 ¾” diameter rim)

F12-43
F12-44
F12-45

F12-46
F12-47

F12-48
F12-49

F12-50

F12-51
F12-52
F12-53

F12-54

F12-55
F12-56
F12-57
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F12-58

Draft Only

F12-59

P small bowl (gilded bands; decal decorated rose; 2 ¾” diameter base; 5 ¼”
diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall; backstamp “D. E. MCNICOL / POTTERY CO. /
CLARKSBURG, / W. VA.”) [Lehner (1988:290-91) notes that the firm was in
business from 1892 through at least the 1960s. Initially operating from East
Liverpool, Ohio, the firm moved to Clarksburg, West Virginia sometime in the
1920s. An online source suggests that the firm opened their Clarksburg plant in
1914 (http://www.onlinebiographies.info/oh/colum/mcnicol-pottery.htm).]
P cup (undecorated; whiteware; 1 7/8” diameter base; 3 ½” diameter rim; 3” tall)
[Glaze had been applied too thick, and it ran during firing.]
P small pitcher (printed; gilt floral print; painted band; approximately 2 ¾” diameter
mouth; base missing; approximately 3-4” tall) [Multiple items of this pattern]
S saucer (gilded band; printed gild floral pattern; whiteware) [part of set]
S indeterminate vessel (blue slipped; buff-paste earthenware) [plate or platter?]
P butter pat dish (gilded band around rim; gilded/painted “B” in center; 1 7/8”
diameter base; 3 ½” diameter rim; 5/8” tall)
S cup (undecorated; whiteware; handled)
P milk bottle (clear; round; 2 ¾” diameter base; approximately 7 ½” tall; improved
tool lip finish; body embossed “ONE PINT” with blank central round slug plate
for paper label)
P whiskey flask (clear; oval base; 1” x 2 5/8”; 6 7/8” tall; machine-made; large
suction scar on base; Brandy lip finish; Dandy shape; base embossed with large
“H”)
P whiskey flask (clear; oval base; 1” x 2 5/8”; 6 7/8” tall; machine-made; large
suction scar on base; Brandy lip finish; Dandy shape; base embossed with large
“H”)
P whiskey flask (clear; oval base; 1 1/8” x 2 5/8”; 7 1/8” tall; fire-polished blowover-mold Brandy lip finish; Dandy shape; base embossed “2”; body embossed
near sole “HALF PINT / FULL MEASURE”)
P whiskey flask (clear; oval base; 1” x 2 5/8”; 6 7/8” tall; machine-made; large
suction scar on base; Brandy lip finish; Dandy shape; base embossed with large
“H”)
P whiskey flask (clear; Irregular Polygon base; 1” x 2 ½”; machine-made; 6 ¼” tall;
Shoo-fly shape; Brandy lip finish; large suction scar on base; base embossed with
a diamond mark with “814” in center of diamond and “2” on outside of diamond)
[Mouth-blown shoo-fly flasks began to disappear by the middle 1910s. Machinemade shoo-fly flasks began to appear in later 1910s and continued into the early
1920s after Prohibition. Shoo-fly flasks were in use during Prohibition as castor
oil bottles (referred to as castor oil flasks). Shoo-fly flasks with threaded finishes
began to appear in the middle 1920s (SHA webpage).]
P prescription medicine bottle (clear; machine-made; Elixir shape; 1 1/8” x 2”; 5 ¼”
tall; Stove Pipe or Collared Ring lip finish; shoulder embossed “3oz”; base
embossed “REX”; suction scar on base)
P food jar (clear; 1 7/8” octagonal base; 6” tall; machine-made; 1 3/8” long neck; 1
¼” diameter mouth; threaded lip finish; valve scar on base; one panel embossed
“CAPACITY 6 OZS.”; base embossed “312”) [pickle or relish jar?]

F12-60
F12-61
F12-62
F12-63
F12-64
F12-65

F12-66

F12-67

F12-68

F12-69

F12-70

F12-71

F12-72
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F12-73
F12-74

F12-75

Draft Only

F12-76

P vial (aqua; molded; round; ¾” diameter; ¾” long neck; blow-over-mold and/or
fire-polished lip finish; heavy bodied)
P salve jar (cobalt blue; round; 2” diameter; 3 ¼” tall; threaded lip finish; machinemade; base embossed with two large triangles, one inside the other; metal screw
cap still intact)
S food jar (clear; round; 2 ½” diameter; machine made; suction scar on base;
threaded lip finish; unknown height)
P tumbler (clear/lead; molded; six-sided/fluted; 2 ½” diameter base; 2 7/8” diameter
rim; 4” tall; unusual flat-topped and/or angular flutes) [May represent an older
nineteenth century tumbler?]
P tumbler (clear/lead; molded; six-sided/fluted; 2 ½” diameter base; 2 7/8” diameter
rim; 4” tall; unusual flat-topped and/or angular flutes) [May represent an older
nineteenth century tumbler?]
P tumbler (clear/lead; molded; six-sided/fluted; 2 ½” diameter base; 2 7/8” diameter
rim; 4” tall; unusual flat-topped and/or angular flutes) [May represent an older
nineteenth century tumbler?]
P condiment bottle/jar lid (clear; molded; 1 5/8” diameter; 6-sided knob handle on
top)
S serving bowl (?) (clear/lead; press molded; basket weave pattern; footed; small
size) [may represent a small fragment of an early salt?]
P lamp chimney (clear; molded top; 1 ½” straight base)
P lamp chimney (clear; molded top; 1 ½” straight base)
S lamp chimney (clear; hand-crimped rim; small pedals along top; 5 pedals/inch;
straight base) [Size of pedals reminiscent of rose-colored chimney, Vessel F1219.]
S indeterminate item (aqua plate glass; 1/8” thick; straight ground edge; curved
body) [Originally thought this might represent a large wet cell/battery jar, but
curve does not form jar shape. Unsure as to what this is. Many other fragments
of the same item are present in Feature 14.]
P canning jar (aqua; round; approximately 4” diameter; machine-made; tall-variant;
larger than quart?; embossed “BALL”)
P canning jar (aqua; round; approximately 4” diameter; machine made; quart size;
embossed “BALL / PERFECT / MASON”)
P canning jar (aqua; round; approximately 4” diameter; machine made; quart size;
embossed “BALL / MASON”)
P canning jar (aqua; round; 4 ½” diameter; machine made; threaded lip finish; valve
scar on base; two-quart size; embossed “BALL / MASON”)
P canning jar (aqua; round; 4 ½” diameter; machine made; threaded lip finish; valve
scar on base; two-quart size; embossed “BALL / MASON”)

F12-77

F12-78

F12-79
F12-80
F12-81
F12-82
F12-83

F12-84

F12-85
F12-86
F12-87
F12-88
F12-89
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Feature 14
Lot Inventories

Draft Only

Lot F14-1
1
(Vessel 1)
1
(Vessel 2)
1
(Vessel 3)
1
(Vessel 4)
1
(Vessel 5)
1
(Vessel 6)
4
(Vessel 7)
14
container glass (clear)
3
undecorated whiteware
1
lead glazed exterior/Bristol glazed interior stoneware (jug or bottle?; body sherd only)
4
hard rubber casing (automobile battery?)
1
sheet metal (lead; automotive battery?)
2
bone
Lot F14-2
1
(Vessel 8)
1
(Vessel 9)
1
(Vessel 10)
1
(Vessel 11)
16
container glass (clear)
3
milk glass (canning jar lid liner?)
3
container glass (amber)
2
container glass (aqua)
4
undecorated whiteware
2
unglazed, red-paste earthenware (flower pot body sherds)
1
green slipped (?) whiteware
4
white glazed ceramic floor/wall tile
1
green-glazed porcelain figurine (?; small fragment only)
1
lamp chimney
1
container glass (clear; melted)
7
window glass (aqua)
4
window glass (clear)
1
wire-drawn nail (1” long; roofing nail)
1
wire-drawn nail (1 ¼” long; roofing nail)
1
wire-drawn nail (3” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (3 ½” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (4” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (4 ¼” long)
3
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
railroad spike (6” long)
1
iron pipe (1/4” diameter)
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iron gas jet
“tin” container fragment (can base; 3” diameter)
aluminum foil (perforated)
unidentified iron
slate (roofing?)
hard rubber casing (automobile battery?)
fabric
wood (pine lath?)
peach pits/stones
bone
coal clinker
coal slag

Draft Only

1
1
1
4
1
5
1
1
3
9
7
1

Lot F14-3
1
(Vessel 12)
1
(Vessel 13)
2
(Vessel 14)
7
container glass (clear)
1
window glass (aqua)
6
undecorated whiteware
2
unglazed, red-paste earthenware (flower pot body sherds)
1
Peoria-glazed stoneware
2
window glass (clear)
2
wire-drawn nails (4” long)
8
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
indeterminate nail fragment
1
sheet mica
6
coal clinkers
18
shaley coal
4
burned shale
8
unidentified sheet metal (iron; container?)
7
bone
Lot F14-4
1
(Vessel 15)
1
undecorated porcelain (flatware; printed green backstamp with distinctive
Germanic/Austrian eagle, “M. Z.” printed over eagle) [unidentified]
1
container glass (clear)
1
window glass (aqua)
1
plate glass (clear; 2.49mm)
1
iron pin (?)
1
railroad spike (fragment)
4
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
machine cut nail fragment
1
“tin” container (can base; 3” diameter)
52
unidentified “tin” sheet metal (container fragments?)
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1
4
2
4
1
9

brick (hard paste; extruded)
coal
coal clinkers
shaley coal
hard rubber casing (automobile battery?)
bone

Draft Only

Lot F14-5
1
(Vessel 16)
6
undecorated whiteware
1
porcelain doll head
1
container glass (clear)
2
container glass (clear; melted)
1
window glass (aqua)
1
window glass (clear)
2
bone
Lot F14-6
1
container glass (clear)
1
lamp chimney
2
window glass (aqua)
3
indeterminate nail fragments
1
brick
2
burned shale
1
bone
Lot F14-7
1
undecorated whiteware
1
window glass (aqua)
1
brick (softmud)
Lot F14-8
1
(Vessel 17)
1
(Vessel 18)
1
(Vessel 19)
2
container glass (clear)
2
milk glass globe
1
unidentified copper “ring” (5/8” diameter)
1
brick (hard paste)
1
shaley coal
1
coal clinker
1
burned shale
1
bone
5
peach pits/stones
1
flotations sample (small; seeds)
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Lot F14-9
8
(Vessel 18)
14
(Vessel 19)
15
(Vessel 20)
1
(Vessel 21)
1
undecorated whiteware
2
window glass (aqua)
3
shaley coal
6
bone
1
peach pit/stone
eggshell
Lot F14-10
3
(Vessel 22)
2
(Vessel 23)
4
(Vessel 24)
3
(Vessel 25)
12
(Vessel 26)
1
(Vessel 27)
1
(Vessel 28)
1
(Vessel 29)
1
(Vessel 30)
1
(Vessel 31)
1
(Vessel 32)
1
(Vessel 33)
5
(Vessel 34)
7
(Vessel 35)
1
(Vessel 36)
1
(Vessel 37)
2
(Vessel 38)
2
(Vessel 39)
9
(Vessel 40)
1
(Vessel 41)
2
(Vessel 42)
4
(Vessel 43)
1
(Vessel 44)
2
(Vessel 45)
7
(Vessel 46)
3
(Vessel 47)
1
Vessel 66
10
container glass (aqua; canning jar)
1
decal decorated (rose pattern) whiteware
2
undecorated whiteware
1
unglazed, red-paste earthenware (flower pot)
4
container glass (clear)
5
container glass (aqua)
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lamp chimney
lamp chimney (rose colored)
wire-drawn nail (4” long)
wire-drawn nail (7/8” long; roofing nail)
machine cut nail (7/8” long; roofing nail)
wire-drawn nail fragments
machine cut nail fragments
wood screw (pointed; 5/8” long)
zinc sheet metal (canning jar lid?)
brick (hard paste; extruded)
window glass (clear/light aqua; uniformly 2.18mm thick) [large pieces; potentially a
single pane?]
plate glass (clear/light aqua; 4.31mm thick)
shoe heel (hard rubber; large size—man’s shoe; deformed by heat; illegible
manufacturer’s stamp)
button (milk glass; 0.66” diameter; four-hole)
glass light bulb or vacuum tube (?) [The vacuum tube was invented in 1904 and quickly
became the backbone for the development of electronics, particularly the radio and
television (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_tube)
peach pits/stones
flotation sample (small)
bone

Draft Only

16
6
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
1
15
1
1
1
1

2
1
143

Lot F14-11
1
(Vessel 22)
3
(Vessel 25)
2
(Vessel 26)
1
(Vessel 37)
2
(Vessel 38)
3
(Vessel 41)
2
(Vessel 43)
2
(Vessel 44)
1
(Vessel 48)
2
(Vessel 49)
2
(Vessel 50)
1
(Vessel 51)
1
(Vessel 52)
1
(Vessel 53)
1
(Vessel 54)
1
(Vessel 55)
1
(Vessel 56)
1
(Vessel 57)
1
(Vessel 58)
1
(Vessel 59)
1
(Vessel 60)
1
(Vessel 61)
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(Vessel 62)
(Vessel 63)
(Vessel 64)
(Vessel 65)
(Vessel 83)
(Vessel 67)
stoneware drain tile
painted porcelain (figurine?)
lamp chimney
container glass (amber)
container glass (clear)
Lincoln Head penny (partially illegible 1920s mint date)
window glass (light aqua; uniformly 2.29mm thick)
plate glass (light aqua; 4.32-4.44mm thick)
enameled ironware (handled cooking pot)
wire-drawn nail fragment
bottle cap (crown finish)
dry cell batteries
eggshell (with membrane)
flotation sample (small)
bone (lots of fish and fowl)

Draft Only

1
3
2
1
1
3
1
1
53
1
37
1
54
23
10
1
1
9
1
1
406

Lot F14-12
2
(Vessel 68)
1
(Vessel 69)
1
(Vessel 70)
2
(Vessel 71)
1
(Vessel 72)
1
(Vessel 73)
1
(Vessel 74)
1
(Vessel 75)
1
(Vessel 76)
5
(Vessel 77)
1
(Vessel 78)
1
(Vessel 79)
1
(Vessel 80)
5
(Vessel 81)
4
(Vessel 82)
1
(Vessel 83)
4
(Vessel 84)
1
(Vessel 85)
2
(Vessel 86)
1
(Vessel 87)
3
(Vessel 88)
4
(Vessel 89)
1
(Vessel 90)
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(Vessel 91)
(Vessel 92)
(Vessel 93)
(Vessel 94)
redware
undecorated whiteware
undecorated ironstone
container glass (aqua)
lamp chimney
container glass (clear)
stoneware drain tile (bell-shaped mouth; approximately 8” outside diameter of bell;
approximately 5-6” outside diameter of conduit)
window glass (aqua; 1.55mm thick)
window glass (aqua; 2.29mm thick)
window glass; clear; 1.78mm thick)
indeterminate nail fragment
sewing thread
coal
shaley coal
coal clinkers
burned shale
hickory nut
flotation samples (small)
bone (lots of fowl and fish; minor amounts of large mammal)
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1
1
2
37
1
1
1
2
45
57
1

2
2
1
1
1
1
10
3
3
1
2
500

Lot F14-13
2
(Vessel 48)
1
(Vessel 50)
1
(Vessel 68)
1
(Vessel 70)
1
(Vessel 95)
1
(Vessel 96)
1
(Vessel 97)
1
(Vessel 98)
1
(Vessel 99)
1
(Vessel 100)
1
(Vessel 101)
1
(Vessel 102)
1
(Vessel 103)
1
(Vessel 104)
1
(Vessel 105)
1
(Vessel 106)
1
(Vessel 107)
1
(Vessel 108)
1
(Vessel 109)
1
(Vessel 110)
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(Vessel 111)
(Vessel 112)
(Vessel 113)
(Vessel 114)
(Vessel 115)
(Vessel 116)
(Vessel 117)
(Vessel 118)
(Vessel 119)
(Vessel 120)
container glass (clear)
container glass (aqua)
milk glass
lamp chimney
container glass (amber)
window glass (aqua)
plate glass (clear)
wire-drawn nail fragment
wire-drawn nail (3 ¾” long)
spring (3/8” diameter; 3 ½” long; 16-penny wire-drawn nail through center of spring)
wire handle (approximately 8” diameter; bucket or pail; with bale attachment at end)
“tin” container fragments (can bases?; 2 1/2” diameter)
cork (3/8” diameter)
graphite rectangular bar (3/32” thick; ¼” wide; 2 ½” long)
dry cell batteries
coal
shaley coal
burned shale
eggshell (with membrane)
flotation sample (small)
bone (lots of fowl, including skulls and leg bones)
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
15
1
1
21
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
345

Lot F14-14
1
Vessel 121
1
clear glazed exterior/Bristol-glazed interior stoneware (jug or bottle?)
1
wood (hardwood; oak?)
1
bone
Vessel Inventory

Feature 14
F14-1
P food jar (clear; round; 1 ½” diameter base; 1 ½” diameter mouth; 4 1/8” tall;
machine-made; interior lip for cap; embossed base with “I” in center of inverted
triangle, with “409” above, and “5” below) [Details of inverted triangle mark.]
F14-2
S wine bottle (dark green/black; turn-molded; kickup; base only)
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F14-3
F14-4

Draft Only

F14-5
F14-6
F14-7
F14-8

S medicine bottle (clear; machine-made; 1 1/8” wide base; oval base; small base
only)
S indeterminate bottle (clear; machine-made; 1 ¼” neck; ¾” diameter mouth;
threaded lip finish) [whiskey flask?]
S saucer (undecorated; whiteware)
S small bowl (undecorated whiteware)
S small platter (painted; lined edge; whiteware; oval)
S medicine bottle (clear; machine-made; ¾” long neck; Packer lip finish; 3/8”
mouth)
S indeterminate bottle (clear; machine-made; 1 ¾” neck; threaded lip finish; 3/4”
diameter mouth)
S indeterminate vessel (relief decorated; porcelain) [Serving vessel or vase?]
S saucer (spray painted; porcelain)
S chemical bottle (amber; machine-made; base only) [Probably a hydrogen peroxide
bottle?]
S cup (undecorated; whiteware)
S small plate (undecorated; whiteware)
P medicine jar/ pill bottle (clear; round; machine-made; 1 3/8” diameter base; 2 3/8”
tall; 7/8” diameter mouth; ½” long neck; modified screw cap; “H over A” mark)
[This mark was used by the Hazel-Atlas Glass Company from circa 1923 through
1964. The firm began production of glass containers in 1902 in Wheeling, West
Virginia (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/hazel-atlas-glass-company/).]
S cup (relief decorated; indeterminate nineteenth century floral pattern; whiteware)
S plate (unpainted; shell edge-decorated; whiteware)
S lamp chimney (clear; straight base; base only)
S lamp chimney (rose-colored/pink; hand-crimped rim; small pedals; 5 pedals/inch;
straight base) [Similar to Vessel F12-19.]
P lamp globe (milk glass; 5 ¼” diameter base and rim; painted design; globular
shape)
S canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“[GENUINE BOYD CAP / FOR MASON] JARS”)
S plate (printed; multi-colored with painted highlights; whiteware)
P small bowl (undecorated; whiteware; 2 ¾” diameter base; 4 ¾” diameter rim; 1
1/8” tall; backstamp “RADISSON / W. S. GEORGE / 108B”) [This Ohio firm
was in operation at least by 1914, and persisted through circa 1960. Although
Lehner (1988:162-63) suggests that this particular mark dates from the late 1930s
and/or early 1940s, an online source suggests that the “Radisson” shape was
introduced in 1912, and that this mark pre-dates 1920
(http://wsgeorge.jdfiles.org/shapes/shapes1.html). ]
S cup (undecorated; whiteware; handled)
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; 5 ½” diameter rim; 9 1/8” diameter rim;
backstamp backstamp “ILLINOIS / CHINA CO.” in circle around “I”; with
“LINCOLN, ILL.” Beneath) [Although started in Roodhouse, the firm relocated
to Lincoln in 1919. In 1946, the firm was sold to the Stetson China Company
(Lehner 1988:218).]

F14-9

F14-10
F14-11
F14-12
F14-13
F14-14
F14-15

F14-16
F14-17
F14-18
F14-19
F14-20
F14-21
F14-22
F14-23

F14-24
F14-25
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F14-26

F14-27
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F14-28

P serving bowl (relief decorated; ribbed/fluted pattern; whiteware; 4 5/8” base; 9 ¼”
diameter rim; 3 ¼” tall; backstamp “ILLINOIS / CHINA CO.” in circle around
“I”; with “LINCOLN, ILL.” Beneath) [Although started in Roodhouse, the firm
relocated to Lincoln in 1919. In 1946, the firm was sold to the Stetson China
Company (Lehner 1988:218).]
S indeterminate vessel (Rockingham-glazed; yellowware; small diameter vessel;
small rim only) [Probably a mug or bowl?]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval; 5/8” x 2”; machine-made; 5 ½” tall; base embossed
“2”) [This flask has the shape of a Shoo-fly flask, but has an oval shaped base.]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval; 5/8” x 2”; machine-made; 5 ½” tall; base embossed
“2”) [This flask has the shape of a Shoo-fly flask, but has an oval shaped base.]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval; 5/8” x 1 7/8”; machine-made; 5 ½” tall; base embossed
“15 14”) [This flask has the shape of a Shoo-fly flask, but has an oval shaped
base.]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval; 5/8” x 2”; machine-made; 5 ½” tall; base embossed
“2”) [This flask has the shape of a Shoo-fly flask, but has an oval shaped base.]
P whiskey flask (clear; oval base; 1 1/4” x 3”; 7” tall; machine-made; Brandy lip
finish; Dandy shape; shoulder embossed “8 OZ. / FULL HALF PINT”)
P chemical bottle (clear; round; 2 ¼” diameter; 6 1/8” tall; 1 1/8” neck; machinemade; Packer lip finish; shoulder embossed on each side with “FLY-TOX”; base
embossed with an “O” inside a square, which is often referred to as a “Box O”
mark; on one side of box is a “6”; on other side of box is a “7”; and on bottom of
box is a “12”) [This mark was used by the Owens Bottle Company beginning in
1919, and continuing through circa 1929
(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/owens-bottle-company-o-inside-square-markon-antique-bottles/). Fly-Tox was first produced in 1922, and quickly became
popular, particularly for the control of flies
(https://desinsectador.com/2013/02/17/insecticida-fly-tox/).]
P canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; unembossed)
P canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; unembossed)
P canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; unembossed)
P saucer (printed; gilded bow pattern; whiteware; 3” diameter base; 5 ¾” diameter
rim; 7/8” tall; backstamp “CROOKSVILLE / CHINA CO.”) [Lehner (1988:116117) indicates that this firm operated from 1902 through 1959.]
P saucer (painted/lined edge, green and gilt; porcelain; approximately 3” diameter
base; 5 ¼” diameter rim)
P saucer (painted and/or gilded; blue and gold band around rim; porcelain; 3”
diameter base; 5 ½” diameter rim; ¾” tall)
P canning jar (aqua; machine-made; round; 3 ¾” diameter base; large suction scar;
2 ½” diameter mouth; threaded lip finish; body embossed “ROOT / MASON”)
[Probably manufactured by the Root Glass Company of Terre Haute, Indiana
between 1901 and 1932.]
P canning jar (aqua; machine-made; round; 3 ¾” diameter base; base embossed “6”;
large suction scar; 2 ½” diameter mouth; threaded lip finish; no embossing)
S canning jar (aqua; machine-made; round 3 ¾” diameter base; base embossed with
stylized “P”)

F14-29
F14-30

F14-31
F14-32
F14-33

F14-34
F14-35
F14-36
F14-37

F14-38
F14-39
F14-40

F14-41
F14-42
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F14-43
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F14-44

P curved plate glass (aqua; 3/16” thick; approximately 8-9” radius; tapered;
minimally 10” long panels) [These are odd; may represent lamp shade panels?
Maybe suggest an electric light fixture?]
P soda water bottle (aqua; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; machine made; decorated
with square “pyramids”; embossed around lower body “CHER COLA BOTT.
CO. / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”; embossed around heel “1663 26”; embossed on
base “PAT’D / JUNE 3 1924 / 1” with Illinois Glass Company’s “Diamond I”
mark) [“Chero Cola was first produced in 1911. The trademark registration was
filed in September of 1913 by the Chero-Cola Co. Corp of Columbus, Georgia. It
was later purchased by the Royal Crown Company”
(http://www.bottlebooks.com/questions/April%202001/april_2001_questions_4.ht
m).]
S drinking glass/jelly glass (clear; single roulette around rim; rim only)
P indeterminate jar (clear; round; 5” diameter base; straight-sided; unknown height;
potentially with pouring “spout”)
P lamp chimney (clear; molded; 1 ¼” straight base)
P small plate (undecorated; porcelain; 3 7/8” diameter base;6 ½” diameter rim; ¾”
tall)
P plate (undecorated; whiteware; 5 5/8” diameter base; 9 ¼” diameter rim; 1 1/8”
tall)
P flower pot (unglazed, red paste; earthenware; jigger molded; 3 ¼” diameter base;
5 ½” diameter rim; 5 ½” tall)
S plate (undecorated; whiteware; heavy bodied; rim only)
S small cup (printed; brown; painted highlights; floral pattern; porcelain; gilded rim;
1 ¾” diameter mouth)
S small pitcher (undecorated; whiteware; rim only)
P catsup bottle (clear; round; 2 1/8” diameter base; paneled body; tapered neck;
machine-made; crown lip finish with exterior threads; base embossed with an
“O” inside a square, which is often referred to as a “Box O” mark, 8 ¾” tall; large
suction scar on base) [This mark was used by the Owens Bottle Company
beginning in 1919, and continuing through circa 1929
(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/owens-bottle-company-o-inside-square-markon-antique-bottles/).]
P catsup bottle (clear; round; 2 1/8” diameter base; paneled body; tapered neck;
machine-made; crown lip finish with exterior threads; 8 ¾” tall) [This bottle is
identical to F14-54 except it has no mark or suction scar on base.]
P food jar (clear; round; 2 3/8” diameter base; 6 ½” tall; 2 ½” diameter mouth;
recessed lip for receiving interior cap; machine-made) [This is probably a pickle
or relish container? [No similar shaped vessels are noted in the Illinois Glass
Company 1926 catalog.]
P milk bottle (clear; round; 4 5/8” diameter base; 9” tall; machine-made; valve scar
on base; body embossed “ONE QUART / PROPERTY OF / ILLINOIS DAIRY
CO. / OF / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”)
P food jar (clear; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; 4 ¼” tall; 1 ½” diameter mouth; fluted
sides; machine-made) [The Illinois Glass Company 1926 catalog notes this as a
Union Mustard jar (IGC 1926:135).]

F14-45
F14-46
F14-47
F14-48
F14-49
F14-50
F14-51
F14-52
F14-53
F14-54

F14-55

F14-56

F14-57

F14-58
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F14-59
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F14-60

P mustard jar (clear; round; 1 ¾” diameter base; 1 ½” diameter mouth; 4 ¼” tall;
bulbous shaped; body embossed “CONTENTS 8 OZ / PATHFINDER /
PREPARED / MUSTARD / STEINWENDER-STOFFREGEN / COFFEE CO. /
ST. LOUIS”; rim has recessed lip to receive cap; machine-made)
P food bottle/jug (clear; round 2 ¾” diameter base; 7 ¼” tall; narrow mouth; 5/8”
diameter mouth; lug handle; ringed neck; fluted body) [The 1926 Illinois Glass
Company catalog refers to this as a “Fluted Jug Packer”; and vinegar is a likely
candidate for its contents (IGC 1926:111).]
P medicine bottle (clear; Golden Gate Oval; 1 1/2” x 2 3/8”; 4” tall; machine-made;
machine-made; Prescription-like lip finish; base embossed “N”) [Bottle shape is
similar to the Illinois Glass Company’s Illini Oval (IGC 1926:16).]
P medicine bottle (clear; Golden Gate Oval; 1 1/8” x 1 5/8”; 7” tall; machine-made;
machine-made; Packer lip finish) [Bottle shape is similar to the Illinois Glass
Company’s Illini Oval (IGC 1926:16).]
P canning jar lid (clear; molded; 3 1/8” diameter)
S lamp chimney (clear; 1” molded base; base only)
S indeterminate small bottle (clear; ¾” long neck; threaded lip finish; approximately
¼” mouth; melted) [
S serving vessel ? (clear; press moulded; round fluted; oval; small base only)
P milk bottle (clear; molded; embossed body “…THIS BOTTLE… / … DAIRY /
… CO. / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”; small sized bottle?)
P small plate (gilded; lined rim; whiteware; 4” diameter base; 7 ¼” diameter rim;
7/8” tall)
P saucer (gilded; lined rim; porcelain; 3” diameter base; 5” diameter rim)
S plate (undecorated; whiteware; multi-sided/Gothic shape)
P cup (undecorated; whiteware; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3 ½” diameter mouth; flared
rim; handled)
P cup (printed and painted overglaze; Oriental porcelain; Japanese design;
approximately 1 ½” diameter base; 2 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¾” tall; handled)
S cup (decal-decorated; bluebird design; lined rim; whiteware)
P small pitcher (decal decorated; bluebird pattern; whiteware; 2 ¾” diameter base; 4
½” tall)
P cup (printed; green; ironstone/hotel ware; 3 ½” diameter base; 3 ½” diameter rim;
3 ½” tall; handled; printed on side “THOMPSON’S”; backstamp “GRINDLEY
HOTEL WARE / ENGLAND / VITRIFIED / THORNLEY’S [?] / JOHN R.
THOMPSON CO. / PATENTED / 102 / MUG”)
P cup (undecorated; whiteware; 1 5/8” diameter base; 3 3/8” diameter rim; 2 ¼”
tall; probably handled)
P chemical bottle (amber; round; 2 1/8” diameter; 5 ½” tall; machine-made;
threaded lip finish; narrow mouth; ½” diameter mouth; “Diamond I” mark) [This
probably represents a hydrogen peroxide bottle. The primary use of hydrogen
peroxide was as an antiseptic (http://www.bobbyshealthyshop.co.uk/HydrogenPeroxide-History.php). The “Diamond I” mark was used by the Illinois Glass
Company from ca. 1915 to 1929.]]
P chemical bottle (amber; round; 1 7/8” diameter; 4 ¾” tall; machine-made;
threaded lip finish; narrow mouth; ½” diameter mouth) [This probably represents

F14-61

F14-62

F14-63
F14-64
F14-65
F14-66
F14-67
F14-68
F14-69
F14-70
F14-71
F14-72
F14-73
F14-74
F14-75

F14-76
F14-77

F14-78
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F14-79

F14-80

P

F14-81

P

F14-82

P

F14-83

S

F14-84

P

F14-85

S

F14-86

P

F14-87

S

F14-88

S

F14-89
F14-90

S
S

a hydrogen peroxide bottle. The primary use of hydrogen peroxide was as an
antiseptic (http://www.bobbyshealthyshop.co.uk/Hydrogen-PeroxideHistory.php)]
proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; 12-sided base; 1 5/8” diameter base; 5 ½” tall;
1” long neck; machine-made; Patent-like lip finish; body embossed “HOFF’S
LINIMENT / GOODRICH DRUG CO. / ANOKA, MINN.”; base embossed with
“Box O” mark; suction scar on base) [Firm began operation under this name in
1914 (https://goodrichpharmacy.com/history/). [This mark was used by the
Owens Bottle Company beginning in 1919, and continuing through circa 1929
(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/owens-bottle-company-o-inside-square-markon-antique-bottles/).
catsup bottle (clear; round; 2 1/4” diameter base; paneled body; tapered neck;
machine-made; crown lip finish with exterior threads; 8 ¾” tall; base embossed
with the “BOX O” mark with “N” on one side of the box, and “3” on the other)
This mark was used by the Owens Bottle Company beginning in 1919, and
continuing through circa 1929 (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/owens-bottlecompany-o-inside-square-mark-on-antique-bottles/).
milk bottle (clear; machine-made; embossed shoulder “REGISTERED / THIS
BOTTLE / PROPERTY… FILLED… / …”; top half of bottle only; quart sized)
drinking glass/jelly glass (clear; round; 2” diameter base; 2 ¾” diameter rim; 4
5/8” tall; recessed rim to receive lid; base embossed with image that looks like a
chess pawn, but actually is a capstan) [The Capstan Glass Company, from
Connellsville, Pennsylvania, produced glass containers from 1919 through 1938
(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/capstan-glass-company/;
http://www.fohbc.org/PDF_Files/asco.pdf).]
food jar (clear; machine-made; faceted body with band around sole; embossed
with “H over A” mark and “K-124”; base only) This mark was used by the HazelAtlas Glass Company from circa 1923 through 1964. The firm began production
of
glass
containers
in
1902
in
Wheeling,
West
Virginia
(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/hazel-atlas-glass-company/).]
tumbler/jelly glass (clear; machine-made; 2 ¼” diameter base; 3” diameter rim; 3
¾” tall; horseshoe embossed on base; plain body) [Common in 1890s through
1930s; see https://www.etsy.com/listing/93187917/sale-glass-jelly-tumblers-withstar]
food jar (clear; round; approximately 1 ½” diameter; machine-made; threaded lip
finish)
drinking glass/jelly glass (clear; molded; thinned lip with exterior shelf for
receiving lid; body/rim only)
food jar (clear; machine-made; approximately 3” diameter body; 2” diameter
mouth; 1 ¼” neck; Patent lip finish with interior shelf for receiving lid; shoulder
embossed with volume “… OUNCES”)
food jar (clear; round; wide mouth; machine-made; Patent lip finish; small rim
and shoulder only)
milk bottle (clear; machine-made; small rim and body only)
food bottle/jug (clear; round 2 ¾” diameter base; 7 ¼” tall; narrow mouth; 5/8”
diameter mouth; lug handle; ringed neck; fluted body) [The 1926 Illinois Glass
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F14-93

S

F14-94

S

F14-95

P

F14-96

P

F14-97

P

F14-98

P

F14-99

P

F14-100

P

F14-101

P

F14-102

P
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F14-91
F14-92

Company catalog refers to this as a “Fluted Jug Packer”; and vinegar is a likely
candidate for its contents (IGC 1926:111).]
lamp chimney (clear; molded top; straight base)
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“BOYD’S GENUINE PORCELAINE LINED CAP / 55”)
indeterminate vessel (milk glass; round; 3-4” diameter; small rim only) [May
represent the base of a lamp globe?]
proprietary medicine bottle (amber; paneled body; panel embossed “FATHER
JOHN’S / MEDICINE / LOWELL, MASS.”; body and neck fragments only)
salve jar (cobalt blue; round; 13/8” diameter; 2 3/8” tall; threaded lip finish;
machine-made; base embossed with two large triangles, one inside the other)
[Same as Vessel F12-11]
extract bottle (clear; Plain oval base; ¾” x 1 7/8”; machine-made; 1” neck; ball
neck with Patent lip finish; paneled 2-sides; embossed “SOUDERS /
FLAVORING / EXTRACTS / DAYTON / OHIO”; 4 7/8” tall) [This product was
a spin-off of the more popular Sauer’s Flavoring Extract of Richmond, Virginia.]
chemical bottle (amber; round; 1 7/8” diameter; 4 ¾” tall; machine-made;
threaded lip finish; narrow mouth; ½” diameter mouth; partially legible OwensIllinois diamond mark) [This probably represents a hydrogen peroxide bottle. The
primary use of hydrogen peroxide was as an antiseptic
(http://www.bobbyshealthyshop.co.uk/Hydrogen-Peroxide-History.php)]
chemical bottle (amber; round; 2 1/8” diameter; 5 ½” tall; machine-made;
threaded lip finish; narrow mouth; ½” diameter mouth) [This probably represents
a hydrogen peroxide bottle. The primary use of hydrogen peroxide was as an
antiseptic (http://www.bobbyshealthyshop.co.uk/Hydrogen-PeroxideHistory.php)]
catsup bottle (clear; round; 2 ½” diameter base; 9 5/8” tall; machine-made; crown
lip finish with threads beneath; fluted base; tapered neck; shoulder embossed
“SPRAGUE WARNER & COS. CATSUP BOTTLE”; base embossed “PATENT
82937) [This patent was filed on March 8, 1916, and was issued for a term of 14
years. This bottle is consistent with a 1920s date of use.]
prescription medicine bottle (clear; Union Oval shape; 1 5/8” x 2 5/8”; Stove Pipe
lip finish; 7 ¼” tall; embossed graduated capacity marks on side; 200cc capacity;
front panel embossed “3viii”; base embossed “N3”)
proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; Plain Oval; 1 7/8” x 3 ¼”; machine-made;
Packer lip finish; 8 1/8” tall; embossed on shoulder “14 ½ OZS” and on body
“LYDIA E PINKHAM’S / MEDICINE”; embossed on base is a “T” in an
inverted triangle) [see Vessel F14-102 for similar mark]
food jar (clear; round; 2 3/8” diameter base; 6 ½” tall; machine made; interior lip
for receiving cap; base embossed with a “T” in the center of an inverted triangle;
above the triangle is embossed “478W” and below it is “8”) [The Illinois Glass
Company catalogue for 1906 indicates this shape of machine made bottles as
either a straight sided pickle or mustard bottle in the Phoenix shape (IGC
1906:279). This mark may have been used by the Travis Glass Company of
Clarksburg, West Virginia between circa 1913 and 1920.
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P

F14-104

P

Draft Only

F14-103

F14-105

S

F14-106

S

F14-107

P

F14-108

P

F14-109
F14-110

P
P

F14-111

P

F14-112

P

F14-113

P

F14-114

P

F14-115

P

F14-116
F14-117
F14-118

S
S
S

F14-119
F14-120
F14-121

S
S
S

(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks-5/). That date fits well with this
feature.]
stemware (clear; molded 3” diameter base; 1 ½” tall stem; plain stem; plain
bowl?)
whiskey flask (clear; oval; ¾” x 2 1/8”; machine-made; suction scar on base; 6”
tall; base potentially embossed with a “BOX O” mark; Shoo-fly shape) [This flask
has the shape of a Shoo-fly flask, but has an oval shaped base.] This mark was
used by the Owens Bottle Company beginning in 1919, and continuing through
circa 1929 (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/owens-bottle-company-o-insidesquare-mark-on-antique-bottles/).
canning jar (aqua; round; 3 ¾” diameter base; machine-made; base embossed “4”;
base only)
canning jar (aqua; round; 4” diameter; body embossed “PERFECT MASON”;
body fragment only)
drinking glass/jelly glass (clear; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; 2 ¾” diameter rim; 3
1/4” tall; single roulette at rim; reinforced/thickened rim)
lid (clear glass; machine-made; 2” diameter base; dome-shaped; 2” tall; round ball
knob)
lamp chimney (clear; molded; straight base)
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“GENUINE BOYD CAP / FOR MASON JARS”)
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“GENUINE BOYD CAP / FOR MASON JARS”)
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“BOYD’S GENUINE PORCELAIN LINED CAP / 23 5 4”; large “4” embossed
in center)
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“BOYD’S GENUINE PORCELAIN LINED CAP / 6”)
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“GENUINE BOYD CAP / FOR MASON JARS”)
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“BOYD’S GENUINE PORCELAIN LINED CAP / 10”)
serving bowl (undecorated; whiteware; small rim only)
small bowl/saucer (gilded; lined rim; whiteware; small rim only)
saucer (painted and printed; green band with Greek key pattern; whiteware; small
rim only)
plate (decal decorated; bluebird pattern; whiteware; rim only)
lamp globe (milk glass; painted; large body only)
cup (undecorated; whiteware)
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Feature 15
Lot Inventories

Draft Only

Lot F15-1
1
(Vessel 1)
1
(Vessel 2)
1
(Vessel 3)
1
(Vessel 4)
2
(Vessel 5)
2
undecorated whiteware
3
container glass (clear)
Lot F15-2
1
(Vessel 6)
1
undecorated whiteware
1
printed and painted porcelain (Oriental/Japanese)
1
Albany-slipped earthenware
2
painted porcelain doll heads
Lot F15-3
1
undecorated whiteware
1
undecorated yellowware
1
milk glass
2
container glass (aqua)
1
container glass (clear)
1
lamp chimney
3
window glass (aqua)
1
wire-drawn nail
1
slate (roofing)?
3
coal
1
shaley coal
2
burned shale
3
bone
Lot F15-4
1
(Vessel 7)
1
(Vessel 8)
1
(Vessel 9)
1
green-glazed whiteware
1
window glass (aqua)
2
window glass (light aqua/clear)
1
wire-drawn nail fragment
1
indeterminate nail fragment
1
aluminum foil
5
hard rubber (automobile battery casing?)
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1
1
1

wood (softwood; siding?; painted)
coal clinker
burned shale

Draft Only

Lot F15-5
2
(Vessel 8)
1
(Vessel 10)
1
(Vessel 10)
1
(Vessel 11)
1
(Vessel 13)
1
(Vessel 14)
1
(Vessel 15)
4
undecorated whiteware
1
Albany-slipped earthenware
1
container glass (aqua)
3
container glass (clear)
1
lamp chimney
1
window glass (aqua)
6
indeterminate nail fragments
1
iron drain or grate fragment
3
aluminum foil
1
wood (softwood)
7
shaleycoal
5
coal
1
burned shale
27
bone (large mammal)
Lot F15-6
1
(Vessel 8)
2
(Vessel 16)
1
(Vessel 17)
1
(Vessel 18)
1
(Vessel 19)
3
undecorated whiteware
3
container glass (clear)
3
lamp chimney
2
window glass (aqua)
4
wire-drawn nail fragments
1
air hose bib/valve stem (1/4’ diameter with threaded base; 1 1/8” long)
1
steel pipe end cap (1” inside diameter)
4
unidentified iron
1
aluminum foil bottle cap (illegible embossing; milk bottle cap?)
7
coal
5
shaleycoal
1
burned shale
51
bone (lots of crushed fragments)
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Lot F15-7
1
(Vessel 18)
1
(Vessel 20)
1
(Vessel 21)
2
(Vessel 22)
1
painted porcelain (figurine fragment?)
1
clear glazed/unglazed stoneware (bottle?)
3
container glass (aqua)
2
container glass (clear)
2
wire-drawn nail fragments
2
indeterminate nail fragments
1
aluminum foil bottle cap (embossed “MEADOW” possibly from Meadow Gold Dairy?)
7
coal
1
shaley coal
1
burned slate
1
wood (softwood)
22
bone
Lot F15-8
3
(Vessel 23)
1
(Vessel 24)
2
(Vessel 25)
3
container glass (aqua; burned)
3
container glass (clear)
1
lamp chimney
1
wire-drawn nail (4” long)
1
wire-drawn nail fragment
3
indeterminate nail fragments
4
shaley coal
1
coal clinker
3
peach pits/stones
5
bone
Lot F15-9
5
(Vessel 26)
1
undecorated whiteware
5
container glass (clear)
1
wire-drawn nail (2 ½” long)
1
wire-drawn nail fragment
1
wood (oak plank; 5/8” thick)
1
flotation sample (small)
1
peach pit/stone
2
bone
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Vessel Descriptions

Draft Only

Feature 15
F15-1
S preserve jar (redware; hand turned; round; 2 ½-3” diameter mouth; dark glaze;
interior lip on rim for lid support)
F15-2
S cup (undecorated; whiteware; small rim only)
F15-3
S cup (undecorated; whiteware; rim only)
F15-4
S saucer (undecorated; whiteware; rim only)
F15-5
S cup (relief decorated; unidentified oat/wheat pattern; whiteware) [Same pattern,
but not same vessel, as Vessel F14-16.]
F15-6
S canning jar lid liner (milk glass; embossed “…CAP”)
F15-7
S plate (undecorated; whiteware; burned)
F15-8
S serving bowl (decal-decorated; whiteware; approximately 3-3 ½” diameter base;
7-8” diameter rim; 3” tall)
F15-9
S salve/ointment jar (milk glass; machine-made; round; small rim only)
F15-10
P canning jar lid liner (milk glass; press molded; 2 ½” diameter; embossed
“BOYD’S GENUINE PORCELAIN LINED CAP”)
F15-11
P chemical bottle (cobalt blue; Union Oval; 1 ¾” x 2 5/8”; 5 ¼” tall; machine-made;
3-lug crown finish; 1 1/8” tall neck; base embossed “H over A” mark and “K716” on one side, and “9” on the other) [This probably is a Milk of Magnesia
bottle. This mark was used by the Hazel-Atlas Glass Company from circa 1923
through 1964. The firm began production of glass containers in 1902 in
Wheeling, West Virginia (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/hazel-atlas-glasscompany/).]
F15-12
unassigned number
F15-13
S small bowl/saucer (undecorated; whiteware; rim only)
F15-14
S cup (printed; blue; whiteware)
F15-15
S jar/bowl (undecorated; whiteware; small rim only)
F15-16
P drinking glass/jelly glass (clear; round; 1 7/8” diameter base; 2 ¼” diameter rim; 3
¾” tall; single roulette around rim; base embossed with “H over A” mark and
“651” beneath it) This mark was used by the Hazel-Atlas Glass Company from
circa 1923 through 1964. The firm began production of glass containers in 1902
in Wheeling, West Virginia (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/hazel-atlas-glasscompany/).]
F15-17
S bottle (aqua; round; 1 7/8” diameter base; base only)
F15-18
S jar (clear; round; approximately 3-4” diameter base; machine-made; large “C”
embossed on base) [potentially a food or canning jar]
F15-19
S food jar (clear; round; machine-made; threaded lip finish; small rim only)
F15-20
P proprietary medicine bottle (aqua; 12-sided base; 1 5/8” diameter base; 5 ½” tall;
1” long neck; machine-made; threaded lip finish; body embossed “HOFF’S
LINIMENT / GOODRICH DRUG CO. / ANOKA, MINN.”; base embossed with
Illinois Glass Company’s “Diamond I (Dot Variation)” mark; suction scar on
base) [Goodrich Drug Company began operation under this name in 1914
(https://goodrichpharmacy.com/history/). Lockhart, Lindsey, Whitten and Serr
(2005: 3-4) suggest that this mark may have been in use from 1915 to 1929).]
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F15-21
F15-22
F15-23

Draft Only

F15-24

S milk bottle (clear; round; machine-made; sole embossed “ONE…”; small base
fragment only)
S canning jar (clear; round; unidentified embossed body sherds) [Appears to be a
canning jar embossed “ROOT”.]
P drinking glass (clear; round; 2 3/8” diameter base; approximately 2 5/8” diameter
mouth; minimally 4 ½-5” tall; faint acid etched geometric design with band of
stars around rim; machine-made)
S indeterminate bottle (clear; machine-made; Brandy lip finish; 1 ¼” long neck; ½”
diameter mouth; neck/lip only) [small whiskey flask similar to those from Feature
14?]
P plate (relief decorated and gilded band; 4 5/8” diameter base; 8” diameter rim; 1”
tall; partial backstamp)
P saucer (relief decorated; scalloped edge; 3” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim;
7/8” tall; backstamp or wreath with words “IRIS / E P P CO” in center) [The East
Palestine Pottery Company was an Ohio company associated with the W. S.
George Pottery Company. The firm began producing white tablewares by circa
1889. In 1904, the firm name apparently was changed by George, suggesting that
this saucer would pre-date 1904—although this seems unlikely (Lehner 1988:135136).]

F15-25
F15-26
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Feature 16
Lot Inventories

Draft Only

Lot F16-1
2
undecorated whiteware
1
redware
2
sponge decorated (blue and red) whiteware
2
undecorated pot lid [not assigned a vessel number, as this is no from feature]
Lot F16-2
1
Vessel 1
3
Vessel 2
1
undecorated ironstone
1
container glass (clear)
1
eggshell (with membrane)
1
bone
Lot F16-3
1
Vessel 2
1
Vessel 3
1
Vessel 4
1
Vessel 5
1
Vessel 6
5
undecorated whiteware
1
container glass (aqua)
2
window glass (aqua; 1.29mm thick)
2
canning jar lid gaskets (rubber; 2 ¼” inside diameter)
1
rubber
2
bone
1
peach pit/stone
Lot F16-4
1
Vessel 7
1
Vessel 8
1
Vessel 9
2
Vessel 10
1
Vessel 11
1
Vessel 12
1
Vessel 13
3
container glass (milk glass)
1
container glass (aqua)
4
lamp chimney
4
undecorated whiteware
2
electrical porcelain
1
window glass (aqua)
997

1
2
2
1
5

plate glass (aqua; 3.38mm thick)
canning jar lid gaskets
rubber
eggshell (with membrane; whole egg)
bone

Draft Only

Lot F16-5
2
(Vessel 11)
1
(Vessel 14)
1
(Vessel 15)
1
(Vessel 16)
5
(Vessel 17)
7
lamp chimney
3
undecorated whiteware
2
electrical porcelain
1
container glass (clear)
2
window glass (aqua)
2
window glass (clear)
3
wire-drawn nails (1 ¾” long)
1
wire-drawn nail (5” long)
1
indeterminate nail fragment
3
canning jar lid gaskets (rubber)
1
shaley coal
1
coal clinker
1
burned shale
1
eggshell (with membrane)
14
bone
Lot F16-6
1
(Vessel 17)
1
(Vessel 18)
3
(Vessel 19)
2
window glass (aqua)
1
container glass (aqua)
16
lamp chimney
2
undecorated whiteware
1
canning jar lid gasket (rubber)
1
burned shale
1
eggshell (with membrane)
8
bone
Lot F16-7
1
(Vessel 14)
1
(Vessel 19)
1
(Vessel 20)
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(Vessel 21)
(Vessel 22)
(Vessel 23)
(Vessel 24)
lamp chimney
thick plate glass (aqua)
window glass (aqua)
aluminum foil bottle cap (embossed “MEADOW / GOLD / CREAM / SPRINGFIELD”)
aluminum foil
wire handle (3” wide container)
“tin” key-opening can (3 ½” x 4 ½” x 1”; sardine can?)
enameled tinware lid (coffee pot lid?)
wire-drawn nail fragment
canning ja lid gasket (rubber)
peach pits/stones
flotation samples (small)
bone

Draft Only

2
1
1
2
9
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
2
5

Lot F16-8
1
(Vessel 21)
2
(Vessel 24)
5
(Vessel 25)
1
(Vessel 26)
1
(Vessel 27)
1
(Vessel 28)
1
(Vessel 29)
1
(Vessel 30)
1
(Vessel 31)
1
(Vessel 32)
3
(Vessel 33)
1
(Vessel 34)
1
(Vessel 35)
2
(Vessel 36)
1
(Vessel 37)
2
(Vessel 38)
1
(Vessel 39)
2
(Vessel 40)
2
(Vessel 41)
1
(Vessel 42)
1
(Vessel 43)
1
(Vessel 44)
1
(Vessel 45)
1
(Vessel 46)
2
(Vessel 47)
2
(Vessel 48)
1
(Vessel 49)
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(Vessel 50)
(Vessel 51)
(Vessel 52)
(Vessel 53)
(Vessel 54)
(Vessel 55)
(Vessel 56)
(Vessel 57)
(Vessel 58)
(Vessel 59)
(Vessel 60)
Vessel 62
window glass (light aqua/clear)
wire-drawn nail (3 ½” long)
“tin” cans (2 ½” diameter; 2 ½” tall)
“tin” cans (3” diameter; 4” tall)
“tin” cans (3 ¼” diameter; unknown height)
“tin” can lid (3 ¼” diameter)
“tin” container/storage tin (2” diameter; 7/8” tall)
insulated stranded copper wire (rubber insulation)
fabric (woman’s stocking with embroidered top)
cork (1/2” diameter)
wood (softwood; lath?)
plaster (hard plaster with whitecoat)
peach pits/stones
small pit/stone (plum or apricot?)
flotation samples (small)
eggshell (with membrane)
bone
wooden matchsticks

Draft Only

1
1
1
2
1
3
1
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
3
1
28
8

Lot F16-9
1
Vessel 61
1
wood (hardwood)
1
bone
Vessel Descriptions

Feature 16
F16-1
S canning jar (clear; round; threaded rim; machine-made; small rim only)
F16-2
S canning jar lid liner (milk glass; round; un-embossed)
F16-3
P whiskey flask (clear; Plain Oval; 1 1/8” x 2 ¾”; 6 ¾” tall; machine-made;
reinforced threaded lip finish; decorated body with small raised diamonds
surrounding two undecorated panels; ; shoulder embossed “HALF PINT” on one
side; and “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF THIS BOTTLE”
on the other; base embossed “R / 485”, “19-40”, and “1071”; Comfort Dandy –
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P

Draft Only

F16-4

F16-5

P

F16-6

P

F16-7

P

F16-8

P

F16-9

P

F16-10

P

F16-11

P

F16-12

P

F16-13

S

style flask) [This flask probably was manufactured by the “BOX G” company—
although not labeled with the “BOX G” mark, it has similar markings to Vessel
F16-9, which was labeled with that company mark.]
medicine bottle (clear; Knickerbocker Oval; ¾” x 1 1/8”; 2 7/8” tall; machinemade; decorated shoulder “1/2” in circle; one side with graduated volume
markings; reinforced Patent lip finish; embossed base “ILLINOIS” with partially
legible “Diamond O” mark; partially melted) [This is a ½-ounce Lyric Oval
produced by Owens-Illinois.]
medicine vial (clear; round; ¾” diameter base; 2 3/8” tall; Patent lip finish;
machine-made) [Homeopathic vial]
food jar (clear; Salamander Oval; 1 3/8” x 1 ½”; 4 ½” tall; machine-made;
threaded lip finish; 1 ½” wide mouth; Art-deco-style stepped panel sides; tapered
body expanding upward; embossed base “DESIGN PATENT / 86565” with
Owens-Illinois “Diamond O” mark with an embossed “7” on each side) [This
design patent was issued in 1933
(https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/issuyear.htm).]
canning jar lid liner (milk glass; round; 2 ½” diameter; embossed “BOYDS
GENUINE PORCELAIN LINED CAP 173”; embossed “7” in center)
milk bottle (clear; round; 3” diameter base; machine-made; embossed around heel
“ONE QUART LIQUID” and “REGISTERED … 11-14”; embossed “HTC” logo
mark on heel also)
whiskey flask (clear; Plain Oval; 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base; 6 ¾” tall; machine-made;
reinforced threaded lip finish; plain body; shoulder embossed “HALF PINT” on
one side; and “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF THIS
BOTTLE” on the other; heel embossed with “BOX G” mark with embossed “19”
on one side of it and “9” on other; base embossed with “R / 485”, “17 88” and
“9”; Dandy-style flask) [The “Box G” logo was used by the Glenshaw Glass
Company apparently beginning as early as 1904, and continuing for many years
afterwards.]
proprietary medicine, chemical, or toiletry bottle (clear; Plain Oval; 7/8” x 2”
base; 4” tall; machine-made; threaded lip finish; metal cap still in place;
unidentified cartouche on shoulder consisting of Union-style shield with
intertwining letters “C. O. CO.” or “G. O. CO” in shield; base embossed with the
“BOX N” mark and an “8”). The “Box N” mark was used by the Obear-Nester
Glass Company of Kansas City, Missouri, beginning in 1915 and
running for many decades after that date (through circa 1980). This
mark was used after 1915."
http://productmanufacturers.blogspot.com/2012/12/obear-nester-glasscompany.html.]
jelly glass (clear; molded; round; indeterminate diameter; 3 ¼” tall; elongated
“ribs” or raised flutes around inside lower half of vessel; one wide roulette band
around rim)
medicine bottle (clear; rectangular; 7/8” x 1 ¼” approximately 3 ¼” tall; missing
lip and neck; base embossed with “Diamond O” mark with “2” on one side, “5”
on opposite side, and “2” beneath)
cup (undecorated; whiteware)
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F16-14
F16-15
F16-16

Draft Only

F16-17
F16-18

S cup (decal decorated; floral pattern; whiteware)
S saucer (printed; green; whiteware; small rim only)
P personal hygiene/toilet water bottle (clear; rectangular base; 1 3/4” x 3”; 8 5/8”
tall; machine-made; 5/8” diameter mouth; 1 1/4” long neck; recessed panel one
side; suction scar on base) [This bottle is similar to the “PANEL TOILETS”
documented in the Illinois Glass Company’s 1933 catalog (IGC 1933:PP114).]
S canning jar lid liner (milk glass; round; indeterminate embossing)
P medicine bottle (amber; oval; 7/8” x 1 7/8”; 4” tall; machine-made; based
embossed with the “Diamond O” mark with “7” on one side and “4” on the other)
[Similar to the “MINERAL OIL OVAL” illustrated in the Illinois Glass Company
1933 catalog (IGC 1933:42). This bottle has slightly more squared shoulders than
that illustrated in the catalog.]
P lamp chimney (clear; molded; scalloped design; 1 ½” straight base)
P canning jar lid (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; embossed around edge “26 2 H” and in
center a reversed “2”)
P cup (undecorated; whiteware; 2” base; 3 ½” rim; 2 ¼” tall; handled)
S small plate (decal decorated; bluebird pattern; painted; lined rim; whiteware)
P prescription medicine bottle (clear; rectangular base—flat one side for label and
slightly convex on other; ¼” x 1 7/8”; 4 7/8” tall; machine-made; scroll design on
shoulders with small circle with volume designation in center. graduated ounce
and cubic centimeters on side; 3-ounce capacity; Packer lip finish; base has large
suction scar; base embossed “ILLINOIS” with an Owens-Illinois “Diamond O”
mark) [This bottle is the same as the “Graduated Lyric Oval” advertised by the
Illinois Glass Company in their 1926 glass catalog. The company also advertised
an “Illini Oval”, but this apparently was not a graduated item (IGC 1926:15-16).
P drinking glass (clear; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; 2 7/8” diameter mouth; 5 ¼”
tall; thin-walled; machine-made)
P beer mug (clear; molded; 3 ¼” diameter base; 3 3/8” diameter mouth; 5 ¾” tall;
very heavy with thick base; bottom third of mug is fluted)
P whiskey flask (clear; Plain Oval; 1 3/8” x 3 ¼”; 8” tall; machine-made; Brandy lip
finish; Dandy flask style) [Although machine-made, there is no post-Prohibition
embossing on the bottle.)
P whiskey flask (clear; Plain Oval; 1 3/8” x 2 7/8””; 6 ½” tall; machine-made;
reinforced threaded lip finish; decorated ribbed sides; shoulders embossed “HALF
PINT” and “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF THIS
BOTTLE”; Dandy flask style; heel embossed on one side with “Box G” logo and
“19” on one side and “5” on other of the logo; opposite heel embossed with “5”;
base embossed “R / 146”) [The “Box G” logo was used by the Glenshaw Glass
Company apparently beginning as early as 1904, and continuing for many years
afterwards. If the “R” on the base is a year code, it may reference the year 1946
as the date the bottle was manufactured. The 1933 Illinois Glass Company
catalog illustrates a similar designed flask which they refer to as a “REPEAL
FLASK” (IGC 1933: Lq10).]
P whiskey flask (clear; Plain Oval; 1 1/8” x 2 ¾”; 6 ½” tall; machine-made;
reinforced threaded lip finish; decorated body; embossed diamond pattern with
small recessed panel on one side and large panel on other; embossed “ONE

F16-19
F16-20
F16-21
F16-22
F16-23

F16-24
F16-25
F16-26

F16-27

F16-28
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P
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F16-29

F16-30

P

F16-31

P

F16-32

P

F16-33

P

PINT” on one side and “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF
THIS BOTTLE”; base embossed “R-232” and “69-5”; Dandy shape) [This is
nearly identical to vessel F16-30, except it does not have the “Box N” logo on its
base.]
whiskey flask (clear; Plain Oval; 1 ¼” x 2 7/8”; 6 ¼” tall; machine-made;
threaded lip finish; decorated body; embossed spider web design; small recessed
panel one side; larger recessed panel on other; embossed should “FULL HALF
PINT” on one side and “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF
THIS BOTTLE” on other; base embossed “R – 49 / 69 – 4”; metal cap still in
place)
whiskey flask (clear; Plain Oval; 1 1/8” x 2 ¾”; 6 ½” tall; machine-made;
reinforced threaded lip finish; decorated body; embossed diamond pattern with
small recessed panel on one side and large panel on other; embossed “ONE
PINT” on one side and “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF
THIS BOTTLE”; base embossed with the “Box N” logo with “72” on one side,
“5” on the other; and with R-232” on top; embossed on one heel is a “5”; Dandy
shape) [Nearly identical bottle as Vessel F16-28, but with the addition of the “Box
N” logo. The “Box N” mark was used by the Obear-Nester Glass Company
of Kansas City, Missouri, beginning in 1915 and running for many
decades after that date (through circa 1980). This mark was used after
1915." http://productmanufacturers.blogspot.com/2012/12/obearnester-glass-company.html.]
whiskey flask (clear; rectangular; 1 3/8” x 2 7/8”; approximately 6 ½” tall;
machine-made; reinforced threaded lip finish; corroded metal cap still in place;
decorated; raised round knob pattern in panels; small label area one side; larger on
other; embossed shoulders “HALF PINT” and “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS
SALE / OR REUSE OF THIS BOTTLE” on opposite side; base embossed “R”
inside a triangle flanked on one side with a “1 –“ and on the other with a “-5”;
embossed over the mark is “R-477”; embossed also on base at right angle to other
marks “83”) [This “Triangle R” logo was used by the Reed Glass Company of
Rochester, New York, beginning in circa 1927, and continuing through the middle
1950s (circa 1956) (https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/bottlemarks-4/;
https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/FEReed.pdf).]
personal hygiene/toilet water bottle (clear; rectangular base; 1 ½” x 2 ¾”; 8” tall;
machine-made; ¾” diameter mouth; 2” long neck; distinctive shaped bottle;
footed; metal cap still in place) [This bottle is documented as a “VELVA
OBLONG TOILET” in the Illinois Glass Company’s 1933 catalog (IGC
1933:PP93).]
liquor bottle (clear; Blake Variant 1; 1 5/8” x 3 3/8”; minimally 8 ½” tall; lip and
neck missing; ribbed sides; one shoulder embossed “FULL PINT”; opposite
shoulder embossed “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF THIS
BOTTLE”; base embossed “BOX N” mark with “R-232” above, and “72” on one
side and “4” on opposite side; also embossed on base, at right angle to other
marks is a “2”) [Although this ribbed rectangular pint bottle is reminiscent of
those illustrated in the 1933 Illinois Glass Catalog, no rectangular examples
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identical to this were illustrated. A similar ribbed flask in that catalog is labeled
as a “REPEAL FLASK”—see Vessel F16-27.]
canning jar (aqua; round; 3 ¾” diameter base; 6 ¾” tall; threaded lip finish;
machine-made; body embossed “—ATLAS— / MASON’S / PATENT”)
canning jar lid (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; embossed around edge “GENUINE
BOYD CAP / FOR MASON JARS”)
canning jar lid (milk glass; 2 ½” diameter; embossed around edge “BOYDS
GENUINE PORCELAIN LINED CAP” and in the center a “2”)
whiskey flask (amber; Comfort Oval; 1 3/8” x 3 ½”; unknown height; machinemade; decorated body; base embossed with Hiram Walker mark which consists of
a “W” in a banner topped with a crown; base also embossed “U.S.A.”) [An
illustrated online example of this bottle indicates that it was labeled “FEDERAL
LAW FORBIDS SALE / OR REUSE OF THIS BOTTLE” on one shoulder,
whereas the other has the distinctive Hiram Walker logo. The online example had
a bakelite screw cap.]
food jar (clear; round; 3” diameter base; 7” tall; 2 ½” diameter mouth; threaded
rim finish; machine-made; suction scar on base)
food jar (clear; round; 2 ½” diameter; machine-made; threaded lip finish; rim
only)
canning jar (aqua; round; 2 ½” diameter mouth; approximately 4” diameter body;
machine-made; threaded lip finish; rim and body; no embossing present)
table or desk-top pad (aqua; ¼” thick plate glass; ½”-wide beveled edges; size
unknown) [Similar to an example recovered from House C fire deposits.]
tumbler (purple ?; lead glass; round; indeterminate diameter or height; extensively
decorated with wheel engraved decoration; ornate quality tableware; large body
and rim sherd) [The vessel is heavy and indicative of lead glass; color is difficult
to ascertain, and the dark color may be due to burning.]
ointment/salve jar (cobalt blue; round; 1 3/8” diameter base; 1 ½” diameter
mouth; threaded lip finish; machine-made; base embossed “VICKS / VAPOR”
with an inverted triangle and the letters “U8” beneath it)
perfume bottle (clear; Crown Oval shape; 7/8” x 1 7/8”; 4” tall; machine-made;
decorated body; basket-weave pattern with recessed panels front and back
perfume bottle (clear; rectangular base; 5/8” x 1 ¼”; 2 ¾” tall; machine made;
plain body with raised front and back panels)
polish bottle (clear; round; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3 ¾” tall; 1” neck; 7/8” diameter
mouth; suction scar on base; machine-made; base embossed with “I CO”
followed by a large dot)
drinking glass (clear; round; 2 ¼” diameter base; 2 ¾” diameter rim; 3 7/8” tall;
decorated with ground grape clusters and vines)
drinking glass/jelly glass (clear; round; 2” diameter base; 3 ¼” tall; molded
horseshoe and star on base; two rouletted bands around rim;
food jar (clear; machine made; 2 ¼” x 2 ¼” base; 4 ½” tall; threaded lip finish; 2”
diameter mouth; tapered body; distinctive ribbed side; base embossed with
Diamond-O mark with “7” on one side and “6” on the other, as well as “DES.
PAT 89885”) [Design patent number 89,885 was issued in 1933
(https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/issuyear.htm). The 1933
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Illinois Glass Company catalogue (IGC 1933: F117) illustrates their relatively
new “TU-VUE” food jars).
food jar (clear; round; 2 7/8” diameter base; 5 ¾” tall; 3” diameter mouth; interior
rim for receiving lid; machine-made; base embossed with “H over A” mark and
“5135 / 12”; valve scar on base). This mark was used by the Hazel-Atlas Glass
Company from circa 1923 through 1964. The firm began production of glass
containers
in
1902
in
Wheeling,
West
Virginia
(https://www.glassbottlemarks.com/hazel-atlas-glass-company/).]
lamp chimney (clear; hand crimped; small pedals; 5 pedals/inch)
small bowl (decal decorated; floral pattern; painted; lined rim; whiteware; 2 ½”
diameter base; 5” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
small plate (decal decorated; geometric and floral pattern; 4 ¾” diameter base; 8
¼” diameter rim; 7/8” tall; 12-sided) [Same pattern as F16-54.]
plate (decal decorated; geometric and floral pattern; 5 ½” diameter base; 9 ¼”
diameter rim; 7/8” tall; 12-sided) [Same pattern as F16-53.]
serving bowl (decal decorated; floral pattern; painted; lined rim; 4” diameter base;
approximately 7 ½” diameter rim; 1 5/8” tall; backstamp image of a crescent
moon with words “THE / CRESCENT / CHINA / CO.”) [Lehner (1988:114, 256)
notes that this pottery was in operation in Alliance, Ohio from 1920-1926. The
company was established by some of the Sebring brothers, and the product is
similar to that firms production.)
small plate (decal decorated; floral pattern; whiteware; approximately 7 ½”
diameter rim; partial illegible backstamp) [May be able to compare with other
backstamps and figure this out; same pattern as F16-61.]
plate (decal decorated; floral pattern; overglaze; scalloped edge; yellowish color
to glaze; 5 5/8” diameter base; 9 1/4'” diameter rim; 7/8” tall)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; 1 ¾” base; 3” rim; 2 ¼” tall; handled)
cup (decal decorated; floral pattern; whiteware)
cup (gilded; double-lined rim ; whiteware; 1 5/8” base; 3 3/4” rim; 2 ¼” tall;
handled)
cup (gilded; lined rim exterior and handle; decal-decorated floral motif interior ;
whiteware; 2” base; 3 1/4” rim; 3 ¼” tall; handled) [Same pattern as F16-56.]
whiskey flask (clear; Plain Oval; pint-size; machine-made; reinforced threaded lip
finish; decorated body; probably Dandy shape; lip/neck/shoulder fragment only)
[The lip/neck identical to vessel F16-28 and F16-30, but decoration is not the
same.]
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In the Wake of the Mob: An Illustrated Story of Riot, Ruin, and Rage (1909)
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An online representation of the historic manuscript (http://private.betweenthecovers.com/Catalogs/399877_IntheWakeoftheMob.pdf).
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